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Introduction

This document is a final report describing the research activities performed under the contract
F 19628-89-K-0014, -On the Dynamics of Space Plasmas'. The research was focused into three
related areas. These were:

A) An examination of stochastic electron acceleration mechanisms in the ionosphere and the
resulting dynamics of magnetospheric (i.e., Radiation Belt) particles and waves.

B) A study of nonadiabatic particle orbits and the electrodynamic structure of the coupled
magnetosphere-ionosphere auroral arc system.

C) An experimental investigation of the wake signatures created by a solid body immersed
in a flowing plasma.

In the next section we present a more detailed description of the three research areas. Following
that is a list of the refereed publications which resulted from the research investigations. Copies
of the publications themselves are then added.

Description of Research

In this section we present a more detailed synopsis of the research areas which were investigated
during the period of the contract.

A) An examination of stochastic electron acceleration mechanisms in the ionosphere and the

resulting dynamics of magnetospheric (i.e., Radiation Belt) particles and waves.

In this area we have studied the following problems:

(1) The interaction of high frequency electromagnetic waves (EM) with plasma particles in
a constant magnetic field. This theory is of interest to ionospheric modification research.
The EM waves can be radiated from the ground and will propagate in the ionosphere.
They interact with the ambient electrons and may accelerate them to high energies. We
have published three papers in scientific journals and two articles in conference
proceedings.

(2) The mode conersion of EM waves into electrostatic (ES) cyclotron waves in the
ionoshere. We consider an inhomogeneous plasma and wave frequencies in the range
O,:w<52flQ, where 0, is the electron gyrofrequency. By using a WKB analysis of the
wave equation in a warm plasma we estimate the erergy transmission coefficients and
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power absorbed by the ES waves. We have published two papers containing this theory.
The radio window idea of mode conversion into ES waves has been tested in the HIPAS-
UCLA facility in Alaska. The electrostatic waves can interact very efficiently with the
ambient plasma producing density cavities and acceleration of electrons to high energies.

(3) The interaction of electrons and VLF waves in the Radiation Belts. The interaction of
electrons and whistler waves near the equator inside the plasmasphere is investigated by
using quasilinear theory. The waves propagate at arbitrary angles with respect to the
inhomogeneous geomagnetic field. The cyclotron instability is due to the resonance
interaction of waves and particles at multiple harmonics of the cyclotron frequency. The
magnetosphere can be treated as a gigantic maser whose mirrors are the ionospheric
regions and the earth's surface in the conjugate hemispheres. The waves' amplitudes
grow to large values due to interactions with the energetic particles, which anisotropic
velocity distributions provide the free source of energy. It is also a mechanism for the
removal of energetic electrons, which are precipitated into the ionosphere and lost from
the trap. This theory is of interest to active magnetospheric experiments such as CRRES
which can test the efficiency of wave particle interactions in the Radiation Belts. We
have published three articles in scientific journals and three in conference proceedings.

(4) The interaction of protons and whistler waves in the eouatorial regions of the
magneiwa1Ve. Experiments performed by U.S. and Russian scientists [H.C. Koons,
Journal Geophysics Research, 82, 1163, 1977; R.A. Kovrazhkin, et al., JETP Lett., 39,
228, 1984], have shown that protons can precipitate from the Radiation Belts as a result
of their interaction with VLF waves. The waves are launched from satellites and have
frequencies which are close to the equatorial electron gyrofrequency. Waves and
particles can interact through multiple harmonics of the proton gyrofrequency in the
inhomogeneous geomagnetic field. For protons that satisfy the second order resonance
condition the change in pitch-angle can be very large which will precipitate them into the
ionosphere. We have published two articles in conference proceedings and are in the
process of preparing a paper to be submitted to a major journal.

(5) The development of a relativistic Hamiltonian formalism of magnetospheric wave Mrticle
interactions including background inhomogeneities. We are also studying wave-particle
interactions in the Earth's magnetosphere, and particularly have in mind protons and
VLF waves, motivated by observed precipitation of protons by VLF waves near the
electron cyclotron frequency [Kovrazhkin, et al., JETP Lett., 39, 228, 1984]. An
important application is the upcoming WISP (Waves in Space) experiment. Previous
work [Ginet and Albert, Phys. Fluids, B3, 2994, 1991] reduced the resonant test particle
problem to one dimension in resonance-averaged canonical variables, for the
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approximation of a constant background geomagnetic field B0. We are generalizing this
to realistic, slow varying Bo, which is especially crucial in the paradigm of Shklyar
[Planet. Space Sci. 34, 1091, 1986], who gives a schematic theory of nonrelativistic
proton pitch-angle scattering by a perfectly ducted electrostatic wave. The resonance
function, w-kiv4-f0, is a function of distance along the field line, so that many isolated
resonances occur. It is important to study the result of a resonant interaction as the
particle enters and leaves the resonant region. The work of Ginet and Albert, among
others, shows that the behavior depends strongly on the degree of tuning of the
resonance.

We have extended the relativistic, electromagnetic Hamiltonian formalism of Ginet and
Albert to account for local background inhomogeneity. The price is an additional degree
of freedom in the description, which can no longer be reduced to an autonomous (time-
independent) pair of equations of resonant motion. The analytic solutions of the
homogeneous case no longer hold exactly, and can only be used as guides. Nevertheless,
resonance averaging is still fruitful, yielding a non-autonomous pair of equations (with
distance along the field line replacing time). This is accomplished by exploiting several
constants of the motion, which can be found explicitly to lowest and first order in the
wave amplitude, or exactly if an iteration method is used to solve a certain implicit
equation. This set is much easier to solve numerically than the full set, and allow greater
insight and possibilities for approximate analytic solutions as well.

For comparison, two codes with six degrees of freedom (plus time) have been written
to follow the exact behavior of test particles with a quite general specified
electromagnetic wave, one for a dipole magnetic field and one for a slab approximation.
Both codes use a Hamiltonian description to allow direct comparison with the theoretical
treatment. Both use scalar functions to specify the vector potential of the magnetic
fields, and so satisfy the Maxwell equation V.B=0 exactly. In the case of the dipole
field, the canonical coordinates of the Hamiltonian are also dipole coordinates. The slab
geometry code allows for arbitrary values of the inhomogeneity, including zero, which
permits testing of theoretical ideas in a clear and simple way. We have also generated
parameters for which the paradigm of Shklyar [Planet Space Sci. 34, 1091, 1986] of
many isolated f resonances seems to be valid. It is not necessary to carefully tune the
particle initial conditions to achieve resonance; the simulated particle "finds" resonances
it encounters along its path.

We have seen very interesting behavior of the phase angle near resonance. Shklyar
assumed that the value of this angle at exact resonance, which controls the sign and value
of the jumps in action, would be randomly and uniformly distributed between 0 and 2w-,
and used this assumption to generate diffusion coefficients. We see instead that this
angle takes on values only in a range of width v, and preferentially close to the angle of
the x-point. This gives the jumps in action a systematic direction, determined by the
resonance number and other parameters, which greatly affects the cumulative influence
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of many resonance crossings. Numerical results from both the resonance-averaged and
exact numerical simulations support the following scenario: most of the time, the
particle trajectory closely follows the contours of the instantaneous Hamiltonian (which
would be exact streamlines in a homogeneous B field), while the separatrix between
streaming and phase-trapped motion drifts slowly towards the particle. However, near
the x-point of this separatrix, even slow drifting has a large effect because it allows the
particle to cross the opposite side of the island enclosed by the separatrix, so that there
is a net increase in the action variable of roughly the island width (which is proportional
to c"). Once the drifting has taken the island past the particle, the motion is again
guided by H-contours.

These qualitative arguments, supported by estimates of the streaming and drifting rates
as functions of distance from the island, explain much of the behavior observed: the
localization and magnitude of the jumps in action (and therefore energy and pitch angle)
near resonances, and also the systematic direction of these jumps. Jumps that tend to be
in the same direction will have a much larger cumulative effect than jumps that occur in
a random walk fashion. This work has been presented at the 1992 AGU Spring Meeting
[EOS 73, 253, 1992].

Work is also in progress on a three-dimensional particle-in-cell code for the Echo series
of beam-in-space experiments. The design features cylindrical geometry and open radial
boundary conditions. The electrostatic field solver is at a mature stage; the next issues
are efficient charge-to-grid assignment (scatter of information) and grid-to-particle
interpolation (gather) as w as time advancement. We are also considering incorporating
the kernel of the field solver in a two-dimensional version of the code, which would be
a relatively quick and useful took for exploring the qualitative dynamics.

B) A study of nonadiabatic particle orbits and the electrodynamic structure of the coupled
magnetosphere-ionosphere auroral arc system.

In this area we have developed a model describing the structure of a prebreakup arc
based on an ionospheric Cowling channel and its extension into the magnetosphere. A
coupled two-circuit representation of the substorm current wedge is used which is locally
superimposed on both westward and eastward electrojets. We find that brighter, more
unstable prebreakup arcs are formed in the premidnight (southwest of the Harang
Discontinuity) than in the postmidnight (northeast of the Harang Discontinuity) sector.
This contributes to the observed prevalence of auroral activity in the premidnight sector.
Also, our model predicts that the north-south dimensions of the current wedge in the
ionosphere should vary from a few kilometers at an invariant latitude (A) of 620 to
hundreds of kilometers above A=680. Comparison of the model results with the
extensive observations of Marklund et al. (1983) for a specific arc observed just after
onset shows good agreement, particularly for the magnitude of the polarization electric
field and the arc size. We conclude that this agreement is further evidence that the
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substorm breakup arises from magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling in the near
magnetosphere and that the steady state model developed here is descriptive of the
breakup arc before inductive effects become dominant. A more detailed description of
this work is given in the paper entitled, 'Prebreakup Arcs: A Comparison Between
Theory and Experiment'. This work is reproduced in the next section.

The theory of auroral arcs has progressed along many lines of thought: electrostatic
shocks, double layers, the AlfvMn wave propagation, the formation of a small wedge, and
viscuous interaction of the magnetopause. In simple terms, the arc is analogous to a
fountain that rises to some height at the center, spreads out at the top and then is returned
over an extended area. The presence of a conductive ionosphere and the complex
interaction of the associated fields and particles makes the problem very complex. A
self-consistent model of an auroral arc should include a mechanism for generating the
field-aligned potential drop associated with the arc and a description of how the
associated currents are conserved, including ionospheric effects. In our research, we also
address the additional complication that an auroral arc may not be self-contained. We
find that it modifies the ion population that is EXB drifting through it. The drifting ions,
on the other hand, affect the charge distribution inside the arc and, hence, the potential
distribution itself. We have examined the effect of the arc on the ions in analogy with
similar effects in the magnetotail.

We find that ions EXB drifting through an auroral arc can undergo transverse
acceleration and stochastic heating. This result is very analogous to recent work
regarding similar phenomena in the magnetotail. An analytic expression for the
maximum arc width for which chaotic behavior is present is derived and numerically
verified. We find, for example, that a 1.5 km thick arc at A=65° requires a minimum
potential drop of 3 Kv for transverse ion acceleration and heating to occur. Thicker arcs
require higher potential drops for stochasticity to occur. This mechanism could be a
partial cause for ion conics. A more detailed description of this work is reported in the
paper, "Acceleration and Stochastic Heating of Ions Drifting through an Auroral Arco.
The paper is included in the next section of this report.

C) An experimental investigation of the wake signatures created by a solid body immersed
in a flowing plasma.

In this area we have experimentally studied the formation of the wake of a conducting
body in a flowing plasma similar to that encountered in Low Earth Orbit. We developed
a device that produced a well-behaved plasma stream. This device allows the laboratory
simulation of plasmas over a wide range of conditions (including scalable to Low Earth
Orbit) with the unique ability of allowing the study of the three-dimensional plasma
phenomena.
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We have developed a number of diagnostics for this device that allow us to measure ion
and electron currents, densities and distribution functions, in addition to measuring the
space and plasma potentials inside the device. Electron and ion currents are measured
with the aid of collecting Langmuir probes while the particle distribution functions are
ascertained with the aid of retarding potential analyzers. Space and plasma potentials are
measured with a differential emissive probe operating in the limit of zero emission for
a minimal perturbation of the plasma. All diagnostics were optimized for low density,
fast time response measurements (frequency response = 1 MHz) and wei designed to
minimize the perturbation of the quantities being measured.

We have performed considerable work in studying the physics of wake and ram
formation, current collection of biused objects in the wake of the objects, and the
problem of secondary electron emission from biased objects in the plasma environment.
Our experimental results have been used to verify the prediction of various computer
models, including SIMION, MACH, and POLAR.

The study of wake and ram phenomena is important for a number of reasons. The ram
and wake regions itself can be a source of noise due to instabilities being driven by the
density and potential gradients at the wake-flowing plasma interface. Objects placed in
the ion-free wake region can experience considerable charging problems due to the
collection of electrons. Since there are no ions in the wake region to neutralize the
charge collected from the electrons, the object may charge to a considerable voltage.
This is especially true for an object in polar orbit, where high energy electrons
precipitating down along magnetic field lines may induce charging of several thousand
volts for large structures.

We have investigated the current collection of biased objects in the wake region of a
conducting body. The experiments were performed in the JUMBO vacuum chamber
(1.7 m long and 1.7 m diameter) at GL. For these experiments a 1 cm diameter biasable
sphere was placed on axis 5 cm downstream from a 10 cm diameter grounded disk. The
sphere was biasable to a potential of ±5000 V and the current collected by the sphere
was measured as a function of the voltage applied to the sphere. For positive bias
voltages applied to the sphere current is collected as electrons are drawn into the sphere.
It is observed that for low negative bias voltages there is no current olle.ted by the
object which is in the ion-free wake region. As the negative bias voltage is increased,
there is a sharp turn-on of the current collected by the object as it draws ions into the
wake region. The bias voltage at which this current turn-on occurs is dependent on a
number of factors, e.g., the angular momentum of the flowing ions at a given sheath
electric field. As the beam energy is increased the turn-on voltage also increases. This
is to be expected since, for higher energies, it is more difficult to deflect the ions enough
to be collected by the sphere.
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We have also compared the measured current-voltage characteristics of a biased sphere
in a wake with the predictions of a number of computer codes. For the simplest model
we have used the particle trajectory code, SIMION. When the measured potential
profiles are entered into SIMION and the particle trajectories are followed, the code
predicts the dependence of the current turn-on voltage with beam energy, distance from
the conducting body to the biased object, and the magnetic field. The code cannot,
however, predict the magnitude of the current collected or solve for the potential profiles.
In addition to the study of current collection, SIMION has been used to study the
dynamics of wake formation. By entering the measured potential profiles this code is
able to predict the size of the wake region and also predicts the important features of the
mid-wake region, such as on-axis density enhancement. This code has been invaluable
in the design of the advanced plasma detector. Since the detector operates at low plasma
densities, the inability of the code to include space charge effects is not an issue. The
code is in remarkable agreement with experimental data from laboratory tests of
prototype detectors.

We have found that the MACH simulation results consistently give a wider contour for
the ion sheath of the biased sphere in the wake than was measured in the experiment
under almost identical conditions, although both simulation and laboratory data give a
sheath dimension consistent with the Langmuir-Blodgett spherical sheath model. The
difference may be due to a slight enhancement of scattering of ions into the wake region
by charge exchange (although the charge exchange length is longer than the device) or
some type of plasma oscillations. However, it is extremely time consuming to solve the
current collection problem using computer simulations because MACH is a backwards
tracking code where particles are launched from their collection point and tracked to their
source. Due to this, the code has difficulty in converging.
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Some Consequences of Intense Electromagnetic Wave Injection

into Space Plasmas

By

William J. Burke1, Elena Villalon2 , Paul L. Rothwell 1 ,

and Michael Silevitch
2

I Introduction

The past decade has been marked by an increasing interest in performing
active experiments in space. These experiments involve the artificial Injec-
ions of beams, chemicals, or waves into thp space environment. Properly
diagnosed, these experiments can be used to validate our understanding of
plasma processes, in the absence of wall effects. Sometimes they even
lead to practical results. For example, the plasma-beam device on SCATHA became
the prototype of an automatic device now available for controlling spacecraft
charging at geostationary orbit.

In this paper we discuss the future possibility of actively testing our
current understanding of how energetic particles may be accelerated in space
or dumped from the radiation belts using intense electromagnetic energy from
ground based antennas. The ground source of radiation is merely a convenience.
A space station source for radiation that does not have to pass through the
atmosphere and lower ionosphere, is an attractive alternative. The text Is
divided into two main sections addressing the possibilities of (1) accelerat-
Ing electrons to fill selected flux tubes above the Kennel-Petscheck limit
for stably trapped fluxes and (2) using an Alfven maser to cause rapid deple-
tion of energetic protons or electrons from the radiation belts. Particle
acceleration by electrostatic waves have received a great deal of
attention over the last few years (Wong et al., 1981; Katsouleas and
Dawson, 1983). However, much less is known about acceleration using
electromagnetic waves. The work described herein is still in evolution.
We only justify its presentation at this symposium based on the novelty of
the Ideas in the context of space plasma physics and the excitement they have
generated among several groups as major new directions for research in
the remaining years of this century.

I. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

2. Center for Electromagnetic Research,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115
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II Electron Acceleration by Electromagnetic'Waves

One of the first things we were mistaught in under graduate physics is that
electromagnetic (em) waves can't accelerate charged particles. If the partrleI
gains energy in the first half cycle, it loses It in the second half. Teachers
are, of course, clever people who want graduate students. So they hold off discus-
sing gyloresonance, in which case, all bets are off. The resonance condition is:

(I) (i) - kz vz - n N o/ 0 - 0

Here w is the frequency of the driving wave, kz the component of the wave vector
along the zero order magnetic field Bo o . z Vz the particle's component of

velocity along B. and n Is an integer representing an harmonic of the gyro-
frequency 11 - q B0/m, Y Is the relativistic correction (I - v 2 /c 2 )-172,
q Is the charge, and m the rest mass of the electron.

Before going into a detailed mathematical analysis it is obvious that thlere
are going to be problems accelerating cold ionospheric electrons to high ehergies.
Higher than first gyroharmonics will have Bessel function multipliers where the
argument of the Bessel function is the perpendicular component of the wave
vector and the gyroradius. For cold electrons with small gyroradii, all but the
zero index Bessel function terms will be small. The second concern can be
understood by considering the motion of a charged particle in a circularly
polarized wave. Roberts and Buchsbaum (1964) have shown that with an electron
in gyroresonance according to eq.(I) and v i Initially antiparallel to the wave
electric field E and perpendicular to the-wave magnetic field B, two effects
combine to drive It away from resonance. As the electric field accelerates the
electron, 'y increases, changing the gyrofrequency. The magnetic component of
the wave changes vz and thus, the Doppler shift term. It is only in the case of
the index of refraction n - ck/ w - I that unrestricted acceleration occurs.
In all other cases the electron goes through cycles gaining and losing kinetic
energy.

Recently, the SAIC group (Menyuk et al. 1986) has devised a conceptually
simple way to understand acceleration by em waves as a stochastic process.
In terms of the relativistic momenta Pz and p I , eq.(l) can be rewritten as

p ( 2- l ) P + 2 n z pzmc (n n o/ w ) + ( (n fl o/ w ) 2 _ )mc 2

Depending on the phase velocity of the waves, equation (2) represents a fanily
of ellipses ( n z ckz/ w <1), hyperbolae ( n , >M) and parabolae
( n z " 1) in a p p . phase space. The zero order Hamnlltonian can also be
written in the form

(2) Ho/mC2 
- 1 + (pz/mc) 2 + (p I /mc) 2 J 1/2 - (pz/mc) ( w /ckz)
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Thus, in p I , pz space constant Hamiiltonlan surfaces represent f amilies of
hyperbolae ( n . < 1) ellipses ( n z > 1) and parabolae ( n z . I).
Hamiltonian surfaces have open topologies for indices of refraction n z ( 1.
The case ; z " I In which resonance and Hamiltonian surfaces are overlying
parabolae Is that of unlimited acceleration studied by Roberts and Buschbaum
(1964).-

In the case of small amplitude waves the intersections of resonance and
Hamiltonian surfaces in p 1 , Pz space are very sharp. As the amplitudes of
the waves grow so too do the widths of resonance. For sufficiently large
amplitudes, resonance widths may extend down to low kinetic energies allowing
cold electrons to be stochastically accelerated to relativistic energies.

It should be pointed out that although this model heuristically explains
the main conceptual reasons for stochastic acceleration to occur, its validity
extends only to small angles 8 between k and Bo. At large angles, It is
not clear that the zero-order Ilamlltonian topologies described above will still
hold.

Over the past several months we have developed a rigorous extension
of the analytical model of Roberts and Buchsbaum by letting k I kx I+ kz z
assume an arbitrary angle to Bo. We begin with the Lorentz equation.

(3) d q E+vx(BD+B)J
dt

The relativistic momentum and Hamiltonian are given by £ m Y v and
H = mc2 Y, respectively. The magnetic field of the wave B is re`lated to the
electric E through Maxwell's equation B (c/w )k x E. The time rate of change
of the Hamiltonian is

(4) H - q E. - qc 2 E. y/H

If we define Ex El cos f , Ey -E2 sin f and Ez -- E3 cos t , where
* - kA x + k z - w t then equation (4) may be rewritten in the form

(5) H H - q.iPx cos * SqE. py sin - _qE3. Pz cos
=C W W W

The Lorentz force equation cad' also be rewritten as

-10-



(6) Px +Py ( ÷ + Sl n J - s. i (W - ,z;) cos,
my w

(7) Py - Px , • + sz j¶ sin + ]7 -_k (w - k, z) sinSm Y Wo "

(8) p. - K, H + a3. (Px +0 Py) - o
Wo El

where K. = kz (1 + E3 kx/Eikz). Equations (5-8) are exact. Our first simplifi-
cation is to assumze E2 kx/ w - Bz << B., then eqs. (b-B) may be combined
to give

(9) 4HH "--'-q (El + E2 ) I ft Q'cos( a + * - ,+ * ,) dt' +

"+ ft R'cos ( a + o- '- * ')dt' - 2 p I sin ( a + f + o
0

"+ q- (Ej-E 2 ) [ Q Q' cos ( a - a + o '- o ) dt'
U) 0

"+ f R' cos( # - a + # '+ O ') dt'+ 2p , sin ( + - a - a )
0

q_. E3  { 4 ( Pzo +_,Kt (H-Ho) cos 4
W (

E- f ~ Q' + R' j{cos( *+ 4')+ cos ( '-4 )jdt'El o

"where 0 - fl (tOW) dt', tan a - - ( pxo/pyo )
0

(the subscript o refers to the initial conditions at t - 0), and

Q sL ( W - Xz;) - &E -kz;)

=qEL ( w - Kz) +-E ( , - kzz)

W Wd

Primed and unprimed quantities are evaluated at times t' and t, respectively.
We note that accelarations represented in Eq. (9) are related to terms multiplying
electric fields in right-hand (El + E2 ), left-hand (El - E2 ) and parallel E3 modes.
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Our next simplification is to substitute for x and z in eq.(9) the zero
order solutions (in the electric field asmplitude) of eqs. (6-8). That Is, we
take x - P cos( 0 + a ) where p - v • / 11 Is the electron gyroradius and

(10) Pz Pzo + K (H - o]0)

We note that eq.(10) reduces to eq.(2) by taking K2 - kz, which Is only valid
for small angles between k and B . In fact, Figure 1 shows that Itamiltonlans
with open (hyperbolic or parabolic) topologies in pz, p I space at small
angles between k and Bo become closed (elliptical) as the angle increases.
The practical implication is that cases of potentially infinite accelaration
with k a kz become restricted to finite values at other direction of wave
propagation.

By taking x = p cos( a + a ) and expanding terms with sin kxx and
COS kxx in series of Bessel functions, eq. (9) becomes

(11) 4HH- Tn
C2w n

Tn A- E_ ( + E2 ) Jn-I (kx 0 ) f 1 f Q'J' cos(n n + m 8 '+ 4, + 4 )
m 0 m+l

• R'J'._ 1 cos(n 6 - m 8 '+ t - 4 ') I dt' + 2 p c ros (n e + T ) }
L+ ._ (E-E 2 ) Jn+i (kx o ) f I• f t 'J' cos(n e- m 6 '+ 4- 4 ')

w o m+1

+ R'.J'~m, cos(n e + m 8 '+ * + I ') ] dt' + 2p I cos (n 6 + 4 )}

-. l Jn(k P) N 4 ( p., + K (H-10 ) cos (n 6+8 )

-4 .• Jot (Q, + R')J' [ cos(n 8 + 8 '+ 4, + )
El 0 m

+ cos(n 8 - 8m e + - ) J dt'

where 6 - J t 2 (t') dt' + a + 1 /2, J' J (kx P '),(v m, m +l)
0 V V

and - kz z - W t.

After averaging over the -fasL (gyroperiod) time dependencies and a good deal
of tedious algebra, we obtain that, for each n, the particle energy obeys the
following differential equation-

(12) (U + 1)2  ( du ) 2 + Vn M - 0
w dt

where U - (H-Ho)/Ho and
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2
Vn (U) - _dj_.U2 ( U + 2 rndI ) 2- .$ (o)sin * n dl U ( U + 2 rn/dI )

4

+ • 2 1 ( r 2dl- I ihi) ( Cn+l (U) + Fn+i(U) )
2

+( I 2 d2- £ lh 2) Fn+l (U) }

- .. ( E lhl + I 2dl) ( GnI(U) + Fn.l(U) )
2

+ ( I + + 2d 2 ) Fn.l1(U)

2 2
- 3 3 I ht (Gn(U) + Fn(U) ) + h2 Fn(U) } - ( $ (O)COs * n )

where I - - (q E1 / i ) c/110  (i1-,2,3). dl = I - Kzkzc 2 / w 2

d2 - Kzkzc 2 / W 2 - kz~o/ w , hl - I + Kz/kz (dI - 1)

rn- 1 kzzo/ W -n 0 / w , h2  Kz/kz d2

$ (0) v I 0 /2c [ -( I I + 1 2) Jn-l (k, v o) + ( 1 2 - 1 1)

Jn+l (kx P o) ] + Vzo/C 1 3 Jn (kx p 0),

n - n (a +. ) + kzzo
2

and G V (U) . U J v k. p (U') ] U' dU'
0

F , (U) - [ k, p (U') ] dO', ( v - n, n + 1).
0

Eq.(12) is in the form of the equations of a harmonic oscillator. Under the
limit 6 - 0. Eq. (12) becomes the equation derived by Robert and Buchsbaum
(1964). The limits of the particles excursion in energy for a given resonance
n and electric field E can be found by setting the potentials Vn (U) - 0. At
wave amplitudes where the range of potentials for different harmonics overlap,
we have the onset of stochasticity.

At the present time we have just begun to explore the numerical solutions of
equation (12). In Figure 2, we show some of our preliminary results. We assume
that W pe/ A o - 0.3, the electric field amplitude is such that It - 0.1, and the
wave frequency is w - 1.8 o.,.We consider only the second cyclotron harmonic
since this is the closest to satisfying the resonance condition, eq.(1), for
initially cold electrons. The components of the wave electric field and the
refractive index n are calculated from the cold plasma dispersion relation for
electromagnetic waves at any arbitrary angle 8 to B0 . It turns out that n is
always smaller than, but very close to I ( n . 0.97). The maximum allowed
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Fig. 2. Range of allowed electron energy gain (shaded) as a function of
wave propagation angle to magnetic field. The solid line represents
maximum energy excursion for elliptical topologies.
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energy gain, as given by the zero order Hnimltonian topologies, is represented
by the solid lines . The shaded region represents the actual energy gain as
obtained by requiring Vn (U) < 0. We see that for 8 z 351, initially cold
electrons can be accelerated to very high energies. In fact, for cold
electrons we find that U - y - I and that the particle can gain as much as 2.5
Nev. As' 8 decreases more Initial kinetic energy is required for any
acceleration to take place. For large 8 , the elliptical hamiltonian
topologies severely restrict the energy gain.

III The Alfven Maser

Active control of energetic particle fluxes in the radiation belts has
maintained a continuing interest in both the United States and the SoviPt Union.
Electron dumping experiments concluded by the Stanford University and Lockheed
groups using VLF transmissions are well known (lnan et al. 1982, Imhof et al.
1983). Perhaps less known is a theoretical paper by Trakthengerts (1983)
entitled "Alfven Masers" in which he proposes a theoretical scheme for dumping
both electrons and protons from the belts. The basic idea is to use RF energy
to heat the ionosphere at the foot of a flux tube to raise the height Integrated
conductivity. The conductivity is then modulated at VLF or ELF frequencies
which modulates the reflection of waves that cause pitch angle diffusion in thr
equatorial plane. The artifically enhanced conductivity of the ionosphere thus
maintains high wave energy densities in the associated flux tube, thereby,
producing a masing effect.

In addition to external ionospheric perturbations particle precipitation
also raises ionospheric conductivity. The masing of the VLF waves causes
further precipitation which, in principle, results in an explosive instability.
The purpose of this section is to establish the basic equations and to present
the results of a preliminary computer simulation.

The fundamental equations derived by Trakhtengerts (1983) are based on
quasilinear theory and relate only to the weak diffusion regime. It is useful
to use similar set of equations derived by Schulz (1974) based on phenomeno-
logical arguments that Includes strong pitch angle diffusion. The key variables
are N, the number of trapped particles per unit area on a flux tube and C the
wave intensity averaged over the flux tube. In this we assume that c is
directly proportioned to the pitch angle diffusion coefficient. The time rate
of change for N Is

(13) dN -A € N + S.
di-t I +

where the first term represent losses due to pitch angle scattering with A a
constant and S accounts for represents particle source terms in the magneto-
spheric equatorial plane. T is a parameter that characterizes lifetimes
against strong pitch angle diffusion. The time rate of change of c is given by

(14) d £ c ( 2 y *N/N* + Vg c In R + W
dt I + CT LRe
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The first term represents wave growth near the equatorial plane, the second term
gives the wave losses in and through the ionosphere and the third accounts for any
wave energy sources. The terms Y * and N* are used to denote the weak diffusion
growth rate and column density of a flux tube at the Kennel and Petschek (1966)
limit Lor stably trapped particles. In the second term, ve/LRe approximates
bounce frequency of waves where vg is the group velocity oF the wave LRe the
approximate length of a flux tube; R is the reflection coefficient of the ionos-
phere. Since R < 1 the second term is always negative. The (1 + E t ) term
empirically lowers growth rate due to the pitch angle distribution becoming more
isotropic under strong diffusion conditions.

In our present'study we have examined numerical solutions of equations
(13) and (14) using non-equilibrium initial conditions. The first case is
represented by Figure 3 in which we started Initial wave energy densities
which are a factor of 3 (top panel) and 0.1 (bottom panel) above the Kennel-
Petschek limit. In both cases we ignored associated enhancements In ionos-
pheric coupling that lead to increased reflectivity. We see that the wave
energy density quickly damps to the Kennel-Petschek equilibrium represented
by the solid line.

In the second level of simulation the wave energy density is Initially set
at a factor of three above the Kennel-Petschek equilibrium value but includes
a coupling factor to the ionosphere C . We find that for values of C > 10%
the oscillations become spike-like. The top panel of Figure 4 represents the
normalized wave energy density for C - 102 after the waves have evolved into
periodic spikes. The middle and bottom panels of Figure 4 represent the nor-
malized energetic particle density (cm- 2 ) contained on a flux tube and the
normalized height integrated density of the ionosphere. Attention is directed
to the phase relationship between the maxima of the three curves. The maxi-
mum, energetic particle flux leads the wave term and goes through the Kennel-
Petschek value as the wave growth changes from positive to negative.

Z 4 1 ....... ..... ..... ..... ..... ... .. "

w 3 NONLINEAR T 86.7s

w UJVd IVVV V •v,

U )KENNEL-

LINEAR PETSCHEK

WC, 0.1 EO"ULIBRIUM
Nj -

_-OVVVVV"............II

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

TIME (Sec)
Fig. 3. Example of wave energy densities initially set at factors

of 3.0 and 0.1 above Kennel Petschek equilibrium value.
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Fig. 5. Simulated, mormialized wave energy density with magnetosphqre-
ionosphere coupling. A VLF source is turned on at t - 650q.
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The maximum ionospheric effect occurs after the wave spike maximum. Our phys-
iea interpretation of Figure 4 is as follows. A spike In the wave energy
density causes a depletion of electrons trapped in the belts to levels well
below the Kennel-Petschek limit. The subsequent drop of precipitating electron
flux allows the ionospheric conductivity to decrease. Thus, VLF waves are less
strongly reflected back into the magnetosphere. This effectively raises the
Kennel-Petschek limit as higher particle fluxes are necessary to offset in-
creased ionospheric VLF absorbtion. In the presence of equatorial sources of
particles, the similations show flux levels building to 1.15 times the Kennel-
Petschek limit. The enhanced fluxes in the magnetosphere, even with weak pitch
angle diffusion, allows the ionospheric conductivity to rise, eventually leading
to another masing spike.

Figure (5) shows the effect of an external VLF signal. The first few spikes
result from the masing effect of the ionosphere due to particle precipitation.
At t - 650 seconds a VLF square wave source is turned on with a 50 second dura-
tion. The spikes now are modulated at the driving frequency at a reduced ampli-
tude. The amplitude is reduced since the fluxes are more frequently dumped
with the VLF signal present than in its absence.

Iversen et al. (1984) using simultaneous ground and satellite measurements,
have recently observed the modulation of precipitating electron at pulsation
frequencies. In terms of our simulations these would be close to the situation
shown in Figure 4 in which natural masing occurs in a flux tube. The observed
frequencies are consistent with those expected from the linear theory. Detailed
comparison with experimental data necessitates knowing the efficiency with which
VLF waves reach the ionosphere.

IV Conclusion

Although the work presented in this paper is still in a very preliminary
stage of development it appears that significant space effects can be produced
by the injection of intense electromagnetic waves into ionospheric plasmas.
In the coming months we expect that as calculations mature we will grow in the
ability to translate mathematical representation into physical understanding.
If the results of our analyses live up to early promise then a series of ground-
based wave emission experiments will be developed to measure injection effects
in space. The upcoming EC1O-7 experiment presents a well instrumented target of
opportunity for electron acceleration experiments with the HIPAS system. After
the launch of the CRRES satellite it will be possible to make simultaneous in
situ measurements of wave and particle fluxes in artificially excited Alfven
Masers. Looking forward to the 19 9 0 's it appears that WISP experiment planned.
for the Space Station will make an ideal source for both electron acceleration
and radiation belt depletion experiments. Recently a Soviet experiment measured
electrons accelerated to kilovolt energies using a low power telemetry system
(Babaev et al., 1983). Just imagine what could be done with the specifically
designed, high power WISPI
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The relativistic equations of motion are analyzed for charged particles in a magnetized plasma
and externally imposed electromagnetic fields (r,,k), which have wave vectors k that are at
arbitrary angles. The particle energy is obtained fronm a set of nonlinear differential equations.
as a function of time, initial conditions, and cyclotron harmonic numbers. For a given
cyclotron resonance, the energy oscillates in time within t0- limits of a potential well:
stochastic acceleration occurs if the widths of different I lamiltonian potentials overlap. 1 he net
energy gain for a given harmonic increases with the angle of propagation, and decreases as the
magnitude of the wave magnetic field increases. Applications of these results to the
acceleration of ionsopheric electrons are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION the components perpendicular atid parallel to B,,. respective-

"I he interaction of high-power rf fields with plasina par- ly. This interaction is resonant at multiple harmonic% of the
ticles is a subject of very active research because of its rich- relativistic cyclotron frequency l. "I he resonanice conditio•s
ness in basic plasma processes and practical applications. It are
can be used as a method to increase the plasma temperature' - kV, - nit = 0, (33)
and to accelerate some particles to high energiev.' Particle o,
acceleration by electrostatic waves is a well-explored area of 0= - qBo/mc), (3b)
research because of its application in laboratory plasman.e
Although less is known about acceleration processes by clec- where n is an integer; the nonrelativistic cyclotron frequency

tromagnetic waves,"-' they may have greater relevance in is denoted by It, where 1) = 11,/). The case of a circulary
space plasma physics. Recently, there has been an increasing polarized wave (i.e., E, - E, and F, - 0)) which ptopagates
effort to understand the basic ionospheric plasma processes along Ba ods in he studied in Ra ltu 8-10, It Iras n bnho, n'
and the nature of particle motion under the influence of ahat to all orders in the field amplitude(, () rticles can re
high-power rf fields.' A number of nonlinear phcnometia accelerated indefinitely provided that (I) the index of re-
have been observed such as the formation of cavitons (local fraction i = ck 1w is equal to I and (2) the particle is initial-
plasma density depletion) and parametric instabilities. In ly at resonance with the n = I harmonic.
addition, particle acceleration has also been observed near In this paper we extend the analytical results of Roberts
the critical layer where the wave frequency matches the local and Buchsbaum9 to waves of arbitrary polarizations, propa-
plasma frequency.' In this paper, we concentrate on single gation angles, and refractive indices, by assuming that the
particle rather than collective plasma motion. field amplitudes become small compared to 1Bol as the prop-

Ihe motion of a relativistic particle of charge q and rest agation angle increase-. Our analysis is also applicable to
mass m, under the influence of an external electromagnet' electrostatic modes, which appear as a particular application
field and a uniform magnetic field Bo. is described by the of our general results. We sh,)w that the net energy gain for
Lorentz force equation any given harmonic resonance is always finite except in the

case of circularly polarized waves with r7 = I. *ro lowest or-
dp= ( Be ) dcr In field amplitudes, particles gain energy following cer-
dT c E tam trajectories in (p, .p, ) phase space I hesr traiecto, i"s

where c is the speed of light. Gaussian uinits are dsed may be opened or closed according to the magnv-fuiie of the
throughout the paper. The wave propagates at an arbitrary wave magnetic field, the angle of propagation. attd tihe valor
angle with respect to Bo. which we assume to be along the z of refractive indexil. We find that they are closed for elecir,,-
direction Without loss of generality, the wave propagation magnetic fields that propagate at large angles, and hence the
vector is given by k = kx i + k, i. and the electric field is net energy gain is restricted to finite values. They can be

S- V,* cos 4) - 9 sin 4' - iF, cos 4%', (2) opened for em waves that propagate at small angles, if 1 is
small or equal to I. For electrostatic waves (i.e., for soiall

where i. 5. and i are unit vectors. %, - k, r 4 k, i -- nit. and values of 1n) the energy trajectories are always opened. and
(s is the wave frequency. I he wave magnetic field is given by if resonances overlap, the net energy gain can be vety lavgn-
the Maxwell equation: I = c/o,(k X E). Therelativistic no- The total energy H is obtained from a set of nonlinear
mentum is p = mryv, where 1 = ( I - ,v, /c7 - 1-2 /c') - "' is differential equations which depend on time. initial condi-
the Lorentz factor, v is the particle velocity, and v, . t. are tions, and the harmonic number n. In deriving these equa-

3695 Phys Fuids5 30 (12). December 196 7 0031-g9tI7/B/12369506$01, OP re 1g87Amnuca.In-,m:'iDatolPhvs•cs 3691;
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tions, ve asuirine t hat thle particle tinder govs ilia ity c'.IoIrroii nenits of tile paoit Ie moonticIIIII Cairl also he svrifttcii In fit.
orbits before its energy changes appreciably I lie slow ltile lornil

evolution of It is foutnd by averaging oiver til(- suii,-', i.5-ýo r.11,1 1(F-1)(A +I
ciated with the motion of the wave -,aid gyrolinotiori. ;lidi Go KII ICq ,/i )co -1 , (1
satisfies equation,. of the form Wari Idt)' i- V,~ (11) =, 1) lir ~ ~ 'I,' KzIis''II
a given harmonic n, 11 oscillates in t j oe withtin tile II iiiilt o p, III I q ~ 1.; .) Ak, /,a),I sn '11
nian potential wells. and the maximum allowed euicrgy painr = (qE./, I(r' - k~i)siru +17
is given by setting the potentials V', (11) -0 Tile widths of Inorcluaiswhlneettreolcintoie
the potential wells are also given as functions of Jill and thle I u acia ns v hl elc h u 'tmn
angle of propagation. We firnd that the resonance widths in- cyclotron frequecncy in Eq-. (6) and (7) by a~ssuiruung

crease %ith the angle and decrease as JBI increases. Beside-,. 8, = E~ck,/4vu,ýR,, (i e.. we assumie thrat either k, dlrur A.'

they ars! larger for particles that initially satisfy "ic req,, is very small).

nance c,)ndition. Eq. ( 3), The particle motion becormes s10 The evolution in time oft the particle energy I s go Irr hv

chastic whlen the widths of potent ialIs ford different h a rmonics HI I qE,
overlap. and then the mean net momentum transfer to the C -2 P. OS'

particle-, can be very large. r()
We apply our results to the acceleration of electrons in qE-, sin~ -P (5)C

the ionosphere by consirlering an extraordinary mode propa- )

gating into a region of increasing plasma density For tile Eqnations (51 -(RI are tile foiundations of our thieoint.:Il

purpose of illustratio~n. calculations are presented with a analysis.
modle frequency ri - I 911,; here (1, is evalimateul in the Bhefore goring inro a itetailedl mat henualtail derinvat ion. it

Earth's mragnetic field (fl, -- 1 6 M1lr). Wie show that, at is useful to consider tire lowest-order smlutiriri iii thle electric

large angles of propagation, initially cold particles, can be field amplitudes to Eqs. (S5)-(7). If (ilie electric field annpli-

accelerated to large energies at power levels (P-0) 25 W/ tude is small we may approximate x by
cmt

'). This happen, near the critical densit y (cuitoff) where X = Pcoslat I- ay). (Q)
the wave vector I and grouupvelocity alonrg kare zeroaind the where o, J,(1(r )dt, tan a -~ - p,,/p.,. laid /7 - 1, /11
wave amplitude is greatly enhanced.? In addition, we also is the particle gyrrurihirus. Ilereafter, the suh~cript 7ero re-fers
find that the mode become,% purely circularly tuolaWNI~m rear toteiiilcniinat I =) 0o zcroilh oldrii aii tire eirc
the cutoff layer. anit its magnetic field amplitrude is very tric field amoplituides;. Eq. (5) yields
small. Because the first and second cyclotron harmonic re-
soanances overlip near the cutoff, initially cold particles p, = , + (K,/A)) (H - Ho) -(0

which gain some energy interacting with the first harmonic In terms of p, and p1, the components parallel and perpen-
can be picked up by the second and boosted to still higher dicular to B., respectively. Eq. (10) can also be written as
energies. For small angles of propagation and at the power (2jt,
levels considered in our calculations, we find that resonances -n) . I . ~
do not overlap so that initially cold particles only interact mnc' .i /7
with the first harmonic. Because the resonance condition., ,

Eq. (3), is far from being satisfied for n =I. cold particles 4- u~,I

v,ý0. and w u-211, then the net energy gain for small an- 1,c 3

gles of propagation is very small. I_(~j( I), I a

11. BASIC EQUATIONS 13,=E( c" 1 I I. kb,
We start by considering that Eq. ( I) admits the follow-

ing three constants of motion": where yo is the L~orentz factor evaluated at i - 0, and u-,, is

d (P It also evaluated at i=0. Note that depending oin tire niamni-

whr r - B - It, f A 0, - (4) tude of /?,, Eq (I If describes families of elliptical

whr r= txj.yz) is the vector position. if - )Oi is tile trajectories in (p, .17, ) phase space.
total particle energy incluiring tire rest energy, -arid A, the
vector potential, is

A - icE,/r,, sin 'Ii t- jcE,/u-i) ens -cA si1 OUTO FTE QAIN FMTO

After multiplying the x component ofEq. (4) by k, and thz Il.SLTOOFHEOU INOFM IN

component by k., we easily obtain Equations (6) and (7) can be solved to all ordlers iii the

P. - VA,/&u)Jl #- fE,/Er)f(p, +l flp,) f. (5) field amplitudes as fiernetionsof+t= k,x, t- k,z -~ m and

where K, k, ( I 4. FA,k/EI kI. [lereafte', dot sinf (qE,/eo) (r - K,i) -. (qEa/w)tn k, i) . (2al

dlifferentiation with respect to time. R =(qE/1(,)(i .- K,i) f- (qE./msw)(o - k,i) . C12h)
The equations of motion for the perpendicular compo- We find
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Primed and unprimed quantities are evaluated at times i and
P. = 2 Q' cos(a - a' + ) 0 C, respectively. After substituting these equations into F.(I

(5) and integrating, we obtain+ R' cos(o -a' - ')Idr"- P1 sin(a+4 a) ,

(13a) p, = p.. + -""(H!- Hi,)
C')

I E3 F(Q'+R')cos4.'df, (14)

P I 2 Q'sin(a-a'+4') 2 E, ,
2" Equations (13) and (14) together with Eq. (8) give the

4 R sin(o - a'- V) Jdt' + p, cos(a - a) following expression for the rate of change of particle ener-
(13b) gy:

4HH q (E, + r2Q4 - ) + )-u'+ V)dt'+ R'coslo+ )--a'--V)dt'--2psinta +4'+a)

+1(E, - E,) Q'cos(' - a + a' - It')d& * + R 'cos(-a + V +o')dt'+2p, sin(0t - a-la)

6) E

We note that polarizations represented in Eq. ( 15) are related to terms multiplying electric fields in right-hand (E1 + E2).
left-hand (E, - El), and parallel E, modes.

Next, we substitute for x using Eq. (9) and define T = a + a + f'/2 and 'II = k,z - wt. so that = %P -4- kp sin Y.
After expanding the sine and cosine terms in Eq. (15) in the series of Bessel functionsJ. (A), we obtain

41M
c4'1 , (16a)

where

1, -- (E + EIJi (- I)(X Q'J.. (A•)cos(nT + mT' + 'I + II')

oC,

+ wh'e (r ')cos(kT - n,T' + t -um)tidt'+ aev cos(aT + t)o + 1(E, - Et)a nb, i) (W

x( I [Q'J. .,(A ')cos(nT -mT'+ 4,- I') +RVJ.,(-, )cos(nT + ?T' + ,-+-P'))di"

+ 2p, cos(nT + %P)) - Y•J. (A)[4(p_, + L(H - Ho), os(nT + III)

E , f •'(O ' + R ')J , (A ')lIcos(nT + PT' 4 T'-, It") + co s(nT - mT'- 4 P- q"*)]d,' (16 h)
E,

where A! ý k~p, and the summations are over all integer values from - on to + .o. Note that H! can be split into rapidly

fluctuating parts, which depend on the time scales associated with the motion of the wave (through the function T') and with
the gyromotion (through the function T), and a slowly time-varying part Hs. If f(H) is any given function of the total
energy, the slow time variation of / is obtained as

Our next step is to approximate v, = (r'/1i)p, in Q and R by the zeroth-order solution to Eq. ( 10). Ilere. every I!
function appearing in the definitions of v, and p, is given to lowest order by the slow time energy function H'. The argument
of the Bessel functions A and the momentump, are also given in terms of H' and initial conditions by means of Eqs. (10) and
(11),

A=k+l 2Uo 1 + 2u(+ UI( ) (17)

where fl - - qBo/mcy is the relativistic cyclotron frequency evaluated at I = 0. and U = (H s - 11's )/1H'sO is the slow time
evolution of the normalized particle energy. Differentiating Eq. (16b) with respect to time, we obtain the following:
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I. -- (E, + E 2)J._ (A)X.{QJ. , ,(A)coI (n I-Ii ,) + 21'1 1 + RJ_ (A)cos I(n -i'n)TI}
0)

+ ---(E, - )J ., t(A){QJ,, (Ao,,s•,n - ,n)TI + RJ, -,(A)co•l (n I- m 1" - 2'1' I}

El J (A) 5(Q-- R)J,.(A)(col(n i rey)T - 2'Pl + cosjl(n - m)TI} - (nlt ,IP.l' I1)

where nre + =-- nil -+ k,v, - o. The function P. is defined by

= + E,)J -(A)(,Q , (A)%in(nT 4- -nT -,' + 4II+")W (;f ,.'" *+*'

+ R . .(A')sin(nTf-mTY' + ±P-'-')Idt' + 2p, sin(nY + 1P) + -(E, - F 2 J, (A))- W

(; fQ'J., , (A ')sin(nT - mT' t 'P--'P') - R'J,,, (A')%in(nYT" mY ro' I-II')]dto

+ - sin(nT + 'li) J.l (A). 4 (p., sinn0) I)+sin(nT t-',)

W~ I

Differentiating P, with respect to time, we obtain

P ! - (E, +E)J,, (A)Z{QJ, (.h(A)sin[(n +m)T + 2P11 +RJ_, (A)sinI (n - m)Tr }

+ I--(E, - E2)J. + I (A)'{QJ.., (A)sinI (n - m)TI + RJ, _-, (A)sinI (n I m)T + 2'1 I}a)

4- •-- IsJ. (A)y (Q + R)J. (A){(sinl (n + m)T + 21111 + sin[l(n - m)Tl}) + (nT + +•)I,.19

Since we are only interested in the slow time evolution of the The superscript S refers to the slow time contributions.
total particle energy, we can average Eqs. (18) and (19) Here, P! is such that at 1 0 one has P!(0J)
over the fast time dependencies (i.e., over T and 'II) to find = 4(H1/c) . (0)sin 6_. where
that only terms with n = m give a nonzero contribution."
WealsoconsiderthecontributionofasingJe(.solaied) reso- (0) = (v,,/2c)I - (1, + Y,)J. (( )
nance, and then for each harmonic no, we find that the parti- + (. -J, (An)
cle energy (4111• cw [I) obeys the following co/ipled
differential equations: 6. = n(ia + mr/2) 4- k, zo,

1, = - (qE,/o)(c/H.) , i= 1.2,3.

"I q(E, -+E 2)RJ ,(A) +- (E, - E2 )Qj' (A) and all quantities with the subscript 0 are evaluated at = 0.S0 Combining Eqs. (10), (17), and (20) leads to a nonlinear
equation for H as a function of time and initial conditions.

+R)J(A) -(it + IO)P3, (20) Hereafter we shall drop the Son the function 11. knowing
w E,• that by H we always mean the slow time evolution of the

S, particle energy. After multiplying by 11, integrating once
over time, and writing all expressions in terms of normalized

(n't + +l')IS . (20h) quantities, we find (see the Appendix),

(U+i),(_I dU•
(U- l) -__)2 + V. (U) _-0, 121a)

--- (U)-.md ±ý, U+-,.
4 U + , Y (0 ki, U U .);n 2

x { - ( Y I- 1,) I F - ý I( U ) + G -I, , ( U) ) ( 1 2 17, - Y O, l lI ( ",, 0./ F , ( U ) + # I G; . , ( U ) lI
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-1(1, + !,)/21{(I, + I,)1F. , (UI• . ,(,U)j

- (13,Y, + 1,.r,)1(v,,,,/cr. ,(U) i /7, G. ,U)})

- Z{G.(U) +±.(U) -13(,0,,/c) /i(u ' U) +fl, G,()} -() .(0)cosb, I'. (21hb)

where d, I - r,/3,, i/, = rk,lw. /f, is defined in Eq. tenlials for different harmonics overlap, the particle motion
(I Ib), r. = I - k, ',,/lw - nlf,/w, and becomes stochastic and at the net momentum transfer to the

f 1U particle can be very large. Nevertheless, since A ( the argu-
) I ( ment of the Bessel functions) is given by the lower-order

' Wsolution. Eq. (17). the amount of energy the particle can
f) ,gain is limited according to the value offl,. In fact, recall that

with iv = n,n ± I. This is just a differential equation describ- the llamiltonian trajectoriesasdefined in Eqs. I I ) areopen

ing the motion of trapped particles within the I lamilionian hyperbolas for Ifl, I< I in a (p, . r, ) phase space. For 1/7, 1 , )

potential well 1,/. Under the limit k. - 0, Eqs. (21 ) reduce they are closed ellipses and the range of acceqihle energy

to the equations derived by Roberts and Buchsbaum" for tile gain is restricted to finite values

cases n = ± I. Note that in the limit k, -0. Eqs. (21) and In order to better understand the physical meaning of

the Hamiltonian trajectories as defined in Eq. (10) are exact 6,, let us consider the time average of the wave magnetic
integrals to the equation of motion (i.e., they are valid to all field
orders in the field amplitudes). (BW) = (E',/2)(i 7 'E'/E -)4 (22)

IV. THE HAMILTONIAN POTENTIAL WELLS Electrostatic waves ate characterized by small values ofl0.

We note that the first term of Eq. (21 b) does not depend and of the product "qE,/E,. Thus, the zeroth-order tratector-
on the wave amplitude and is always positive for d, #6 0. The its associated with electrostatic fields are open in a (p, 4, )
cased, = Ocorresponds toacircularly polarized wavewith a phase space. For electromagnetic waves./7, is large, in gen-
refractive index il = I. If, in addition, r. = 0, then this term eral. However, if the angle of propagation is small and if the
is zero and we are in the case of unlimited acceleration. For refractive index is such that r7 -eI, then 0, - 17, and the
di = 0 and at large values of U, this first term dominates over Hamiltonian trajectories can also be open as is the case for
all the others, and its contribution can be diminished by tak- circularly polarized waves with v7 I. If the angle of propaga-
ing r, = 0 (i.e.. particles initially at resonance with the lion is large, the allowable energy gain is limited even for
wave). Thus /., can be regarded as a potential well within V < I.
which 1 oscillates as a function oflime Themaximum value It is also instructive to study the behavior of 1" with
that H can attain for a given resonance and field amplitude respect to L,. We consider only the case of particles which
can be found by setting the potentials I'. (U) = 0. At wave are initially at rest. i.e.. i,,, = v,,, 0 0. 1lence U = A - I and
amplitudes and propagation angles where the widths of po- the potential well becomes

". I(U) -= (dWU'/4)(U4 2r./d,)' + I(Y, - Y,)/21{ -- (Y, - Y,)[G.,, (u) 4 F. ,, I)
+fl, (1,77, - 1f, )G" .... (U)) - I (Y, 4- Y],)/21{(:,-+ 1.,) 1G._-, (u1) 1 F. , U)]

-. (1,f, -4 12,, ,W._, (u)} - Y'3[ . ( U) + F. (U) G.3 .(U). (2.3)

Terms multiplying/0, in the right-hand and parallel polar- lermof Eq. (23) isnon7ero. and therefore no particles can be
ization fields are always positive for any /, 5#0. Although trapped. For k, -0 and n i I. the right-hand polarization
the f, term in the left-hand component may be negative, its field may accelerate cold particles.
contribution is small because the order of the Bessel function
is higher. Therefore, we conclude that the larger /3, is. the V. ELECTRON ACCELERATION IN THE IONOSPHERE
smaller the widths of potential wells. We consider an extraordinary mode propagating in a

Finally, some comment should be made regarding The cold plasma at an angle 0 with respect to B,, I lie dispersion
dependence of V,. on propagation angles. For initially cold relation is"
particles with small gyroradii, all but tlte zeroth-order Bessel
functions are very small. Since the argument of the Bessel Il' = I - X/D. (24a)
functions is the perpendicular component of the wave vector D I - I )"'/2( I -A') lsiný 0
X-, times the particle's gyroradius. increasing the propaga-
tion angle increases the value of the Bessel functions terms. - {I "/2 I - Y) I' sin' tO + Y ! cos: 0}l'
Thus. for all but the first- and zeroth-order harmonics, the 1240)

potential may not trap low-energy particle unless Ihe prop- where X = w,;, /w&. to. is the electron plasma frequenci,
agation angle is large. The behavior of the potential for small }- It, 1(o. and it, ý eB./cni I lie electric field component
valuesof k, is as follows. For 4, -Oand lnI;,2. only the fiist ratios are given by
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F, (1-*Y)(l - y_.(51

Eýi- _ ilL'?1. - U-h
E, I -Y -~

Combining Eqs. (25h) and (I Ib) we find

where q.,, il, are the X.and z components of the retrictive
index. ,

The magnitude of the electric field 1, is given as a rIiiic- r
tion of the power flow density r' along k by solvink for the
following equation: Ftc; I Hamiltonian lirtrn.e% ore different prrnrajimioinott"Ie to (fie

mnaltnet,n:ield. Ithech-eve, raarrneierare~,t -01 andt,,) - I KII, IfW'11~v "~ V.1 +7) E0 \ 1)~'li, the trajectory % a t'azahola. and it reprevent% ithe transition angle,

-~c c \ 16r , / E. beI 'tweenfl cwd ettipic.,t I0 .17, ) and pened hyperb~ola 09. 0)irbil

where t,.* the group velocity along k. is given by trajectories are open for all angles of propagation. The riet

energy gain, as given by solving for the zerois of V,' ( U), is

Us17 represented by the shaded regionsi as a function of 0. We
(27b) consider the first two cyclotron harmonic resonances and

c I + l( D 'raD) M-'' assume that the particle is initially at rest. The first harmonic
resonance interacts with cold particles through the contribu-

and D = dD/1dro. tion of the right-hand polarization field. The second har-
In our numerical calculations we assume that monic does not interact with cold electrons even for the lar-

w I.8fi, where A, = 1.6 M~lz is the electron cyclotron gest 6. because Y7, the refractive index, is very small
frequency in the Earth's magnetic field. The wave propa- (il ý0.251. 1he energy that a particle can gain from the first
gates into a region of increasing plasma density until it harmonic is very limited becauise the resonance condition is
reaches the cutoff point where k and v, are zero. At the far fromt being satistfirqt (r, - 0.45) for i -, = 0) anid ,- 211,
reflection point we find the following. For the second harmonic r, = - 0. 1, and the net energy

(i) The electron density is given hy solving for gain can be larger. In Fig. 2. P= 0.15 W/cm', and the first
I- X = Y, which in our case is n = 4.65 X 10' cm ' and and second harmonics barely overlap, In Fig. 3 where

corr esponds to w,. /l, =1. 22. P =0.25 W/cm'. they fully overlap (double shaded region)
(ii) The electromagnetic mode becomes circularly po- for angles greater than Wt. The second harmonic may trap

lari~ed. i.e.. Y, = 1,, and 1, =0. those electrons that have already gained sonmc energy 'inter-
(iii) The magnetic field is zero because k, the propaga- acting with thie first harmonic, and boost them n to-till higher

tion vector, is zero. energies. In fact, since U = r - I, we see that the net energy
(iv) The electric field amplitude 1 , is very large because gain can be as much as 150 keV.

U, ýO. In Fig. 4. we show the Hamiltonian potential wells as a
(v) The resonance widths ax obtained solving for function of the normalized particle energy U. We represent

V. (U) = 0 are also large because 0, is zero. the inverse of the function IV..
We conclude that electron acceleration should he inost IV. U g(1ý)o[IV U 1UI ].(8

effective near the turning point. In the following calculations =-sn ,)o[II4~/Ut )j.(8
we show, that significant acceleration can indeed only take The plasma parameters are those of Figý 3, and we consider
place near the cutoff layer.

Figure I shows the zeroth-order Hamiltonian trajcctor-
ies for a low plasma density (n = 3 >c 10' cm -) at different 03______

angles of propagation. These trajectories are oepen (h *yperbo-
lic) for 19 <6O- = 14* and closed (elliptical) for larger angles.
In all cases the refractive index is smaller than, hut close to. ,4"
unity (17- 0.95). ihe ratio between the magnitudle% of the 1, '

wave magnetic and electric fields is also close to unity~ For - ,
wat 211, and for the power levels that are used in our calc-ula- -

lions (Pý0.25 W/cm2), we find that the potentials are posi-
tive so that acceleration cannot take place. If the density is o 1
increased to03.14x O' cm ', we find that electrons can gain 2. 4 h

about 12 keV through the interaction with the nt - I liar-
monic. tFtG 2 Range ofallowed n"t nry gain t'hl'a'te region%) fr the .v,nan,.e

- , t,.-,~hrnio,,.crtntbme,, n -12 ~atcjn,(w, waa~s nt , ,In Figit. 2 and 3, the plasma density is 4.5 Y 10' cmt nelit ei t8 he ptsarna treqeneniv ii inch that o,11,,t - t 2. o- I All,.which corresponds tonii, /(I, - 1.2. and the Ilamniltoinja anti the. iat tv~en n...,, r -o ii w/i-rn'
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00 2

00 2

4h -01

IIG K3 he same as in Fig. 2 but with P' 0 25 W/cmi'. - -- -

two different angles of propagation- (a) 0 = 80" and (h) 02

0 = 20(. The magnitudes of the potential wells, JI'" { U)I. are
very small. For 0= 80" and n = 2 the maximum value of 01
11. 1 is of order 10 -', and for n = I the maximum value is 1k;

2X 10'. This is consistent with the assumption that the o

particle energy changes slowly over the gyro and wave per- 0, -2 0 0

iods. In fact, by normalizing time to fl - 'in Eqs. (21 ) we see -o I

that III,, I(w/fl) must be much smaller than I if the changes
in energy occur over many gyroperiods .0?

In the theory presented in Sec. Ill, we assume that the "-

magnitude of the wave magnetic field is much smaller than -0o //

that of the background magnetic field B, for increasing prop-

agation angles. This allows us to use the zeroth-order solu-
tions, Eqs. (9) and ( 10), in the perturbative analysis at large FIG 4 Hamilionian potential wells as ierresr•tied by the fonctinnm / It.
angles. In order to verify the validity of this approximation I eeEq. (29) as a function of particle energy tor the piasma paranoei nf

-i .3. and for two different angtles of prnpaliation in) P - Sti and th)

we have calculated the following dimensionless quantities: 8 - 20"

B/ - 17 (w'/N) 2y B, /8, = s7, (o,/fl)T17"0 ,

B,/Be =fl,(,(•/fl)I~ -£,7

In the case of Fig 4, we find that for 0 = 80'. B,/
B, -= 7 X I0 ', /8, = 9 X 10-'. and B,/B,, 1.3)<1- . (3) Resonance widths are larger for particles that ini-

For 0 = 20" these values are 1.5X I0-', 4X 10-', and tially most closely satisfy the resonance condition. They in-
4 X IO', respectively. The magnitude of the wave electric crease as 0 increases and decrease as IBI increases.
field as given by 1, (recall that near the cutoff we have (4) Theonset ofstochasticity occurswhen the widthsof

1", I2s and 1, =0) is found to be closed to O.14 for all cases potentials for different harmonics overlap.
of Fig. 4. This analysis is limited to small field amplitudes in corn-

parison with the dc magnetic field B, at large values of 0.
Vl. CONCLUSION which is a good approximation for the calculations we have

In this paper, we have presented a theoretical analysis of presented on the acceleration of ionospheric electrons. It is
the energy gained by relativistic charged particles in oblique- valid to all orders in the field amplitudes for small values of
ly propagating electromagnetic waves. The main results of 0. We have shown that electrons can be accelerated by ex-
our analysis are as follows. traordinarv-mode waves which propagate into a plasma of

( I) To lower order in the field amplitudes, particles gain increasing density. At moderate power levels, acceleration
energy following certain trajectories in a (p1 , v,) phase occurs near the cutoff point for large angles. This is because
space Because these trajectories are closed for large values of the following results
of the magnetic field amplitude jB! and the propagation an- (5) The extraordinary mode becomes purely circularl%
gle 0, the net energy is restricted to finite values. Ilhey are, polarized and its magnetic field is zero.
however, open for large values of Ili and small values of 0 if (6) The electric field amplitude is largest at the turning
the refractive index iq is smaller or equal to I. For sufficiently point.
small values of IBI they are always open. (7) The resonance widths are also larger

(2) For a given harmonic resonance, the range of the (8) The first and second cyclotron harmonic reson-
allowed particle energies is obtained by solving for the ?eros ances overlap for large propagation angles.
of the Hlamiltonian potentials 1.. The resonance widthts are Depending on the location in the plasma where one
always finite except for the case of circularly rhlarized waves wishes to accelerate electrons, the wave frequency should le
with 71 I and for particles that are initially in resonance chosen so that the cutoff point falls within that region. Iti,r
with the n = I harmonic. continuous acceleration over large regions of the plasma. a
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nafice w idthls over lap., "Ihle elecItrons may ga lit c nom, Iv rable dt
energy for different frequencies and 11arm1onits I fluuWtuVC Cld H IE F,) (hIHI ll,-) I
near the turning point the electric fields are so lumge that 4 Or.
other nonlinear effects may also be important, and may af-
fect both the acceleration and propagation proccsses. lin ad- ! ~(E, - E,) (a,114 I 1,pgz)J~ (A4
dition. linear mode conversion into electrostatic wavc%" of 4
large refractive indices can also he very relevant and may 2 q7 E /l U,,J(A4,- '

enhance the acceleration process by allowing initially cold , / 4
particles to be picked up by (he second- or higher-order liar-
monics. Questions related to the propagation (if large-ampli- where
tude waves in the ionosphere and the consequent heating of (1, qE, h, a, It q , q
plasma electrons deserve further attention. a -- I. - .

b-~5f-h, ~.~!i'd b -q, h,

Equation (AS) can be integrated once river tine front)0
to I. The left-hand side becomes J(1 `I H '- /1i1 ý,~ .), I lie
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where C. (0) and fS, are defined after Ells. ( 20) I sine! Eq
(A61 and after a good (leaf of tedious bilt Itiaighitlorwauil
algebra, we arrive ati EqIs. (21 ).

APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQS. (21) 'D t Batichelor and W. (7 Cn~dtlnger. Nuct Finion 2111. -01 (tIOR0

From Eq. ( 10) we obtain IT KituoutensasndtI &I Driwwtn. Phy% Re, tell St 392 1 91
G0 R. Smiith antit A N Knuftmai, J'hys. Rev Leii .4. 1611 4 1575)1* 1

I- k,u,/a, d, + (H.!II )d2 , (Al) Patmnadesso. l'hyi tutI% t1t, 2(106 (1072).
-~~~~~~~ Kt/w-A -(1/f),,(2 'P C. Clemnxici and R D Itarding, J PI-svnia Phy% 23. 71 floi

I - ~u~l h, - (f.1Hh,, A2) 'A. R. Kitiwnko. I M l 3iit'ankrio. and K N Sirpan'"-. &,, pti,v tech
nT+ 'IF Id, + (JfrI) (d2 - nflo/ta) I (A3) Phs 20.57511t976)

'A Y. Wear~. )Sanftoro. r furrow. 1. Wang, and I Qt Rnotmmr HaJtni
where d, i#, d, = rl d fl, - u, 1/c). h, I .-/. Sdi Is. 9 ! 191t)
and h, = v( , -r,/0). 'A. Y. Wong. I Sanitiu. and GI G Sinjee. I letptv,; R-v 11. 7'IR

By~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ using Eq A) nertn q.(0)oe e (9
By ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V usin Eq.y-tki ZA) nertn q 21)oe e ~ ~ ~ 7h Elsp. leov. ri,. 43. 9116 (1962) lt~t- rPlo

from cefo to t. and recalling that Is = 41111/lc',a. we find JFTP 1,629 ()061)1; A A Kolornenvtkijand A N tIehede%,54,. t'hvi
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The relativistic equations of motion have been analyzed for electrons in
magnetized plasmas and externally imposed electromagnetic fields that propagate at
arbitrary angles to the background magnetic Field. The electron energy is obtained
from a set of non-linear differential equations as functions of time, initial conditions

and cyclotron harmonic numbers. For a given cyclotron resonance the energy
oscillates in time within the limits of a potential well. Stochastic acceleration occurs
if the widths of hamiltonian potentials overlap. Numerical analyses suggest that, at
wave energy fluxes in excess of 101 mWim2, initially cold electrons can be
accelerated to energies of several MeV in less than a millisecond. Practical attempts

to validate the theory with a series of planned rocket flights over the HIPAS facility
in Alaska are discussed. The HIPAS antennas will be used to irradiate the magnetic
mirror points of 10-40 keV electrons emitted from the ECHO 7 rocket in the early
winter of 1988. Follow-on rocket experiments to exploit the wave amplification
properties of the ionospheric "radio window" are described.

1. Introduction

Attempts to actively perturb space plasmas using HF emissions from ground
based antennas have generally used 0-mode radiation (STUBBE ei al, 1985; ROSE el
al., 1985; LEE et aL, 1988). The X-mode can only propagate to the altitude of cutoff.

This is because the circularly polarized X-mode rotates in the same sense as
electrons about the magnetic field, and thus interacts strongly with them. Recently
scientists at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) have become interested
in using this characteristic for controlled, gyroresonant acceleration of electrons in
space plasmas. Indeed, gyroresonant X-mode radiation has been used successfully
to accelerate electrons to relativistic energies in the ELMO Bumpy Torus
(BATCHELOR and GOLDFINGER, 1980). Although the driving mechanisms have not
been established, JAMES (1983) has reported the presence of electrons accelerated up
to several kilovolts in energy after sounder emissions from the ISIS satellites.
BADAEV et al. (1983) have also reported the detection of electrons accelerated to
kilovolt energies through interactions with a low power telemetry system.

The motion of an electron moving in the presence of a right circularly polarized
wave propagating along the magnetic field has been treated by ROlIIURS and

1147
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BUSCHBAUM (1964). They show that if the Doppler shifted frequency of the driver
wave is at the electron gyrofrequcncy, and the phase speed of the wave is that of light
in free space, test electrons stay in resonance and can be accelerated to arbitrarily
high energy. For other wave phase speeds, electrons eventually lose resonance due
either to the relativistic lowering of the gyrofrequency or to unbalanced Doppler
shifts. In either case the electrons appear to move in pseudo-potential wells in which
they alternately gain and lose kinetic energy. Recently the analysis of Roberts and
Buschbaum has been extended to include the case of obliquely propagating waves
using two different perturbation formalisms. MENYUK et al. (1987) utilized the
canonical Hamiltonian while VILLALON and BURKE (1987) solved the Lorentz
equation. While the first concentrated only on the stochastic regime, the second
considered both stochastic and sub-stochastic acceleration.

This paper is divided into three sections in which we discuss: first, the
relativistic Lorentz equation for a test electron moving under the influence of an
electromagnetic wave in a cold magnetized plasma, second, wave propagation
through the ionospheric "radio window," and third, a series of planned space flights
to test the validity of our model.

2. Analytical and Numerical Solutions of the Lorentz Equation

We consider the motion of an electron gyrating in a constant magnetic field Boi
in the presence of an obliquely propagating electromagnetic wave with wave vector
k ,=M+k,-- and frequency w. The wave's electric field is given by

E = E,.coso - Ez.sino - E3•cosb,

where the phase angle O=k~x+kz-wt. The Lorentz equation is

p = q[E + V X (Bo + B.)],

where p. V and q represent the momentum, velocity and charge of the electron; B. is
the wave magnetic field. This equation admits three constants of the motion derived
from

d/di[p - qr X Bo - kH/a. + qA] = 0,

where A is the vector potential of the wave and H= mc y, is the relativistic energy. y
is the standard relativistic factor I1/ lTd?. The relativistic momentum and
velocity are related by p=mVy. The time rate of change of the electron's
Hamiltonian is

dH/di = qc2(E . p)/ H.

Substitution into the Lorentz equation gives
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p, + p4,[ + (qE2k,)/(myw)sinO] = (qE i/)(w - K,:)cosO,

- py-pT[ + (qE 2k,)/(myow)sinO] = -(qE2/w)(wo - kz)sino,

p. - (K.Jqla) + (Es1E1)(p. + Qpy) = 0,

where K,=k[l+E3kz/Eik,] and fl=qBo/my the relativistic electron cyclotron
frequency. Dots over quantities indicate time derivatives. To this point the
equations are exact.

Our first assumption is that terms containing the quantity (E&k./w)= B,,• can
be ignored in any reasonable geophysical situation. The second assumption is that to
zero-order the x and y components of the momentum vector of any test electron
follow Larmor trajectories.

p. = -psin(a + o),

p, = pcos(a + (to),

where

ao = tan-'(p.opyo),

with the subscript 0 referring to initial momentum conditions.
After substituting into the Lorentz equation, expanding in a series of Bessel

functions, averaging over fast time variation and filling many pages of algebra,
whose main steps are indicated by VILL.ALON and BURKE (1987) we arrive at an

equation in the form

[I + U] 2[dU/d ] 2 + Co2 V(U) = 0.

This is very similar to the equation of a particle moving in a pseudo-potential field.
The term U=(H- Ho)/ Ho represents the hamiltonian of the electron normalized to
its initial value. The subscript n on the potential functions V,(U) represents the
contribution of the n-th harmonic of the electron gyrofrequency. The actual form of
the potential is given in Appendix I. Here we note several features of the potential
that provide immediate insight into this electron acceleration model. First, an
electron can only access the regions of parameter space in which V. is negative. The
regions of access can be determined for each harmonic by solving for the zeros of the
potential. Second, at large value of U the potential increases as U4. Thus, in the
asymptotic limit V. is positive and the amount of energy that can be absorbed from
the wave is finite. Third, the contributions of the right, left and parallel polarizations
are distinct and depend on Bessel functions of order n- 1, n+ I and n, respectively.
Thus, right circularly polarized waves should interact most strongly. Since the
arguments of the Bessel functions are products of k, and the gyroradius, accelera-
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tion efficiency should be enhanced for test electrons with a substantial, initial kinetic
energy.

To test the range of validity of the assumptions presented above, we have
performed a series of numerical solutions of the Lorentz equation and compared the
results with the predictions of our pseudo-potential model. In all cases we used
electromagnetic waves propagating in the X-mode at a frequency twice that of the
electron gyrofrequency. The ratio of the plasma frequency to the drive frequency is
0.58. These correspond the conditions of R0=0.55 G and n= 104/cc, typical of the
bottomside of the ionosphere at auroral latitudes during periods of magnetic quiet.
Note that under these conditions the waves are propagating below the right hand
cutoff where VILLALON and BURKE (1987) predict the strongest electron/wave
interactions. All cases presented here represent averages ol 33 cases with random
initial phases.

In Fig. I we present a summary of the numerical results. In log-log format we
have plotted the maximum kinetic energy gained by initially cold test electrons
normalized to their rest energy as a function of the wave Poynting flux in milli-
Watts per square meter. Note that existing mega-Watt ionospheric heaters typically

X - Mode Acceleration w/S2 2

6

4-

2X 0
0
1:a

E -2

00

-6

- OussI-Perlodlc I Chaos Direct Wave

Resonance Accelerallion
-I II

-10 I
0 6 10 15 20

LOG S (mW/m7n)

Fig. I. Numerical solutions of Lorentz equation. The kinetic energy gain is plotted as a funztion of
input wave energy flux. The straight line and triangles represent average energy gained by thirty
three test electrons with random initial phase from gyroresonant waves propagating along and at 30*
to magnetic field lines, respectivcly.
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deliver 1-10 mW/m 2 to ionospheric altitudes of 200-300 km. The straight line and
diamond symbols represent effects of radiation propagating along and at 300 to the
magnetic field, respectively. Results for higher angles are similar to those at 300. The
characteristics of the acceleration divide into three categories which we call quasi-
periodic resonance, chaotic and direct wave acceleration. The range of chaotic
acceleration extends roughly from 10' to 10" mW/m'2 .

Figure 2 provides examples of each type of acceleration with the solutions
followed for 0.7 ms. Wave intensities of 106 mW/m 2 accelerate initially cold
electrons to 60 keV in 400/.s and then fall back to low energy. If the wave intensity is
increased to 108 mW/rml electron are accelerated irregularly to 9 MeV. In the direct

0.1-

Quasl-Periodlc Resonance

S0.05 5.106 mW/m2

0-MU
.1 .3 .5 .7

2 12- Chaoe

S1S-10 2~ mW/m2

4!

0 1 . 5 ..1 .3 .5 .7

100

50 Direct Wave Acceleration

sM1st12 mw/mS

.1 .3 .5 .7
t(mI)

Fig. 2. Numerical solutions of the Lorentz equation for three wave energy flux levels followed for 0.7
mS.
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acceleration regime wave magnetic fields are greater than Bo and electrons undergo
periodic accelerations up to 50 MeV.

Comparisons of the predictions of the pseudo-potential model of VILLALON
and BURKE (1987) with the numerical solutions of the Lorentz equation are given in
Fig. 3, represented by dashed lines and triangles, respectively. The first impression
gained from this comparison is that predictions of these independent approaches to
the problem are in remarkable agreement. At a propagation angle of 0° the V-B and
numerical solutions agree exactly. At other angles V-B predicts less acceleration
than was numerically calculated.

X - Mode Acceleration w /fI ' 20

-2 -A

-- Numerical Solutions
-4- --- Pseudo-Polentlal Theory
"-5 0200'O

-6 I I I
3 4 5 6 7

- A-, -I -. A0 - 0 A -

0 2- 2
• 2.5 13 2.5 Z 60

-3 • F I I 1 1 . 3 1 - ' i I I I
3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7

0
.I

0 0
-0.5 Q.. - -0.5

- A

-I - I- " I
-1.5--A.

3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7

LOG S (mW/mr)

Fig. 3. Comparison of predictions of pseudo-potential models with exact numerical solutions of the
Lorentz equation for different wave propagation angles.
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Figure 4 plots the values of V,(U) for selected values of n. Again the wave
frequency is at the second gyroharmonic, with a Poynting flux of 107 mW/m 2. The
region of negative potentials extends down to U=0 for the first and second
harmonics. We note however, that the slope of the potential for the first harmonic is
steeper than the second at low energies. Thus, initial acceleration is by the first,
rather than the second harmonic. Potentials of higher harmonics are initially
positive and do not accelerate low energy electrons.
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3. Radio Window Mode Conversion

It is obvious from the discussion presented above that serious acceleration of
ionospheric electrons by ground antennas requires power enhancements that greatly
exceed any capabilities that can be achieved within a reasonable time span. This is
one time however, when nature appears to be working on our side. MJOLIIUS and
FLA (1984) have studied 0-mode radiation propagating in the ionosphere where the
vertical plasma density gradient is at an arbitrary angle to the earth's magnetic field.
Consequent to obeying Snell's law the cold plasma dispersion relation reduces to the
Booker quartic (BOOKER, 1938). Normally, 0-mode radiation propagates to the
altitude where the driver frequency is equal to the local plasma frequency and is
reflected. It is possible however, for radiation transmitted from ground in the 0-
mode close to a critical angle 19 to convert linearly to the Z-mode, where

sin = 0, Y/( Y + l)sin•.

Here Y=2/co. For the case we have been considering here Y=2. In Alaska where
the magnetic dip angle is about 13', eý=7.5' towards the south of vertical.

0-mode rays in this "radio window" propagate in the slow extraordinary (Z)
mode to the altitude of cutoff where they are reflected. As they approach the altitude
where

X= (I - Y2)/( I- Y2cos 2 V),

with X=(wf w) , the Z-mode undergoes resonance. Here the group speed slows to
zero. In this region the Z-mode turns into an electrostatic wave that propagates
perpendicular to the Bo. Cold plasma theory does not allow the possibility of
electrostatic waves. VILLALON (1988) had included warm plasma effects as second
order corrections to the Booker quartic. In the resonant region the group velocity
(V,) of the electrostatic waves is much less than the speed of light with which the
radiation enters the ionosphere. The conservation of energy requires that the
amplitude of the wave electric field steepens as (cl VJ)"2. Calculations by VILLALON

(1988) show that in the resonant region electrons can be accelerated by several keV
with modest input powers of I mW/m 2. The possibility of the wave energy being
dissipated by other non-linear processes must next be given careful analysis.

4. Planned Space Experiments

Experiments to test in space the validity of the theoretical models outlined in
the last two sections are planned for the next several years. To perform such
experiments two major elements are necessary: (I) an HF ground source, and (2)
properly instrumented space vehicles. We first consider the impact of these
constraints for mission planning.
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Suitable ground antennas exist at Tromso in Norway, Arecibo in Puerto Rico
and HIPAS in Alaska. Although the Tromso and HIPAS antennas have access to
nearby rocket ranges, Arecibo does not. From the closeness of the "radio window"
to both the vertical and magnetic field directions at high latitudes, rocket trajectories
must pass both overhead and close to the magnetic meridian. Rockets fired from the
Andoya range are constrained to over-water trajectories at some distance from
Tromso. It is possible to launch rockets toward magnetic north from mobile
launchers located south of HIPAS.

To measure the characteristics of the waves transmitted from the ground as well
as their effects on both the ionospheric plasma and the acceleration of electrons to
kilovolt energies, in situ diagnostics are necessary. These instru--lents should
measure: (I) the density and temperature of the ionospheric constituents *o specify
the cold plasma dielectric coefficient, (2) the spectral characteristics of waves in the
ionosphere to provide information on alternate decay modes of the primary wave
associated with parametric instabilities, and (3) energetic electron detectors that
look both up and down magnetic field lines. The latter are useful for distinguishing
wave-acceleration from natural auroral effects.

Some or all elements of this complement of passive detectors are available on
present or planned American and Japanese polar orbiting satellites. Because of the
repeatability of coordinated ground-satellite experiments these resources should be
utilized to the fullest. There are however, significant drawbacks to satellite based
experiments that cannot be ignored. First, satellites generally fly at altitudes far
above the interactions discussed in the previous sections. At these heights it is very
difficult to meet exacting magnetic conjunction conditions. Thus, only debris from
wave-electron interactions can be detected. Second, because of the high speed of
satellites and the relatively low sampling rates allowed to particle detectors, spatial
resolution is probably insufficient. Limitations of the second kind are directly
addressed by the joint US/Canadian satellite FOCUS I, scheduled for a Scout
launch in the early 1990's. FOCUS will only operate in real time when in view of
ground receiving stations. High spatial resolution will be achieved by using a broad
band telemetry system normally associated with rocket experiments. Coordinated
studies of wave-plasma interactions using ionospheric heaters is a prime scientific
goal of this mission.

To understand the basic physics of wave particle interactions suborbital rocket
flights have much to offer. First, they can be designed to pass close to or through
critical volumes of space at relatively low speeds. Second, available telemetry rates
allow important parameters to bc measured with high resolution. Third, spatial-
temporal ambiguities are easily resolved by simultaneous measurements with
multiple payloads. Fourth, the environment can be actively varied to meet specific
experimental goals. In the case at hand, an artificial auroral environment can be
turned on and off by emitting charged particle beams from one of the rocket
payloads. Fifth, rocket launches can be coordinated with satellite passes over
heaters to gain maximum insight into the large-scale effects of localized plasma
perturbation experiments.
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An initial attempt to validate the electron acceleration concepts will be carried
out during the flight of the ECHO 7 rocket. ECHO 7 represents a cooperative effort
between NASA, the University of Minnesota and AFGL. Launch from Poker Flat
toward magnetic east is scheduled for a moonless evening during a period of low
magnetic activity in the early winter of 1988. There are four payloads, one to emit
electrons with controlled injection energy between 10 and 40 keV and pitch angles
between 150 and 1800; the other three measure plasma, energetic particle and
electromagnetic field effects of the beam emissions. The primary mission of ECHO 7
is to study the long distance transmission properties of electron beams in space. It is
also ideally instrumented to measure the effects of HF waves interacting with
controlled plasma environments.

The ground track of the ECHO 7 trajectory along with the positions of the
Poker Flat Range, the HIPAS facility and Eilson AFB are sketched in Fig. 5. The
heavy part of the trajectory line represents the post-deployment segment of the
flight. The hatched portion near the HIPAS magnetic meridian represents the
"radio window." The dashed line to the north ot the trajectory represents the

Magnetic North

Mirror Point Trajectory

F 7*T Magnetic East
ECHO 7 Tratectory

HIPAS

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of ECHO 7 trajectory relative to the position of the HIPAS facility,
The heavy line represents the post deployments phase of the flight. The dashed line represents the
mirror points of beam electrons emitted downward from ECHO. This region will he illuminated by
X-mode radiation at the second harmonic of the electron gyro-frequency.
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location of magnetic mirror points at 100 km for beam electrons injected down the
field lines. We note that full deployment of the ECHO payloads occurs about thirty
kilometers to the east of the HIPAS magnetic meridian. Experiments designed to
verify the effects of transmission through the "radio window" are thus doomed to
failure. For this reason we have decided that during the ECHO flight it is better to
illuminate the region of the magnetic mirrors with radiation near the second
harmonic of the electron gyrofrequency in the X-mode. This is the right hand
polarization mode that does not propagate to very high altitudes in the ionosphere.
However, the V-B model predicts efficient acceleration near the right-hand cutoff.

A series of follow-on rocket flights along the magnetic meridian over HIPAS is
planned for the early 1990's as a joint effort with NASA and UCLA. The diagnostic
packages to be flown during these experiments will be similar to those flown on
ECHO 7. Photometers will be added to the complement to measure radiation from
cavitons expected to form in the vicinity of the Z-mode resonance. Periodically
during the mission, energetic electron beams will be injected into the resonance
region. Thus, the relative efficiencies for cold/warm electron acceleration by Z-
mode radiation can be determined.

Figure 6 is a sketch of the planned experimental geometry. The rocket
trajectories will be in the HIPAS magnetic meridian. HIPAS will transmit at the

Rocket Trajectory

Accelerated Electron.

Z Mode Reflection /B jVN

O/Z Mode Conversion Z Mode

Z~~~~~~ Moodelclo• • /•

Resonance

0 Mode/

Ground Antenne NF7r '777

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a ray propagating in the ionospheric "radio window." Near the
Z-mode resonance it is expected that plasma density cavitons will form.
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second gyroharmonic, in the 0-mode. Rays outside the "radio window" are reflected
to the ground with little effect on the ambient plasma. Inside the "radio window"
radiation that converts to the Z-mode continue to propagate to the altitude of the

left hand cutoff where they are reflected. As the Z-mode radiation approaches
resonance the intensity of the wave vector turns normal to the magnetic field and the

electric fields steepen. Ponderomotive forces generate plasma density cavitons
(WONG and SANTORU, 1981; WONG el al., 1987). Electrons within the cavitons see

intense electric field variations at the second gyroharmonic. When the rockets are

near magnetic conjunction with HIPAS created cavitons, particle detectors should
measure intense fluxes of accelerated electrons.

Appendix 1. Mathematical Form of Pseudo-Potentials

In the main text we argued that the equations of motion for a test electron in an
obliquely propagating electromagnetic wave can be reduced to the form of motion

in a potential well.

(dU/dt)2 + wmV,(U)I(U + 1)2,

where U=(H-Ho)/Ho is the energy gained normalized to the initial relativistic

Hamiltonian. The potential well associated with the n-th harmonic of the electron
gyro-frequency is

V.(U) = (dU/2)2(U + 2r./d1 ) 2 
- V(O)sin0.dmU(U + 2r.ld,)

+ (Z' - E2)/20(0id, - Y.,hu)(G.. 1(U) + F..,(U))

+ (E2d2 - Y.,h,)F.. 1(U)1

- (L', - Z1)/21(T,1Ii + E2d)(G,-i(U) + F.-1(U))
+ (1,hA + E2d,)F.-,(U))

- I32 J)i(G.(U) + F.(U)) + h 2F.(U)I - (W(O)cosO.)1.

Terms with Zi+YI and _,-Iz refer to the right and left hand polarization modes,

respectively.
Here also

Z, = -(qE./w)c/Ho i = 1,2,3,

di = I - Kk,c2/o02,

d2 = (KAk c2/C 2) - k,!o/w,

hi = I + (K,1k,)(d 1 - 1),

12 = (K,/k,)d 2,
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r.- k~zo/aw - nflo/co,

0. = k,zo + n(ao + n/2),

W(0) = Vo/2c4-(1, + Ez)J,,-,(k.pe) + (E2 - 1i)J.-A(k.po)]

+ Vo/c£sJ.(kpo),

where J. represents a standard Bessel function of order n. The functions G.(U) and
F.(U) are defined by

G.(U) = fu J 2[k p(U')]U'd U',

F.(U) =u ju [.p(U')]d U'.
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ABSTRACT

The stability of trapped particle fluxes are examined near the Kennel-Petschek limit. In
the absence of coupling between tit ioonosphere and magnetosphere It is found that both tile
fluxes and the associated wave intensities are stable to external perturbations. However. It
the ionosphere asd magnetosphere are coupled through the ducting of the waves then a&
positive feedback may develop depending on the efficiency of tie coupling. This results is a
spiky, nonlinear precipitation pattern which for electrons has & period on tile order ol
hundreds of seconds. Hiere we give a linear analysis that highlights tie regions of
Instability together with a computer simulation of the tmonlinear regimes.

INTRODUCTION

Active control of energetic particle fluxes in the radiation belts has been a -0
1 

of is mjor
interest in both the United States acd tie Soviet Union. Electron dumping experimte,.r.i

conducted by the Stanford University acid Lockheed groups using VI.F transmissions are well-
known /1.2/. Perhaps less known is thle theoretical work by Trakhtengerts /I/ entitled
"Allfvdn Maers" in which he proposes a theoretical scheme for dumping both electrons and
protons from the radiation belts. The basic idea Is to use RF energy to heat the Ionosihere
at the foot of a flux tube to raise tihe height Integrated conductivity. The conductivity is
then modulated at VLF or ELF frequencies which modulates the reflection of waves thmat cause
pitch angle diffusion in the equatorial plane. The artificially enhanced conductivity of the
ionosphere thus maintains high wave energy densities In thie associated flus tube thierehy
producing a positive feedback.

In addition to external ionospheric perturbations particle precipitation also raises
Ionospheric conductivity. The trapping of VI.F waves causes further precipitation which. it
principle, results in an explosive Instability. The purpose of this paper Is to establish
the basic equations.

The fundamental equations derived by /3/ are based on quasilinear plasma theory and relate
only to the weak diffusion relime. We have plotted an example of the Trakhtengerts equations
in Figure I. liere we Illustrate the importance of positive feedback from the ionosphere
using a parameter Ct which parameterizes the strength of the coupling. When the coupling is
weak, perturbations near the Kennel-Petschek limit slowly damp away. However. as time
coupling strength exceeds 52 highly nonlinear oscillations develop. It is important to note
that the spiky behavior that results clearly violates the basic assumptions upon whmich
quasitlinear theory is based. We, therefore, need to set the Trakhtengerts analysis on firmer
ground. In particular. one needs to take into account the change in pitch angle anisotropy
as a function of the pitch angle diffusion coefficient.

It Is useful to use a similar set of equations derived by Schulz /4/ which are based on
phenomenological arguments that Include strong pitch angle diffusion. The key variables are
N, the number of trapped particles per unit area on a flux tube and D, the normalized pitch
angle diffusion coefficient which is proportional to the Inverse trapping lifetime. We note
that D is averaged over the entire flux tube. In time Schulz formulation the time rate ol
change of N is given by

dN -- ND (it
it (I -.t.)

where the first term tepresents losses due to pitch angle scattering and So represents an
equatorial particle source term for the particular flux tube. The parameter, I.,
characterites rise expected trapped particle lifetimes due to strong pitch amngle diffusion.
For electrons this is on the order of a hundred seconds. Note that the denominator in (I)
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reflects the change in pitch angle anctiorropy as a function of D whiich is ne.isacry lur
consxistency. The time rate of chi.eige ;f D is given by

dD - D(21 + VR tt. R) + W/s 5  (2)

Tile first term represents wave growth near tile equatorial plane, the second term gives tlt,
wave losses in and through the iocosaseSore and tihe third accounts for any wave ettergy
sources,

*• f,.IO%

2W04W0600 WO0 low 1200

log 150C)

Fig. 1. The effect of ionospheric feedback on electron precipitation.
Note the spiky behavior due to the nonlinear nature of the feedback
process.

In tie second term, the expression V /LRE approXimates the bounce frequency of waves where
Vg is the group velocity of tics wave, |RE the approximate length of a flux tube; IR is thereflection coefficient of tle ionosphere. Since R ( I the second term Is always n4'gat ive.
Tite denominator in (1) reflects tle decreased efficiency for pitch angle scattering through
wave-particle interactions as tice diffusion rate Increases. This is due to the pitch angie
distribution becoming more isotropic as described by Kennel and i'etschek /5/.

The wave growth is of particular interest and requires further comment. It can be expressed
as

(I + its)

where A. is defined by the value of the growth rate, yt, at the Kennel Petschek limit where
N - No and D - P Tile source term in (I) can be defined in terms of these p;tamicfers by
setting the LilS of ?i) to zero.

so - .O 
',

( +Do1s

We now include the coupling of the radiation belt waves and particles to the active
Ionosphere. This mechanibm introduces a positive feedback effect which will structure the
large amplitude nonlinear response of the system /3/. The key idea here is tilat theprecipitating electrons modify tice Ionospheric plasma density whichc. in turn. mudifit.. tic,,
ionospheric reflection of the waves causing tice precipitation. lite modiiicatic c of th,.

plasma density by tole precipitation Is givion by

dni " Q( DN )orni()
d"t 2(1 DTXr)

whaer n1  is the ionospheric plasma density. The RJIS of (5) represents a balance of dcicnsity
increase due to the precipitat•kng particle flux avid a decrease due to elc.ctron-ioc
recombination effects. Q is the innitation efficiency (electrons/em) and ar in tice
reeombinvction coefficient.
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Positive feedback arises w.hen enhanced Ionization causes enha~nced wave reflectionm. Ille
enhanced ionization *a calcuiatmmti from (5) increases Rt Its (2) causing U to immcistas.
Therefore. tihe trick Is to relate changes in the reflection coefficient to chaniges ti. tihe
Ionospnheric plasma density. This is 1.atticuiariy difficult for whistler waves bmecause Mf its.
unknown nature of the ducting eiftclmency as well as uncertainties in thle reflection process

at the Ionosphere. Therefore. we assume an empirical couplinmg relationship which is givi-m b~y

AR - tinj (6)
E. n to

Here c is an adjustable parameter whose strength Indicates time degree of coupling lbetweemm
changes In the ionospheric density and changes fin the wave reflection coefficient. Note Lhat
c as used hmere Is similar to hut not exactly the samie as rM used Figure i. As %venm I,miow
positive feedbaek is triggered when, c 2 O00)i1) (i.e. on time order i of 10-3 mrmIls weak
diffusion case),

We initially examine the stability of equations (1). (2) and (5) by performing a linear
perturbation analysis. Al) first order quauntities are considered to vary as expm(st/is). Zero
order quasntit ies are def immed at tile Fenmiml -Fetscimek limiti and are dennmmemi by thIe "a"
subscript. A cubic equation (dispersion relation) Is obtained it~r thes mmndimmwnsionalm n.-mur.,i
frequenicies. s. This equation is given by

(s + W,,/D + Zy1 D1 Js 4 OI~js+2t,/trl
.2 ~/vD 10Is2 1 -1 (7)

+ (E1 5 /t r 2 sTW 0 l 0 sl+)

where V, VOTa ammd Il- Dats/Il + Deis). Now in the "Schumlz" A/ limit whmere Ilsme
ionosphere and magnetosphere are lecoupled ( E si 0) equation (7) can be reduced ftm -I
qinairet Ic. It I s found t hat damped osc IlIlatory solutions exi st In tins weak IIdIIiinsiloss I lostI
( D < I I but there are no roil frequemncies that exivt fin time xi r .... gmilfulfmIon ( I) -
I)" limit for reasonable growth rattes. Note that thts factor (I I Dotsx) in equaloainn; (11 ... I

Thto full cubic equation for the case when c 's nonzero yields thle following three solutionsC
in the weak diffusion limit. We choose *100 and i Tshr - 2 anti find the following roots

31 - -4

-23 A"/ 10 I 54 DI - 15 MjI g
9

Now when c > S01/i35 then we have a purely growing (unstable) modte. Alternatively when this
condition Is not satisfied we hmave oscillatory solutions. Evoimmlisn of the unstable mode
will soon exceed the linear regime and the nonlinear dynamics must examlined umsing other
techniques. We. therefore. give a numerical examp1 le as shown I;. Figure 2 wibich highlighill
the nonlinear nature of the feedback mechanism. (See also Figure 1). Theo top pamnel ol Figure
2 represents the normalized wave energy density for -l ID? in Figure I. The middle amni
bottom panels of figure 2 represent N and ni. Attention Is directed to the gphamme
relationships between the three curves. The emaximum particle flux leads time wave Intensity
and goets thsrough the konnel-Petichek limit as the wave growth changes from positive to
negative. The maximum Ionospheric effect occurs after the wave spike maximum. Our physical
interpretation of figure 2 Is as follows. A spike in the wave energy density causes a
depletion of electrons trapped In thle belts to levels well below the Kenmmel-Pmmtsclusk limit.
Tihe subsequent drop of preocipitating electron flux allows ni to decrease. Thuis. VL.F w~ave.%
are less strongly reflected beck Into tile manuilotosphere. This effectively raises thle Kemnnel-
Petschek limit as higher particle fluxes Are nmecessary to offset Increased Iomnospheric VLF
absorbstion. When the equatoPial particle source cause. the trapped electrons to exceed Ile
flew Kennel-Petschek limit ail explosive burst of pmrecipitaltion is produced due to time
Ionosphmeric feedback. The repetition rate or frequency of these bursts Is on time order of'
hundreds of seconds and io govermmed by time global nonlinear mdynamics of thme radilation belt
system.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Davidson and Chiu /6/ assumed a passive ionosphere and obtained linear oscillatory solutions
in the strong diffusion limit by having the growth rate be modulated by the fillimmg ammd

dumping of time loss cone. We have nor yet Incorporated this filling mechanism intio time
present approach. Instead our oscillations arise from the large amplitude nonlinear coupmling
between the precipitating particles and the reflected waves at the ionosphere. We are
presently modifying our numerical approach by including a realistic estimation of time loss
comie filling time In both weak avid strong diffusion limits. Hompefully. this will more
completely characterize timose oscillatory (spiky 1) regtimes; that have been obsemrved In lhim
data. For extample, see the paper tiy Iversen et at. Ml.
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Fig. 2. Example of spike-like VLF wave structures o welil as energetic
particle losses and ionospheric density changes arising from the
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling described in text.
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ABSTRACr

This paper studies tire tlhery of gyroresonant interactions of energetic
tralpped electrons and protons in the Earth's radiation zones with ducted
electroIiagnetic cyclotron waves. Substorm injected electrons in the Inid
latitude regions interact with coherent VLF signals, such as whistler mode
waves. Energetic protons may interact with narrow band ihydrornagnetic
(Alfvrn) waves. A set of equations is derived based on the Fokker-Plarick
theory of pitch-angle dilfusion, They describe the evolution in time of the
numbrer of particles in the flux tube asid the energy density of waves, for the
interaction of Alfvrun waves with protons and of whistler waves with dec-
trons. he coupling coefficients are obtained based on a quasilirear analysis
after averaging over tire particle bounce motion. Tire reflection of the waves
in the ionosphere is discussed. 'To dump the energetic particles from the radi-
ation belts efficiently, the reflection coefficient must be very close to unity so
waves amplitudes can grow to high values. Theq, the precipitating particle
fluxes may act as a positive feedback to raise the height integrated conduc-
tivity of the ionosphere which in turn, enhances the reflection of the waves.
In addition, by heating the foot of the flux tube with high intensity, RF
energy the mirroring properties of the ionosphere are also enhanced. The
stability analysis around the equilibrium solutions for precipitating particle
fluxes and wave intensity, show that an actively excited ionosphere can cause
the development of exponentially growing instabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

A theory of nonlinear interactions of radiation belts particles with cy-
clotron waves is developed here. We consider cases where tire wave frequen-
cies are small fractions of the equatorial cyclotron frequency arid where tire
wave vectors are aligned with the geomagnetic field. Because of the latter we
only consider resonant excitations due to the first harmonic of the cyclotron
frequency. For high-temperature plasmas, tIe pitch-angle distributions of

Scientific Publishers, Inc., Cambridge, lA 02139
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ionospheric Electron Acceleration by Elect romiagnetic Waves
Near Regions of Plasma Resonances

ELFNA VII tAt ON'

Flecvi rtiii aaaceleraivisi by elect raimagritic fields pripi.aiiatig in ihe inbu~ntogeneaitis ionotiphefit. plasma

as ii esiig.iied. Itis found that high-.mnpliosic ie hor %avetenpiti eletlrostatic waves ar. gcnesaied by file
1101111idcii vrtuiangri~cic liclals that penciramre the titha windaiw I hewt waves call very efftiiviilty transfer

their energy t0 the elecrons if the incideni liequcinas is near bhe second harMniT01C 44i he cycLIUtron
fiei.1reiicy

I IN1RItiiU( IION that are required ecetued ai valte tia 10' tW/'ml [Iluch' -I it

loccelettiton of ioniiiaiheris; electrons by electrotmagnietic I9X)X Nevertheless. such power levels are at leait a ractir if

I( Nft fiefals via iiracfiaaiit either fromu ground based nici- 11 Ilitrnes greater thian fvlati is currelntly avaiLihle in iinno

o"Joe 11.11smitieis v III ani-II if. 191 iirkua aan ise et if l NMI spudicc he~aiting C5 ciilunn oitsihier inuref feasible .1p

OfIi-ni .a~itelles ar ticket .iiiii I~wv 19931- is a piolbr-n 'of pilriches 1i cclral )alti jiriplir i c-nto Jus 11. Iialal

%ci) lac(Isc reseatch l is smnteresi is moativatedl by obhser vationis 105 d~l igiied

tot high-eniergy electrons by spacccraft in the ionosphere. andl li ithis article, we proporise a far nmovie eifrCLIlVe aR.CCelerI-an

ibis fact Lan help to improve our understanding of basic ineclamnism based uiponi proipagation characteristics uit lE6t

propeittecs of wave-particle plasma interactions (Fejer. 19791. wcaves in nonuniform plasmas. If the incident frequency w 's

Artificially accelerated electrons can also be used as a probe of "ear 211. and if the plasma density is such that wi is between

the piiteniial couplintz between the ionosphere and the mag- 'lie lorcal tipper hybrid, *a.Iand electron plasma.,j. fit*h-

aetios-phers: We consider an FM monochromatic plane waves qonis 'a, :5 mi e, -... couipling it electraistatic IE125 plasmta
tii freqluency i-a and wave vector kt and assume that the wave as %visaac- aif short waivelength is possible We show tltat these

launched near the ground at an arbitrary angle with respect to ;ases very efficiently transfer energy to the electrons. We also

the constant, ambient magnetic field Do. We take S. to be lepason calculations relevant to present RF- heating experiments

along the :direction. ite.. Do, Be., and k -k e *-. + kit. Trhe 6y considering a power flux P I mW/m-' The energy laiaied

wasve electric field can be wvritten asn - *,E Los o# - eE2 sit i y file electron, is obtained by applying the Iluantaltornian po-

0- e:Eo Los 0. where 40 - A,% + A,: - tot, and E, are real i-uilwells theory of l'ilalahip anti Burke (19871 At low pump

numbers rhe motion of a relativistic electron of charge q and field amplitudes we find that particles gain energy following
rest mnass noi is described by the Lorentir force equation trajiwarics in p., p,~ phase space along the zero-order flainil.

taaiaan it, For a relativistic particle we have
alpiall = aIfE + Yea X lB + 8n~l Ill

,%here I8 is the watve magnetic field. v is the particle velocity.
a;alt p= in;r-v is the momentum. The relativistic factor is I f whcere 1:, 41 , II ,A,, Elk) and 1, is the component of ihe

Sp, usi-, + ji9ui m2. IC where to, and p.. are the niomen- refractiive index. q iiJ iu. alonig fl,, For electrosstatic waves
turn cioaponetnts perpendicular andi parallel to Bit respec- sC Ifind that /1. - 0. and then that the zero-order trajectories
tiely file particle galls eniergy if the resonance conditions irc sifpens ind thle particle gains energy in the direction perpen-

ky, (21duculir to the backtiroand magnetic field. i~e.. o., is cotstantt

,aie ehaisely satistied lcicet I% kis anInteger and 0 -,lIii i 1- lltiiitA iii WAVt (in NtRA taiN
thle election cyclotruiua liaifluecy We tcoiisidCF filie tsropaipgation of lv N %svases in a nisfndatia nii

Recently. I'dliIhi andl Buiue [ 19117 hasse dc-seloped af o"piil laii eaieta h est rdeti
ihcoir% titu i tch E NI stopralunsinnuius lie. the retractive iidex. iisliiipluiaW asuetttedniygrintu

it. as smaller than ilnel cusld plasma waves accelerate the elec- 'ki ie Iclcl ncin htFt oisa nl f-t

troin via resonant stochastic acceleration. That am by taking - respect to '. and that k is in the plane spanne~d by .and i.,,

near -111. they show that the cyclotroni resonatnces overlap at fc ioc1 ieludigagewt epc otevria

highd paissen levels. Ii was shown that wave intensities asl Ity "stiectioir is de-noted b) fe. flite agic- befivern k ina) D,, is

111W sii-' accelerate the electtrans up to energies of about 10 ;IIKJJ ;ilca ;atd dependls on file altanude. Thme refractive indale q~

Lev Numerical integratioin of (1) shows tiat for the electrons has a component Q along thve vertical direction and a conumpo-

iii r-acLh large energies fll the MeV ranget the power levels iaeiit S fia the laaritirital Ii direction. We have thie relaatioir iii

I x s I-r2 I) Of to Bc-uause of flea horizontally plane %sttata-
- ~~~~liedl iiiiaiplieric moadel considered here, i le hot zoirnal caminio-

sihs aat AXir foaree I evriph5sics 1,.alxrratiiry. llainscuni Air I iice u1cuu of filie reiru i ye Iiidex S is a coinstant niacpeiideia af fitlte

II.all~uu.isi ilensi andl Owltis I% iseti by N oin ti I life teniusal

I .p,,.ghtt l914 s~) the lon' Suieikii *iapiysiVat C itroni a rilioii laiat Q 'Ilc~eiuls oni Ilttialue lie , ,ia tlse liavL i.1 sl1

llqi nuiniitie )ItlAiiaii9a lcoitii I indt tau be arlilauinei by solvinug lair thc Ilirirkct iuatti.ii

t1 1), io!17 41) 4XlA~iis~a t alialictiiii ielaiolai (1Ideuaaaau 19611 We~ 111.1N cliaiii ilvC .11iicl
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Pti'd tr 19721. and its csonitriumoi n is matc.h larger thtan that

proporlitoial to P, if A , 0I 1lie case A = 0i has not received
iiiy attention yet. Nevertheless. we find that it is of interest,
stince the refractive indices Are larger thrin wahn A Pt 0 by a
factor offts~rfliui For a given value of0i. A is equal to zero at

X ,-..-I. certaini frequency svhich is greater than I) and smaller thin
v1k '0 In fact. we find that lor 1) !• 45 .A becomes zero for -

Z very close to 2f) In Figure 2. we show the reftacrivec indices ais

X a functions of the Angle 10 (fo two values of the incident fre-
B., quency so which are smaller than but clocis to 20, wce take

rk 0 25 x10 arhe largest Q are found near 0 =if,,
wl~ere if is such that A(t?. iw) = 1) We have that for i 1 8 1

of. -? 43 6 and Q= 563. aiid that (ora = 192 0. 6
,27 a fnd Q) +±460,

I iK I Cmirirditate i~strut.. isiriiiti .ded fii Sccti ... a lie La..ndau dampinig tate I dlue to the Do)iplicr shriftedl
Iieqtiteicy at the sciriti hls insttic a-. Isee the appendixs

of incidence irsuch that 1 0 16) -l/ ; 21"' 'In Qji lsn' wcos filial Y'I

sin it = Y'l FII YI sotuff 14) -exp I-1to - 2111', 21k~i,lI') I7l

where Y - fl/ri, IFthe ordinary 101 mode is launched near the whlere a - I - Y')AX, - Y'i cost II) We see that if A •0

grounid at the critical angle given in 14). it will pecitetrate the I it) is olorder Ii"t,li but if A = 0. then I ,s (,) , II
raidio vindow and will be trasmsill ed near tlite couiplinig level I he componentls of the group velocity alring lthe vet iscal.
where it) - ioo into lthe extraordiinary mode lalso called the Z .ini liririontal. a,.,. directions are rearlily oitained from (61.
modcl. 'Ihle transmission coellictentt front 0 to Z mmmdei has \%e %hoiw
twemm obtainfed by A1fiillimtv (19841, Anid ii is untiiy I total traits-
mitssion) if S - sin sk is given by M4 The Z mode propagates fiiit~=~i~ ~3Q 4~
tile inioniogeneous plasma of the ionosphere utntil it falls fait, i -jt t S~r
thle region of high -frequencrcy plasitmia resotrances (,AIjriiii ainid
Fit). 19841 Near the plasma resonance: 1l) Q becomes very 11 A* ve4.w idta er, Q '). and then that thre ,savc

large IQ -.- x L, in fact. sinice Q >, Sf we find that 2 -it. 121 the propagares in the directio n perpendicular to the density gradi-
wavebecmeselecrosati. ie.. IE 3= -tan an E = emit hal ut if .A = 0. then u'.. = i) I lossever. by addinig to 161 a

amid (31 the vertical group velocity component becomies very thirdtheoma ohrrection of. whe fhowrtm tti rjis propoertionalsto
-;mall. The plasma density in the resonance region is given by fnto f0adY eso htr.i rprinlt

soilving for X - X, where, because x -. 0. we have If-, ,.1", when A -0. Thus a,., and ir.. become of the satie
order of nmagnitude ;and much smaller than a,.for the case

X, (I - Yk I - Y' Cos1 01' (51 A fa 0. the amplitudle of the tminsaveraged electric field can be

andi X m~/i' Near t esottatie. the vertical cotmponlenit ,f ithiained sovivng fair

lie refractive tindex Q muost be calculatedt by considernimg *t P = (li1i6I 6ut,, ill3AQ +- 4klXIA .I i [il111
htitite temperature plasma. In lad,. by Addinig thie lowest irdet
tlrci ittl cunrecijiris to the couefficienuts Am fourmth mn atmi ,(I let P I is sthe vetrtical couttmponent inI rthe energy thiu dernsity
4ierea: if file Booker qtuauttc. we find that Q) is given by soi- filie highest energy coticeitiattimi icciurs when the grorup %c-

ltie Fa ir the real root ) ittthe dispersiiin nelattuiti liicirly is t[lie smallest.

filIQ 2 ?mi'l 21' 0 It hI 3 l11CIteON Ai (itiRAiMIN

vvelet %sstminitg that I-I S"ivsal. mfe ier C~gy that A silitigl eIlectron
ii11i) gaiin Initeraciting iv rib a geetirrl F \l plane sase oif the

iI- )-t ~4) 14 20o -

fI Cal, + o sm ri Y-0i /5 55

S I .51' 1 17)" 6 -l'"I)"C

siti~ '/c1rv --- r----.-.

I I ')'1i1 41*)'~,
Y1352

SI 0 co to ofi,

.If% I Its- lemiii lii~rtiii itiiA . I, si iv I 't~llv (.1141. 11iii -1-) 1'. it , ii i Asiuir- I ' - 1t
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25\-y-), 1,oiii (fr tile ei ,i Al til ,.11I aiitltoiian lioictii~lsa We
A)c~osiater 1(%s %Aultes of-tiedI 11 .1 poiwer litas P Z I in iii, I lieSinipliltudes o titl e F~S fields are ohi ainevl fromn I lil We see that

tle~ it = 2 resonan lce call only trial) cold electronis for anigles
~I mm2gereater than 20 if,. 1 92 3Y =0 52).;and 34' if,- 1 11II 3 Y = 0 551 Tile brok en lines neair tlie 1) =iS. which mia kes[ )I. indicate thit 1- - 2()lAkr, •ý 2 and iheal

0(1I1 Thus (lie energy of the ES fkieds is strotngly ab-
_______________ sorhed by the bulk dlistribution of plasma electrons. [hse kinet-

Yr 40- 50' 60* mC enegies reached by tilie electrons are very large tite is) file
cinl.iiie~d electric fieids and large valiies ol i near 11 -- 0? I or

.1 - r Loiger %:titles kit ý (Solid Illicit. eve (in~ftha(it I ,, is very n)i.i1l

8)1 ie . I..., - 2 .ti') elecitl henice thait )rely . jew dclctirilits
file fail of the tuiiitibtion fiinctiwi, may ilniciact wnithli(lie

55walc f rliese electronis ire ;acceleratecd in the ditcciimti per pen
see iculicolr to (ilie conistant magnetic field up it eniergies of file

251 -052 omrder of hundreds iif electron volts Note (hat in (life Faith's
/ _____ idiptole magnetic field the mirroring force actinig on filie elec-

Irons will also accelerate themh alting geomagnetic fieltd lines
3-------------- . ~-I lie int~eraction of cold electrons with (lie it - I res41niLaCe

1,1cm01 " takes place for all values of if the ie[ energy g'ain tit e~ll is

Fig., Net enaergy gamiii.s fultlokno of ihe angle if ".elle tilhe ieptese~eted in I-igure Ill. aiid is tlintte small if II A is. Ihi:; is
.oniihien magnetic field iiiil he %critical We consider iwo in lues 4m because the resonanace condition 12) is far frtom being satisfied
Y = 0 i,p and the interaction of coild eletirons %sell (a) the is - 2. aiid lor ii 21). ?a = 1 and initially cold electrons
lis ihe is I cyclotron resoitaces [lie timie it takes to reach these enelgies can be Calculaictl

ms-iih (ilie help of (ll) and 1121. We start with (he #I = I CVclo-
foirm given before Il1l. has been obtained as a funct ion of tIiii front resonalice and cold electroins iiiuil tilie piitential b~ctimies
in thet Article by I ,lliI,,iftuits n Bud in [19871 It was fiiuntd thai piisitiv e. then. if t here is oiverlappin'g will, (he #I 2 resona uce.
the ,nirniali~ed parircle energy U is obtained solving liltr (ilie particles ire ;accelerated io high energies Fotr example. l,,r

IV + W('i111 tIlI' + tI(l!' -0 111 1 =i 1 92 (1 and 0) = 2Y, it takes 168 wave permiods (WPI to
hain 2 IseV. where half of thisi time is spent reaching (ilie first

where U 1-- . Aiid time is. normalized to number ol wave- It00 aV If 0ii 43' the electrons gain 800 eV over 846 WP Isee
eIscitodi. r = trm Here ,ie ctmnsider the electrtin Interactioun witll' I igure 4ul As a second exanmple. we consider (.I I 81 Q: if

aI single 4istilatedl eqcloitrin resonance of order i it F .rt part.- I)t 37 +,i takes 35 WP to gain 350 cef, but if tI 46 . tlien it
dcl initially IC - 0) ait rest interstcting with the ES waves itnly takes 25 WP tis reach (lie same energy 1see Figure 4h)
If., E, - t an II. and E, - 0) that are generated near rest)- Althiiugh the first antI secornd cyclotron restonances iiay oiver-

native, the Ilamiltoniran potentials may be written as Lip tover at broad range tin energies. we fletd that we c:all neglect

I~tt - ~I~lU-4-2,32- ~ OK.Ufilie contribution of (ilie n 2 resonanice in the ovei lapping
region. lIn fact, if i) = 181 U3 and 1) = 37 it takes 43 XVI' to

- V 2 smIn 0[ K. . 11.1) + K. W1)1 112) reach the first 28 eV wilithe tite ? 2 resonance. ut, it tinly

%iihP. n. E 111I~naia. ndlakes 7 WP with the it I . On average we find (flat. in (aits
with,.inI iY. = -uI~l~~imt andsiafunts , [(1.tie amplitude of the electric lields are tboiut 000185

K.I~ J. lk , NO + 1 'l( ties (ilie ;ambient miagnetic Iheld.

I~.~l j 1~igf' +Ii U5 CON(-i.utituoý RI,?tAukS

I lere: J.lf. pi are Ilessel ftincittins antI is is the I arniir radinis In ibhis .article, we heave investigated (lie possibiliity ofi accel -
evaliiateul at 11' we have 1, t , I) 1 2U + 1111"' [he allosv- erlaing iiniispheric electrons in intenise clecitmroimagneitic IF NIl
.ahle ceneries are restricted by (ilie condition 1'.111 !c~ Ii. Note li-hds We have presentetd a very efficient acceleratioin .oitl
ileit (le first term in 021 is alway's positive atid dominates heating ineehanisni wliich consists oin ihe generat ion, of i,(-
,oser ill the others at large s alues oif U. Thus 1.h [/I can lie wvaveleiigth. high -aiisplitiids electrostatic IFIS I tieltds by (tie liii-
regarded ats a potential well wvithin swhich the particle's energy cident ENI waves that pensetrate the raditi winidows By Incittd-
osciollates in time thle kinetic energy slowly increases liver ing thermal effects. we have derived (he dispersion relatiomn litr

inery cycloteron antd wave periodis, and the net energy gainedi these FS fields; ;analytical expressioins are: given foir theitr griiut)
liý the particle has always a finite valule If tl.(UI < 1) when selocities and damping rates. Blecatise of (liet vety small griiipf
I : _1. ( ire potential catl leap zero kinetic euiergy particles: velocity components in hoth the vertical ;and hor,,ioinal tlirev
these 1sartideis (nay lincerase t heir energy up to aI value VI = (%, tlions, (ilie electromagnetic energy is highily clinkent rated lei I
suc~h ithat 1'.IU,,l -io If VII> 0 when U - ). tiens tile po- regiion of plasma resoniance 'the ellecliseniess til this litclha-
tent ial caninot trap ,eero kinetic energy particles litssoi depends ontinlie value of the Incitdent freiquency - an ,it i

fite ;iniele 10 (hat (ilie lsackgrtiindiniaftilic fildt lm~inis %%il fiile
4 Itsla 1(1 t file i lit C %I tIIIAIINS %cin l t. n, (Iitklii (Itlctillatitins mll Ningle 11,11110% 1-C.,Melet1tlii

lei I acutie Ia. %%a: iepiesrnt (ilie net eniergy gainiedl b) (lic Jlmmv illimi she eletitiis c,tii C.11 L111 I mt , 1ev i,i ,immm alet 11
siv'vtt,u fail IkcVI lte it I, he litferac~iiot Nkitli (he us - 2 ycl-, u inW le' pmmscr levels if, lint %.all tlies A, i is 1,lims

ii.,11 ieIIII.Ince,.1 us tincttiin 'it ie I hetse Cceritles ire L,,il,.ul~Ieml sliellfs lhelmw filie "mv~,dt ,aioiluofwmrinc
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20 - -- By conisidering that cos a - IS sin 1) 1- Q COS 1)ltI; with Q >

Y-052 S. aiid by keeping the higher-order powers in Q. we may write
A) + 1!21, where

15-

= Q"':.. - ()'AQi + 2hQ)X + -- X- IASt
> IQ

.se O-43 here c., I - XIX.. where X, is given in 15) and A. ýc. and I
05 8-2r are given after (61. By taking f,. very small and setting ý 0.

we obtain the dispersion relation 16). We also have

Si If X
0 42 84 126 6CY~ ~)~~j 5 Io AP~IIIIlb

4 I ( e 1\2 ,
2

,k.t,I J l

563 The components of the group velocity v,. v. in (lI and 191

Y-055 are obtained by delining -V = - ,vQ4 . and then

2no (3.1 •,iakl

> to 046. where recall that ckItu = Q and ck,'/w = S. The Landau

damping rate at the second cyclotron harmonic is also ob-

tained by considering that .r = •'?•Q' and then that F =
0- *,lri 3

.,r ,/'i,,l Ilere ir ýOto -O•,,eo = 2XIuw. where a

is delined after (7)

0 7 14 2!1 28 iihl'ldqieiir 1he author is grateful to A Y. Wong for draw-
T ing her attention to the problem of propagation through the radio

I ig 4 Energy amin as function of lime r normalized to number tof -itdow. and for very helpful discussions We also acknowledge help-
.vse pertiods Ilere 0 is the angle betwveen the ambient magnetic field flt con•.ersaitiins with W J. Burke and E Moltius. This work has

mid the vertical and V = Tl-,i. rhe energy is given in lal KeY. and Ib e Irce supported by the US Air Force under contract F19628-85-K-
eV Im)1.

lite Editor thanks I Kimura and aniiher referee for their assist-
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P-or electrostatic waves the dielectric response function is Rnt ERi:i,•t'.5
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4
lri sin' 
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Electron Dispersion Events in the Morningside Auroral Zone
and Their Relationship With VLF Emissions

DAVID A. HARDY AND WILLIAM J. BURKE
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ELENA VILLALON

Center for Electromagnerlercs Research. Northeastren Unwersitv. nosoon. Afattachiosegaj

Energy/time dispersion events have been observed in the precipitating electron data in the energy
range Ironm 610 eV (o 20 keV recorded by the ) sensor on the low-altitude. tsolar-orhitinig IIILA r
satellite. The dispersions are such that the higher-energy etectrons are observed earlier in time thant the
loucr-renergy electrons. The lime interval for a single dispersion event is from I to 2 s. Within an
aurorat pass in which %itch ensergty/time dispersion events are observed, there ire typically several Stich
events. and they can he spaced within the pass in either a periodiic or nperitvlic manner. The eventl
3re typically observed within and towatd the erttjatorward edge of the ression of dilimte manindr electrons
precipitation. Duting a given pats the events can be observed over a wide range Of 1. Shells. I he
occurrence of these events maximizes in the interval 0600t-1200J hours MIT. The enerity/time
dispersion is generally consistent with the electrons originating from a common Source. The events are
Seen at L shells from 3.7 to greater than 15. The soutrce distance for the electrons is inferred to he
generally beyond the equator for events at I. shells less than apsproximatlty A and before the equator
for events at higher L shells. Beetatise of the low energies at which the dispersions are observed. it is
unlikely that their occurrence can be explained by resonant interaction with VLF waves. Btased on
circumstantial evidence fronm other repsrted observations common to the morning sector, an
alternative theoretical explanations is presentled. According to this modecl the dispersion events resultls
from impulsive interactions of the electrons with intense, asymmetric packets of VIF waves via the
nonlinear. ponideromotive foece.

I. INTRODUCTION storms or populated by hot electrons that have beecn Iran%-

The characteristics of VLF chorus emissions and the role pote to later local times after substorm injection.
such emissions play in electron pitch angle scattering and A class of particle precipitation events called ni
precipitation have long been a significant area of research. rsut"ae ioiedwhcousmsins(rkar
These emissions have been observed at both low altitudes iran ci al.. 1969: Olisren er sal., 196111: Olis'en and (;tgrn-rrt.

overtheattoralzon an hih alitues n th iner ag- 19691. They consist of spikes of energetic electroin piecipi-ove th auctrl zne nd ighatttuds i th iner rin- ltaior lasting a few tenths of a second and occuirrinig over anetosphere (Dtunkel and ffelliwelI. 1969; Russell er of.,* 1969; small spatial extent. As with chorus enmissions. lthe mi-
Tsuiruranj anid Smith. 1974; Buartont and h1o/ur, 1974: Thorne crobursts' occurrence frecrttcncy maximizes for I. sibells
et al.. 1974. 1977; Tsrrrutani and Smith. 19771. Chorus between 4 and 8.5 and MLTs between 0600 and 1211)(. "1tfe
consists of many band-limiled. randomly occurrng, rising or amplitudes of* VLF waves measured in associatittin witht
falling lones each lasting a few tenths of a iecond. The microbttrsts covered lthe enttire 0.001-Io 0.03-nT range of the
frequency band for chorus lies above and/or bc~low half tile INJUN I loop antenna l011ts-rn and Garrnerr, 196111.
equatorial electron gyrofirequency. When both bands are The most detailled work relatfing chorus emissions its
present, there is usually a gap with no measurable waves microbtirsts has been done using dttta from the magnetically
near half the electron Cyclotron frequency. Theorigin of this conjugate stations sit Rober-val. Canada. and Siple Station.
gap is still poorly understood (Anderson and Maeda. 19771. Antarctica lRoscriberR cv nal., 1971: Foster and flosersbcrg.

Chorus emissions are confined primarily to the morning- 1976; I/cff isr-eU and Mernde. 1980: Rosenberg ci al., 191111.
side or the magnetoesphere over an L shell range fream jttst These studies have established a clear relattiotnship betwects
outside the plasmapanuse to just inside the inagnetoputt-e. discrete chonts clements and lthe precipitation of high.
Within this region the occurrence frequency has two mnax- energy electrons inferred from either ballsson-homsa X ray
ims, one slightly posimidnight and the other between 0(As, detectors or ground-basedf optical systems. The mseasutre-
and 1200 M-LT. The emissions occur primarily at latitudes mnents indicate a source region for the particles within 20* of
close to the magnetic equator. However, a second region of the magnetic equator. In addition. Rosenberg and Dtudenry
emissions at higher latitudes is observed in the 0t500-120 119861 have shown that the average level of high-energy
SILT !.ersor fot L s~'tv~h is-m tt msvieo,sus-c Chrisi lectron precipitation at L - 4.1 during active times%. de-
generated an field lines either directly popuate wrhj ht duted from rioimeter mesasurements. disp tlays the same tIsc::.
electrons injected into the inner magnetosphere during stub- aiedsrbto sVFeisin.I iumaucnit* near geosynchronsttis attitude have esitablished good Corie-

Copyright 1990 by the American Oeophysicall Union. lations between high-energy electron flttt entanrcencicttt
Paper number 893Afll235. associated with strbitorm injections and the occutrrence of
1114g1-0227/90/gJA-nt23511o5.on chorus emissions 1lsenherr rf al., 19821.
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Chorus emissions are thought to remili floort resotllttlt energy. 'Ifi chllutck ais at Icppcii slol.sti ' il.

inleractiOnS between energetic electrons :11id Clectioliiag- headls such that :1 comtplete lot p 14isi Nlicci I liii, IN folii .1~
nictic waves that we Doppler shifted to some htarmtonici othe cach voltage swveep. I lie peak g~ueliiieiic iLicilos Isi. ilic lI'.
electron gyrofrequency fA'a'n'wI and Pe-fsihi-A, 1966; Kenpi.-I and lowv-energy headds .ot. 8t 51) x ill 4anrd 2 2' j I101) r

andi Engelinanit, 1966; Kennel et al., 19701. Cohterent erisis- sar. tespitctivcly. wuht XI:. Ali tpptistioaumcl Illl;1
sitn may be produced by resonant. cycloirot, isian front three pails atre oriented ott the sptctttwilhl.ook J,,,.
phase-bunched electrons I lIvrllvrll, 1967; Ilelt-iwlveI aad lituot toward iithe ltcal lcll.- 10 t l' It ... sI liw /:I'll It. midto-

Crystal. 19731. IThese theoretical tŽ.plaitafiotts pledici that thle local nadiri.
list wave-particle interactions take platce ntear tile ntrtgnelic Thie J sensor has three o.citwsttig titscs. lit o-ile I . -
equator for energies above 2rninimunti resonant enciegy given 16-poiti spectruns 6, rettttucd h tliv pah mtit oiwistlt, io-.

by tities per secottd. Ito mod04 2 .a loll Ilt, 1)01t11 iICtLIIUlIII.

B*1(Rwn.4G4 + Ij]returned holu juitle /iti~iti-loo.kiitg I,;ii. 12 oitrej,,

where B is the equatorial field strength, at the plasitta density. the zei~eth-lokitnkttt dtcicitr :ttiti isttlire vcttij t.toicc twitn

and A the anisotropy exponent whose typical. li lies, Vt 31c.2 ite e ciitIltit- ttlot~i.
between 0. 1 and 0. 5 IDti.idsrmm, 198(wi 1. 1itode ? antd .1 daiat were tusetd.

As pointed out by Davridson II 9fi6a I. these thteoretical IiIILAT wa~s lai~tneid lit Jttne I'MI mint to l S13vl. oin.

models successfully account for %tic precipitation or rela- lar ot bit ait an itchilitatirtoho 142 1' 'litte stcliitc: isuc ,
tively high energy electrons (E > 20 kcVI but not for gtrtvity-gradictt %Uttititi~ed %tacii l~t the:1 Iit hwk dilct~iisstts

precipitation in the low keV range. I-or thle crtscs of str tire I critlurs ate rca~tslstatly ftxed~ thclative i~tsfi thel /ocall,..i

crobursts seen al L = 4.1 IFousrr angd Rose'triderg. 1971s; 'I lite sattellite raices~ses tppioxitttitciy 3 re lilct ttt uair Itt..l

ilelllisvel and AMende. 19840; Rosenberg art al., 191411. plasmia 'sulh that alil local times :tie %atutplcs every fouttr ttiunthh
densities in the source region of the interactiotn are reported Beas IIIA iluvr n15ot on-somttt taise itotdcsfik. d~ii. eli

in the range from 10 to 50 ens 3. For a denisity of 10 he atcqutired only when the satefiirte is wgthitt raitgc 0i ittclc iii

minimum resonance energy varies from 3inA) to 842 keV for ground stations. For this sttidy tile gtouidi.t oni .lt,t.s t

anisotropy exponents from 0.1 to 0.5. For detnsities of 50 loca.ted at Sotsslre Stromiljorti. titjectiiatd; i tatutno, Nor.-..

cm -3 the resonance energy varies front 1~)10 t 16.-4 keVi. 1:01t Churchill. Cattnada: an~d Seatitie. woVasl~tiplont .ippttv..

Using data front tlit SCATIIA satellite, hIithrirg ei I/ tinatel)' six I I ILAl ttvepasses et, 1;1% tic t1,iid d M -t

1191421 estimtated resona~nt energies in tlte range tiot 15 it)~ 31) """'tititt 'he t cr01 td evett t.t.iii p-luml 'i1"l tti!tZ t.t

keV for radial distances between 5.5 and 6.3 I?,.. At geosyit. towv~itd ltie equa~tor ward edge sat iiillttsc ttttioial :tIlituu

chronous attitude, precipitation of electrons offI kcV energy in the t613Kl-1200 MIA sec~tor. Ilecatisc titt I itillttso hýls..ii
in the 0600 to 12t00 MILT sector would require densities in in liitititde. tlite data retoided ai thtis site ttttts cotnstscr,::.

excess of i0cm - whtile the measured densiny i% in (lic rainge c . ver ed ltie region of intleres. I um:csist coltogy Jss

from 0. 1 to 8 cm - with typical values of a few per cubic ston e.vent-, werne seen, itowevet. ltt ,l~tta ci eused :it dl

centimeter (lligari and Wu. 191141. tfie recotding staliois.

In this paper we report on observations of electron pre-
cipitation bursts observed in the morningside auroral zone 3.OI~tmcV,s Iqt)PqS

with the J sensor, amn electron detector one lt e Ill LAl The ohservttiott sectiott is divid edl intio I%%- int I Int Is
satellite. Although these bursts exhibit a distribution in &MLlI first part. I senlsor datai br sevetral llll..A I fises -i

and!L shell similar to microbuirsts and VILF chotrtis, thtey ;are pieiented to illustrate [lit. ietotiled %,~tttc stsIt
typically observed for energies from tire 2tlkeVi tapper dispersion event-. Intmlettit lite icot I; we siiuttiiatirr
energy limit of the IIILAT detector down to aI lew keV anid obiserved disttilltttgons oi events icitiihug 11) %Iwsch. ttL.

at low as 600 eV on occasion. 'Ihe low energies of ltie Ie cI<dlne li ored'ae
electrons are shown to be difficult to reconcile wvith tstecits- iei oa ul.ai otC ittt
itation via resonant interactions with VILF waves.li Thetlk 3. 1. Dmaide-d Etentti natgtidvsA

that they occur preferentially in the region of enhanced VLF
chorus suggests, however, that such wtaves may play aI roie In this subsection we exalmine Ivilicatl ex;iitihlv% tit
in their precipitation. We first document the characteristics: energy/time dispersion events recoIdeiCl ijiriig lthree ItIsI%

of thlese precipitation events and then prceseit the otiluineN tliC ass heeestipe t ieii)I.ittiactt a

a theoretical nmodel that could actoutnt bapr their itlsci ved eei lo cc s c.11, :tttcC ttI i tstll

properties. its identtifiabile atottoal pteciptlatttit t tegimits. ;mdtill to .Jý:
lily tile role$ these displStwitttn ILlty ill (lit kkda slut.. n

tatioti of diffuse aulotal Ocloottllt.
2. IN4STRUMENTATION The first pass occuired between 0-135 :iti 01401 Ut -

Data used in this study aire from tile I sensor that was Jlulian day 1846, 19114, over atic ltutitso rectitdnitt i: i

flown as part of the experiment complement oil tlte IIILAIl Du.ring this petiod tile s:,tellite moved iliilttrut. api
satellite I hardy el al. . 191141. The I sensor consists of ani iiialeiy aloitg the (ISIXI4 hAL . tutttiitlictunihriip ?X S, I's a.
array of six cylindrical curved-plate. electroistatic analyt~ers corrected geotti!gitetic laittimileC fC(l -I. V_1socitilstc
arranged into three pairs. In eachi pair there isi Ihigh-~energy the mode 2 operation it iiite )1 escirso me t.-s -tis PUC 1i l'.ui
head measuring electrons from 630 eV to 211 keV ;and a color speetrogramn hjirluali. fll'lle 1 is hmliisn lict in H-I..
low-energy head measuring lrom 20 eV to 6311 eV, In busilt :stit whitm. 'lite colotr version catn lie Iftirad its thie ir--
the high- 'and low-etiergy heads the energy range is covered color section iii dui ssue. I lite -lc ilgtl .Ckh P_ý_-
in eight channels spriced ;at equal Itigatubithic jilterv ils diii iplays daltaI 1,1111 11 (01 sp c ... : hlIlg aI %it s 1410 .J



1.1he JdiTerenti.,I n,,mhr nltx for elect rons a% mrnrsuir I 1,y the I scnsor rrIt tir Ti tin, r-s occlifyinR On
Juliani I:,I, UIN, 111M 1. (sre h e rinttersil I~I-1tt I I I I., I ,cns,, "-is o(,Ir'ti.it in 1~.C 2tj Fa if panl (ililit",ill~

S Olf h.ti:1 Ind ii nt~i, with the 1nilverial time itn t-1-. nt1ifites.mi, sc wiil f:iiiI geiii;igCfljCt I;~tlitiIdr
IonitCtiile. .1111 InCii titme at lie hiermning riiil eniidi i.t a 't) t 1i'i r -1" alt'ti if..t.i 1ý~irCw I- o...

in the seirmi-e cisi' r -ion tin fi lik i%-
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Fig. 1. The counts per accumulation interval plotted versus lime ror the five hii,'itet-encrgy chantiel ot the I senmor
for lime time interval 0438:12-41,431:l U3LT.

Over the pass, significant variations in the electron spectra the higher-energy electron% that are fololtwedi at Lawiter ,r
occurred. At the beginning of the interval, measurable fluxes by similar enhancersens at lowser cttelgies. in the ,4
of electrons Were confined to energies generally below I kcV spectrogram, these: appear asv diagomtal %tripies. l~or thit N'.ý
and were temporaimly and/or spatially highly variable in dispersion events occurred spotttdically fvtini ;tpproxmim.tlo
intensity. Such precipitation is characteristic of the cusip or 0437:30 to 0439:10 UT and were particulatrly evident IV
cleft regions. At lower latitudes the spectra initially htard- tween 0438:20 and 04381:301_11r.
ened, and the variability and intensity of fluxes below I keV A detailed example of (he diqper-sion events is shoart z
decreased. Significant fluxes of electrons at energies above I rigure, I, where the co.Tmos per iccttnttittiaimn inttlril _-r
keV were observed starting at approximately 01435:42 f'I' plotted for the five highfest -energy chatitiels for 6 s staijfnC:.
with a more continuous hardening of the spectrum beg~aning 0438:12 UT. In this interval, three ettftancetients occuneJ .t

at 0436-20 UT. The spectral hardness reached a maximum at each channel and are marked by %equcrnces of arro%,% %;t
0436:40 UT. after which the flux at energies helow a few keV define the onset of the enthancemtent in eacth chanvitn -s t:.
began to decrease. We interpret the spectral hardening and point where tlte cotttt rate eCeedLIEI I pcr wceuritvbi'[.
subsequent decrease in low-eniergy variability and intensity tinterval. 'Ihe data illusltate totti pottnt% Fir'.t. citttattcrincr..
as the signature of the satellite passagi from the cusp/celef occur in all five channels. with the lttle sepait.ittvttt olf~
into the dayside diffuse auroral region. enhancements between conseccutive ctitinct- inecertsing .

In the interval after 0436:40 UT, patches of high-energy decreasing energy. Second. tite tinte scimitaitimit betcen I!.
electron were detected. The occurrence and intensity oif enhancemntmts in consecutive cltitnets mid tfit totit tire
these patches appear unrelated to the overall decreatse in separation t.orn the hightest- to the lowv~lem.ietgy chjnws.i
intensity of the lower-energy electrons. -I his is particularly tire approximiately fthe sane (or the three c% rnts. 'lId111. u!ý
evident starting at 0437:20 UT when at how energies a weak, onset of enhancements occur- with an5 tppiusttttiite puis,
mnonotonically decreasing spectrum, produced primarily by dicily of 1.5 s. I-astly, within etch, ttl the tlttee e~etits th.ir
photoielectrons, is observed along with P, band of piecipita- aire shorter time scale slructaire. tfiat are rcpettecd itt flt~n) C
lion at energies above 10 keV. all of the enerfgy channels. Litr estinple. turing the iu,'

It is within these regions of patchy, hitch-energy precipi- event there are twit gpe;.ks withi a timtCefit itaialit if .,pr't.
tation that energy/time dispersiotn events are o~bserved. Ily itnatefy 1s jj .very kettimittef escetil ttic tiei ci-iterd it I
energy/time dispersion events,* we nmean ethamncecmtts in ke V. Sittitltm y. ill thme secoitri e 1t1t11crp... tie kwv
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in four of tlie rive plotted chainnels. I he tenilt~iin kiiwdlii and 5tO0MSO DAY 186. 1903
repeat frciltliencies (it thesec events arc siiiilm ir liho tb0. I F - - --
reported for micrubuirsi events IOlii'e, et atl .11)6: Ifilm ell X
Ifoii Atende, l91fil1

I here are twio fi p .. iliess that could c splir ýarchI di' pcr* M
sions. The lirst hypothesiis is that electronis of all enicigies 2 6 to

were imipulsively scattered simuiltaneously mint the atino-
spheric loss cone ;at ioinic point along the field lines of
detection and that the dispersion resulted from the ditlercnmv z c
transit times of the elections along the fieldt line fromt lthe : 1
source region to tire point of observation. In this casc thie lo

time idelay,; in detecting electrons of differient eliergics% cain he a
fixed to esitmate: the locatiiin it which lthe 'inipukes
originated The second hypothesis is dial electron% at hiighier
energies are scattered into the loss cone near (ti cequator 0 -

before electron- at lower energies Stich thait tile dispei ion o0 lot or3 ic' log

results from a combination of the difference oil lttle of ENERGY (eýt
injection and the difference of transit timei Aoing tile fielit
line tor electrons, atI different energies. In [lie diuciissiiin Vitt 3. The inferred ditlerenlial raimher flui soiirce siseetnim for

section we show that the second hypotleis~i appears to be the two disr'emrsi eveni% stirling at 04111:25 UtI (in day 186
,tseonsistenat with wave and/or cold plasma measutrements in
the m;ignetosplicre. 11ere we only consider the first htpoth.
Ciii. The energy/time dispersion event of Figure I occurred at

These observcd dispersiona events are consistent 'sioh ltle 69.75* C6L and an 1. shelf of 81.4. Using either tife simple
first hypothecsis discujssed above. For thil case the dillfeence dipole or (the Mead.Faniuhictd modeki gives a distance along
in arrival time. St. for electrons coming fromn a common the mangnetic fielid line from I ill .AI' to the equlator ill
soorce 'itiparaillel velocities I,, and i, is related to tile approxsimateliy 711. tXW kmn. 1lite lit teil source distance of
distance to the sour ce. d. by the cequat1ion 92.11111 kni implies aI souirce region ahotil 22.1111(1 fitnit Imi itl

S flat:lie agnetic equator. Iliti% is aI general citaractci istic oIf tfile
phtenontenon.

In F-igure 2 we show an examsple or the ohserveid tinte For inupUluive scatte~ring of Tite elCtrotu1 thile w~idths of
delays. Here AtI is plotted as a function of ltne electron p-ulses observed at IIILA r depend both on the extent of thle
velocity for the thirid eneargy./timge dispersion eventj of Figure se ittering region aloing migagntic field lines :anti on tlie
I.- For this esamnple. 41 was calculated as the tline difference doration of the scattering interactions. rThe width of a1 pulse
feons the onset of the enhancement in lthe 20.1 -kcV chtannel. will variy with the interaction region length It' as ln.whtere
and the electron velocities were calculated for tite central r, is tile parallel velocity (if thfe electron. Asistintig that( thle
energy in each channel. Ithe solid line is the hest fit soulrce interaction region is the same for electrons, at all energies aInd
distance d to tire observed values of ag. We finid that aI source flu (lie sotirce region is t0,010( kilr in cuteout. tiren file pulke
distance of 92.1000 kni fits, tite data exstrenicly well A similar width% should increase front appuoxintately tint s toe
qtuality o( fit is founit foe a ntajority of the other ilbiersed elyctfron energies froth 20.1 to I keV. WVidtht valuatiouns itt this

dispersion ev~ents. nuitgoitude wotld he easily disccernable for thle j settsor
operating in mode 2. rItei wiidths of prtlses cesiltittg only
from ttile dulrat ions. of the interact inns wottld have nio velicit y

DAY ?1945 984 dependhence.
TROMSO For ltie dispersiOit events1 sltosn in Figttre I there is nit

_________________________________________ width increacse with decreasing energy. If attythitig, tite
widith decreases wiath ilecreasing energy as- is tite general
cliai acteristic of lthe events. This suggests that the pulse
shape is ilefiiner pruimtaril y by the duriat iitr of fite scattering
prncess anti thlt the interaiction regioin is at rnoitr ;a fewv

4 - ooall .. , tliiitsatiri kilonitrters in extent.

Ai.~ Since thle observed dki e rsiiins aptpea r to lie conskiste t

104 3947 ~ 4 ~withia commnonsoiurce for the part-icles. lite low-altittide (usx
04 316 iic~itirrcniscanlie fiscd to reconstotet tlie sotitire spec-

41 60000 hlanmni*,
tehbn. Stich reconstriictedl spectrat are plotted in Figute 3 fuir

01 ltfe dispersion events starting at 0439:25 UT. At high ener-

0 10 20 30 40 50 s0 70 so 9o gies the flux was calculateil by avergizitg over tite tune thic
Eir,y i'iiii flux was crnhanceri in each channel. At energies lowere than

11000 ol.(.,n where dfispersion Was% obse~rved, tire tlux was avcrageid oiver
FiS. 2. The meuiired at frrng the onset of eng.uincri fluts in lthe entire time interval.

the 20 1. ke V chainnel ri *tteil versus the electron vrietiuu [ii I-i i ['i(or bot h spect ia in Vipi oe 1. it criwi pies bell", tht
event% Ginn (he ut.1v 1146. r-i, trsses nd licles eive the nir.u-itniu
vatiul' of .1,t s-1 (lie Jili fu gives the list III to A iiiir svci dispersioin. hue flux ier~su rotighly intnottutiiicollv. %%illI
doitince. .J mncrcishiig energy. I or tlie lowest curl gy chtiiiil ilol filc
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Fi. . potasinFiur Ifo te eniblokig etctr orth tmeineral032:!-.042iiUTFo te ru,,.
pass~~ij onJl' Dy33 93

disprsie prt f th spctr. tse lux ncrasc bya fctorverioncanbe outi it th spcta ..,or t,.n .2D

of 4S aa ten ecrasednsooroicaly or iercsitg i'.u~l n Itis nteval IIL~l ove hu 756 try0

enery. nteratng oer he orton o th spctrm abve GL nd ronttt72 t thSS Ml. tte3 sns0

2.3kVadasmn30 lxt eiotoi o'pthoeaigI oe3

anlsfo 20t.t ie oa reiiaigeeg lx0 h tesreet eettesm ai mrt~

Fuig.cien t A produc aisibl opiuealfr h emisions. kii dluctutions (i tne. Coiteidet witho the hirTntg ot tesw~n
in~~~~~~~~~~~~~ps otcleisinatiutdtpatcepeittion Julavn dayche of2 1 iheerye9tr83.r eete t

biseenrseivedp it onjun qpction with flux iceasedruy :I factorI ptevious eane ble foppdarrte secialt ritciiit Noiti tin 1+

ofd 4-5,dr 19801 ethrg peraeaoooial oricesn su ntchis wnereal tttsrlate to verd. iotr75 to 6 lat..
Inery Ithepcrgramigoe the plopeio of the dsperscntrutm k tbote spectdrom 07t towe eneries Alte tttt2it Jt thv~ t

increas with derassuing th lutitude, inicatinpi dereasetin bpelowin in kemolte w3l. ace ottiu oh ttr

the-.2 sorce cm dit)c. lThis iseilutraed inrtigur of whersec t een hig(tic clergis. sexapet isocthe~ deisnntiong cfthe p-% .i
trumuis ofi to ar plottedor law adiseso evetrapoltrohimately durin twts obspervod siarting at energ:ies beo Ir.loi

7en uatog ards o the onryfl xv le s p nreviousl y disc u td On fa eeo of te cr usng lttsuper theu vuariabnlityttv, an r i t henst of itjic
tha Enorg thisxease an soure disenel of a.proxitnatey should b energy fhlnnels for tre~ perid intl ct~rdspersioan isnint u;

im opisa ieredisin atrbtdtatcepeiiainhv platthed in higu-nreg4 Mcasrtbeelronswi dcleilA rtr j4

The Asecndr 19I01T pasoceedno 31 t 35u ervgd upatohe tere Unr-eVchnel.td t Clearlyitivn ..scri lis-

one surcen disayn32ce9. Thes is ilstaednso dataurecordheed at te hiohrn. Lenertos A2. keV o thereare a seresionp~s
Tromesof tatio are phowne inoor adsespo etrogprmforimate in be matched u0spetiot stittten alt pe43:5s Un o1eors'.

PlTeh.(ltesn 2A is s ohownuhre d frn bla4k an hteo h34e cl'r sevdjcent chinel12. 1-reV dah arntel. peiodtl ilustc)r..tese
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Plate 2. The differcritiat number fluo idc Ir s ois n,1isued by tie I I IL.A T Ic sni- foir hc Tni-m, pl%% en Ju iai.n
day A6!, (93, rrnrn (114(t Of to in 1(Ft t? (F, 1it hF F intf'er 11 "r'rat'r mn ")"dc . t ,c F se I (11 three PlirckI ([ii pF:iS¶ Fife
number flojx as mecr'ureri in the yeniith. *If'. rn I'.t i 1ec, 1r e hir-wm I cO ewii' is .nn,,irtcd ,,III Ir'c Iin--srsIF
time and the Tgrrmivagneic laitiiide. Irnerri .. 1,' .I .... .. I~ s1reF' thI..e . , c:rn I-: fr....

in bhe 1pr-irarir crllor sed,,,,; ils Ibis is~ii.
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04TROMSO OAY 362,1983 clearr inrdication tit dispiNiosit eveuNt. Figut:rr 6 illusirmcrs.

howe ver. t hat I Iwi were a numbier ofi dispe i srit e vcwO

within this inter-val, typically exierdtliog ovo fllout lugli-

est-errergy channels. Several of thesIe disIpersion cvcnts mue
U m~iarked with arrows at tire peatk counts pier ;ictCulilalrllitl

10' A ~intrvlCVI for echd eve~nt in eacih channel. 'life proiiripatIj) ~difference of this interval froms the ilthire I, tile giemelr
2(D disorder in the occurrence of tire distrersior, eveiIt. [it hIts,
~ to interval there ate no consisietel periodicilies fii file occur-

2 o rence iii lie peeks, wide variations fitile 1wircar cout%. mid

t~~t .~~ occasiorral peaks in indiviidutal ciranielis will, n flr iatcrtelgll

pealks in adjacent channel%.
Two source spectra Irirm thiis jinterval ac e plot ted tir ligji e

'OilS. Unlike tile previrous exarmpie. for Illresc specltir flelevicel

lot 102 101 '04in the dispersive portion is lower thanr tirat fr file poltrorr

ENEMY lNYi where no dispersions were observe.d. lnrregfalri eergy fluxtes
of 0.47 aird 0.35 erg/(cnr %) were cI:uIietti:ld ill l1w tlrspcrise~

Fig. S. Tire inferred source spectra for dkispersion evnt ob- Palls Of tire Spectra-
served in the Tromso pass on Julian day 362. 19813. lire solid line Thre thild pas% occulte~d from 0544:301 to 054- 19)r U I till
gives the spectrum constructed from data in the inter-val 0342: day 365. 191(3. with the I sensor upcromirrg litnrirosl 1. For IIIw
22-0242:32 UT. The two spcturas mucked I and 2 ate conitructed pstestliewsuaeigpimntl lo;tl N1

fromdisersin eentsI ad 2 n Fgure6. ILT meridian from 781.7' to 61.9' CGIL. I lie color p~eciro-
gram of the I sensor diata (Pliate 3) shows tile ;,tirle gerreral

additional aspects of the phenomenon. First, the count rates ifpectrai variatiorns withr atuttude ;I% rile twoi picls iols esdrl-
at the peaks in any channel vary significnl.Freape pies. iPiale 3 is shown here irr black arrd WhileIrc lire colort

in the 7.4-keV channel the counts per accunmulatiorn intervali versionl can be fournd irl fle speciai cuiotr Sc~o II tillII
at peaks associatedl with dispersionr cverlrs vaiy bry atfactor issurell .14:0i. sreiurctlsslltrrrrclrr

of 6. Second, the energy range aver which tire drstrer-sloll tie2Akvtotl 0e 'tlII 'CI IC~
occurs also varies. Dispersion events can be observed over *or tisri frali. we corrcenrallre oil tle J srr'~l ilCmstic-
the entire range from 1.6 keV to 12.2 keV or in as few as two iencus Irorn 05411:00 to05481:50 UTI. i hie colon specirogia fiIl

adjacent channels. Third, the intervals between conisecutive this interval shrows a patch of enllarlced Isigh-errergy vlec-
peaks in a given channel vary. For example. itr the 7.4-keV irons with dispersion eventrs toward tile: end ol life irtervdil.
channel, near the beginning of the interval, conlsecutive In Figure 7 lire counts per accumrulatitorn iuter in Iot [lite
peaks are sepairated by 0.5-.75 s, while later threy increase tour enrergy chanrieis frornr 2.7 it) 12.2 keV are pltirtred a, ;I
to 1.25 s or greater. Fourth, though tile inlervapi between funrerion of tirin for a 35.s period 51:11lirg It OS-19ItKt U 1, life
consecutive peaks vary, threre is a signrificanrt inrterval over ligure illustrates thrat air iottgr dispel irrtr e vtlls occul,1ted
which peaks recur periodically. In boths(tire 4.5-keY ind tolward the equalorsvard edlge orf (hris partchr, firll cleart~sor
7.4-keV channels starting at approximlateiy 01344:02 uT. :rlior of peak% in contrgious cirarrrrei can he etlislrerlh~ mr

there is a series af 12 peaks spaced peicodicaliy at 1 .2-5-s tle poiewvard portioin. *1 he cosunt rares did vaIry srgllrlicarrlriv

intervals. In the same interval, additionali peatk% ate aces- rn time. Thins call he seerr ir tle 4.i keV channrrel mniere tile

sianaily observed betweetn tire periodically spaced peak%. P'oisson error bars have been plottend br severir ;rir irtt firlre
Lastly, in most channels, thle count rates driop t0 zero irtlerval. ihese iilustrarte thart sfl~rrlo~iclly sigIriI4e;rrrIva
between peaks. implying that scattering has eitther stopped lions orccur on litte scaies downi oI [lire 0i.2 5 - Nalirrplir
compietely or decreased to low values below (lire instro- frequenrcy of the ) senlsor. In adilitrio. [lite tillrx irp)C;tll Nlo
ment's flux sensitivity. This drop to a zero count level hlave exhribited arn occarsionai perioidicity. iFor esfrrrpic. fil
occurred in both the zenith and 40* detectors, rife 4.5-keV chrarrtrl at thle begirrinirg oi lire iltuelvarl lirere

A source spectrum tram this interval is piotted in Figures5. are fourr consecutlive peaks; with a 1.5-N ,Im~cirng. Nrrnlt
The source spectrum was calculated as :tit ;average slyer lite pcrinldicilies were generailly tltinted at arty otic lttrre it,
dispersion events in the period fromr 0344:OOjo 0344:17 U F irrgic chranrnrl.
for whichr tire peak counts per arccrurrulatiorr ilter vl in title I lire etatirpie% pir-esetrel bee ll: s chtrr tiloe pi'' cwot
12. 2-keV ciranrnel exceeded 5. Avecrages were used fhecairrw litrr ofi k V. talmoral Cdcl srrrs iii ,r rig I thse 11.rsseN I
of low cournt rates its softie ot tie ciratttels. A% in lire flay 186 pirorirces by a omo Ctlltlitoccrres, What vat retl heser III
exatmples, tire spectrum morotroonically deer eases Withi in- e 5 arrpies is lire clar IIy ot fle obliseIv thlriry rit tine: ilsi. ret

creasinrg energy for tire energies below the slisper sion. lin lire evetls witirin tire pr ecpsul~riorr I lie esarriries shorra SI spd

dispersive energy range the spectrum peaks ar 4.5 keV. Itruir in obser vailidly tihat srrnldynegrides Iloilor et'es
Intlegratinrg aver this portion of the specr~turm gives a totai whtere tire dispcirsitrt event Isis e sel ll:uc I rtl tItiidr .In

energy flux of 0.28 erg/(cm 2s) assunming isoirsopy slyver t(lie (littie wvlrerie lie Vents ireCCRrlC .rtrerodie tm
1
od III Itrue

dlowncorring hemisphere. vat itile inten~sity. to tiorally. Cases 55 vic ftireti: 5 esINC lCud it

In Figure 6 the counts per accumulation intlerval Ire hrighrly Vatiatire arid lrr) cie~r, irs1 ,ct sti .ei si.. III,, I

plotted for tire six hrighrest -energy ciraunrirs isr tire ierid huedo~. Surchr vafrrirlniiy. We flylllitnýItirer -111 tkititl 11,1171I tt

from 0342:20 100342:57 ofthins samie pass. I tr I iriniierva t~i le cuair firrle inter vari s ers' rein cisr Isi CCIII,
ipectrograrrr shows patchres oi hrigh-errergy it ses Wtirl lit) shurt crlirrprlc11ti lrte smtrirpirig ~Twtittl nII tire I ssltsii m 1
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simutanous resneofsvrlranofiprinevts aogfedlnsaafncino .headlredtrbin

withdiferet priodcites nd nerg ra~es ofevens i gemageticactvit. T detrmie lre oc0

In oththesecnd ndthid eampes he olr secto- imedepndnce wedivdedML1ino 2 on~hor bns.Al

gras sow pprsiatey eualfluesforetel~rns ~e Trmsopases ortheperod romDeembr 183 o Mrc

t ige6tAedo in the dseioevnsaimte fo enita andiur for' he tie in9rva were2 34:0 UTnforthe Tromso was s hon suiancei os

tos. uTaou chethsdegree of se soaltraisopy thispersio nd ev ents lyn proideld tiles i est dauntiovean ofLeln tile eniare illirs
ditectorsferen peirst cross anomlzd unrg irnges da fo h ofu rvegtsion grat llloc alctimes y. Toeaieteof n the' lochial

mIddl bofh lire micodnightdtirdusexaurora wher eolcrn disctri- prmedpncesso wl Lsae sampled M- int f4on-our monts. Atoillo

bcteions tre dienerasyionentropic for pitc th angles 0 between 0 1974 seprae pnassed werems wxamined. sne tcoi;i

and 90". The average ratio of the normalized fluxes in the Color specitrograms. of thle I sensor data were examined to
Zenith to 40' detectors was then calculated i n ca1ct enecrgy determine if. at any lime drting a given paslirirefenergy
channel for the peaks in the dispersion events for tpa%%cs oin dis;persikin events were olhsetverl. Each pass was :rssigned to
three days. A pass on day 176 was includedI since it con-
tained a large number of dkiler-sions over a wildrage in, mgnetic localtn, i ae pn ~ehu nMIi
energy. rFor the three events the Zenith detector samvpled which the majority or the data in tire dilffuse nurora were
pitch angles between V and 10', and the 40* detector pitch obtained. Due to the high inclination of the orbit, for most
angles between 39' and 43", The results for the three dfays are passes, all data in the diffuse aurora ocerirred within a single
listed in Table 1. In general. tile values a.re within 10% of MI.T bin. Typically, between 20 and 40 pasises, were exam-
einity, implying thant downeotnang fluxes are reasminably iso inct in each local time bin, andl the percentage of tpasse% itl
[tonpic over this angular range. which dihipersiori evenlts oicrirri 'vas CIcalclaited. I fit- pe~r

- ~~centages are lower homidil stince wve dlid not cotirrt is
3.2. Sttrtrfics~ if laratinf,,i,5ot it'rr disperirin events passes where only patchy precipiitation at
and Gir',axnritrw Activitiy high energies was observerl. As shown aboive. such 1'arclies

We next consider the diilrihrrtions of dispersion events in may contain diipersion events, no( discernible in a colorr
magnetic local times, the distribution of soutrce d~isances spectirogrami.
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DAY 565. 1963 TROMSO

a-0

820

Fig. 7. A plol in the same formtal as Figure I fro lI liem ne interval 048,00_005411:I i (or the Irtommo pa.- on Jitt,.io day
30~. 1993.

The result- of this analys-is are plotted as a histogram in fer-cd solirce distances and the L. shell on whiich tile disper-
Figitre R. The occumrrence is stronply skewed to the miorn- silin event% were ohsecrved- For this analysis. evetitS were
ingside at the aurmoral oval; 90% or the passes sthilhiting chiosen primarily frominmode 2 Opecrations of* the I %ev~imi
dispersionit occurred hetween MW00 and 1200) NIL I. and 66%, when dispersion little-. cotld he determined mom05 accttiately.
occurred between 0600 and 1200 SILT. There is a clear peatk We alsoi required that disperstion extend ovecr amt least thie
in the ogoo.-I 100 SILT bins -.t a level 0 arpprosintalclY 507' - energy channels,. Itn tile few cases \Wttee dlata with thle
The occutrrence percecntage decrease- after 1300) NML with instrtument in motde 3 were used. the dispecrsion was required
no cases seen from 1500) to 2300 MIT. In flte mridnight sectlor io estertd over ;tI least folir chtannel%. For event% ltcciiiring
the occurrence rate is between 10 and 21re. 1 ti strong withtin a fe siccottll of one another the iVritge siltirce
peaking of event occurrence in the 0600- 1 2(W SIL I' ectlOr i distance was calculated and assiroed to tile ;tvetage I. shell
the same as for vLF emiss~ions ohserved at1 bitll[ low an14 oiver which the cvelltt tocctttred. We cmlnsitterell event-; to be
high altitudes and for microhttrsts jlit-vit el ull. 1969: ,eparatC if thtere was a dlistance 4If mitre ml,:mt I' itt hl~tittille
Tharne cl at.. 1977; lIten fttiti anti Sutiuht. 19771, 1 tic dimtri- betwecen them. I, %hell% were assignetl usinig a dfipole mtar-
bution is also the same a% that for %ubsmtom-associated. nctic field model. Comparison% hetween the dipole and
high-energy. microbtmrst precipitation at suinauroraml latituedes Niead-Faitfleld models showed negligihle differette-s for 1. <
IRnotrnbrrg antid Ditlldmlln- 19861. rhi% point is consitlrete in I10.
greater detail in the discussion section. f ile inferred sottree distancrs (if 35 event% -are plotted

Second. we examttted the relationship howetvn the in- versus 1. shell it, 1igitrc 9. I Ites events ttccttrred tin t1)

ifilerent (lays. and for 21 thiftrerett passes. 1 riatngfs ttnd
TAUL 1.Aveige ati% o Cooii n te 7eilhand41r crosses denote events whten the J senisor was in niotles 2 and

Detectors at Peaks of Dispersion Ev-nts 3. respectively. Solid lines shlow thle distance along. ttte
magnetic field line to the eqttatotial plane and to a point 10'.

Ratio or Zenith to 401' Detector 20". andi Ur heyond the eqitantotial plane. Cleathy. the in-
Channets Vitch Atngle ferred solrce distances. inctease with increasittg L. s;Itll in

12 13 14 15 t1, Zcn.th ,- the 3.5 to tn ratnte. For laitlilesc cortesponditig to 1, - It0
"-- etc ts gtrtetl unocertamnty in the assiptieml 1. valtie tmecatttse

Day 171, I) M I) '12 t t14 1 1 1t I tt 1tO 41 0'l i uneentjtinties in tlte nmapping trtntn tttw to httgt allitmt~ts.
1);,y 162 Ill t 21 t1~ 011 3 1I I..vetar pttsitt levnytsrilt -tlvrth I
lDay 365 t 1 tttq 1.tS t t 711 t)it Ih ,naeipiiieyeel htimr -rte

siell rangte frtttt -t to ~1) Alttitmigh the itteiic smdr
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soI I T_ 4. lDnsrissiorN

In the previous section we presenited hitsctvat ions of

50 -electron dispersion events in thre mooiunirg sector of -ti
aurorall zone occurring over the energy rarnge Irom 20 Let, !i
a rew keV or less. As noted, these events have occurrente

W40 distributions in IslT and L shelf that closely tumor those ,I

Z ~microbursts and VILF emissions lflrvertrt d- .i 1968 ' Ot)i it
and Gtirrnerg. I 968: Rou iil n , al .i I 91,9; -rIr i r

t 
.1,07.

3irrritafaij rind Siriri. 19771 It is litisible iliýri irc atisp"e'j..
~~3O ~event% are unconnected with VIA-l/itiiriitrit si i'oInciiriIie

ogy. I lowever, their siitil:,fities migtie Iii in esgufitoroii.Ii
possihle iheor ici to exsplain such a i cii alin hipl Wtithin thi

20 Paper this involves sonic specirlairr iri t Hiriit: Ire e riiir

< inter actionrs beitween VLF I' s I'Cs jut etec itri rrs %%oht I mi C

a~ges beyond [tic rairge of the IIll A I seisir (i It., lw.c-i,
10 takeiu to noiake igtaiiiitative estirirorie tirat cmo~. on pmovintiplm

S the liiture he veritiid by inturrrcrtitru oisn riui tutiiili

c satellites.
<' I" his section is dlivided intlo twor nroaim tiblsiclirmis, fhr Ire

0 2 4 6 a 0i 12 t4iS_ iS1 20 22 24 first subsection we review the rqrrita-lhircati lrerni if ilair
MAGNE TIC LOCAL TIME anigle %cattering aird showir that wsithin tire lirons rti exspcr

Fig. 11. The percent occurrenrce 21 a functaion of irragnetic tiocaJ "I' ttal knowlertge it canirnrt explaint the tlrirri siri eventrs .%e
time of observation anywhere within a pass oilenrrgy/itutre dispcr- have reprirted. In filie srectrnr sohseciiiiu 5c tippi, In
sion events. tnolnlinear threorty of Pitch angle sn~titinr lorg rriclalfy rc.l-I

oiled by 11iho I99611. JrI I" i Nii Lj bsnnlighVlreiipgy iii

crobursts. Intour model the precnpwkirtrri %iiiiruirs driectedi

by HIlLAT represenit debris% oto urnIs rnnier ir -- :rul-pn e

distances of some events are closer than the eqiratorizl prorpangating though a trapped. ssarrr 1rlrsimi

plane, in the ma11jontly ofC2caSe they are significantly greater
than the equatorial distance, On average, the sources at 4.1. Qtiafi-tinrietr Pifrir Arngle Scatr ritni
located 10-20r from the equator.

We also did a preliminary analysis of the level Of geomnag. Pitch angle scattering of inargnerosplreric elecitrins hý
netic activity during the periods of dispersion event obser- electromagnuetic and electrostatic waves in ieit VLF[ Ir%!-
vation. For the 35 events included in Figure 9. only two were quency range has been analyrecd by trirrnyiistirr
round to have occurned for Kp less than 2, and the average I Ken~nel rind Pirusr iiek 1966; Ktrrrrr onrd I*nrgeriirnran, 1i0):
value of Kjp over all 35 events was approxinmately 3. '1 Isis Kernnel el' al., 1970; JLvorrn. 19741. Inn ithese inoictrilA

indicates a preference for the occurrence of tire events mrodels the scattering is proiricei ll1r waves thriatme Dorrpplcr
toward somewhat elevated levels of geomagnetic activit y. shifted to sonic harnnronre ol the clecifmir giirtier.
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to-- ks - v Ni I = 0 (11 lthe roiarnetiii: enry per elect i on is 6 ke V Io ti tch ;t nse

%catter electrons. with encicic% hctwvcit 211 inttl I kcV. the

where w ;and (I are the wave and electroin g)rnfrctiiencies. rising tone would have to extend front f) 191, it) 0t 51111,
respectively:. k is (he wave vector. v ii ICIIW the lto 1is cover% thle ol)served gap at hatlf thle cycloirciti lie-

velocity. arid N is an integer. quenc v If we a~ssum~e t hat the rising tone hlas trfitmc ntwes

Using the cold plasnia dispersion relarioninlti fu~r 'liosler haove fl.5?l), and waitlers electrons with energeis less ibitt

waves, Kenneul andl 1rtuicteA 1 19661 %howcd that tlier e isa20 ke V. we estimaite tilie requtiredl cold plasnma dticsity tli Iw

range in energy whiere electrons resonate %vith %Ysvc at lte OeI m - I, Ibis is much less tha;n the ohscrycil. miiritirpsitle.
N - - I g) roharmonic. Tire minimumn resonantce energy E, is coldl plasma density range Conversely. if we assnicii tha~t lthe

given by rising tone Ihas freqitettics less thi-n tl.4911, aod scattefs
electrons with energies greater thatn I kcV, the cold tplisiri

F, E~lwlI- ,lll)' (2) decnsity must he about 9 cm - . While this is comparable to
densities found at geostaitonary orbit near noion. it cainnot

where F, ý J/n is the magnetic energy per particle: Rt is explain the many esamples or near dawyn dispersion event%
the magnetic fieldl strength. andil oi the coldl plsIn111i iensit y. %v here lite mecastit erients or IligI in,/ llti I 191441 initiKmc
For whistler waves; ito grow in amplitrude lie pitch angt.le nitch lower dcnsiitcs
anisot ropy in lthe elect roit diiti ibtiion funicttiont inear lite loss On lthe bansis ol oiti tbser vat ions and analysis tif ilitis-
cone must be greater than l/lllhw - I). linear pitch aniple scalitteing theory we con~tilile thait itty

One can show that ror such an interaction to pitch angle model explai~aing the diipersitin events trust iinvttke plo.
scatter electrons in the energy range of tiur obs~ervations crises that (t) are specific to the morning rcitor tilt Iinxti-
requires cold plasman densitiesc well in excess oif thoseinc ra- mile between Moll11 and 12001 MIJ . 12) s.catter elcctions it
sured in the dayside. equatorial magnettispliere. Onlithe locations away from lthe equator. generailly tin tire opposite
dayside. for miuch ot ithe L shell range oiver which tile e-Vells hemisphere to which lthe dispersititi evcnt, aire otisverveit. t11)
are Pbserved. ltue maignetic field is ipprosittiately ilipiil~ir. impulsivrly rill tile loss cone wvith isoitrupie floxes5 tif de~c

For a dipole hield ltie eqtitatorial field strength dectrases; from trons with energies between 0.6 and 21) ke V avif 0It operate
2411 to 60 nT a- thie radial rhistance from lthe center of thle over a ivide range of 1. sticlts.
Earlh increase- from 5 to A1 RF 0I R,, 6370 kin). the
principal range over which we observed lthe dlispersion 4.2 Ntni l I'ilri Anigle S1 iirriing
events. This corresponds to a maignet~ic energy density florot-
153 to itn key/cni'. For E, to have a vilrtec of I keV. Since neither the elect romagnet ic nor to ele ct-rostatic

consistenti with our observations. would require cold plasma quoasi-linear model cail account fotr the Ill LA I obset vaittons.
densities from 155 to 10 cm - 1over thi% L. shell range. Iligi'I we have attemptedl a different approach thiat relics tin pievi-
rnid Wis 1 191141, however. have reported that at gciistaliirnaiiy otis- work titt Jari'diron 1191l6a. fi. Davidson Iltai poiritinl oot
orbit (I. -ý 6.6) the cold plasma density getieratly increases that rice energy responsible for wave growth needl iot reside
from 1 cm -' near the dawn meridian to 8 cm 'near local in lite precipitating electrons. For ltre cases (if tint (--20 kcVI
noon. well below thle required densities, electron precipitation btitr%I in lthe morning ntagnetospliere.

I.yuint 119741 Itas proposed a model for lthe scatittiimtg and considefrd by Davidson. particle anisutropies ate the lice
losof plasmat sheet electronst in the energy tange 1-201 kcV energy soiurce.-; or wave growth- tIftus- Davidlson sV.s abtle to)

by electrostatic wave%. 'Ibis model applies rl utiiasiwsteauy derive self-consistent tclatirtnships, betveen lite wsa:ve frlitls
state electron preciptitatiton and require% millivolt per itetcr and the hotl electron distribistion functions.
electric field aninpitutIes. t here are contradiclcory reptits as% Here we coinsitter scattering of( the I- to 20)-kcV clectroits
to whether the averatge wave intensities reported ;ire sisthi- by an initeractioni with Vt F waves. wvhere these electromis ito
crently large to sopport the proposed process (Aei'r~ /Ii itt.. not act ais te free energy source titdrive fite VL.F 'vases ily
1970: .nfefgt tit.. 1973: Fredrlrnr rand .¶uurf. 1971; Itfini, ~t tlite itat1uFC of this kind of interact ion. wilituiti %pecific knitivI-
el att.. 19113; PRon/er arid Koorun. 198191. In addit ion, there is edge tot the hot electron distriburtion. lthe irtitiail %-tilue Pt Iib
nothing in the miodel that explains either lthe mimpulsive ternt cannot be soltved self-consistently.
nature of the observed events., their off-equatorital otrigin, or Figore It) is a fltrscharti of the stiggestet process. A snorce
their nrorningsirle occun-rrece. Of trrapteri. hot electrtonts is rerilirril in rite rtidiulplt sector.

An ilternal ive cs planattion to the apparent oIT eqrctlor ial Whetilici thlese electronls itrigial~e frt %innihstoilv inomject ions,
source for the lilt A r dispersion evients is ti~iM thie %moi n if other proces~svs is iiniairpottirit. We only tefinire that ;ia
electronts atre resolnant ly scattered by riiing chlirrii tones pitch angle anitsot ropy in their dihistrbmiion tintitut ciliattle%
propagating near the equator. Rising tones, occur because tire tree energy thait can be releaseti whenicitte al~piotui iatt
phase velocities iof whistler waves are inversely ireatild to conditions are mem. b fe observations of Meetu ortd %1", 1 t9t1141
their freqtiencies. I he process would therefore tend toi pitch for GIEOS 2 indicate that as these lctrons11 (frilt castwaill
angle s.catter ?tt-keV electrons before i-key electroins. The into tire morning sctior, they encounter al7inmuttitl gradients
resulting dispersion combined with the dispersion produced in the cold plasman density. I his reducedt F-. thle ortaeoici
by the difference in transit time could then niinic in the energy per particle, allowing an increased portiont o'itte
ionosphere an OIf-equatorial %otiree. trapped. hot electron distriubtiomi to resonate with whisitler

To evaluate this explanation. let tis consititir lthe interatc- modie waves.
lion of warm (I-?n keVI electrons wvith VLF risiri tones With both enierey resonance anti particle anisorIop$ con-.
near geOsuat iOarIVr- orbit where lthe range of coldl pfausrrf di tlIimi inmt. VIA- wasc cv arl grow in tire eultitatoriail recit ii
densities has been trteistieu fro -I cold pl:isnial ilensir of 5ltiat thisl occurls is su~ported hv lith- local tietic atnt I. s010l
Cali ty~prcnl of the posutdalan seettir antil %%il Pi -t 11. it I . depenidencies of VI .I entissnis andl iticnilmlio ot (omrni icice
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cited above [ixenherp' 4r Cr)., 1992; Rosenbehrg on11111 Dudc'Tt.

19861. According to the m~odel developed by Da~vidsonl ill

thle early .Itage s oll wave growlh Th le pitc If angle d iTlxllsnI m eT LOWERT ilY011lO
is weak. 'Ilse waIves grow in amlitupIlde until %TFmTg PiTChRT ETt

angle scattering is a1chieved. iCe.. untilI in the equmtIJIII;tI

region of wave particle resonan~ce. electrons pitch igl ie

scatter over half the width of the atmno.spheric loss. coTne liTf

tinte scales less than the transit little across Till! inicialclillilC

region. Once the electron flux in The los)s Cline I% iISLTMpiC.

the particle antisotropy in the equlaionilh regIotn llctcil~l it? R fYii~
support wive growth is no longer present. andt Tile wvaves ;iI MACTE TIC EQUAO AAWE .110) IlI
quhickly quTenched. Ithe wave growth should fpllceed OITIIC . lrIA

siowly thanl Tile qutenchinlg sucL-i a Tin all :I msVTTTIT %it 511 e

packet is produced with a m~tch sharp ter gralico oIll fiTTIlie..
trailing edige of the packet than TIn its leadinlg edge.

A schem~atic reicPersEtTIiion of thTis process is shoitIl i

Figure II. Close to the eqlualortal lesonaf~ce region~. VLF
waves propagate both toward and away front1 the equaIItor.

Under symmetric conditions between [tilc noiTherlI ai~d LOWER 0,01110
southern hemisph~eres. waves that have palssed throughT Tile RFET"

region of reson~ant interaction propagate awaly hoIlsa le jig 11 A CwieflIliC leplrrtIVio~lf n -ahep .'Vfltl1.Iild i--P1

equator with larger arlnplilulls. I he axyITlmemcl :iml~litudlej g;lil. I I T I, rs 1'. I ."i I I i i. lol, 1 II1
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tisRor Is I .11 M'mu %I /rrsr I'[ ritir j to 1)rs1'r PtSIjt4 I.A NIS

rsliImirr cxci IIs a fireld t ligned force towmid Ilire rrlrralrr m .~lll i%; ()~iii f

result, an electron moving toward (awary tiorirr lite ertllorlr
receive an imrprilse toward smaller (larger? piftch iriele. LOM ii

We canl estimate lire wave anmplitudei required toi imrpsrl- -r -ri--o

%ively scatter wairrn electrons frontr just outside tol just rirvir F!i frr v

the lIrss colic. III ltie illteraction lire fieliiriieirer ol'l crirpirieriI I
of tle lccli on's groi rrerisrrn nrirsti increase irs

Co% I rr o - pso¾ ir

where ai is tire ha~lf %%iitir oft tile loss conre. I iris rrrr p risei 'i r rIc inn -C r-------- -9`104 r
RE GiON Y

Atiilt-Ic¾rrr tII S (7) - --

We aPproximartC "1I12 by .,mi"
2  here 1) is tire seale "

lengthr over which ltie wave amrplituide rlecicarves lir rn its snr
maxirirum value E, 14r a low backgorunrid level. Ilie inlrrrr- - - - iiti

action tinre dividted y(liv ie scare lcngrh Ar/fl I, - 1/1',. rrirtee
V, is the groutp speed ofi the wave train. Corirrii rig tire *QrrrI I u I rorrtoNr'rrrr11IF I

expressions for 5% in eqrrations (6) and Ill. we get
rig. i12. Represeriwi:rtirr rrt n'rrrsrtirly dimrecedr ViT savire lim

rC,, ni (ro/e 1(2 tii V', P)' I) prorrrr:rrine tierwren irrier tryhr i rcttecrrrrrr fruirris

In NiK un trits, electron mnomnertum1 is relaried tri kinetic
energy K in convenient units as p - 1. tx 10?K r&Lkc\ relceIae ordtie neatsil ir vr lcrrr
We see that the electric field amplitride reqirired (sir scatter- elce ae ol hniiic ihlt ameeto.

ing by the ponderornitive force depenrix only weakly ifruirItlt via tire riosrilrottotive force. several litlnes, in patrrrrr ltie

root) on the electromn energy and thus isa viable carrrirrate tfor multitrie disprrerirn events observerd.
imptlitive scattering river ltie fuil I- In 2tl-kcVi rantge. Note. Figure 12 selireirrtrcally represents tire ititri o f twir

tori. tirat ltie ixtrrorrrrn requirtied electric fieldrirs rlirertly riprositlylý traveling wvave trarini%. At iritiiiia ltule isl ltie sv:r' e

propsirtionral iro . tlire hrarl wiriti orf tire hliss Clcrrrre iltir trains hrave sNr11r1ril rrrrltrles as thney :sprrrirei ltie r'rrritrrrr

magnet ic latiitrude A rof tire itirirrise. For aI slie r.. le. r o ~ e Durrinrg their parsvart~ thinrrgtr ltie elirratrmir r laryer (It) tres
awa~i frorinitie erotrrrir rorrgihly is- i/errs '. I lilt% tike polirrii-1 grows tinn rccltr~ri :svyrrtictlic C viipes runt pi rrtr:it::t ri'r 5'

ornitive force siruirrir be nrist, effective fritl prllisini r -ig rrtel hi or ltie esrctrril (12) trwisvs it te lowryis ngnnttrirr ivll Iw
warm eiectrons into the loss% cirne imnmerdiately alter aI wave they :rre reltectert It? ) trrssarn tlire erqsaltrs tir hei ;Iairnr

train emerges from the eqrtatorial region (if resrirant irrier- anrlies r) If lite wave retains. its shapte aird irstenvity urn

action with the hot electrons,. reflection at thle lorwer irybridi point, one can expiarin ltie few
We can estimate iire eiectric filedn anmpliturre requriredi for examples; of injections on tine near Inorsirt sinle rif tire

ponderomotive sca-ttering ai A - - IS' along the L1. 6 field equatorrial plane. In this casec the backsidie. prmnderiorotive

tine. At this positiron the bait width of the loss% cone rs 3Y f orce of the wave train tooving inwarrs the cqirantrr prinvistes

We assume a coid plasma density or 5 cm " ;%frll a VLF a direct inrpriis towa--rd the ionnspirere.

frequency of 0. tIfl. For a diprole filed this cones"pioids to In conclosion, we have presented examples; rfenergy/titite
tO 1 and F, = 7.5 keY. The grroup speed (31 tire wave train tispersion everris occurring over tire energy range frrom 20

is approximately t10' knits. Stubstitution ni these vrlrres irnto kVdw o1fwkVo es h vnocrcte

equation (8)l gives I~ = It) mV/in. Electrostatic wajves rif perirrdierlly or aperidicrticaty witir the fluxes isrotropie tori

this magnitude have heen observed near t ire err;rtrss;rt tlne pitch angles besse-en apprrxisrsatety IF anld lit' tire ditiser-

IrFeeder; s riled Strruf. 19731i. For the citesd psai rrter s (tire sirin events; are o~irirver P Virnarily in tirnirrirgrte art-
corres~psnding magnet ic field artplitiude it r aI wis lus er isars rorat1 zone over 1. sirells frirm ;spprnrsiririeiy 3.7 irs Is~. ltie

is 0.07 n I. Ibis is consistent with the afrirplir -rue if viA' evens :rre coirrisit withviii a oiriice dirstanee shine ltre tfirld

waves rocasured by (M/sers rild (;trrrsrt It914 ttrl toir r nresi. tine itt-20" beyrrirr tire ragiretic ecirsarrifat plarse. We argrie
crotjii aiiiry.tit tIre rccrirerree rif sulch eerrts Carrlowi be recisririer Firs

Oterhr psxifiactivity. tr ne- wv tim ~vri y ;r rcsrsnratsr irresrirciirr witir \I'tl wýascs. tlrsrr ,iri Crr-
Othr prssirl etecs sf itene 'asetrrirs pis~~rgrtrsg crrrranivtrrtl esitherree irrii sirrilarr rrrsirrng secftrr Vi . ;r#rilt

array front ltie cqisartrrirl phiare crn be consider ci. I lire wavrye
train may he either riucted or roindriced rlting tire nsargrietic rrricrrbrrr it ~rlrrsrerrrsctrroy . we prispose tha~t lt te wivrits dec
field fist little. In i he formier ease it woiulsd prrsrjr;rte trrc rrirrli trims. ire isrtrisplisely surlicer fclty pondeiriitor ice trirces

tire rrrnosrrhere. thiis ;appearrs to be t rile fur tire! cases ecrxi ell by amynorirellie VISIvc iirep;ckcts.

reported by fisRrriirrr iz rr~i. lists i. In tire srsi rietr cave litir

wvsse train is frilly or pasrtially reflectesd barck trrw;rrl tile A, irA /sr/essrirss tire arwlrir iv isir ss erress trirri rirrik sir
eqtuator at1 tire point where ltie itrive frerteirccy eitriris itre Nhitieire iirrsresirarn ranl Grerizry tillet trf At t- (-I ' srrsirrtrirrren
lower hrybridi freqtue nc y I Kitrsrrrn .190~61. Iittre i srlinit iruis rlrqi-nn tissnssrr V I. -iuve trorrsmvririr ins iiirt irrnsrrersssrsir

this rostk iss srIproriedi un pass try tj.S Air trince crirr.rruifunctiron of the irrt etectrorur has again becomrse urnisl StiP5c I: irs'i .tr t'i ii Nrheistreare lfn t ity
when tire reflected iwave return% Ito the eqrr;rltrr it c;rr plo iri ire triert fitirrti 1) L iUitrrrtreindr un~oicrst oetere 1wi t1ic'

tfirreugli the sianstlati pitcih angle scatiterisig Process. Stire Cr'ssrr seatrwr rme Iris riprrf
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Quasi-Linear Wave-Particle Interactions in the Earth's Radiation Belts
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This paper studies the theory of gyeorcsonant interactions of energetic trapped electrons and
protons in the Earth's radiation zone% with diicted electroma~gnetic cyclotron waves. Substorms
injected electrons in the mid-hlaitude region% interact with coherent VLF signals, such as whistler
mode waves. Frnergetic protons may ineteact with narrow-hand hydromagnetic fAtfvenl waves. A set
of equations is derivesJ based on ihe Frikkcr-Pbrinit theory of pitch angle dilluston. They describe [ttc
evoluotion in time of thc nuimber sif particles in the flux tube and the energy density of waves. for the
interaction or Alfvdn waves with protons and of whistler waves with electrons. The coupling
coefficients ;ire obtained based on a quast-lrinar analysts after averaging over the particle bounce
motion. It is found that the equilibriitm soluftion for particle fluxes and wavec arnpllude~s are stable
tender small local perturFbations. The reflection of the wave-, in the ionosphere is discussed. To
efficiently dump the energetic particles from the ritdiation belts, the reflctlion coefficient moto he very
close: to tinly so waves amplitudes can grow Ito high values. Then, the precipitating tpurtice nounes may
;tct as a positive feedback to raise the height integratetd coniductivity of the ionisphere which in Itirn.
enhaince-. the reflletion or the waves, In aidditioin. by heating ilii fooit of the thin ttube with hicht
intensity. RP energy the mirroring propcflies of the ionosphere ire alsot enhanced. The stabsility
anailysis arotint the equiulihrium qoltutisns for precipitating particle fluxes and wavae intensity shiiw that
ans actively excited itniosphere can cause the devrelopment of explosive instahilities.

I . INtRODUCTION the particles and change their velocity distrilsttiitn. Some tof

A thoryof onliearintracionsof aditionbel pati-these particles are %cattered into the loss cone producing the

cles with cyclotron waves is developed here. We consider nef-k nilw part~tickle9 peitando flbxervs itvsthegatnettiyKpter-

cases where the wave frequencies arc small fractions orfh e niPtce 161adosre i the mgcopcc

ccluittorial cyclotron frequency and where the wave vectors The electrons fluxes antI associated wave activity in the

are aligned with the gcomagnctic field. Beccause of the latter radiatiton bels have been extensively studied over the years

we only consider resonant excitation% due to the first bar- 1lliigles and Southlwood. 1976; Rerrerer et tol.. 19813; Aidl-

monic of the cyclotron frequency. For high-tcmrperatttre and.i podes at. 94 p nossi9le expnaion forthe preisence of9te
plasnias. the pitch angle distribtutions of the particles arc anprvdsaosilexaatnfrthpeecef e

anisotnuspic. which provides, the free energy for the cyclotron electrton slot around L = 3. 4 %hells itLvon.strind Thtirnte, 1973;

instability. As a ilistrimittiit function relaxes toward cqutilib- Lyons rind W~illiams, 191131. In addition, pitch angle scatter-

ritim. it interacts with several types of electromatgnetic ing of riog current itons by ion cyclostrton waves, with a

waves. A number of observations ofelectiron precipitatiton in fircqtifency in the range between 0. 1 and 0.7 times the protton

nidduli: latitiudes (L !; 6), have been attributed to highly gycofrettuency. arc helieved to play au significant role in the

cohierentl magnetospheric VLF waves [Dinu,:le arid Cairpets- Plasma pause region (Kozyra et til.. 19814; Iotirifet til.,- 1986;

rir, 19111; lloolittir anti Ctarpenter, 191131. This includtes Grtirndt. 196411.

naturally ocuctrring whistlers, triggered VL.F emissions. chot- The amplificatton of the electron (proton) cycltutron waves

rim. signals that arc injected into Ihe magigneospltcre by VI.F mainly occurs near the equatorial region %%here the resoinant

ground ttramnsmitrs and large-scale powecr grid% signal from Wave particle interactions ;tre tmore clhiciuent. A% wauves

satellite-bornec VLF transmitters. Stibstorms injectetd prto- travel along the flux tithe and enter Ilse itonisplicte they are
(on i th md-lciud reios, ntrac wthhydromnagneici: partially reflected back into the flux lube and partially

ULIF putlsations of the Pc type, which are dueled along a tnm c owrthgoudAniptatocetcvl

given ouatnetic flux lube. The amplitudes of the waves grow siped by lBerpolo. arnd Traklvtcngi'rtsr 1198101 and Trri~lit-

directly proportional to the number of resonant particles and engtvrit 1191131 consider-. the magnetosphere as a giganttic

it) the degree of the pitch tingle anisostropy until they reach matter wvhcre whistler and Alfvdn wvaves are trapped between

the eqtidihrtnum stlate. The generated wave%. 'o turn, act upon the ionospheric mirror and grow in amplitude as they cro~s
hack and forth across the equatorial region. The niaser wvill

Copyright 1989 by the Aneiecan Gcoptiysical Union. result if the: patti-integrated growth rate of the itictenimy tit thve

P1itcr numtsir 99AIIttt1t2 wave patcket excccils the absOhlut valiue Of the htigaritlsm71 of'
0 ( VC 0,22 ?/st1WHtA 11) 121415 (M) the internal reflectton coefficient at tilte inasigtcto~itislshe-

The U.S. Government Is authorized to reproduce and selt this report.
Permission for further reproductton by others must be obtatned from
the copyright owner.
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lilllii~pllivi l11ilaetlC. lhey deliVe ;I set of eqtialitali bawed eviiltilgiil In Ilitle of (Ile niiitibhel of pa tiles III lhe flux (libe.
tnill lmsitIiae~r theory which gives [lie evolution in 11111w of andlIle 11w cigy ileilsily o0 waves. I liese cqu~aliolt are valid
[lie aaapped p~articles in thie tlix lube, an~d tle cilwrgy denlsity olcdf tinic scales longer thani [lie bounarce littae of the paiiticlc
Mt wa ye . It is ;assu,,wd Illal qisusi-lilwal diffusioin occuis and I tic group littw dell-, ol Ille waves and do noti comlprise
heel timew scales which are longer ihbit tle piarliile boiune e the piissibillly of partIicles drifting away front [lie waves
little between conljugate Iwllinipheres anid the lime waves ducts. 'Ihe ray equat~ions are discussed in section 5. '1 li

i ale to travel fromt one iontosphleric inirror 1o Its conjalgaie. e quliiitit111 solutions for whlistler% anad Alt sen waves are
I lie lay equaations were :list) introduced in a plienonienolog- givent here. The nonlinear stability equation is also given in
cal Iltatnnet by Sa(taail 119741j: the tinwe-dcpendent pitch atagle %ccdiunl 5. Sccliion 6, and Appenldixs C contaaint a description

;anisolropti" were also modeled its to Inaclutde the strong pitch oat how aI tI isicdependent, pitch angle aflisotropy affects the
angle diltusion case. However, the coupling coetficients for ray equations and their equilibrium solutions. In section?7 we
tlhe lay equatliotns tire not given in Schulz' phtenomenological study the relleciion of the waves at lb'- fool of the flux tzube
Ldesctipttion. fotr both 'Muislers Iltdliivell. 19651. and Adl~vn waves. We

Otur paper is aI detailed review of the theory developed by discuss atie dependentes ol'the reflection coclhicients on the
ltcspalilv. Imtlitahengert s and their collaborators jfllspialisv w~avelength, saze of the iono-phere. and tile length of Ihe
,It 1/.. 1983: G'apoiaor.GrcAhia% a titt . 1981: Iraaiawitngerrt. densaty tathoonogeneity. In s-cttun 7 we also consider the
19K.11 till lite electron cyclotron wave Iaastability, In addition, cltects that an actively excited ionosphere ntay have in the
we exienid thtis theory to the itteraction ot Altvt~n waves with stabaility of the equilibrium solutions. The ionospheric rellec-
itits. I'lic tmaint contribuation is to calculate the coaupling tion ctcielicient may be changed in two different ways. First.
ccicticicltts fllt the ray equtltion,. describing ltle aettlpiiral by using taigh-power microwave tranlsmittters. the dielectric
cvvlaiihiit of" ltae cyclotron instlability. lThese aaec obtained ptiipetteN of the iontosphere may be changed by creating as
wsithait lthe fraauework of quasi-linear interactiotn of waves high population of thermal electrons. thist modafies the
.taill liatticles. F-or simplicity, we assumne that the waves; are reflection coethicienas. anld hence the condition for stability
ducled Iit the magnetosplacre betweent the ionosphere stind of lthe cyclotroaa wvave modes. We also consider the ellect on
$hte catillitalbal plane. We ;also giv., a detailed accoutnt o thle the llcight-tntegr~ated conductivity due to the lilting ol' the
qlaalitative values of the ionospheric reflection coellicierits loss camea and consequently, a large particle precipitatiost due
o r boutht whistler and AIIven wvaves. The role that aIlt actie iy to Ille mttaser instability. *rhe cotnductivity is thenti tudulated

,.'ctted Iontosphere may play mnodifying the wave refleetiot iat V LI: or ELF frequencies whlich mnodulates the reflectiona
cocillecails1 and( hence the maser efficieney withtian the r~adia- of waves that cause pitch angle diffuasion in the equalorial
Ililn belts is, also discussed. plane and Ilate gtowth of the waves themselves, Iluas pa ubleltt

I lie 11at11I is orgaaaiied ais foalloiws. Sections 2 and 3 conttaint has bec it sItudied pt eviotasly by Dm,,,iuhm ,illa ('Iil, 111861
tlte biasis ti1 icsrn~ant inieractiolts between waves and parti- llcte we give a derivation of tlite stabality equawiol slatting
cles aIndl % description of tlie e voluationit t tinte of the part icl Ic1111 qttasi -liatear theory and incorpmlalitig athe itontlinaear
distrtbutaion futnetions based on local, quassi-linear theory feedb~ack of ltle particle precipitataon. 'Ilhis causes a third
lR,,hzrts, 1969: Schtalz artid Ltinztroat, 19741. We assumec niode to appear whtich was not plesent an thie stabilaty
that lthe dielectric properties of wave propagaaion aIre given analysis ol'a siatural unpecrturbed ionosphere. The cottuitioams
by at cold background of either electrons (for whtstlers), or ugader which this nmode becomes unsatal are given. Section
pi ltons I fo Alfven wiaves). "he hot population of plasma 9 containls a summary ;and conclusions..
p~iilt~ldle (e~g., larger than 40 keV for tile electrons antd IM11
keV for lite itons). is represented by thie particle source Alit, 2 EOATWV-AIIJLI -k% O
mnid they tinteract with the elect rotnagne tic wiaves near thO.wSNN Wv-Aitt N <t~ O
eilitlaot al regions. The equatorial sources of particles in at A patrticle of mass Ilt, charge (I and velocity I.. moving
gi en thix itithe Lire due to gradient-curvattare drillitng ott lthe alolig lie dipoie field lilies ol- the (EarIths geomiagnetic field.
saitae iatnt~iwtc shell and inward radial diffusion thiat coin- bounces fromn mirror point to its opposite heanasphere cort-
serves t[lie lust St wo adiabatic invavriants. Th ILtiter is greatlIy jugzite ani a timle given by I Schti- and uh Loit'zu'rioii, 19741I
cidiatacd dauring magnetic substorms. Becatuse of resnantit
dilllaoisi. the nutmber of trapped thermal parttcles in the flix (t: d, 21ra IIN/
ltthe changes Iit titne, attd their distribution functions are J - -(I-UVl

slitilici l it ectiotn 3. We cotnsitder c~ase-. Ii which thec pitcha
uiagle diistrliaatiott function does not change in little, and :ilst) whecre the coordinate Z represents the distaitec along tlit:
MslCaa it cllaaigCes over tinme scales longer thant filte botatce littlte titaglictic field tine, I I% isthe lelgala lthe pat idce trasels along
;and a le gioapII little delay if the wave. 'I'lac pilech atagle (lie tielId litne. :attd 41 is a contstantl W15101 kte shall dcl ifii later
distribution futnctiutns lire cigunfunctiotas of' the dilluston ott. I lie pa ltile's velocity along the magnetic field I- direc-
iiper~atoii, and Ithey are given in Appendixs B. In iection 4 we tionit. Is v i. vit - sltItlcII-i

2 
A hcrc it ij01iic, is lthe

Ilit dsca tlac grotavh rates for the whistler land Allvi~n ttsla- c yclottron freqitietty, mid js = sin7 0,,. letie 0, 'as the
tialics. dite it) thle resonatnt excit~atioat by the thertttal Pltti. particles% pitch angle at _ 0. i.e.. [lie angle braweet filae
les.ý Wae Isslaite that the mnain spatial inlaoittgeneal y I lit paa adle velocit y vectoar and litae gemuniagiictie helid at lthe

is acs eetCalatiC011cr as they Molve tear thle equ-llur ts daae liii ci equal or. We naite that the botance pcti oila (Itliaileinensal lee
,paitiaI vari ation of the geoinagnetic liehlt. ,~fler ifiltegiattig Its v..riatlions inl the equaitoral piach *aigles. I ins we wall
ahItilg (tthe flux tube (i.e., ailoing Ithe magnetic hield variiataonsl. aipproimvatiae r,, by 2r wuit n the calculations that follows.
wec abtaaat the spiatial mainpliaic~iaiion lactor as, at function )I the Foir Iac sake o1 jnaliiacal stitaplicity. we assuttle that nc.,r
mnai ner (4 'fstcan~ant particles itti lie maignet ic trap. We arrive lite ciltlmiorliil region tu- may iappro siniate the IEm.zhlb, aig-

at I i if cotitpled ditleretit al etita.ttiais desc rtbitng Ilite lcid fiCeld by thle paaabolic priiltl
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where the index 1 . stands for the value% at thc ce nitral cross -

ec~twiti itt the ]tit\ tube. If we define '1t k% the geomlagnetic
laigtitude in radian tinits. atnd hyv expanding the diipole inap-
netic liclil in powers of k, we find that z R, 1.4, and I
1 211 U, V. fhere Rr, Is the Farth's radius antd R,." nica-
stiteN the dilsamce of the centOer cross sCcitotn of fthe ritatpnet ic
trait liotm Ilie center otfic Fh arth We shottv that( (2) is ai gootd
apploim~ll .ii~Iits tiilie geitinagitelic lield tines; for latittitics
sniaillr than

JDiicti whtisitrs and Atfeecn waves ire such that their
is ave ectlor kt is alignecd aloing the geomnagnetic field. Foir
thesec waves the particle mottion resonaics at the first cyclit- L) k
troh htarmonic if there is a suflficient numbher of etectrtons or
protitns \%Iitch sail sy the remitnant coinditiion/

w 1 1. I= 0 f 1)

%klhere ,, i% the wave freqiietci, The electritmagnetic Wave is
a~issited ill lhe circularly polarized, with thie electric anti
maecnic fields perpcndickla~r it) each other and both perpen-
ilictilar ilIt. I fite reftractive mildex is represented by rlan intl i
is i, i IN\' tilt ditspe rsion re tatijtm for cithter the wtti suer tic
the Allvcn wvaves (see section 4). Equation (31 dtefines; a Ftg. i iThe Earth s itiitl tiaietinc field anid lie p.tOiliiitc
mtapping fc (tevwen values of thle eyeclotroin frequtentcy t I altong profile atie qiitahtaiivey itertic ted here I hie gyrtfiretpitincies it, . t1 ",
lie get imagicniic trap, anti the resonant eqitattonat pitch "iirr~sttiti ito the eqitatortat and the tita stmiir restti;itii gcitiiia-

netic ticlits respcctivel y. I he angle -P', is the ma sintiiii gcomiii:ieanciý IA ior given values ofi k intd I. i.e.it I Q+ t~lkt, I I - 'netic Itmittitit for which rcsitani waive-particte tvitcratcitnfti tkes
,o itt , )I'. rite ratige of resotnant equtat orial picl angle,. plaice Thu.ettcte r, peet ctcmtiiir prie
i thol Itti ihat soittsfý 13): it, !s p :s ti, is site [it l thtL, is ciimpiitcnts tt( the retinatni particle % velocity is given in tic

given Its tie pitch itigle at the bouindary ill the toss cotic antl etIttitrial ci tis %Ce ciltin tittmtcd ity the index [A. fl~e viqtit itiAt
is neilie in ter nis of the equatorial c yclotroin t .reiluency ~, pitch anigle is tienitid hv ) i..-andJ is - sin' al~ The s-ajtcitics oi

ii ... is ii ciiire evhiiiii fotr pitch angles at the ritilatitriat toss coeitianti tir the
I lie rf-%oint~tt 1! rt ireqitenictes ire sitch that illý0 1t Ito. maxoininni valne Mi ii, hitch saittied the resitniti conittiion,

(litic 11, is tile etttiatitiai gytitirettieticy . andtil l~ is lie respectivelv
ni;is*t.......t v;-ile iof It which a~tisfics Mi. (1lie treiqueutctes tit.
andi Its,, ate icsinoint with tue valiues of tile eqitatit cit pitch fly realizing tha~t the argitinien if iiie square riotf in 17) its ito

angles correspittdting to it_ and It, . respectively (see he larger thtan zero, we obtain i hat the wave frequency ititis

Figure It )Ihai is. the smatlest value of 11 resonates with the he such that
largc, I poitsiile vatltic of ua. and vice versa. In fatct, for up

11, %e hiase a C

t = ki-i -t 1(5) 3. DlI1Ris ittoriot-i FitNri-in IoNii RPSONANI tA~l ~ Ii Ii S

We ntis, iliis ite, im thaitl,- I %%,s2 I ~ here P t-: ; ilie coild pattic Ic piptit at Un gives the dielectric properties
1) is the maximtom geomagnetic latitude for wkhich resonant of wkave pritpac';tttn in the magnetiisplierc: their Ntassvclliain
wave pairticle interactioun takes place. WVe find thm /t,,, is ilisrihitijun function is isotropic in pitch angle. The total
relaicl tit) the cqutat oria range oif resonant pitch angies by the dkiisttbutimo fitoci ion fur the energetic particleo; is an iniso-
eqitatl itt ritiic Maiswelltiii Foir a stable plismna. it is a itinctiun iif it

I titil I. mid indtependent oif the dii tince itaiong the lhits itile
It hii I -.tI /~2 . 1 lie eniergetic pat tidec dkisrihiittion functicotn is

Wec alit hodttat i foiItr given valises itithe prieticlcs% energy and matte tilt ,Ii twit parts; ilitie patrticles svhichi tic resuinitt

Wave veCitie. ?I,,, is obtainedl froim with bhe waves intl ithose which ire not. In this paper f
represents oinly the resonant portion of i le lisintritit on
htitictitin

'Ii, (li/l, - () 71 +ll'c esitittn tistiltlitly ears (ntiddy thle di~iirutimio iitti ne-
3 Iontit ' lic Tt"taiutiti pat ticks In such m asvis h1'ait rimlis

(I h ,-t itsetuiatitic 16t 11tl (7l. wve .1lso fidthatu mii let titis if flie itecoititteileputietit oiili th stne iiaic lutig ti1c hlits tith

pitItic t vet'iteIy Midt wave 11ec00r. (lie e(tltit at1 i".f itee iii )Iit....t... cli )otilt: cases if istik amt itituilec ttisIti w

rce-n~itiu pitch 'Itilct is 11ssiut1): 11, it i le% not iicpcittt til ltctweett tic m ititi
tititii...-I2 /! Viol tie treat deltili~mott ease ithe aitistititipy

ja I -2tkt-lt, - I I91 in pitc-h itiric- is inilepentlent tio mitite intl we titty %ctille
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4 where o,~ is tire plasma frequency evailuated for the cold
N()Zpa)exp -v

2
'~) (9) background of plasnta particles of densiy it. We assume that

Vý, N64p) xp it-> N11, wheat I is the length of thie flux tube. We now

where Z~jA) is the lowest order eigenfunction of the diousion integrate (14) along the flux tube by applying the operator

operator which is defined in Appendix Bl, and u = 11A, is he (f/,.)J02 2(dzdu,) to bath left- andl right-hand sides uf (141.
nt~rror ratio. The number of resonanit particles in the flux We ;assume that the only spatial inhoinogeneitics are due to
tube lparticIcs per square centimeter) Cor given values of ka the magnetic field variations, we also assunme that)I does not
;and v is denoted by Nit). Here NMt depends on time over depend on z and is given by (9) or (10l). By using tht:
timeN scales such that i >> r3 and I :e, T., where To the parabolic profile in (2) we may wrtte
partimle's bounce time, is defined in (1). The time that the Of 41rawfl 1 11 fik 11 11i
wave spends traveling between one conjugate hemisphere -= P (I MI
and, the other is represented by T

S. at.1)11) U 2

In the moderate diffusion ease the panticle anisotropy
depends on time, but f is given for all values of1 by the (n /fl pAfequ~atorial distribution function. Thus we have T -- p~~)'h-W + AV. - fl))I)

4= I -:id x V2/U2) (10) 'I' integrate this equation along the flux tube we male use of
V.~5  \t . delta function: for more details see Appendix A. Alter

somte tedious algebra we arrive at the equtatiotis I iiuil-i
ssheic Zi(M I are the eigetifunetiotis of the dliffusion operator. ,Igrris, 19841
I lie cigenvalues are represented by p'. with t I , 2. --.
;&ad thie summationt extends to all possihle eigenvalties. The a=I a ail

total number of resonaiti particles in the flux lube dute to the JI/ 116
cointribiution of all possible eigenvalues is 7

It - tfý am di

NQ,) = N1Ir) + -;N,(,) (11) f ~mr i-2 01.W I.7

C~~~t # I
where N, corresponds to thre lowest order eigenvalue which 01 2! 12(G - 1) ( 18)
we denote by p., and N, corresponds to a higher order G A
eigenvamlue P,2. [in the limit p,2 <: pi, we find that N NI,
which is the value of N in the weak dhiffusion ease. The Ilere 4-0 = flt1L/(V( - p,)"21 and G =(I + (211ut/i,))!l I
sitring diffusion ease (i.e., when fdepends on ") will not he The wave vector L should be evaluated at the magnetic
treated in this article, equator. Fram (5), we see that 21ll./ki-j Ž 21l -

rThe evolution in time of the plasma particle distribution Thus for fi, S 45', we may ;assunme that 2flILt'p >ý, I.
[uinction in time presence of a specified distribution of waves Equlation (18) now become%
is described by quasi-linear theory 1I.yons und Williams,

dti Iii))' WV WI /Let us now consider a narrow spectrum of waves centered
;around a certain value of A, ;and ihe definitioans

SA-W + AV'. f )4 (12) Zmrlh

where a,, is the perpendicular (to 11) comiponent ouf thle
pailticle's velocity, and If = tilw. the reliaeiivc iiidex. is ;11
suich that If >> c/u'.. 'Ihe energy detisity of waves is W,
JIl/6ir I where il, is the wave magnetic field. Since ilg
1. we teed consider ontly pitch angle dilfusion and neglci. F- (21)

'fill a sion Ini entergy . I lie Opel ator 0~ is nosy gi veii by J"

-2 l V1 V,'. J Comb 'ntiining (16) to (2 1) and MI, we (iuid

(I t Oa F I d /(J d)I22
Upon substituting (13) into (12), we find YW -il - l" j it ) (2

f df \t4oll, SQ" 1

di/ 41r-,11);

I~ 1WIn the weak difluiion case we have that fit. , ýf 'Nir)Zl();
(- b(-t U ,I (4 we al so assume thait Pi. 4) =(,(Z(4). The cigenfunction

\l 2 i I - pit/l,) iu2 (I)I() samtislies
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Id j If lere y is given fly (28) and r In2 1R . where R i, lie

Ip -(• - ) 2)3) ) ( lcctn coellicient at hoth ends of the flux litoe it C.. tile

Operator. ' /ionospheric elecetiton coefficient). By issunniig ill IV]
where p is the lowest order cigenvaluc of the diflusion depends weakly on z. and by applying the opclalol
opimor;I ,t and the range ofrcsonanl pitch angles inw given it j'r•P(dJt) to both left- and right-hand sides of 0 1). we
by (, " 4<4 We also have find

"Z/() df =rap(+ -'f (24) I ,, - -- I, 02

= 0 125) 4.A I. Viuthlr WVavet

The liWiper.,non relation is % = iu,,!(ll and the normal-
For mitre dcilails on the function Z(f) see Appendix B. By ized group velocity is i,,Ic = 2/q. where the plasma intl
using 123) we may rewrite 122) as cyclotron frequencies are cvaluatcd for cold electrotns. Com-

bining (281 and (29) together with the equations in Appendix
dN p"{2(M. - )])IZYWiN Jf,) (26) A, we find Ifltitipit.h el it., 19831
dl 44r', An (' ;)

We ic lh:t (26i) can bie applied to either Ihe interaction of I' - --- ;--- d, del
1  

-

whibtlcts with electrons or Alfvin waves with ions provided t G
that the gyrof'reqictcies in 12101 arc evaluated for the reso-
nant particles, ie, electrons for whistlers and ions for Iip,

2

Alive, waves) AI~v,.'n waves+ 21=((; - I) - f(2)1 /t.~I/Z'"]+ ,1

4. WAVE G(iovWvil RATUS where m, is the elcetroin nass. Under the limit 21), l/Avi,

"flie inocir w;ivc growth rates for resonant wave-parlicle 1. (33) becomes

inieractiom is given by 1Lsy , s aind W illiaiu .s. 19831 4 r' Ani, r - JA 1

K,,' ,,• d,-+ -- -,, f hilfl•-l)i

(27) let us now consider the definition in (21) and that F

where 1) is defined in (13). By using the constancy of the N()Z(f4) with 4" i'2. We may now rewrite (34) as

particle's magnetic moment we may write J27) as

I i; I- j (I - fl/fl,)iZ r,

2 ir zumll'l,.is.
I ,?/ .. - 136)

St--- + (i,. - 0) - (281 In;

The spati;l amplification factor is given by integrating along - 242 dZ
the field line 'it, = l-- 137)

J R L/ItI - 1) ii df

r= dz (29) where r - Ilp, . c;an he expressed in terms of the I. shell
.i+r. =value as ,r C(.4 - Ia . Eq"iatiin 137) can lie intierated

"hiere I .. i the wiave grroip velocity. anti I is the tlial Icnill, approximiiately by assniionf that f,, is very close it) i. (se
(if (lie hichl line. Ify l assumin Otwl the only spl; u) no- Appendix 11 for dclads). We find

geciit., is Iin (ie iucomignclic lield and by using the parabilic
prolile in 12) we may write- = Af2(iL,,, ( - Nftl 138)

n a 7 ,ifle i
I -- -- 130)

S"P - I) tO •',r lL 4.2. A.' -,• tM ,'s

"T le evtluition i trnite of the eneigy denstiy of waves W1 is The li.persiion relation is if = ,,/l) int (he grotp vchlcily
given hy is it. = I/it. where (lie plasma frequency. .is evhlolld

a w, *?t V / at thei plaima Sh nsily to of ilhe ambient ions c g-. cold
-- - i. i, -- -- ] IV4 (31) riotls)l. w-loch support (lie AI'ven waves. iaid II if Itheir
,,I ,1: \ ie] /gyiiilictioiiy Ihlie pall.1 inipliliciattion fas lii I Ici.tlci .
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C where we deline J, = J.1, Iv// tr)r J1?,, s, I',1"> Ily

I d dvf* do solving (o)r (48) we obtain Ihal - I -t l '! whet C

(G - 0)' (1:])' d" (491

G; 12)A(G - 1) - (20 v)2)•; JA (50))
Undler Ihe limit 211 Lt/JA,/ > I we obtain

U>eC;tuse M, p > 0, we see that The equilibrium solution-, iII
"f )I J' j i (46) and (47). are always stable.|" " l'L' o di dA - (4o)

(U l ad - I)2 ,, ( As an application we consider the interaction of 40-keV

' clectrons with a whisNtlcr wave with a hretlucncy of I klil atid

Ily considering lile delinition ofF given in (21) and the weak stlih a relractive index ol 30. *tlie ititeraction occuis at L -

dilluNinn case (wheiej is given by (9)) we obtaio 4.5. Thus the mirror ratioa is equal to 1.6 x 102, tile square

of the equatorial magnetic field is B1 ! I. 16 x 10 - gaus•s•,n

r uills, the lengt•l ot the flux tube. I, i% appioxintately of the
- A,,(i)N(5) (41) order of 10 times the Earth's radii. a;rd 7, of the order ol a

levw second•s. Thie equatorial gyfuol'tqutccy is, fit = 10 kllz.

r ? w amd 4P,,, is about 12". "The range oh rceoonants pitch angles, as
- (4") obtained hom 18), is 40'. We have esilmated thai i2

(M,, -
n . L,.)I"2 = 0.9. fite coupling uoellicietim for the wave growth

Substitiuting for ;(w). we finally obtain for the growth of rate (see (35) and (36)) is A(viren) - It- cm2 1-1. For a

Alffvsn waves particle source, J = 10 3 to l06 particles/(cmr s). and by
taking R = 0.8. we find that v - p2 and their valics range

' u between 10-1 to 10-, S-" T2

- = ,2. .,, - •,)]i1 -V N (s) (43)

5.2. AIJi•,e Waveis

5. RAY EQUATrIONs The evolution in time of the energy density of AtIven
waves and the nuniber of resontant ionts in tile flux tube atc

.I. Whistrlr Wavre given by tie equtationus

"I he equations, describing the parametric coupling between dW, V r

the energy density of waves IV, and the number of particles - = - IN(A. - A,)I1"
2

NWVa. - WE (51)

In (ile flux tube are d anr i

dW 5  , dN
- t •=WL 44 -p(44.Y[(,., - A,)]" 'WIN + J (52)

d, Wit •Td

dN where Y and A, are given in (20) anid 142). p! is the IowOest

-Y(.- -,)IN - 4 order eigenvalue of(23). p. and p., ae defined by (8). as a

df function of k, V. and I)-L

whete Y and A, ale given Ity (21)) and (36), aitip is ilie lowest Tl e equilibriut solution to tle system of (5I) and (52) is

sitdci esgenvalue ot lite dilisiumi op•elaltor Iee Appenlidix B) IV, = WVO and N N,,. where

Note that tihe giitwlh of sile instahility is piopottioinal to (ie J(l ier

Iltige oIf res•oiesll ti eractissit. i.e., tji - ,, I)1' .h w ltee IV,, = , t|

IA., - p ) A, is" , delined as a IlitCtillo U o • L. t. and (It., by I8). rp!-Y

Let us now assume that the system is in equilibrium. i.e., r

,l,Vh(/d ý dlM I = 0. We find that IV, = (V,, and N =N,. ,, {2(,,, -N)J-_L (_5

ss h.r . .,(i/.i )

JA, (larl~r For small deviation-, Irom eqmilibi stin I i.e., N N,, t 6A
W,, = !tsty 1461 Cxp (IN) and %V1 = IV, , I- AVA exp (1hl, where r .i r,., %.k%

;also linid P -v z i(p' -- ' ýi'. Ilere

r j,
N., . 12

(;A,,, - I., 1 (471 I 2r

For small deviatiion from eqltilibisltut we miay write N - = )5i, i'sl

,V,, t 6N exp (4r) and W, W,, i SIV cxp 1r9. where t

#/r,. Upon substituting ihese expressions into (441 and 0451 ;nd 1, = Ja,(ij/raT[I (2(lp,. - p, If'

and keeping only first-order corrections, we lind We consider the interaction oi 20o) kvV protons with

rlriven wavesN at L = 4 5. I lit waive Isficiict.y is (,kst equ.,I

- its I I-It and the refractive index I, 9 [ lists the plaim..

r h•lieq ncy is Ill lhi, t(le cycols on i licquilticy is S 45 Ii,. the
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maxinturn geomagnetic latitude .b,., is about zIf)* the range of
resonantf pitch angle-, is 34', and 1(t(.. - ~iI~is 0.. The ill. 4) = .. '(0lJdi) (65)
group tine delay for AII'vin waves may be of the order of
minutes, We find that the growth rate is proportional to life
couplsiie cotl~icient A~fi'Ivrus -~ 0.5 x 10 '9cm2 s '. By where the sumnmation is cxiended it) all rx1(ilijlce igenvalitie
assuniffi that J Iz to, 10 1 partice/lcsfmý s) and that R = andf the ciftcnlunctions /,I~ satisfy (21) by %ctting p 1f
O.M, we %how that t, p2 and their values range between The eigcnvalIues and cigcnfunction% are given in Appendix
if10 o1t -t r! B.

The evolution in time of the 61nctoons N(fiM andi the energy
density of waves W, are given bly the system of cliiations

I.C ct % u flov i1ltine (It(Vi il) (6

Ira A- ))IijuN (S)"Z~( sN

W-p'r,Y(2(A,. ,)"'W (58) diw a ~~IV c f -l)i2~ .+ N) (67)

where r. i depenrding on whether we are studying either where a =e. i depending on whether we arc considecring thle
(44), f4S1 iir 151). (52). In terms of normalized quantities, the gr Iowth of whistler (e) or Alfvdn Gi) wave%. By ;assuming thait
ray equations buecaume p; >> P,2 for all f I and keeping lowest order terms in the

ratio (pllp,,) 2
. we may approxsimately cast the system 1166

AN and (67) into the set of two coupled equations (see Appendix

- =NW1  rW (6)1 . p12Y[Ngp,. - jL (i!)~j"\I f J, 168)

1 lie ciitiutlbr~iuns solutions can nolw he wr itten as N.,, r and I -I (~-p( '

W. -j.'!' /J1
We can further reduce (59) and (60)) to aI single nonilinear

equtiotun by definsing . [,.x________ - W (9

=~ du 6) e (Pi - 1,17 T,

4 r These equations admit the equilibrium solution

W,, CAP (4b) (62) J, (diifaiO)T,[ h'i' 1 70

We nM y w i ic jFu'uiiliengerr t, 191(41 P ~ ... I aj

2~ v u c~x (0 - .) exp( - 110 (63) N,,=

We note that as r . and IV tend to the equilibrium Ft + J
solutiouns tiI,, and N_ ad then we must have that fb- i.[ r (P1Ipý-~ 1

In live linear approximtation the deviation from equilibrium
is %mall. IcU.. we mnay a~ssume that %6 'K 1,.(631 now becomes We see that the anisotropy of the particle source asdetisted

in (65) 1% reflected in the equilibrium solutions T he predoni.
d & db = )inant contribution is given by the component is sudic that

2i 0vJp has the maximum value In fact, an anisotlropic soouree
enhances the level of( the enerry density of waves and

The %iotiin ist) tile% equtatioin are Clip (CT) Where a, t de~pletesa larger numnber iol particles toward cquuulitsmriii For
itjll) - and whuich for I) :> g, yield% the oscillations snuall deviations from this solutions we have: t . #(i2
around citiulibriutm given in 1 19), 150) and 155). 456). - I) f ere 141 ,,12. p = (4j,)' 2 

and tW,,
pij'rYl2(P, - I'M1~

6 CoriN itintt t ICIN tru Iltumir Rt-Opokti EtoENvALULS
=7 Wss'r Rurt fC MON COr.rrtl( Ft S

In thle modlerate diffutsion regime the pitch angle disi ribi-
tion (if ftve resiunant r:11110-e ilepvenu on time, the number of As ;I wave enter-, the ionosphere it is partially reileqteil
resolnutu puittice in flit: lits tube. NYu). is given in (11). and back fill.) the maprietic tiapl andt pautually periucoti tilse1
the Phiiisloiiui fuinction in I ItM L et uts further write for the uonospruiei told gets ito lihe Lroind [~u:~ue '011tt We
Pattuete: 'iiiurL have dihemly e illcd R tife ef~lectuon coettuicnt . %,lher e litt
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IN, tile .siiiutlitl of [lie wave amcplituide whichl gets tetlecicd ccciccespltclic layc s, Blecauase Clicll~sccccis cilil fitclctC.1 11.1, i.lIcs
hac:k. ;tod IV, i, the wave ampliltude III tile fluxs tittle. I lie ;IIc mhule sigi ticmict in tle 1: antd 1) Ij~c .ts. we esgiectI% lccI, I
%;tilec cli the rellettIoion coelliejit:sti depcotid oi cvc vtia acetot s. wive% to be retleoctd tihciee We macy ilti~ioinglsiil llcets.cc
such as tiw ratio betweentif 1wawve and coisionI iteq:ue:ncis these cases de~pendinig oil wilctier sse icolmcdct rcltks:ii.cc
with tile tcrvifuinmentalpi caitieis (neutrail. It Also dependso cu ionit if high or low densctý ful ct 1I) iqci cs. ~ijr ic high-den-its
file faint of'u the mide oll the IonotsphereC d. file wavceneigt h L: lcycr tiwrele itt iiwtlc114c.' COII is old ,Itccd by .issumiteng I it~

A -2 nat.. and the scatic o1 file density gradient T': wilci the plasma densey iai LIige9S ACLkillidcg 10c .191 ~ CCi

pirofile. Fur thle weak detiscit ca' c . C Ils l l tCikte 1,L.L i.1 .1

1011111t111t NlAb with) .1 'harp lccimicllccy .ct tlie tim icl "1111

i it If tile F laye~r.
Let us first study reflection fron a high density ccllcimuuid

rypic-ally. we have T 50 kilt and f ->~ Y (e-g-i - 31)t) E Iaycr.' The reliaclivc indexl hC~lteuite LctIipICX it; I
kntcc. We represent by rl,, . icnd vi,. thfe refractive indicS Ik. Wev~ delinie t, = .,,. whe~re c , '[tice collisiucl lreqticelk
fti tile F and 1:' layers. and in tlite flux tube. respectively. w hich depenitts uci tlite height z. and ii CS suchl t hat ;Cs - - .
Next, we discus qutalitatively file relletcimn 01 whistlers iced ,. -. I. The origin of hceighcts z= 0i. ts chotci~s at the hcctiiii
Als et~cl wacves. we shtow that whistlers are tiaittly icllevcid ofi the I layer. ')'itu% iniside tite E lay~er ::_1t 'Here Y Ii 0..
cc ittle E and 1) layers of lice iticcccpliie. whtile All Vei iccd X = w 21w,. whetre tice plcsncic detsit y .,, depenid, on

wi.s% s ifce refleceid roi ti le F layer. the density ~prolile. We lc~cs il/tit" ,11 19651
We assuce peihect iducting lot the reilectioct oll ELF aind

VI T waves. Natmely, tice reflection cocefficient-, are given icir

thle culea swlatueion whitc thie reflected wave oreenters tlce (iI I -B

s.ccice ductc lrucn which it citigniced . I lowever. we itute that,
do:ilc tiflux spacadicig. this may not be ill general the eacse li1ce wave equation is
I //cc,, Iimmtocnd LDccccckn 19771[ As a mat ter ol fact, pat iiio
tite energy ca% lie dii ecled ouctside flice ducl and be "lost" I-bX . i

flilc., tloe inagnetosplicee. On the other )itend. adjacenc dlucts b

ctcay lie ;I source cli wave etnergy for a givenc duct alter tie
'v~ivcs aie rcflccteci fin t1c ionosphere ;told fitid their way incto whtere : E, t i~. E, an E aic tlce Ccoltpotcctif ifi the
lid duet Noctdimctd whistler waves ficc reflected fic tice electric el~d, and s I-A.1 iec sign plots cot respictids co i lie
magicetccsphtre whcen their lictfeclccices h~ail belcw lthe loc:A rcgilct-hail

5 pclat i/atioi iind cminius itic the lelt -haiid plciict1.c-
litcctle(i II~hid freqtuency as ticey propac~gate onito regicict of tlioln. H ere h) Ii - it, _ I ilo diepencd, cn the sie

mictcsilig elcd st rength away fromt tile equator jLycc occi md Polarization. Given soctie profiile-, lot tlce plasctca deccscl cacd
ilciicnc, 197013. I*icse waves are not studied hcere, andil lhey coIi:lisicc Irequci1cY. (74) cttay he tiudecd bly lcstlcg cite WKll
mac~y ci so be an itccpccl ant souccre of* wavc-parimcl ililerac- 3PPrOxitniclion 1 iICCu/lc-t. MI6. l1ecic we solve 174) t .ctlý
ccccls in tilie magriciosphere . Ic atdditioin. lur silmplicity In tle whceniclte electron density Pt olile: ts cxpoiceittial . Nocte t icct

calcclclmicmns. we a~sslcle flufct the Inclination col tile wave, foir examlple, (he exponenfatal ptohile is of interest to Sescruice
cduct exit with respect it) life vertical i% small. A inoice auiroral arcs it tile tceght.Iinic ioncosphere. 'Ihus we cnacy
icalcstce nctcdei oi wave oriliectiun should take intlo acocccct isrtie XY = X,, + exp I -6%t. wietic l, isain averaged value
c1l1 these conmplexities. cl .X in the liux tube. attd 6 =111 Focr % - '-, X_ in,; idsce

ltce E layer v Ii5. WVc also assucicc that the colhcscun
liteuency ii lindepencdectl clficicglc ;sicd giycol by c.it cvecagcgd

7.1 I rle t./r;ims,c 111thWic,.ur.v vaclue. Ecquation 1741 catc be reCduced to cthe lessel ecC411"110c

)fere we consider fle reflection of whistler waves wvith For 11b"2 'I 0, tice solutiun it) 1741 whichi teprescics .,lc
lcectcuecices 01 ilce order ol cl ew kiiloiertz cn the F, It. and 1 ccpgoing wave at great heights is the licssel ticccctiocc of ctie
icgccc, cl the ionospitcie. In tile Flayer The electruon denitsly flcotd kind,
IIcs betwen valces of 10"4 to 10~' particles per cubic centimce- 17ii~ c
ler. ancd file sctale length ol* lice density gradient is aboutl '.t
sit kci iewemecti dwite idscccilc re wheire .c = -12d/h lb cx pfI-6hi,21. actd ci, 1- 2dci ll
.c lew kilcccielis. actd suich lcat A -<- T'. For examctple, lilt v, /,10. We c thle ast 1'ýlpoitc Itnillts as% 1. t. I c

.,2r- 4 kli~z, acid .c densii of It) partc lsic, pe cctilce '_. iwhere tor I _ 1 we have cccIily c1) ccpgc dccg wýc -CVe

%Vi~lIlIttcter. we lindth)ilat A 6 kitl. IJecacc~selce ti i e cisci cncicsder ticat tile piclrcrilltcccis fittlce mlci-ciing cd
cciililtt 1tccd changes siciwly as 1i peccetrates flice F' layer . .C ,c)goitng waves acre left-hacndc cud c glct lcmicd. i esttcivc It N
WKII .1ic.ciysis Is a vaicd appt liltinlioun Thcus 01cc c Spcled 5 lce absolute: value ol (lice t etCLeteuci CUe Il:icit lilt I I IN

Miscitlcr waves, whIch sic dttcted ftn the flux tube it)l pectetiace

thce icnccspheric F Lqcer without signoluicatic Mo*.icl.Wat- 2 i 211"
esci litt i c ellecticc iiakes placee will be ditc: to coiccsmiicc wsithc Rf, fx j,-- i. - accciojOt

lice pec'k elctioni cdensity rancge'. lieiwceecnvaice c lu ll~ tcc lctit) uioui 0761 gtclec~i~lc, iele tesch,ulctl Iccicicilc Uc1iIc
Ill 11111u C iccie pectilcic cetttintcele .111d fle scale le:nglcis jtll , ic61,ty Incluiccntg fle Li'cicclcicg iccfle fillc% ulte I ci

Aticill Y ý il) kin. ):,ir a wave ol'treciciency equaclc to 4 hIL I,.. slI wly varying 11cicilcicit wei~ c 1.4 hi -- Icicd flce 1,.cc
Ale hitch 113 hAt I-elecigi h% ccc lstiveeci values il aI lewcv!, cccctcly i rarisntlictd mind ic ce-he sthe gciclini Ncte Illc.ci Ilhc-

cicici cto kin deliticlicg onI pl;Ismal lenitcy, ..en.) iliii k _: J Iciger lthe relrceisse cctdc: 1,. lthe emic~lhcth iOlw i0colic
Iii all etises we ha~ve OA12 cr1 -- . %%here d/e Itlie sIue of flce C. C flhiit:Iol We cccW cuccs,idr csscc -,c, 111 it 1 s
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-,mall coillision Irequiency. we lind that R = exp I - 2irit,,/sAl. (78) reduces to the result derived hy 11tiudii',, ( 19611 in ifi
fand (2) ifr,. :ý> r, then R = cxp (-wsrn./6I. Thus ecollisions limiit ?I_, p,. -- 1. In adldition. if we let lthe refraclive iiidtes

favor wave reflection back int ihe flux tube, as do large 71F have an infinitesimally %mall imaginary part ad if d -ý
density gradients and large wavelength%. then we also recover the reflection coefficient for a semo-

Noisi that at noirmal nighttime ionosphere, there is little infinite slah as treated above. Niite that for nsnuhispcrsive
ioniilaion in the E layer. These conditions and the fact that waves (such as Allvdn wvaves). the refractive tIndices do not
(hc collision freqtuency in the F layer is so small, allow depend on wave frequencies. Thus the scmti-infinitc slali
whistler waves to travel all the way down to the Earth model yields reflection cocificienits indepiendenit on wave
through a collisionles% media. We now treat the case of a1 frequencies. Nevertheless, the reflection coefficienit in the
weak E layer, where the plasma density can be as low as 102 finite stab model of (78) is frequency dependent. In tact, it

particle% per citbic ceniimetcer. Bly taking the wave frequency exhihits resonant behavior for certain values of the wave
equal it) 4 k~lz. we find that the refractive index is,- is very frequency. In paitmeular for qr - nt,, and both much tatger

close to uinity (i.e.. qit,. 1.3). The wavelength A/27r is then than 11, weitinin that d, - r=- 2 71j and 1Ii 0. It ihe
equal in 9km which is much smaller than the altitude of the reflection coefficienit now becomes; tft= Cos' .1. which is
iiinospheric Elayer. 'The refractive index in the F layer is rIs zero lor 0 (wy/21(2n + I). where to is an integer. i.e . for

13. which correspocnds to an ionospheric dcnsity of MdA = n~ 1/2.
aipproxiimately 1t0

4 particles per cubic centinseter. Thus Now let ts illustrate the frequency depenidency iii the
whistler waves wfich are passing through the F layer en- reflection ctoefficient in (78) with somec exansples. This shoiild
ciunter au sharp bsoundary at the low density nighttime E be contrasted with ilie frequency Independent nature of the
layer. .ind get reflected there. Under these condititins. lthe senti-jifinite slab model. In the F layer, Alf'ven waves are
rcflectiion coefficient can be ohtained by assuming that the E mostly supported by 0)* ions. The: ion cycloitrion frequency
laiyer is a semi-infinite: slab of constant density. Here the is 0), =0,0)5 kiIlz. For an aitrnral ionospheric particle densitv
kipper bousindary of the slab is the F layer. We find of about 10` particles per ctibic centimeter. we find tiat the

plasma frequency is 32.5 kl~i. The ciullisitniclss ulisperson

R J 771 relation for Alfvc'n waves yields a refractive sitdex Y,t,
17f +1 027.5. For wave frequencies of the order of 0. 5 Itz. we hauc

that A - 6010 km. Hence we conclude that wave reflection
For the exiample: given above. R is equal to 0.84. In this paper will mostly occtir as describedl above, aIndl that the reflection
we dic not discitss thie effect of the whistlers penetrating coefficientl in the F layer is given in t79). Let its now consider
ttirouvi~ lthe atmosphere and reflecting from the grotund. For the flux tube as part oif the same examople. We assuii t11at
our applications, this additiional reflection process provitles a lthe particles stipporting lthe Alfvi~i waves in lthe magnet...
secondlary source of wave energy in the flux tutle, which will sphere are protons, and that the svave~particlc Interaiction
only etnhance tlie efficienicy of the wave resonator. occur% at 1, = 4.5. We also treat : 05 as free space (i.e . we

take 1~, = 1. Thte eqtuatorial cyclotron frequency is equal it)

7.22. Relhics tn ouf Alffvn Waves- 5.45 liz. If the particle density in the flux tube is of1 one
proton per cubic centimeter, we find that ij., = 38.5 which

First let us- look at the reflection of Alfvudn waves in the F leads to a refcflciiin coefficient etqual to one. In Figure 2 it.

layer. Blecause (A/2 id is of the order of the altitude if of the we have represented IRt
1 as ftunction of .7 for aI plasma

ionospshcric F layer. we cannot any longer assume that the density tfttine hundred protons per cubic centimeter. lthe

dimensions of the ionosphere are infinite. The F layer now refractive index in the flux tube is now equal to 385. We can

has Iwos bouindaries. One is at z = 0. lthe border with lthe E see the resonant behavior of the reflection coefficient as
layer, and tlse other tine is at z = d somewhiere insirde the flux ftunctioin itf .7. Becatuse 0 = (is,dI/cw - WId/OfW. we rind
tube Inside the E layer (z S 0), we assume the wave that for 0I < 0 < 41r radians, the wave frequency vaitics
propagates into a plasma medium with a refractive index roughly bectween 0 and 2 fiz. Mauximtum reflectiion. I Rt = 1.

equal to ist. When the C layer is equlivalent to free space occurs for so = 0. 0.5. 1. 1.5. and 2 lit.. In Figure 2h.. we take

then iq, = 1. The F layer ionospheric model with the two the ntimber of protons, in the flux tube to be equal to 41X)
bouindal~ries acts as a resonant cavity fur the very large particles. per c~c.. atnd show tkt

t is a function of .7 Hlere we

wavelength fields. A wave incident from the flux tube tin the have that ",.. -- 770. and that us varies between I) and 2 H/.

upper Isitunulary I. d) is partially refcLectd bick mini (lie where we have issitmeu that d/ ~111) kmn. Front these
flux tiube. .ind partially transmitted stu the Iiinospheric slab, examples we Loncttled that reflection tit Atfvcn wivesu in thse

The transmitlted sv.ivc is partially reflected at the lowser 14 layer is very senisitive toi the values o iif h wasve fietiteneiy.

boundintlry hI soilan partially Ita;nsmilittetl blow 0 =I oy and of lt e irefract ive ondex in tlite fitux toith 11 Ifhe sv.ivyes

maitcling these waves at z =0 and z= 41. we find that the penetrait lthe V layer. they thien can be reflected itlinthe highly

ahmlssimtie value of (hse reflection coefficient is (%cc Appendis collismional 1, and 1) layers. The reflection coctl'ucienit in these

D) regions idepentds on the height integrated Petlersen condtuc-
tivity lffasr,rmi. I9641. and can be found clsewhutct l~lbac/u-

In, ,41ý - tan: OW)J+ 4r' tanzu 0 8 19921
I &l 'J/Z( - Ian '))2 . 411; tan -1

wherer I iti, 4 1. 01# - I ,I. rz - , - ir,)b 1, 8is,).YEci nIoossi i

d is sIq .. )( n I - is,)I. d/, I tutI + qs.,l( it, * ist I and The rleflecion of watves in the ionosphere is a very

.1 ~r/IA I,. WVe recall that ~,and "t, aire the refractive imtvritiiant I.i..or in ihie groiwing of the whistler un-I Utfven
undisces in the I t.s ycr and Reim tite, respectively F quiioitn insial'ilitic te' *sneitcti vel y operat to c ytclotru in iis er re
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t0 'lectrons and a substantial moidii•anlion ol the ilno,pieric

i() inpedanc.. Other physicadl 'hcnion.i., can itke plac. near

08 (he turning points of the translnit•d radio wave% such as
pat gnetric instabilities. and generation of large densitl

cavities by the ponderomutive foirce of the radiated fields

06 'they can also lead Ito Ciritl ;acceleratiion and thus to

RV imiodilcation of the dielectric properties of the Ionosphere. In

addition, by hcating the D ;aid E layers with a frequency
0.4 close to it,, the electron population can be increased by

dissociation of some of the negative molecular and atunmic

o 2 ions that exist in the iunosphere lfii./k iind Kockierls, 19731.

This may also improved the collision rates, with relatively
"small values ol the power radiated horn the ground.

00 Here we assume that the retlection cocllicient changcs
0 2. 3 4. according to the expression. r f i,.Aft. "lie unperturhed

U telluction cuellicient is r = -2 In It and A(T) is the modula-

lion due to the presence ol the IIF waves, where T - dr, ias

the' normalited tlnime. We may now write that the number ol
10 particles in the flux tube NiO), and the energy density ot

(b waves W(li) are given by

08 dT

N - + r + ,,(791/9 dr

0.6
IRI' WI = W, exp (0,.) (Not

04 where W ?T,, =p Njl-IA. - JA,)l";1V. and W iS tihe
euillnbllllnn enlergy denisity of waves which i. defhined in Olid

fIr •vwhitIr%. and 1531 Ioi Allven wave%. hI tuiiclniot, C,
02 salli'tij teil dillereintial equalrlull

00 - t 2v, cap (1- ) - + p: lexp (W,.,) - IJ

0 * 2. 3. 4. t;1d

Ig. 2. Square otherelfeeion cocill'jent ai afunction aofl0in + i. - + 2"'r.A exp (4.) = 0 (HI)

iadeansis which i% equal to 12l/AJ .1. where A is the wavelength and J 4/

the tetteth o• the ioxaospheric layer. In cast 2a. we tale n. the where v and p are defined in (49) and (50) (for whistlers), and
nieihi i ot nliuitur. in the tux lithe, t ube equal to0 103n particl Per (55) and 156) (for Alfven waves). Equation (IN I is comparable
ciitsiicerniinetier. In east 2b,. @i as equal to 400 protons per cubici

litinllieter. l'he denity of U' ion, in the iunusphere 6 taken c.uat to 163). but here we have added the contributiun o, all
it) It' pairticts per cubic •entmni•ler. actively excited ionosphere through the termt, ptiupwttonal

to ,.,A. We may lur-ther liiC`ariLC (81) by assmrning that

14,,i e<- I. We lind

qutite% large wave amplitudes to pitch angle scatter trap 4-ed

ci:tic particles into tile loss conte. This is a diffusion +;,', d (d,\
plocess which is described by a Fokkcr-Planck type of dr2T- +-
enluation. fly changing tile reflection coetlicient at the iono-

spheictic lning points of the waves, we may s•ubstantially (82)

moltify the tields amplithdes and hcn,:c, the elliciency of the L.ct us study 1K2) after setting HIt tight-hand side equal to

itaset i oIerfation in the geunag tclic Ilux tuibe. lit section 7 /let . Ily further defining 4,,,, I',,, ctp I - ,r). s" lind

c i tcs'ntlcd .a iicusson lilt O tIh illlilatlive valu %s tiall tilhe
ite. llitin coetlic.ent% take in ;ai unlpel Itltrbed Inatural) uinii- -;'" a
lhlicie depending on the range ot wave frequencies fand i' . .

w.ivclIngtlhs. We learned that wave icllection is increased hy p - v
sharp density gradient% and large values of the collision whAer e w a. = - - + , .

frcquercy. Thus we may want to modily the ionospheric s r njem'-pe,'l.e 19w31. nocrw au.m ha Itil n=rnahcutd (2.,it)

Iipetotilis with some external mcant,, (o improve Wave toiiiinim. and Heei i o i
tctlhctcnlo One way of doing this Is using a high-piower tadio driser trequency. and detine

wa Sc I tlallsnnttter either Iiont tIhne ifldoi Ion1 Spalce phr - -e

v•li¢•le• at (tie selected Irequtnctcies whose turning pointsf lall "...

it tilhe lciglt where the proptctieN of thie ionosphere are to he,,

niutdliicd. Ilcating of the ionosphere aIt the turnting points of'

tle pinllp lic•ds can produce etnergetic electront which, by ,, =

adlituil ioiza~tion create . liigc poipulationt of thiciml
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I be WVl\II miluimin t.i iND) i% We %cc that when # ,, -- 0t. lte uc mde ti i*. nstable

V, ~In the rnhinitrical example presented iiit section 5 1. forlitIie
I,,.. Q.~ whiluter Instability. we Iiuiiid that lit, vmiaij hctweeiifilue

"vatics 10)' Ili 10t times r twheit: r 2 In RI, I1thle

ex (111 1 f I) (IT,) reflection coiieticicni. RI. is. very close it) line. then ris very
arl~l ,a %M;1;,SifasI) 'or 10) 4). lenice when R? I. 1,c have

(8)that I/i' is aI small numhcr so the conditioin for the instability.
Qile. > I/i'. can he easily satisfied, Othecrwise. i.e.. flir R-

where A:. = 4q.,1t2q,. - a_.) and 7,- .I.T. 1. it is very difficult to find unstable solutions to (8it). %tincc
Lei us- now write V,,(r. = wT

12) = ," cap (t A,). To eylrevhc o h atil orcJacte eurd
find unstable modes we calculate thc amplification. A_ over Vr ag ausfrteprii orcJaete eurd
one period oifif h driver frequency. The case E,,~ = Otiec.. the 9. SUMMARY ANfl Copqciustor~s
ionosphecrc is not externally perfturbed) corresponds totlA,= We have pres-cnicdJ a self-conisictnt theory on the Inter-
ttliTir

2 . andl the function V,(urMZ is porcly oscillatory. Ife, ace lion of mnacnctospheric particles with ductdeled lciroitnag-
0 i. we find that the equilibrium wvill he unstable only if "', netic cyclotron wives. Otir theory is based on the fofllowing

li-p tl/2t. In the case where p2' >- i-2. we find that in auptos
order fii have iintaibility we need to require that It ,I >:- eW2 I. 1hle dielectric Plpioeltes of wive prupaieatuiui ire

A% .i second eviample we consider the coupling of the given by ai cold background or plasma particle%, which c::un
ravitatui~ii eltsl wves aIndl patrticles to the ionosphere. This cit her tic elect rons (I o the whistlers t or Ions. e~u tl ntmins
mecthanisni tnfrthriieccs ;a psitive feedback K efect which will I1 - r the All vgtn inst abhilit is . Since lthe dlensity l il lite cold
strucitire thfe large-amplitude nonlinear rtsponse of the 'ys- plasmai population is taken constant along the flux tube, thie
tctn. (bhe precipitating electrons miodify the ionospheric ol pta nooecle r u ogongei il
plasmna density which, in Itirn. modifies the ionospheric variat iins -
rfliection tii the wave% catusing the precipitation. In lthe 1) 2. Near the equator the Earth's magnetic field is approx-
and E. l~aycrs. the modification or the plasma density by the iotaled by a parabiolic profile. This profile is shown to) tue .i
precipitation is given hy ISilewtit et al. . 19891 goodi aip~roxiniationiit to he acitual dipoule geotioagnet ic liclil

fii/ I d1N1 withiti latit otids suiiallciF (hall appruimimnatel y 1 2, A filetu
- -- IJ- - - it ol:(15 erulttur. Otisilell cqiiatiiial rcemins we use the dipiile mae.

'11 2 ( / ti notic field iti 1lesci the pai t ides 40111it amid biuuni.e i iiics

where it, is the ionisop, eric plasma density. The right-hand 3. 1lie muaser instalility is primdhiicd by the interaction tor
sidesit195 rcrc~n(%thebalncebeteentheincreasing at hot plasmna popuilation Ic. g.. particles wvith eniercies lai ger

sideutv ife1 terset the brciiating ate betxeend the dce thin 41) keV lor thte electrons...and fill) keV for the iiinsl. % fitli

dufe Ioi rlectron-ion recombination effects. Here Q is the the cyclotron wa~ves near equatorial regions. The changecs in
iimniattion elliciency. ;Intl a, the recombination coefficient, the thermal ulistribiitiin functions iltife to) pitch angle difitusion
Oecause the term proportional to the recombination coefft- aIre studied here. We -tssumne thait dilrtison occurs over times

cieni is nonlinear in n,1 . we may neglect it in the linear scic Mhir are longer than particles' btxtncc times, and the
calciilatiiins that billow, group tinme delatys of the waves. ;tndl do not consider the

We now assume that Mte) is proportional to thm,/dr. i.e.. we possibility of particles drifting away from the wvave-, duects

haive 4. llecauiise: we assume that the wave vectors are field-
aligned, resonant interactions can ounly take place at thfe first

C) 1dl.b... harmotiic tiiilthe cyclotron frequecncy. We dii not consider the
A 2 - ; 1 T 196) contribution of larger harmonics to the diffusioin processes.

~dr, which becrimes significant for highly energetic particles

Where wve have redefined r as r + r~.QJý,,2. By combining I1v~s-,un itdi.. 19711 and for non field-aligned (i.e.. A1  11il
(80f) and t182). we find waves IKimugrfi. 19661.

Uhe main resuilts of our theory can be suniniamifed as
o(i d'ib udib, follows.

- -~-~;;- I ~r~Q I -2i' - I ,d.mI I he resonant part of the energetic particles" dsiriblu-

IND7 tion himuciiiims age ulescribeil wit hits flit: Iramess iiik ot mimoi-
silincir t lior y I rornfi lie resonance: ciondititont. we c sialulist

Nesti 1vc take h, c xp 140. which ynilds 10;1114,1i% betweeni thw ing1e i.4rigiiatintiail pithic .unr1lcs and

2( 1th 1fe cx iciit i it geuuriiagrotutic lat ii iics list who i i'll tluas iii

- - i.C - .- I, It SM1) take pie.Alite integr Mtinig along tlife Mix tube, we aii ite ait
\Qr . Q, m Q,. ~ eqitationits lsc~i thing the ltune evoloittun ii( the wniuivi iut o

We my slve(89;iproxrnaly or N-<Qicl ldz parirtic.ls in the thix tobe is [ttnetiiin oh the: energy density of
We mi-iai stle 1551ippoxima thely fort. I/wa Qr.t* ~ ~ sves

We mbt~iit he illoingthre rmts:2. Ilife spatital amplificatiton factor ;ire uibtaineut liur

2"2 ;A hislcrs ;til Allveun wamve%. alter tntcgrtatuiig the ueniptou.il
- growlh I~if raeliver time scatles which ire cuiniparai ableii the

griunp timne elaiyof[the waves r, lite r~iveqcutialn%

* 12tm
2  

Ni ( . - - Ithe Ii st\uul'c and
t I lie encitgy de nsit y oif wi.ves ire situcdi

I~2 "c nar cq 1 0igh111(ini
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3 Thie cquatorially geiierated wayve maiy hec pa, tkm)y We nextd conin~der ia hii lite deiliciential opcrdtIlr 1,1I 111.. it ue
icllecied baick into the flux tube when they ic.'eh the righit-hanid m~de ol* (15) Ca.n he brought ouu like Integlal .,ign
itimosailicere. Whi~ters call pncril iae file F layer wit hout I licit hy coinbminig (A2 (-(AS5) togeither wvith I 15). we C.mi
sigitificiai) ielleclion. and be reileeitil in tile D) and k~layci % easily recover the i eSUlt% in 416)-1 aIN).
II uli claiti;u kAl'vcn wauves are reflecied ill tie F layer which
acet% w. ; iesondtt cavity for tie~e long wavelenigth,. wave%,. PIHoXB;ltICiANGLE,;.yuN o,

4. We havie also presented ,,onits calculat ions oil [lie iole ~ pNi i ic NatE;~u(iO~
that in actively excited ionospherie play% in tile confiniement fl y defining j) (~ and v vc , we my :ac
iot tile cyclotrona waves within the flux tube. The stabilit y (23) Inou the licsseI equatioln I fotohrit 16. I eJ.9; las~Ii re aiI
equiatioin has been extended as to jinlutde links dependent 19911
ictlcction coefficients~. which may he created by either d/ d ll
[litiiiilanot son 1 [ti ioinpliere with high- power niterowave d' 11
li aiimuiimcd or by lthe samte particle piecipitation due to (lite fly
mia~cr jinstabtilities. Unstiahle iaides are found for lu ge
exictinail perturbations of the ioniospheric conductivity. who%c generail solution is

Ilite tfiscaly piceneited here piuivides aI basis lfor audditioinal Z= Cij..(I)() C. (Y,4ji) (112)
rc..eaich on (it, dynamicse of toniuneiar interactions ) waive.%
anid pw m~i tide i the nmaigmtetrsphere. Somie po-oilble pa oh11IemN~ lici C, and C, are comlnst/lt. and J,, and Y,, ;tie Use,,sl
which dc'~eiv ye usther auttentiona me ais lolluw,: lunctlill. of order zero B3y Imiposing lthe bouiidary condi-

1.Non tield-aligned waives with wave vectors, havinig 11toi1% given Inll (2). we get tile lollowing clitiiatioii W11101I
ciiiilmiciiet% perpetadivulai lto the geoniagnectic field ailso solve% for the cigenvalues oll the dihieretitial etialluailil (23)
miitract with energetic particles. Since dillusion call now
take place at higher harmionics of- the gyroilreqiieiiy, their JI( dY,)'i( Y.) YI( Y,)J i( Y,) = 0 fill)
conttiblutioti to the ditfusioni processes and wave growth where Y,=i4, y,., = i, and JI. Yi are thie Bessel
raie-, should be evaluated. huniction'% of order one. We also have

2. I'le strritig dillusion probleml where the energy den-
%sly of* sv ayes. anid the nuitber ot pai tices iii tile tflix tube. Z = 0l - )',( vJ,,) yI JAY . ) Y01'()') it-It
miay chaiige over ltime seasles which ;lie coimparabihhi.t) t~ile
Imil ic Ichbounee titties atnd group (title delays of, thle waves. (;"c 111ii4 Ihat 1, we have that YgIf Y. 1/y, and J ,t *

1. Cliainges in the ioriostlicri height initegrated oiidiic it. 1 lilt-, t03) approima)II1tely beCoUii1e
tivit) due to external perttirbationis such as heating with Jihi A. - i/ 012
intense radio frequency waves. The ehiccts that this lha% onl
lthe Ilaisrrring propelties of lthe ionosphere has been ilitro- and hence that (lie eigenvahues are given in turims of Ihe
duced. Further research in this area is essential in circlei to zero% o1 the first-order Bessel function. The noitnahization
effectiavely plan future aetive experinients. condition (24) yields

At'at:Nmx A: IN rIFGRsA I Is At OING FIELD LINES C J (J,(Y,) I,( y) - ?',l yjJ.,l Y'Uy IN = - (11))

We coiderWe see that the function Zip) hias ltie dimenisons o)1 velocity

H lit ) I I i. divided by length 1. so that ltme diiinsicimns of the distiij I), A(Mti In ii > v) -P (At) buiioii fuinction as gavel)Iil Is)). (It0) L0iinC% kiut to ie 41.

lIn older io evaluate thle funictioii 4,.,) lin (37). we himl

wl ilie um I%%iscith that hIiy IN 4). and the suntmiation is Wcoitsiier
c,,iicuded ito all possible let os oht'hes f unctioni M l. Appl ying , ,
lilt isinula mueo (I5). we find tatI lit:e I esonnce li reueolces N ! f ' .I .a 'I 1/( = p

2 
, -

fi 1r=~ ( ) I A21 Bly combining (H), (37) amid (116m). we hinld

where: G is defined after IlIN). We also find ýP(.) = 4p 2 
Iwlh, - Il'2 I rI/X f Zkfd. Mi 17)

( j-M (G - 1) (At 3 I licit by assunming that ~,is yei5 close Its ,, we may aurtficr

1 G

l it it - Alter usting lte nturnumiabimtiosa isstiitmlimi @in () W s %% ct
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2i., - anI '(;I l ). ie in (lie plane pilr li•n .ila. r it :. intl (lih y ire
01w) (will(.- it I 11191) perpendicular ti each other. Wc call II1. I.;11 t leiili1cni

wave front (he flux tuhe. and IIt. I-K Ilie rclhl•lc~l wave.
Slit, lia! eqlialinin easily lead% to the rcsulh in (318) aInd (43). where

Apt'rNmIx C: TIMI -DIPhvri)vi.'rT lITCii-ANi;(.E l1'lz) =',B1 exp ( - r.,. (1)1)
,ANISOIROPIE$ €

"Let im wrte that all C if 1. 1'M)= N(M)IJW) Upon /
%stibsttuting thiis expression into (66) we find g~'(z) --- B cxp j . 1D2)

d/( 
, J,(2

-- +- K,Wo, =-(C 1)
Ali N i II( )= ; cxp - i t ,:(I )

Ilher K, i, I- (J1 INI WI), and Y, (Pr - p0jYf2(ii. ( -

A , 1 1 " 2 .W e m ay a l % o w r i t e t h e f o l lo w i n g mn te g r a l c i i a " io n 1 . / ,,,c

I,(il = cxp -f K,1 t IV, (I r T I

Silerec, and ;, are unit vectors, Intl R . lite watve

ampliludcs. are c.ontant. ]he clerit: ;intl ni;gnebti fivids if[ I , cx N (f K'W (V 1.) 2C the irafimitlcd wave 1lo Ih, E layer (z S (1) ire

Intclua:ring by part% we may approximate N( by Ci rz =,Br exp i ,1

J,N, IC, (1, )
N ^ = I NIV, + J, (C))i.:I) _It C't cp i -q I•.

where r c hia ve iniptoicil tla at I), we hvl;ive N, - I In |he - Iuyet. | •, d. ive haive ic iile .' .Ijig . inad
It', z If. We cam Iurther proceed hy ctinsitliing that i . downgflic t .l If E .l

jli. Intl by keeping (he lowels order terms in lhe ratio " w e r

(pI/p,)•. we lind I

- ) Nn tt t( = c --- 1117)

• I • ;"VW N + + Ji r ( C 4 1 1"( z ) B ' ' e x t "D

[2lAo,' ,1It l|1(21( i , II1~ exlp i- ql : 11)91

di, T11 [ Z

Jr r WNJl~ -e n 0) C. eP It-i; (1)to)
IV, 1 - f (C) ?7r[ rp I ,N i -i lb' miatching (lite electric ;Intl magnetic fielids of ilie wives

After assuning that wvith superscripts (1) and (2). to lhtise if (he trawiismlcd
wave with superscriptl IT) at the ousitiidry Z - . we get

i1 IV N > I' =11C11

;Itl by It'indl in INhi last e•ua;1tioin wlih [('-l atitl IO 51 we

casily lalrivC mi (I1•) ntld 169') We ilsio consiulhr Ith;t (7(11 and I
171) hlci to VlNV,,V = lJiplY)J2Ilz - i,,) I -l i 2 hen by - Q-. - fit) . i 1)12

taking N - N, ani t, = IV,, in (C6). wc obtain that it t

reduces I) (ile cuondilion (ptlp/,)- v I. I lnce wt: liivul ihai fllH.. = f lt , ti I it, ' i,

Ily mn.ching lite waves I) and (110. li ilie Iavavs I ) ioii 12)

AI'tt NlItIX D: IONOs'tIWItRIt Sl All MOlMl I. 1al the hinalt;iry d= with the flux Itell. we ge•l

We i.iu,,lel the ion,,sphere as cai %,nt',nuiti ,hh with (lwio I

hoti/ord hioindarics. One huindlary is located at : = i. fhl Bilh exp f - 1 - i 1, 1- I` exp i -- l

i. itnd toiu.iy i, the luX tlittle. and 11 is biCa;Cu Ait : S: 1. 7

A %s.ivc in..l..iii abm ohuve is partially ref.led Intl par. -(
IIAtll!,'l H nt l eutlld W c ;assu e that the wave vctlor is altva s iv = ."sp ( l i I t.. ' 1 cxp f - .. I DII) )

ahil n the : tirctlion. The magneticI and electric teichl. Illi:)
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Pitch-angle scattering interactions of electrasagnetic waves in the ELF/VLF barnds with trapped
electrons, as formulated by Kennel and Petschek 1l1, describe the dynamics of the freshly filled
radiation belts flux tubes. The natural existence of a "slot" region with electron fluxes below
the Kennel-Petschek limit requires non-local wave sources. we describe a set of planned, active
experiments in which VLF radiation will be injected frou ground and space based transmitters in
conjunction with the CRRES satellite in the radiation belts. These experiments will measure the
intensity of waves driving pitch-angle diffusion and the electron energies in gyroresonance with
the waves. An ability to reduce the flux of energetic particles trapped in the radiation belts by
artificial means could improve the reliability of microelectronic camponents or, earth-observing
satellites in middle-altitude orbits.

LIST (V SO BULS

a Magnetic Field

a Speed of Light

Ee,i Resonant Energy for Electrons, Ions

E& Magnetic Energy per Particle

k Wave Vector

L Magnetic Shell Number

mei Mass of Electrons, lons

n Plasma Density

N4 Harmonic Numbzer

C o Permittivity of Free Space

11o Permeability of Free Space

WO Wave Frequency

Uil Lower Hybrid Frequency

U pe Electron Plasma Frequency

floe~w Electron, Ion Cyclotron Frequency

I"IxEDCION

One of space physic's major success stories of the 1960's was the developme-t of the theory of
pitch-angle scattering of energetic electrons trapped in the earth's radiation belts by ELF/VLF
radiation Ill. This theoretical model postulates that energetic electrons moving along magnetic field
lines near the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere see low-frequeet waves Doppler shifted to their
local gyrofrequenries. In consequent, gyroresonant interactions particles diffuse in pitch angle
along surfaces of constant phase velocity. Particles diffusing toward the loss cone give up small
amounts of energy to wave growth. The mndel is self consistent in the sense that waves responsible for
pitch-angie scattering grow frao background fluctuation levels dv> to the free energy contained in the
anisotropic pitch-angle distributions of trapped particles. If the anisotropy of the trapped distribu-
tion falls below a critical level growth ceases.

During magnetic storms the radiation belts fill up with t.apped, energetic particles frau about
L - 8 to L - 1.5. In the weeks following storms the flux of trapped electrons in the slot between L -
2 to L - 3.5 fall to the thresholds of detector sensitivity, well below the stable trapping limit of
Kennel aid Petachek. Trapped protons do not show slot-like distributions. Lyons and coworkers 121
recognized that waves responsible for the pitch-angle scattering of slot electrons reed not grow self
consistently from background fluctuation levels. Rather, they can be injected from non-local sources
,ivi ;till pitch-,rqln scatter trepi•,l electrons into thp .itm-)slheric loss rone.
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The sources of ELF/VLF waves are multiple and their relative importance for magnetospheric
particle distributions is the subject of an ongoing research. The waves envisaged by Kennel aid
Petschek arise naturally out of background fluctuations by selective amplification. Atmospheric
lightning produces broad-band ELEF/VLF emissions. Part of the radiation propagates in the earth-
ionosphere waveguide and part accesses the magnetosphere in field-aligned ducts. Studies of lightning
induced precipitation abound in the literature 13 - 61. The Stanford group has pioneered techniques
for monitoring lightning induced dumping of the radiation belts using the SUNY Albany network.

Another major source of VLF is man-made radiation. The Stanford group has made numerous studies
of magnetospheric effects of ILF/VLF transmissions from the Siple station in Antarctica to magnetic
conjugate points In Canada 171. The intensities of waves emitted from Siple have been measured
directly by the wave detector experiment on satellites near the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere
(01. A series of successful experiments were conducted in the early 1980's in which time-codud VLF
missions fran US Navy transmitters were cconpared with electron precipitation events simultaneously

detected by Che SEEP satellite [91. Vanmpola 1101 investigated the effects of a powerful VLF tratis-
mitter at Gorky on radiation belt electrons aid suggestred that it maintains the inner reaches of the
slot.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a group of active experiments that will be conducted by
Geophysics Laboratory scientists after the launch of the CRRES satellite this summer. In these
experiments, low-frequency waves will be injected into the magnetosphere by several different methods.
Instrumentation on CRRES will monitor: (1) the intensity aid interactions of the injected waves, aid
(2) the dynamics of electrons and protons near the loss cone. The object of these experiments is to
establish the feasibility of using active techniques to control the fluies of energetic particles in
the slot. A human ability to accelerate or maintain slot depletion would allow earth observing
satellites to fly in orbits now considered too hazardous (111. Space Based Radar would profit frus
this capability 1121

In the following sections we first review criteria for pitch-angle scattering trapped particles.
After summarizing the capabilities of CRRES instrumentation for measuring wave-particle interactions,
we describe three methods of wave injection using ground-based VLF aid IF transmitters, and VLF
transmissions from the Soviet ACTIVE satellite.

WRVE-PARTIL- INTERACT IONS

To understand slot dynamics it is necessary to consider whistler mode propagation in the radiation
belts and its interactions with energetic particles. The waves of interest are in the ELF-VLF (0.3-
30 kHz) bands. Two empirical facts are used in our simple models: (a) The earth's magnetic field B
is approximately dipolar, and at the magnetic equator is given by

il) i(rvr) - 3.1 * 104 *L-3

where L is the standard magnetic shell number. (b) The background plasma is dominated by cold
particles whose density is approximated (131

12) n|€a-
3

) . 3 & 103 * 12 / L1
4

The high-energy particles have densities that are < I ai-
3
. Thus, wave propagation is well described

in the magnetized, cold plasma limit. The whistler wave is a right hard mode that propagates along the
magnetic field if its frequency w is less than the electron cyclotron Oce and greater than the lower-
hybrid WUIt, frequencies at all points.

As illustrated in Figure 1, whistler waves in the radiation belts in two distinct modes called
ducted and urducted (141. Ducted waves propagate along magnetic field-aligned plasma irregularities as
in waveguides. Waves injected into a duct can propagate from one hemisphere to it conjugate and bdck

many times 1151. Unducted waves observed in the magnetosphere never make it to the ground. Ray-
tracing studies 1161 show that as the waves propagate away fran the equatorial region the contributions
of Ions to the dielectric coefficient grow in importance. As unducted waves propagate to locatiois
along magnetic field lines where their frequencies approach wu Ej their wave vectors turn and reflect
back toward the equator. The process is analogous to total internal reflection at optical frequencies.
Not being confined to propagate in a single magnetic shell these waves suffuse throughout the plas-
masphere as a broadband hiss.

For waves and particles to interact strongly they must satisfy a resonance condition

(31 o - k v + N =c.- 0

where N Is an integer, v the component of particle motion along the magnetic field, W and k are the
wave frequency (in radians per second) and the wave vector, in the nonrelativistic limit the cyclotron
frequency for electrons (el and ions li) is ( el I - e B / mce,iI where e represents the elemental
unit of charge, B the magnetic field'and m the mass of an electron or ion. A particle must see the
wave Doppler-shifted in to sane harmonic of its gyrofrequency. Figure 2 depicts whistler interactions
with electrons aid protons. Electron interactions occur at the N - - 1, -2, ... harmonics and require
that they travel in opposite directions to the waves. Protons interactions occur for positive value's
of N with the protons traveling in the same direction ani overtaking the waves.
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NP

DUCTED UNDUCTED
VLF -. VLF

Fig. 1. Oucted and unducted whistler waves in the magnetosphere.

The dispersion relation for whistler waves propagating along the magnetic field near the equa-
torial plane is approximately

(4)e-!

where %e -n In e
2
/ m% co1i/ 2 Is the electron plasma frequency and Co is the permittivity of free

space. Chcbinng equations (3) and (4) shows that the energy of resonant electrons is

""5) ,E. EN [+

For protons the resonant energy is

(6) =p EA N2[~jI-.i~ [+ .a

where CA - B
2
/ 2 1i0 n is the magnetic energy per particle and po is the permeability of free space.

In planning active experiments in the radiation belts we estimate EA using the dipolar magnetic
fields and the cold planes densities given in equations (1) and 12). To study pitch-angle scattering
in a given energy range the only free parameters that renain are the wave frequency and the resonance
harmonic number N.

SP

Fig. 2. Resonant interactions of whistlers with protons and electrons.
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ClRES (Caobined Release Radiation Effects Satellite) is scheduled to be launched in June 1990 into
a 170 inclination, geostationary transfer orbit. As its name suggests, CRRES has two mission objec-
tives: to study the effects of chemical releases at high altitudes, and to understand the interactions
of advanced microelectronics components with natural radiation environments. Detailed descriptions of
the comprehensive scientific payload on CRRES have been compiled by Gussenhoven and coworkers 1171.
For the studies discussed below three instruments are germane and are described briefly. These are the
Low Energy Plasmas Analyzer (LEPA), the Plasma Wave Experiment and a Lanqmuir Probe.

The LEPA experiment was designed to measure the three dimensional distribution function of ions
and electrons with energies between 10 eV and 30 keY. The particle distribution functions are measurus
by two 2600 spherical electrostatic analyzers. Each sensor consists of two concentric spherical
plates. On one edge the space between the plates is closed off except for a 5.60 by 1280 aperture. A
microchanneL plate is placed at the other edge. The energy analysis is achieved by changing the
electrostatic potential between the plates. The instrument focusing is such that particle pitch angles
are imaged on the microchannel plate to an accuracy of better than I degree. The particle positions
are divided into sixteen 8o bin can be resolved into eight 10 zones. Because the limited telemetry
does not allow the full data set to be transmitted to ground, a microprocessor has been progrnlx]d to
select desired sampling patterns.

Particles that are in resonance with a given wave made can be identified by means of a correlator
device (18 that measures the time of arrival of electrons or ions in an 80 sector with a high-
frequency clock. The microprocessor then preforms autocorrelations to identify bunching of the
particles. Dering active experiments the microprocessor will select the bin closest to the direction
of the local magnetic field to study the dynamics of particles in and near the atmospheric loss cone
and identify the wave modes responsible for resonant pitch-angle scattering.

The Passive Wave Experiment was designed by the University of Iowa to measure electric and
magnetic fluctuations over a dynamic range of 100 db using a 100 m tip-to-tip dipole and a search coil
magnetometer. The instruments will operate in swept frequency arid fixed-filter modes. The swept
frequency analyzer covers the range from 100 HZ to 400 kHz in 128 steps. For wave frequencies in the
VLF band both electric arid magnetic spectra be complied every 16 s. The fixed filters will be used to
compile a 14 point spectrum with center frequencies between 5.6 lHz and 10 kllz eight times par second.

The Langeuir probe experiment consists of a 100 m tip-to-tip dipole that uses spherical sensors
each containing a preamplifier with a I Mflz bandwidth. The instrument can be used in either a low-
impiidance mode to measure the plasa density or a high-impedance mode to measure electric fields. It
contains two microprocessors, one controls ordinary operations and the other a "burst memory" device.
The burst memory holds 192 kbyte. and can be filled with data from the Plasma Wave and/or Largmuir
Probe Experiments at rates up to 50 kHz. The measured parameters and collection rates are controlled
by ground command. Data of the desired kind will be continually fed through the burst memory as a
buffer. When the microprocessor recognizes some specified event, it will save a Small amount of pme-
event data and proceed to fill the burst memory. A rapid increase in the wave activity measured near
the central frequency of a fixed-filter channels will probably be used to trigger burst memory data
collections during the experiments described below. After the memory is filled, data will be slowly
leaked to the main tape recorder for later transmission to ground.

• " ACTIVE•

CRRES

fig. 3. Wave injection experiments from A-rIVE to CRRES.
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in this section we discuss a number of active techniques for injecting and diagnosinq kbistler
waves in the radiation belts. The experiment concept is illustrated schaeatically in Figure 3. The
antennas used to transmit energy into the radiation belts may operate in either the VIF or Hr ranges
and may be either ground or space based. For simplicity we first consider the case of transmissions
from the polar orbiting ACTIVE satellite. This allows us to illustrate the principles that apply to
experiment planning and easily extend to ground-based transmissions.

The ACTIVE satellite was launched on 28 Septewber 1989, into polar orbit with an apogee, perigee
and inclination of 2500 ki, 500 Im and 03o, respectively. The prime experiment is a VLF generator that
powers a single turn loop antenna of 20 m diameter. The emitted frequency falls in the range from 9.0
to 10.5 kHZ and is controlled by ground cansand. There are eight preprogrammed on/off emission
sequences that may be selected. Because the loop antenna failed to deploy properly the emitted power
from ACTIVE is well below its planned 10 kW value.

The rates of orbital precession for the ACTIVE and CBJES satellites are - 1.65 and 0.67 degrees
per day. This implies that within a few months of launch the orbital planes of the two spacecraft will
overlap favorably for conducting experiments in which VE radiation can be emitted fram ACTIVE and
received by CHRiS. Since ACTIVE changes magnetic latitude quite rapidly relative to the near equa-
torial CRRES, it is necessary to determine the useful locations for conducting transmission and pitch-
angle scattering experiments. Figure 4 plots the equatorial cyclotron and plasma frequencies derived
for the magnetic field and plains densities given in equations (1) and (2) as functions of L. We also
indicate ACTIVE's mission band. The figure indicates that this radiation can only propagate to the
equator for L shells less than 4. At greater distances ACTIVE's radiation cannot reach CHRiS.

I03

2 4 6 8 I 2 5 4 5
L L

Fig. 5. Energies of electrons resonant with

rig. 4. Electron cyclotron and plasma fre- ACTIVE missions for N - - I and - 2, at
quencies at the magnetic equator, the magnetic equator as functions of L.

Using equations (1) and (2) we calculate that the magnetic energy per particle is 50 keV/ L
2

.
With an emission frequency from ACTIVE of 9.6 ktlz, the ratios Orm/tu and fcl/w are 90.4 /L

3 
and

0.31/L
3

, respectively . In Figure 5 we have plotted the energies of electrons that are resonant with
9.6 kMli waves at the equator using equation (5) for the first two harmonics. At distances L > 2.5
() 3| the energy of resonant electrons is in range of LEPA's sensitivity for the N - -1 (- 21 harmonic
interaction. Higher harsmnic interactions can be detected by high-energy detectors but with courser
pitch-angle resolution than LEPA. At off equatorial latitudes the magnetic energy per particle
Increases leading to higher energies for resonant interactions. Note that CRRES can detect resonant
interactions resulting from directly injected waves only if the two spacecraft are in opposite
hemispheres. Resonant interactions can occur at the location of CRRES with the satellites in the sane
hquisphete if the waves undergo internal magnetospheric reflections. Protons interacting with whistler
waves emitted by AC-IVE at the first harmonic must have energies > 1 hev. Higher harmonic interactions
take place at lower energies.

There are two methods for injecting VLF waves into the magnetosphere from the ground, directly
from VLF transmitters or indirectly i ram I1 ionospheric heaters. Many direct VLF injections have
already been cited. The Siple transmitter had flexibility in its emitted frequencies. However, Siple
was closed Own Antarctic ice crushed the station. Imhof and coworkers carried out experiments using
VIE transmitters at a number of fixed frequencies usad by the U.S. Navy. These can be repeated with
CRRES. Consistent with SEEP measuremnts (91, frequencies > 20 kitz will interact with electrons in
LEPA's energy range at L > 2.

indirect injections of VLF waves into the radiation belts can be accomplished by two methods. The
first is through modulation of ionosj[ric currents and the second through beat waves. lonospheric

current modulations have been achieved by a modulated heating of the 0 region of the ionosphere (19-
201. The basic concept is that the 1fF waves heat the ionospheric electrons and thus increase the iono-
spheric conductivity. If the amplitude of the heater is modulated at VLF frequencies the ionospheric
currents are also modulated$ tirning them into a virtual antenna in space. Trakhtengerts 1211
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o'0 suggestedJ that this technique can be adopted to turn whole tIlux tutwi
L- into a maser-like device in which inj)ected waves grow to lai'JC

7/ amplitudes. l•uantitative conditions required for growth with p&iillel
wave propagation have been explored by Villalon and coworkers (221.

10 Ionospheric current modulation techniques have the advanta,]e of
flexibility over fixed frequency transmitters. However, while waves
"emitted from virtual ionospheric antennas have been derected at tho
ground, little is known about the efficiency with Which they transmit

I(Y /across the ionosphere into deep space. The wave detectors on (TIufff
* will reduce this uncertainty.

10o A second method for indirect VLF injection involves the use of
beat waves. Different sectors of the Arecibo antenna call radiate at
selected frequencies whose difference lies in the VLF range. This also
provides flexibility for studying resonant interactions in LEPA'S

lo0 energy ra•rje near L, - 2. - The IF heater also provides a means for
01 0 t enhancing the efficiency of wave injrctions. If the iono;phere I-

"IAN(cvy Qo heated for about tell minutes prior to Vuk" turn-on, it develops fihil-
alig•ed thermal striations (231. lrnuced irregularities crm enbiJrus,
VLF transmission through the ionosphere either along artificially

Fig. 6. Energies of elec- created ducts or off strategically located scattering centers. Figure 6
trons and protons resonant plots the resonant energy of electrons and protons at the first
at the first harmonic with harmonic at L - 2 as a function of frequency. Resonant electrons in
whistlers at L-2. LEPh's range of sensitivity require injected wave frequencies > 20 kliz.
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PAPER NO. 26

DISCUSSION

F. LZEEUVRE, FR

Zn a paper you co-authored with Dr. Villalen you suggested to heat the foot of the
flux tube where the interaction takes place. Do you plan to do it in your CRRES
experiment?

AUTHOR'S REPLY

The CRRXS experiments are desiqned for single-hop whistlers. To heat the conjugate
point for the Alfven "aser would require a two-hop whistler. It it happens, CRRES
could see it.
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Bit and the dfensity gradient t'iillahiot. 19891. lithe %wave extetit of vertical penetratiotn of the wvave fields, For 1%iv iat
frequency taia soch thatit 11 !Lcw~ 2f). where 11 is life electrion ionospheric piretneers this length is of thc olter tilt fewv

gyrolfrequency. The warm plasma disper-ison relation con- hundredormeters Ili the limit A -O1)we find tvlv, itti. iife tilte
tains; third- and second-order power terms in thfe refractive () moide and the sectind the plasma wvave. Ilife vvi-,ii,:l
index of. Our results extend previous work by Gola,,t and penetration oif tile wave fmeltlk is now of thle ,,mtlc- ill a ti-s

ritmivai 119721. which incluides only the third-ortder powier in ot nieters. Ihits wave energy is efticieoitly abohmitle hiv thfe
but not the second. We show that for ceel-ain v;ifues of anad electront; in veiv small region-, tal splace.
wi satisfying the eqiiation AM6 slot - 0 (see the definitiotn of A

in equation 17)) the Golant and Piliya dispersitin relation 'NNmki Pls rt SNIA lDtsri isioN- Rtt I i tiN-
cannot be applied. As a matter of fact we forind that for (I
45'. A = 0 if top 211. In these cases, the refiractive indices We consider tile nionuniform plasma oif rtie imit"itistftee.

are very large, the group velocities art very slowv. and wave where the density chaoges slowly atlong the seiticil diwlitonmit

energy should be absorbed efficiently by the electrons at the fiand is constant along the horicontal direttitin ji. I lie ciO--

second gyrohiarnionic. m agnetic field Bq, is taken at an angle 0 with respect to thfe

Here we further develop the theory oftmode coniversion by vertical t and is in the platte defined by the cosorditiates, ~and
investigating the wave electric fields near the plasmia reso- u. The coordinates along and peirpendicular Ic R,, tlie
nantce. We derive a differential equation for tile variation oif denoted by :: andxi. respectively isee Figure 11. \An orqtin;mtv

the wave amaplittidcs in the vertical coordinatte catong the polarized electromiagnetic wive to) model. oft lictlteiic%

density gradient. It contains, third- and secuond-oider spatial and wvave vector k.,i launchled fritn the em iotii :it actl :iule

derivatives. and the contribution of the linewt datipitig raes; 4, with respect to Ilie vertical. I lie angle eixts ecii k ;irtti It,,
at the second gyroif,;rnonic. Asymptotic' exptiisions are depends; tin the illtitile and is terefinctled Its , tsc I igote

given. The wave atmplitudes are a combinationict o ordinary It. I lie forettiencs .ii is such that 11 - , -i 21?. Xihl fitet-

electromagnetic and warm plasma waves. We caiclicilt the eR0 lpni- is the electron gyritfreqteitev or is thfe clecirtiti
energy transmission coefficient ICetiriti otid I tslotinoe- chaigeando opt its mass? I lie refractive milesdc - it Ali

Movies, 1"821 anti the powser absorbed per fnilt area by the comoineiint Q along the veitical ilireetititiatil ai kcit~oitittit S

plasma wave (PiiiYa and Feeilrav. 19701. The amplificatioin in the hosri~ontal diriecttion. In terms oi the atieles i ttil ns %Sc

cofefficient for the cyclotron wvave% depends tniff itid 40at :nd have the relation sin lo w1-72 - il) - Q1 ,?. Itecati-it the
plasmia densit v tfilisnout change altonig ft S is al~so a i vointantl

iAhot at Air Force (;ciiPhysici 1 .abtmiatory. I ltt-. iviii Ai t slice independent of alt ittitle intd give-n by .5 - silt tic 1 Ili- v ilic

Itase MNfasah,,sett citomipotent Q) It-r~etis ,it lite tda~astitntittn-t it c ,ii 1

I tpiptiaht 199 i'lhv the Atnet can -;cih sict:dI'- ciimtoliiiale I) it t.111 lit tilaiti-l Iliv mdilslii IliOw t 11- It vii

Piper number 911JItt274Jl9i~
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crime- increasingly electrostatic Ms it profllg~ates in 'he

plaisma IA~ijoihos Conti FIC1. 19841. i.e.. the retractive index%

Q -. v and a - 19. The ratio betwaeen flae . ;ndr

components of the electric field is such tha~t E•, iE. = tan

x -Ind E, - 0.
4' k Near the Plasma resonance where -4. wc assume that

Z the density variation is

N N I f-l

Here N, is the plasma density at the resonsance where X -

X, as defined in 12). and I is the length of density variation

FiS. 1. The criordinates I and pA are along sinai perpendicuilar (o (typically, in the F region of the ionosphere it is around MO

the density gradient, respectively. The cooralinaisatrs andl .t -e kcm). Near the modtoe conversion point. the 0) nmode ire-

parallel and perpendicular to the Seamnaagnetic field flu. respectively. quency satisfies, the di-;persion relation for the upper hybrid

The wave vector It is in the plane defined by B. and I the angles resonance in M2. Substituting (4) into the definition aI) rig in
that 69 anal it formt with the vertical f are represented by 0 and 0l. (2), we find
respectively.

where

= - ,~,y The refractive index~ is near C=£.Q -hirf -and
M2 its actual value must be obtained by adding the lowest -order

I- Ythermal corrections to the Hooker qitartic dispef -ion relation

K. ~(BOnddeut. 19611. The complex dielectric response I-nlitntin.
cc, V UOS 0Bf= '. was derived by Viltutorio 119891. where '1, is

Here X " 214wý. where w,~ = 4trNea~ini
t
" is the electron

plasma frequency. N is the plasma density. sand V t= w III tQ'i v
2 Xa 2. 2-gQ'

The other coefficients in equation 11) may be fontnd in the
work by Biredden (19611. We assume that the angle oif I t)

incidence 0 is such that Here v'r the ithermal velocity, is such that vilc1t- I) and

sin + Y) sin 013) A iCos 4 9+ 3sn
II -rY~)( I - 4 Y)

If the ordinary mode is launched near the groundact the angle(6-3
2

+

or incidence defined in (3), it penetrates the radio window (6-3Y +"

aInd experiences a rapid change of polarization as-ociatedl( 
2 5  c''Psn 7

with a strong covtpling between the ordinary aInd cxtraordi a tV

nary waves (ajilfituhro. 19841 (Nee Figture 2). '1 lie Ordinatry I si 15 1o7 1s' 1`)I

wave is totally transmitted near X' = A', into the "slow of S si 9Cs0CON

extraordinary mode" falso called the Z model, which be- -7 -)

+ sin! a -5" 7" W i

r 
2

Y=S -in ecso F 7-) (9

-~~~~ I(w " sin' 91 r n-%a

172 16' i 2i IcOu ep61 Y 2"&i) 11

b "~ Iwhere k. is the component of k along It,. The refractive

index Q may be obtained by setting the real part oif 16) eqiasl

1, Yto zero. Refractive indices in the resonance regionts have
0 - - ~been %tudied its the paper% by Gaatrnit am/ inl llit 119721 stud

t'iininaa 119891. 1 he Coolaitl sand l'iliya paipertditle% nat Inc ittle
X the term proportionanl to mt in the dispersion relsition. As a

Fig. 2. Refractive index n~ versus X aa/.r hear e Il/t. matter of fact this term may he neglected proividedl that I ý

the curve a Nis n ordinarY tmlstrized mode, anol 1, and a are W. In Figure 3 wve represent 0t versus .tI as Obahineaid b%
extraneditiaty modes. the Ordinary niotle it rirtvataajstc fronti tree solving for the equation A - 0I. We find thsat fora it -5 ý.1 N
spance Ito - 1t to its cattail! 1i - 01 saud inn) i opl caarIC the %toss

extrsairainary moitte branch I atilo called the 7 aaaa~ate. I tie Z siuale becomes zero faor as very close Iia 21: in tIN% casec tire ternm

monvesl into the reptiin taf cyctastram plasmiai reOaan~aace 1) -,. prapoirtioncal to at cansnot be ignored. In f'ignirc .1 sa c reprceaiit
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30" .-.. .- 3. file WWAvt Et.[rcIRtC ltI:lI)s

"The wave electric fields near resonance ate pol;riwed
along the vertical, and their amplitudes vary as F r et,)
exp (-iW. 4 ialr(Qf # S•- It. Here e( is the unit vector

,45 along the fdirection. and Eta) is a slowly varying function of
f. Next. to obtain the differential equation for the wave
amplitude E(C). we identify Q with the spatial derivative
Q !-icl7 ) didi. When this is substituted into (6). '3
becomes a differential operator, and the equation for the
electric field amplitude is then 9 El) = 0. By defininrg IV

(1.5 2XE(f) and denoting with primes differentiation with respect
to f. we show

Fig. 3 We represent 4 (the angle the geomagnetic field forms
with the vertical) as a function of the ratio of wave to cyclotron
frequencies uw11. after solving for AO. v) = 0 where, ' is defined in I - F f(In X)' 4- 2iYI VW 4 t
equation t7)

4 2i(" -)' 'X. 2 .. . X IV"

the refractive index Q as a function of 0 by solving for the C 0 2 "

dispersion relation in (6). As shown in Figure 4. the refrac-
tive indices are much larger for A = 0 than for A ý 0 by a +
factor of Vr/c. Thus ifthe angle O between Bg and the density \ W
gradient is <45*, one expects plasma waves with frequencies
w - 21l to be absorbed more efficiently by the electrons than Next, we define u = + ÷ - fno)l and 5 = clw 1(<(it

waves with w < 211. (12) now becomes

The components of the group velocity along the vertical I u - I d '
, and horizontal t,,, directions are + 2i YX, IV- ,S

tl/C = (3Q,- 4KlJ" 'T s2 "i 'IPW
(2l 4- 2 - -- X,

I ((" \ /i

v,,•/C = - - (-!)'A S l d'WV2 r 4 'A X , d - - 0 ( 1 
3 

1

wheref = (I - Y ')/( m - r' cos
2 a). When A ý 0,

"ft,OPlR, << 1, and the wave propagates along the direction Near resonance we have that u I: in addition, we define
perpendicular to the density gradient. When A - 0. T,, and = u - I and
t,,( can be of the same order of magnitude and much smaller
than v,, for the case A 0 0. Because the group velocities are = 2YX,8 -t (141

smaller when A - 0 than when A # 0. the waves interact
with the electrons, for longer times and then deliver their 2 T ~l
energy to the plasma more efficiently. C ( I

200 
,) X, C(161

Y-052- -Y'0 55 Equation (13) now becomes

tOO dlW d'tV dW

,;4T-*~ + y Fc7 - + -- (I +- i () IV l (17)

0 -- 1----. -- ---- - ----- - -- By taking y = 0 we recover the third-order differential
equation as obtained by ;,Plantl and Piliyn 19721. As shown

in section 4 when 13 = 0. (17) reduce% to a second-order
-too 5 differential equation of the parabolic cylinder type.

The three solutions to (17) may be found by Laplace
',052 - 055 transform methods. as

-2001 357' ' Y 0 it I -",, exp 13 -- 'Igt

Filg 4. Refractive indices near the plasma resvn;Ince% as fiinc-
lions of 0 and for two values of Y I III. I hey are largest when 0 where the complex t plane has a cut taken fron the oricin lt
and v. are sulch that A - II lequation til,. an angle atg r - ni' I lie contours ol integration (A - I1.
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I. 21 are such that argI = 2knl13. (Gdun, tend 11dive 11 9721 hrge). we calculhte the turning po'iltl ot lthe aooiQ I lie
studied (1i) for p # 0 by neglecting the ltem ytl/2 in the lotuning points are values of( j= 4 such thatt .I ) - t: we
exponential factor. The behavior of W() when 4 > 3) and show that Jo -M 31I - ir)fjI41i"1. by taking a 2/3t)|.
(-. is given by IV,_ Here 9 - 20". and Pri/C - A- 0 25 x 10- ' one gets 141 3.

10-'. Hence. according to this simple calculation. the ver-
WI -. 119 tical penetration of the wave field , should he lcss than 1510 m

If we take 01w -- I.R. then E - G is about 70) m

where C and B are arbitrary constants which have dimen-
sions of electric fields. Note that (19), which is independent 4. SECOND llIAt-.lONtc RrSONAN r Ar)R"t'raION
of v,/Ic. represents the ordinary electromagnetic wave IDOl-
g,,polov, 19661. For C < 0 the asymptotic form of IV is a Let ns now consider the case A - IF here the term n•t-,
combination of the cold electromagnetic wave W, and the cannot be neglected. Ry taking A -- 0. we find that 14 -- 1.
warm plasma wave. In fact. Golant and Piliya 119721 show and then we may expand exp 1--3/30') in powets of 3
that flender and OrlT'aR, 19781. which yietsd

ill, 12 2 h~r IW - W, -~ tor, expie 1" Itn (201) Wc) =y'' -1/
C 3 2 ft

where

e~ (-wy fe 17) w' -t f~ cp ((I - !) (2q)%,C TO( -- lot

and o -r + The power absorbed at 4 4ee per unit area where the contour of integration c is taken fromn tie origin at
of surface, ý.'. was calculated by PiliYa and Fedorm, 119701; an angle argt = - 1/2 arg y. [lhe integrals in (25) reptesent
it is determined completely by the cold solution W, and parabolic cylinder functions IAbrauuowitz and StIeuu. 196A1.
given by Ihus we write

I" ICl 9211 w(4) = exp (•-?/4) > 1 (16,

where A is the amplification coefficient defined as

where
w1 I - exp (-2itrn)

S 2= (22) v = ir - 3n- I (271

Under the limit -y - 0 we investigate the three roots of
(17). By assuming that W - exp (f Qd4) one gets = Y -11. f 4o 128)

QI = -t - S

(23) r(- 0 is the gamma (factorial) function. and 1)1,3) is the
I + i2 ) parabolic cylinder function. Note that the series expansion

2= -- (.r I .rz) ± i 2 (5i - ':1 in (26) requires that II?/vyl < I.

"1o stttdy the behavior of IV(.%) a•s - . we mnutst
where consider the asymptotic expaniions of I0.1 -1 t at large

• .+"[E-IF - ( "- 1 - .values of IA. For .d4 < arg ) < 7/4 ,t one has

t IF.-' It- W tell'?. P,) t Yt - I ` es•pt,, rt e p (I, W ) e

E. 203/I -- irr) is such that IFI -< I. and I U313/). y
inking tile lilit r -' V ? we show - For lamg A- < 1/4 Yr. tne gets

S(- (. !
Q, - exp i - (x),(-x x" exp i,,'rl exile

124)

Q esp exil l ±exil e- )tt'r -. y ' I On e

We see that QO does not depend on ,/ic anti represents the Substituting (29) into (26) yields the atvmptl.Iic heh:t.ii'r
cold electromagnetic wave. tile roots Q2 :ire such that of WIt) for 1r/4 < arp V 7wi4.
they tend to infinity as t,,/- -• 0: the',y reprercnt lite pha-mia
waver To estimate approxitnately hi- Inn atlla lite vertical I - I '? rs It ' I
the plasma wave amplittude extends lie., i% exponesntialtv I
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8 ________________________________________ Po iont Second. we assume t hat the wave ik l&iiiipi at
the second cyclotron liarmonic. i.e.. tot - Z11 andto BY I ~
taking looIttIpuI -< 1,w we thrat the plasiiia k I

generated for f >4t if 13 > 0 and for ý -, (n if j? - 1t. Its
amplitude decays exponentially as Re I '/2 - t1.s '!I y" .'
where Re dencotes the real part of the expression in hint kci%,
1f`13 > Oand 4 <~ & or ifO 1< 0 and f > fo, then the aisviniptiiic

4 form of W(X) is given by (3 1) containing only the cetc(iti,-
CY. 5 rrignetic wave.

The plasma wave which extends along a finite length in the
fdirection decays exponentially away from this region for

.7 large values of f'. Next, we calculate the si7,e of lthis repion
for the case P = 0, by applying a WKB analysis lto 11t7). Let

.9 us define a new complex coordinate

o I
45* F3 T T -(av liY)

2

where a = 1/2 - i,7. With the introdu~ction of 11 f 7 cxI
Fig. 5. Natural21 logarithmn of the amplification coetlicient leqitta- (-nr 2)V(T), equation 4 17) becomes a second-rurdcr eqitiatlwn

lion t2121t versus 0 for Oncte value% of Y' = ti/ni Masimtir aiiptti of the Weber*% type [Ahranini..-uz nnd Stegioi. 19G(. 1.
catnon is obtained for Hil=M and 0 near 0*.

d2 V 4a(1 - T (V - 1) (14)

This equation contains only the contribution of the electro-
magnetic (0 model wave. Combining (30) atid (26). we where we have set fi=0. The WKB solutions ito (34) are
obtain the asymptcotic form of IV(,) for jarg %I < in-14: lNaiofelt. 19731

W(l-- esp 1- 0, r)r(l - (Iy W -eXP (-aer

+2r et2 (r 1 exp j2XJ (32) {C [Jt 2 nii(I d

Equation (32) contains the contribution of the electromang-
netic (first term in the right side of the equation) -and plasma + B exp I2iaf 0I x 2) dx 15
(second term) waves,. Equation (32). valid if I13'y"Z~I. <x 1  (3,
should be contrasted with (20). which was derived for the
case P 0 0 and y = 0. The ratio of the 0 mode amplitude at where C and BRare constants and the turning points, at) C
f- fo - r > 010o that at f - fo = - r is obtained from (31) ± 1. T he solution with constan of proportionality C is the

and (32); we show it is equal to exp I - mt-I. The energy electromagnetic wave, and the one with constant (if pmrpor-
transmission coefficient T = exp 1- 2 woi. The quantity I - T tionality R1 is the plasma wave. This may be verified by
is the fraction of the incident energy which is mode con- taking lxl >>~ I . approximating I I-X -2 ) 112 -I I2/
verted to the cyclotron harmonic wave. 'I he power absorbed and integrating (35). which leads to
per unit area by the pilasma wave at =4is

9'- rW'8m)r,,dIt-l 2(l -) W~x(~
4  - 4 Br" exp I(2,rii'1 (16)

where To = /rEj(I2YX and IV, is defined in (IQ)0. Note
that this expression is identical tthpoeasrbdyte Cmain(3)nd 132) yields the values; of the cotnstanits of

o mo~de as given in (21) and (22). In Fitaire 5we have proportionality C and B.

represented the natural logarithm of the anipliticatitur ritef- C exsp ( -iffJ2) Y(( - I,,)
ficient A defined in (22). as a function of It for tOtcer elttes of - (-- 17)

Y li/rut (i.e.. Y " 0.5. 0.7, and 0.9). antI assuinting that B (2n)"' (4a)"
8-10"015'. We show that maximum anil~ifications ate Fhe amplitude of the polasma wave grosvs until , is ait h

obtained for wi = 211 and 0 very close to 0'. A% a inatter of that
fact the Maximum valne of A is calculated for l0" - Wndl 90^.
where A-- A -1 r. Re (2- iI ( t , 0 1

First, consider the limit where there is'no dnmpitig. i.e., R i (I 0 ~ ijis I
I.u - 2(1h/Akvy > 2 "2. p -0. and then arg y or12. For C

f4. aig X = - 7r/
4

. ant Ifiarg V - 1/2 arg yl - 01'2) ur. For Thei length of watve growvth is the maximitm value of t - t,
f <4., arg V (3/41. anti then 3targ yj - 112 arg yl - (112)w. for which the plasma wave in I 15) is expotrentialty taige ' it

In both cases the plasma wave, as defined in (12). is an mayv he obtainedl by solving for (39). Ton give ott cstirmrte of
undamped plane %%ave propagating away fiotit the restinatit this lengpth, let uts set 1,-~I and then ý - 2uiy)"' We take
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w- ..19. oP = zir. , r( = 0.25 X1) O at dIII S 0t. t1 ý 1 . Ri 1 1.11 fI

We also consider that there is no damping, i.e.. taikc 1) ý ) Abramowitz. NI., and 1. A. Stettin. ir,,l/sLA q, "~~,,,.Ii

Substituting these numbers in the definition of T, We -1hoW Film rotiot. Appi. Atath .1,. . Vol. 55, p h616. Nati,,nal linicae;I of

that If. - 401 is of the order of a few (< 5) seters. rhus (hle Standards. Washington. V C.. twMA
pwrcarried by the wave is delivered in small regions or Antoinven. T M.. Jr.. and W. 1t1 htantteimer. Etectronugnelic ;t~e

PO~tpropagation in inhomogeneous plasm;. ph%/,,r I hro1. 21. --91.
space to the electrons through the second harmonic reso- 1978.
nonce absorption. gender. C. M.. and S. A. Orsznag. Idi on "d al. ..... I",,o~~ ,SI'ij,,,I

.fil *StieIIni and Eenwnerrs. p. 272. Ntc(,iiAwlitt. New York.
1978.

5. CONCLUSIONS Bernhardt. P. A.. L.. M. Doncan. and C A. ieplev. Arrtifcial
aitilow excited by high-ponuer radio waves. .St lente. 242. 102?.

We have studied the mode conversion of ordinary electro- 198
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Near-Equatorial Pitch Angle Diffusion of Energetic
Electrons by Oblique Whistler Waves

FE FNA VILE At.6N

CnrftrFie rrnrng,,ertt I R, vrtirth. Northe,,tern lit rtt.Rt,;tn. Situ tatha tIvi

iiro~t~il ith,,ti,, ibt-pttne Air ort * Plait *if~itthtt it~tlt

I he pitch a-ngle scattering Mtt rappedt energetic electrons by tihliqticlv ri-tpig-1ting wvhistler tvts e,
in the equatorial regio~n% ti the pitsnasphere is investigated. Storm-injected election% motving along
field lines near the equator interacl with cetccrtina:gnetic waves whime lreqitiencies are lDivppler.shified
in some harmonic of the cycltiironi fieitluency. file wave nornitls are dismbuitied almost parallel to the
geotmagnelic field Waves artw irmtil tile combined contribtutions titt a taige reservoir ivf energutic
electi tin that ate drisen Into file 14sstone liv the highest -harmornic intet acitoil ret inijit lit) thiem
Rehliivistic. qiums linear tirettiy istprlwd toi ithil~lt self -citmisitei eiillllonit lesClibin [ie ICticcinii tti

evolution of( wasves andi pat tides over littlec scales Ms itch are tlonger than 'Ile pat tice hoittie time atnd
goi ttp time delay oif the waves, Ihe ititialilntiinn stilutions and their stnitihii m11e studtied. considering
the ieflection of the waves by filie itintisphetie and the coupling tfif muliple hat innic resoinance-. File
contributions of nonlocal wave ointtces me nist included in the theory. Ntitmeical colptitaitrins based
on nott theoretical analysis frur regionts inside the plasmasphere itI. -~ 2) intd near the piasnpittaais
if. - 4 5i and for the first three htarmnonic tesoiiances are rresented.

I- IN 1 RonltIC:IoN pitch -.trile disTributttion of the encigefic t rapped( elci it on. It

In this paper wie invcqtigatc pitch angle scatlteringe inicratc- prappicts thai t.i the waivies slousesvng Cald riletss .-thLie
lions. of radiation bell electrons with obltiqtuely rilagln scaterping shttuit theiasyes. kpgtsil.ui icI t
whistler walvest. Trapped electrons in [erdainbls Drn anlcsom the radiation hellstcncfle
moving along fieldi lines near the equatorial plane utf the w irn flagpped.eeric ttrms thierdattnhls lrmaoi'r1c-tittii tIll
magnetosphere may see low-freqtrency electromragnctic with tLreppredentrgetic pagnticlesl) from a~tt %eck fotllow-
wave-. Doppler- shifted to some harmonic orl their local 1.i(.rerset the moc f[agnetic shelil. inth le rane Is 2-ilitS-

gyrfreuenie f~hers, 96; Gndrn. 97: 5 hi, (nd diminish to levels below detector sensitivity atid wsell btelowv
Lanzeronit. 19741 We assume that the waves are distributed the trapping limits of Ketnnel and Per.jttIrek'I 19661t -utolt
over Gaussian prtufiles in frequiencies wu atnd in angles I i.192 eonzdta oi ftewvs1rnil for
between the wave vector k andi the ambient gerniuagnelic pic anldfuso ned oteesrlyh gnrtdfield On. The wave packet distributions are centered at pitchangle diffusiakgonuned noututionecesserls. Raher g ttey

valu- o w eH elo th eqatoialgyrircuenic;flL have been created elsewhere in the rutter plastioasphecte.
and at the normal angle V = 0. Since W is smiall, the ,lhypoaaeatn il lnst oain hr hi
component raf the group velocity parallel to 

1tn is mttch larger frth ne s prepachate alocafil. lower-,ybr locatiocs %%hred ghetr

than the perpendicular component: thus; the waves, are tfleqected back iceis loceld lines titward eqicclttorian rertn.

almost field-aligneri. Because wo - Ill.. cyclotitto resoinant elce akars il ie.twr qaoiltcos

wave-prtnricle interactionst catse diffusion almrotst pitely in eventually filling the entire plasminsphere with wvsvvc lluttion
pitch ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~roc anl l~ne n ethA 96 ~~vud nn ore970: Ktiritoai. 1 9661, 1 he waves responibttile lor

pitch angle184 Ikeinlli esd ('it.he. 1966:l Iior high- diffusing particles in the slot regions, may also be itnitiated in

temperature plasmas the pitch angle dimstitttions, tf the lthe atmosphetic b-#, for example. lightning strtokes Ifntti tt

particles are anisotropic and provitde suiurces tif free entergy aL. 1 I9981 or grotund rrtnstnillets 5 Ii~thitarittt tand I, atiiipttlit
forcyloronint.19771. We hav phuenometnolougically incorprinateu thte dcon

forcycoton nsabilities to occur, Conseqviently. particles, -

difusein itc aglealog srfaeof onsantphae tributiion of these sutuices oif wave energy toi electrun pitch
divuelo iny ptordcehage aln. ufcso untn hs angle diffusion. Ihus outr theoretical model considers wave

veloity o rducetheanisotropy of their distributioin Cotne-
lions ITeakiuvcngeert. 1984: Sazirin. 19"91. Particles scattered growth from background electromagnetic Riticotuaitons as

into the lo-.s cone give up a small amount of energy tot(tie wel-I wave energy injected Irom nonltical ritigin. Boith

waves, but many of these particles crisie substantial wave ucowiecntbteordcngh lvlfce-
growth [luan et ait . 1978: Iuiuthtt ef al - 198f6. Iltmtiut! er -I getic plasinusphecric electrons by scattering thetti Itot either

19901. Kennel antd reisr itek 119661 developed aI model in the atmosphere of the drift loss cobnes.
which the waves res-pontsible for pitch angle scatteritng ate For wvave propagation strictly along field lines (i~e.. - r -

derived frrom the lice etiergy cointained in the antotsitt ic 01 qrtasi- linear diilraioti redttces, Ito the fundametiuttal I -- I

(tipsrteht tell hv lie Amerivtn ;crbetpt %italI nim A,'hidt-tir SMlt! tii ftut ul,ti. t99141 limtcsc - rtiictikI ,h ithe plat-.iau-

patter number tQgjIIIt t-t- spheric. - s ist wai vie Ittihutence ptora~gattcst olliltutiel v ii

fli~g~~Th~tq~JA-iut44$s letthe miatgnetic licid. Iti tdiiittn. pallt~l tdetitltsiui iticlirs ot ei

The U.S. Government Is authorized to reproduce and selt this report.
Permission for further reproduction by others Must be obtained from
the copyright owner.
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;I broad range of energies I $'ift. 19811 which catittot be l egiotis of' Cold plasina density enhiancemtents hevond file
accounted for hy strictly considering file lrtnd1:tm1Ct III t eo- plasntapalise. We ailso :1ssttIel thai~t spaital uirlii-foorctwnir ics
tranice. As the particle's nergty incrcases (say larger than 11M ;irc aligned ;fling geomagnetic lield linies. Section 3 presents
keV). resonant interactions near equatorial region-. at the the theory ol quasi-linear resonant diffusion oli relatiistic
fundlamental harmonic, for particics wvhose pitch itigics arc electrons by oblique. whistler waves. The energetic dlec-
near the loss cone. are not permitted. By allowing the wvave trons are represented by the particle sources 'f(F. 1I.1 which
vectors In Ilorm -;mall angle,; with respect to 01,,. higher- depends on the particle resonant energy E and on the
harmonic resonance interactions can take place. In farct. magnetic shell L. The pitch angle eigcnvvaltiie and rlistrit'il-
high-harmonic resonance resuilting from oblique wave prop- tion functions are Sturdied in Appendix A as functions oflfthe
agation together with high-latitude interaction,; is needcd to harmonic resonances. Since we only' investigate the weak
explain the precipitation of many energetic electrons from diffusion limit, we consider the lowest-order pitch angle
the radiation belts. eigenvalues andi eigenfunictions for each harmonic reso-

Lyos-ur e( al
t . 119711 studied higher-harmonic. pitch angle nance. fhis Shouldhe contrastcd with the moderate diffusion

diffusion at all geomagnetic latitudes.They showved That thfe for parallel-prop-agating waves IliI.-rhtin l da.. l'i 8 9n1. in
diffusion into the loss cone of > ltM)-kcV electrons is con- which we treated many eigenvalues and eigenlonetions of
trolled by harmonics with I1> . In their woink it was the diffusion operator but only the fundamental resonance.
assumned that the wvave intensity is given and does rnot grow Section 4 presents the groswth rates for whistlers- due to the
from the anisortropy of the particle% they are scatiteing contribution of several harmonies: this extends previous
toward the loss cone. Also, very energetic particles may results by Ke-nnelI and Petsrcrek- 119661 on wave growvth dite
interact with waves at the I = I harmonic away from the to the fundamental resonance- Section 5 contains the equa-
equator. However, the distance allowed For off-equatorial. tion% which describe the evolution in time ofr the wvaves ;and
resonant interaction is limited because of large gradient,; in the numbers, of resonant panlicles in a flux tube- I he waves
the magnetic energy per particle with increasing latitttde which grow near the equator by selective amuplification are
I flel. 1986). Efficient scattering of these particles requiites partially reflected somewhere along the flux tube. (Our theo-
that the waves have already grown to large amplitudes retical model includes wave reflection as a parameter. I he
[Roas.nberg eti al.. 19R811. contribtutions of external wave sources which are not gener-

I his paper extends previotus work by Vilhltrlin .-v id. ated locally by the cyclotron instability are also included in
II 989,11 on elect ron diffutsion by parallel-propateating whis- the theory. We study' the eqnilibriumo solutions andI the
tier waves to) the case of obliquie propagatlion. We assumec stability ofi tife system, which is lot mall4 ident icvl to the oint:
That quasi-linear theory cals he applied To studyv the temtpor al obtained for parallel propagation in the modet ate .lilttsion
evolution of waves afnd particles which are resonantly conl- case. In Appendix B we solve the stability equations for the
pled at some gyroharmonic. Our investigations are restricted coupling of three harmonic resonances. We present so(me
to interactions that occur near the equator (i.e. ,for gecomag- ntumerical applications of this Theory in sectioni 6. assuming
netic latitudes such that 4' s 2(r). In the wveak diffusion linmit. that there are no external wave sources-. We study three
interactions, that Significantly modify particle distributions harmonic resonances at the shells I. - 2 and 1. -4.5. wvhich
oecctr on time scales much longer than either thle wave travel corresponds to the slot portion of the radiation belt and To
times from one hemisphere to the other or the pa-rticle the plasmapause. The resonant energies and the equilibrium
bouince periods. The diffusion coefficients are averaged over solutions for waves and particles are obtained. lihe times
a bounce orbit, Energetic particles are driven into the loss required for the first three harmonics% to reach ccittilihrium
cone by the highest -harmonic interactions permitted to are calculated. Section 7 contains a summary and conclu-
Theni. We recognize that they may also be scatteredl at high sions.
latituides by interactions at the first gyroharinonic with
waves that are aomplified near the equator lRo~st-irb-it' er aI , 2. Wtttssit.ER Et~rcrRON RESONANT INIFItArito(N%
19811. For the sake oif analytical sirrplicity we do( nit Let its consider electromagnetic. whistler miode wsayes
consider high-latitude scattering in outr calculations%. In the whose frequencies are small fractions, of the etlitalorial.
swork by LYinus e', al. 119721. high-flaiftricl interactions are electron gyrof'requencies; avid That propagate at oblique an-
included numerically for a magnetic dipole profile. 1lire more gles to the geormagnetic field Bi

t
.~ The wvave freqitenc% is

restrctive scope of our parabolic magnretic hield model denoted by to. aind the svave vector by k. I he iagnetilic field
allows us% to carry analytical stud~ies further anid fto obtain It,, is taken along thle .direction, ald k propagates at ;in
Itarspaitent expressions for the difitision cirefficiertts. We atilgle T with respect ito It,, (wec Figure II. Ilife cotnpr'neinis
alist) crllinile wave growthl fronm thle t esitiant intetract tions. k I'aratllel and perpinilictilar to IH,, are representled lI,% A - -ird
life warves atre gtowingf froni -int estteisive ratngc: of pat tie 4 respectiv-ely. life rl~tlietive induex 7t ,Aha. satislics thle
crierciesc which depend tilt the hiarmotnic witllt which They ate dispersion relation
in resonance. On the other hand, because we nteglect high-
lat itutde interactions, orur results may riot be realistic ho
throttehiuir the plasomrtsphere bitt maty only ariply to euiltato- ' __________ t

rirul legions. -sIlv ~rs~
1 lie paper is ourganizied as folloiws: sectiron I contarins oatr where .),, is the plasUta tteqicncri% ol platsitiaspici ii. cetc-

basic mrodtel for the whistler wave spectral distributions. We trons, ind 9) is tile elecitron cyclotron frequetncyv. Fqttation
rtssite that1 tlife uliclect tic poci rpe ies firf wave Por opaeat ion rite ill is valid if it h1,,lcors :: ;intl jair mitch latpc grtairm I . h-i,

c'ive-t lIv lthe coild rlawtnastuhrei icelecironus 0? ...sr c letsitic% s iN plotl Ih ito cac. We ilsir islthiitat If,, ",
Mre muihteliftger than tlrtue oitlresotrani . crlci Iecic ,-Ic0i1V1ls. whtere lh1, islit 111 itloht LS illet-tti~llen. %. .inI t1r1:11 ,.. lit
I hites out tmodel aipplies 11itt1 Iiitstle live plasriawplict e ;fairl if) I Ill. lliti * I. I 91`0
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z

0k

V1

Fig. 1. The Eairth's dipole magnetic field it~ and the parabolic profile are qualitatively depicted here. I he
gyrofrequencies (It. and 

t t
NF correspond to the eqlatirial and the maXimum resonant geomagnetic fields. respectivelv.

The angle b, is the maximum geomagnetic latitude lor which resonant wave-particle interaction takes place. In a locall
coordinate system. 80 is along the cdirection. rind the wave vector Is forms a small aneole w with respect to Ith II
velocities a-, and tv1 represent the perpendicul~arnarld parallel components of the resonant particlesi velocity as riven in
the equatiorial cross section indicated by the minles L T Ihe equatorial pitch angle is denoted by 0. and XL , %in 0 ft he
values al& and p.. are evaluated for pitch angles at the equatorial los% cone and for the ulasimumn valuie of t which
satitfied the resonant condition. respectively.

Near the equtiaor the Earth~s magnetic field is ;tpproxi- where (I = IqRnlorpi(. q is the electron charge, Yn Is it-, mass.
mated by the parabolic profile ( Vilhih~n eartid. 1989a. hi and I= 1, 2. 3. -- is the harmonic number. Here y is the

=I4(ZIa)
2  () relativistic factor y = ( I - -1r2 /2 which rechlates a

particle's motmentum p to its velocity p = in- Mhe

where z - RELO. a = 1\V
3 13)REL. Ro, is the Earths, components of the particle velocity and wave vector parallel

radius, and LRE measures the equatorial distance of the to 80 are given by vj and kil = k cos V. We call t0 the
magnetic trap from the center of the Earth. Ilete ob is the particle's equatorial pitch angle, and IA= sin! 2 . We assumec
geomagnetic latitude in radian units. Equation (2) is obtained that the first adiabatic invariant is almost conserved during
from a Taylor expansion of the dipole field andi is an the interactions. Therefore the particles- pitch angle Op~ at
excellent representation of the magnetic geometry within -any point along the field line is related to its equatorial value
±20' of the equator. by sin? 0j, = MIff,) sin2 0. The resonant condition is

satisfied for value% of pA such that out. !5 ja s ua,,. where ju,
2.1. 7he Resteianace Co'rdirien is defined in terms ol the pitch angle at the biotundrly with tlie

The electromagnetic waves interact with electrons whose loss cone and to,, = sin! 0I., is an upper limit I-me Figture 1).
As function of the L. shell, the mirror ratio a = I/pa, ts a -

energies are ~L-1 keV. These electrons bounce between L(4- /L".Item ofhequorapicanlte
minfor points in a time equal to TR. We approximate rp by prLle and - perp". nendclrcm ponnt of the eqaoilpaitchnle (hel
4 itris/I'. where ti is the particle's velocity. Thle density of the palelndernicarom nntofheitil vtc

hot electrons is mttch smaller than that of cold electrons, so it1 r ' i aiI," n t=ip~/~

they do not contribute to the dielectric properties, of w-v respectively.
propagation. However, because their pitch angle dkisribu. The resonant gtyroifteqitencies, are sttch thatt Ill.I
tions are very anisotropic. they provide sou'rces of free flor wherll is the equatorial cyclotron frequertcy atit 1Iir
energy for the growth of the cyclotron instability. [ite is Ithe maximum valuie off)I whtich satisfiesM tionrlrul osyli
interaction with the waves occturs for lthose electlrons which tive stitisripl 1. refers Its valite% at the inagnectic erjli:ltor I he'
satisfy the Doppler- hifled resonance condition frequencies I(, and DIt , are tesonantr with ltve s;allies all flat,

equatorial pitch angles; correspocnding to IApaindl so, . rcepcc
41". I'' - ft l/V I=Io 1I) lively Isee Figttre 1), 1 lie resosnatit geotoagnet ic l:it it rtrk.-tic
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such that 0 -s -s k., where for 0 0. il = Ur,. and for Note that by increasing the maximum pitch angle 0_ P
* = 0,,,, (1 = f%~- By writing (he resonance condition (3) also increases. and so does the electron energy. [ihus
for 11 = 01 . and Av = IA.,, we find that the normalized high-latitude interactions at the first gyroharmonic can allect
relativistic momentum of the electron, lot. Is high-energy electrons. In addition, by increasing the har-

Pt 11  
l co . monic number, we may also increase the electron resonance

~ ) 2j. 1 4 energies.
where yau/l)g, << I and f'L~jIW < 1. In our calculations we 212. Spectral Enerpy Djstribuuton
assume that the plasma density decreases within the plas- of waves
masphere as IlL'4 (see (53)); hence the value of fgw
decreases as IlL with increasing L shell, and the resonant The magnetic field of the whistler mode 01, as a function of
energies are larger for smaller L shells. The very low energy the wave vector k. is related to the observable wave mag-
electrons (i.e., in the tens of electron volts) can interact with netic field at position it, B,..,,(x. of, by
waves whose frequencies are such that wlfly. - I Cos ol For
Icos vj close to I we must have w - fl,, for gyroresonant B.& ,t) V 11v2  111~, ep (ikx) d 'k (91
interactions with low-energy electrons. The energies in- -(2) J-i
crease well into the hundreds of keV as the harmonic
number I increases. For a given value of f, as IA., approaches where V is the plasma volume. Note that in our represcn-ta-
unity, i.e., the equatorial pitch angles are near 90r. the (ion Bit has units of the square root of energy. T'he wave
energy also increases, energy as a function of kt is represented by Wk(tf- 1). where

The refractive index along the field lines varies as 7/9, W, = (I/8sr)(Bk,/2ir) 2. We next assume that wave energy is
(111.110 112. Applying Snell's law yields the fact that k j does distrib uted over Gaussian profiles in k2 (i.e.. in wave ire-
not change along a given field line-, then the wave angle op as quencies: see the dispersion relation in (1)) and in 4 cas 4P.
related to its equatorial value V,. is cos2 4P = I - (it/i t heepoe are peaked at P= k2 and C2=I with half
sin 2 -p. The cyclotron frequency it is defined in 121. Since widths A'and Af2. We may write
both IPand OL are quite small, we may assume that tp - VL WA(V, t
[Bell, 19861. If w << Ill. the resonance condition at It=
fIA, and IA 1L,. yields C[& ~V I ~ l

(tt~~\ 11u I (Icos~ cc -~r ee/fx,
11  H Wk2 -a [~\ k,)] expi~~-jr)

me ) i,, 1con V1~I I - JA ) where

where we have taken v1 as defined after (3). Combining (4)
and (5) leads to kit . dk F Aexp II I t2lk

In deriving this equation, we have considered that the and
refractive index changes along the field lines as i7/it, = 2
(f11ldf, For a parabolic profile in the magnetic field we cc = ý - t 12)

,F2 11/ (2)112 (g\ 1o2 The reasons for the representat ions (ifC, and C( in ofIll anti
0 - -3~ (7) 02?) are explained after (29). Here tk'tl is the equatorial

30( 3 I~m energy density ofwavei.

We rind that The components of the group velocity parallel and perpen-
dicrilar to On are

r2 1(kLiVY Cos 1P? cosI!

I he factor (2/3)t1 in (7) is due to the changes of the wave
vector kc along the field lines. Equations (7) and (8) should be C co-, op
contrasted with the same equations; of Viianldn nva/. it9 Moo ii,9 - 71sin 4F CFO311
where k was taken as a constant independent of z. and 14_~
)A, << 1. Since the distribution profiles in (10).are centered around cos

We now summarize our investig-.tion,; on thc resonant to = 1, 1-9 >ý it5,,. andi we may consider thet wvai,e is
wave particle coupling: (4) defines the electron's energy for field-aligned. I he tine it takes the wave-, ito travel from ;I
a given harmonic number as a function ofiftI 1. shell and reflection point in one hemisphere ito the conjugate reflection
pitch angles. Particles with this energy and with pitch angles point is represented by i-,. We approtitimate r, ,,

"at the equator srich that A., is ;A s ti.,,, satisfy the icsonance where iq, is the refractive index evaluated at te111 ;ierietlic
Icondition somewhere along the near -equaI itiiriail portion oif equator. i.e .. for ti = (, . and., - tAM2 I, L I tie clciii.
the field line. The geomagtnetic latitude% lor resonvant inter- field componentst are denoted biy f, and ,

action% are such that 0 :s 4. t #.,. where 0I,, i% given in (7). f',7 = -A I. where
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(a Ofi 1 7 QjI r. A)
Ico% WI --- =- Wi(wP. 1) - leo. rl (181

11 (27 T cos 'PI - '001)

C- . 141 and A A I-,ki. In terms Ili Bessel funiem ,In.t ihelir iit
-- II - 14lkind we have

For the waves dscrciibed in 110) we may neglect the compo- Q,l v. A 1 7 -- I IIl Tsv JU ~(A)
nent of the electric field. IF A along 111,. 1Ihese wacci ire 4 co n%-

preferetntially right-hand circularly polarized. and their elec-
tinc field% are 1

' = P /V2)l + 1cos *J- 4- 1 - lens rl)I1, .(A I t -- sin p~J,(A 1I 19)

3. IlIOFIER-1lARMOfNtC PIreu. AMoLE Dtr~iipstoN

In the limit of pture pitch angle diffusion we use reltiviistic where the plus or minus sign depvends oin the sign cos r.

qtuasi-linear theory to study the evolution in time orf the flee use A <~< I aend cos jr 1,I we may approximiate

electron whistler interactions. The electron~s energies are (I I cos irl)
given a-, a. function of the harmonic number- in 14). Beca~use Qji~q. A I -- ------ h, ](A)I I

these energies usualily do not overlap for dilferent gyrohar- ico 2 vi%'

monics. we treat each cyclotron resonance a- independient ofCobng 1)41 eaiit
the others. Nevertheless, we assume that a hioad energs obnn 11-1)las1
range of electrons; interact with tlte sanme waves. We ;rlso) 11 4~~ Trt ire. (o
assume that their distribuition functions, aIre inderendtent of - ~ Af dei sin ýp
the distance zalong the flitx tutbe. For the weak tlilrliiii )/ "P Y'\11  ,
case wve treat the pitch angle anisotropy to he Indepenident of
time and assume that for each resonance the distiihtion( liIL 1
function is it, ", I Oi pIkll'

11 N~lIO01Mt esm'( it_. /i(A t ) 1 .Qt.-

where 71p), is, the lowest-ordler eigenftnetion III the tlifft~iisoi
operator idefined below. Mhe number of resotnant cleetiotin ', here Ii , the dcnsit% 4 o tlire cold electrons. is site (it

the flits utue per square centimCete. Nit# . changets oin itime~ - N, Ir and v)!/ A

scales% t - t.p r,. We must find the eqitations lor the liectise interactions take place near tire cequator. we hII M

temporal evolution of NIl, and defining the eigenfilntions; integrate (21) ailong the flnx tube using the geomiagnetic field

Ziu). I-or an infinite homogeneours background plasma of profile in (2). 1 he plasma density is taken as. constant aloini

cold pariticlees immersed in the geomnagnetic field 8,~, as in 12). :. We apply the operator Itin f &1 1/._ to the left liltan
the distribution function of resonant electrons is iobtainied for right-hand sides of (21)1t0 average the distribution function

each cyclotron resonance solving for lLi-ii ,jiS. It~ii~jilmif. over time scales comparable to the bounce time rp. The
19841 wave vector kt ts funectioin of . is represented by V/AI

(
1 1,m)"2, wheie At is the value of k at the imizetefiic

qJ f d'k f&. d Ai' equator. In the weak diffusion case.J1, is aI constant indepen-

(2q ) to Oi ~ p (lent of 7. and

11 - 4, fi mj

By -assuming that o.i -~ U, . we may iteglect dilltmisor in(i-i lk I .

and write

p IIP -4 L

4 * 2A~'J. ~/Ii)W~efOQ,(.t. A)

1k'A VIPp -J integrate along I?. we must consider the 7citiis of the
___ __ ___________ 117l) delta function. For I. 1 I, anid A-A =t1,tl h

It )A to 1k /11, i esonanee conditi~on 1 11 becomesI I' h

wuhere if and p, repiesent the monientlimo conirichnemts 11 i s
perpenulicmmlar andI pruallel t4 11.,. respeetis cli live wA;ie (- (AII2 - I i

eneigy It' appears in the fiunctiiin t-), I. wheic /i) 1?, ) "
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The real root of (23) is represented by 11 
R. Under the limit dependent particle fluxes are repiesented by the constant

0k, yn•df.)gtJ << li/t we obtain source Yt. Alter sonic algebra it can be shown that the

1
, [kLYV COS V 213 evolution of N,(,) is given by

because of th n -(24) dN) _4 21 "ij),Wti)Ni) Y ' 2p. -ti+(m

because or the resonance condition kt,'y coys 01.I1L =

(I - p,) - 112 independent of the wave vector. For resonant where
interactions near the equator p. << 1, the particle's
equatorial pitch angle must be near the loss cone. We call A 2 ! 112 a'

the square of the argument of the Bessel function in (20). rhl2 Y exp - I1 . ',

evaluated for HI fla, where

=A 2 M- -b, and I11 w,,2 tr'i is the modified Bessel function tlhe
factors 2/3 and il,/,yl.k in the definition ofY. 127). are due to
the variations of the wave vectors along the field line%.

b, = 0/( -L t) (25) Because their contribution is of order unity. theit variations
may be ignored.

Since C2 = cos 2  
2,A << I.

Next, let us consider the definitions 4 TEMPORAL GRowiii or WIIISILFRS

Ft " op'•P.t(p. t) dp 126) To describe the interaction of whistlers and energetic
electrons at higher-harmonic resonances, we must deiive an
equation for the energy density of waves. W4 t) as Function of

2 2 2((l' ~"' '] 1the numbers of resonant particles. In the limit of pure pitch
Y I 21rm(II.I 1 --) 1 (27) angle diffusion the temporal wave growth rate "yn is ,Lynns

A an\d Williams. 19941

Integrating along 11 leads to 2.o , ,: i

j 7 Y 1 J (2 ) r' ~ n L~ -2 1 J al I ( I -( : n 'l o( n a f,

" r'-w+ktu."'cos. QA. A) L (32)

2T T
(I) l where the summation extends over all possible harmonic

numbers. Integrating along the flux tube yields the spatial
C- /amplification factor which is defined as l'Iff. t) = f dz

f k, dkWk,((., 1) +f{(, Y t) (28) yale, In doing this integral, we average over time scales
comparable to the group time delay of the waves. After some

where H(I? is the standard gamma function. Combining (I1 tedious algebra we arrive at

and (26) yields F, = NV,(t)Z(#pj. We assume that the particle 2 121,11,l
flux is independent of time and If,(t. pP = (T'flyjtIu). I he Ij(Vp = 12 (L

actual particle source .Y(E. L) = 7,/r,, depends on the - (kmn, •Ti " J

resonant particle energy E. which in turns depends on the Ith
harmonic number (see (4)) and the magnetic shell L: it is dg C" f .o.. A
given in section 6. The pitch angle eigenfunctions Zip) d A
satisfy the differential equation

d. (' = -gd(Z) - p&,)Z(pt) (291 (ke, yl,)21J I J , t3

whereq 2 refers to the lowest-order eigenvalues and is given where Ql(v. AR) is defined in (20). Recall that F,
w rvN 1 (t)Z(;&), where N, is the number of electrons in the flux

in Appendix A. For I = 2 the solutions of (29) are trigono- tube interacting with the cyclotron resonance of order I. We
metric functions, and for I 2 they are Bessel functions. mast also consider that

We next substitute the wave packet distributions W((, tt mt
given in (lO)-412) into (28). Since the main°ontribution to " i I "1 dZ1
the integral in j comes from the neighborhondl of C I. we J dp d

evaluate the integral approximately. The constlants (A and .,A - i
C, are chosen so that by taking the limits I = I and A' -
) in 12gl. we recover the results of parallcl propagation -( ,., P., I 114,
lVilltihn et tit., 1989a. equation 122)1. "the energy- \2 --2 2 ut 4
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The temporal evolution of the wave energy %V,t... it is d1V
obtained from -j' E, KXN,- r)WV 4 1i (41

IWL -1 d ''
- = - J W(q, I)(35) where the index I extends 'wer all puossible cvclotron rcsm-

,t ' .~nainces we May want to study (e.g., I =I. - Al. . M ý

Here r = -2 In fRI. where R is the amplitude, reflection 1). 1ibis is -. system of Ml + I equations whose etuilibi ln,
coefficient. Wave reflection may occur either at both endls (if solutions are obtamined by setting dN1 /dd = 111'ldt - it. W(C

the flux tube in the ionosphere or at the location along the call N1'0 and W'"' the solutions to the equilibrium where
field line at which the wave frequency matches the lowcr i 1t
hybrid frequency (Kipittr's. 19661. Next we substitute into N," I= , 11 ")12

W16pg. 11th distributions in (101-412) and integrate both A
sides of the) with respect to k and 4which after somne Win Kf +* ~ tl

algebra becomes If, + 1,

-=I- - - MOft + -6) Nest we introduce the functions 11', and A, such, that the
di T solution% to 140t) and (41) can be written in ternis Mh ttuesc

where .tmr is a external source of wave energy. licie fntosa

tV = (14"( exp IT 1) ~ ('Is

ti- I....4(37) where
3lY I I\z/ I

where his been defined in(3 1), IfI l . then -W, l : for ''-N

larger-harmonic resonances. VIh is very small and the coil-
piing between waves and particles is nmuchs weaker. [he
factor in the square brackets of the definition ft(int37) cx, lr- 1 'I',
is due to the variations in the wave vectors, and is oif ordcr (,=-______ 46't
unity. W exp '') ''

Equations (36) and (37) together with (30) and (31) are After substituting (40)-146) into (40) and (41), they reduce to
called the ray equations. They describe the %elf-consistent a system of At equations for the functions; 1111.
interactions of obliquely propagating whistlers and electrons
in the magnetosphere. Because of the oblique propagation dt 'l', dA(
the waves grow from interactions with a wide energy range -T + - =K,fAlI - exp f1P'7 )f
of electrons through higher cyclotron resonance coupling. _r2 d

The electrons are depleted from the magnetosphiere because T
of pitch angle diffusion into the loss cone. The rate at which - 1) 4 A, V'O' exp V'l',) (47)
they are depleted is proportional to.Lt, which is very small (1-

for I > I. Because high-energy electrons interact with some for all I Ž. I whose stability wye may study by assmiring small
I > I gyroliarmonics. it takes longer for them to diffuse into deviations from equilibrium. Thus we linearize (47) by taking
the loss cone and for the waves to grow. We must now 1I', <~< t and A, - t VW'O'I1.wihlast
consider the conditions for equilibrium and stability of the . "P'.wihlast
ray equations. If!'P, P1',

5. Eoomtiue'tntI& AND SrAIIuLI IY where

We callI

y t4jfI+ t~

KI ,41t) - 12(ju -u Ij [I"' +tr 19
it ( Next take 'IV, - 13, exp 1T,) and substitute it into (4R), which

By defining r u- r,, the ray equations; 1.01 and (36) becomes a -system of algebraic equations foi efind P,:
describing the interaction of waves and particles may be Of(12 I. pl? ý Kj /'U - It ~ s I
written as%

- = ),N, ~ ~[here are 2,11 siiluiom Iostothis sy sitenofecqimit'mis I hemvl
(ITr 1,,V(0 solution to 04t wvill be
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In Appendix BDwe have %olved (5) D assutlingnfotwave %ourCe
0 - 0) fo the case of three I = 1. 2. and 3 resonances-.14.
For the case .1-0 we define(, 4- i4 (n

1. M A + 1). where J. and ~,are real number,. We
arrange the eigenvaltues so the time scales associated with 2 2
them. r., = IlfCR. are such that r-T2 << Tj << .. At II
'The eigenvalues fl. are driven by the fundamental harmonic
and have the shorter. associated time scales (see Appendix
B). 'The evolution of the waves over times of the order of 1-1.2
are dominated by the I - I harmonic, and the equilibrium
solutions contain only the contribution of I = 1. By increas- IS tS1
ing time so that r - 7. we nttusI include the second ENERGY (k@V 1 102)
resonance I = 2 in the equilibrium solutions.There appears Fig. 2. Radiatiion belt electron titxes in lottarilhniic unit% versus
to he a third eigenvalue (j which results from contributions energy in keV atl1. -2 and 4.5. the energy axis musi he noultiplied
of the fundamental and second resonances. 'This is because by 10l to obtain the actual electron energies.
the waves which have already grown to a certain level
because of the interaction at the fundamental act as sources
to drive the second harmonic. By increasing lime 10 7 - 74, geomagnetic latitudesi are #,. = 5.34" at L -2 and tk,. = 4*
we need to consider the first three UI = 1. 2. 3) resonances at 1. -4.5. Figure 3 shows that resonant energies are
in the equilibrium solutions for waves and particles. The new smaller at L = 4.5 than at L = 2 because or the decreasing
eigenvalue f4, which is driven by the third harmonic. con. values of(I)Imp)w2 (the magnetic energy per particle). For a
fsin% contributions of the I = I and 2 resonances. This is due given L shell the energies increase with l and with increasing
to the fact that the waves which have grown from the flt1/i. Note that the particles% energy as given by M4
interaction with lthe I I and 2 resonances act as. sources to increases with #,. If we were taking Q.,, = W5. then =1.
drive the eigentonode ~.All these ideas have been dctailed 20' at L = 2 atied 0,. = 22 at l. = 4 5. and the iesonaint
with the calculations; presented in the Appendix B. energies will be larger than in the examples in Figotte 3. 1 fe

I he ntodes f. given itt Appendix 1) should be contrasted paraboic profile in (2) is a good 'approsinialion to the
willslitie eigenvalties we would obtain by assumting that the gecomagnetic field only if~ # 20r. Ihis means da tiatl our tiel
resonances can be treated separately and independent of applies to particles whose equatorial pitch angles are such
each other. 'That ii. let us assume that for each value oft we o? < 55". Here we present only examples with 0t within lIt) off
have f1 + fr'p + p' 0. whose solution is (I = - v., ± the loss come. This is because for 0 near #he loss cone, the
i(pji - P12) "'. In our numerical computations we show that
except for the fundamnental harmonic. I', is smaller (by a
factor of 2-4) than f~j. Thus the equilibrium times T,. may L-2
sometimes be a factor of 4 smaller than lI/t',,.a

2
6. NUMEtRIAL. CALCUt.AItONS

'The density of cold. plasmaspheric electrons is approxi-
mated by -i function of the distance R from the center of the
1tarlh to the equatorial field line as iChtnpprl et (1/.. 19701 os

)- 2 22 42
a=3 x l03(2R,/R14  (53)

Rec~ill t hat the dipole geomagnetic field is propoiti~itnal to j26 3
R '. In otar nutmerical examples we slttdv~lhe shiells L 2
aend 4.5. which correspontds to the slot region of the radiation2
hells and to near the plasmapeatse in the outer radiation bel,et t4 4
respectively. The differential fluixes of energetic electrons
(i.e.. e(I(cm7 % sr kcVi) are represenited asI a fuinction of
energy in Figttre 2 for the values. L -2 and 4.5 fSIPjelduvik ~ ~
and R-PripirII. 19851. 2 22 42

1 lie resonant energiesc ateiet oieseitled in I igitre 3 ;is
obtaitned from (4). We calculate three harmoniuc resonances
for each oif the shells at L =2 and 4.5. Al 1. = 2 the
equtatorial loss conte is I, = 16.5^. ;still ;it I- - , it If Fig. I iwitatirthits of tile elecriion cnn gitzs in knS rfill 'ii ,
4.'. %% an exnpl.we sume *la us,ý 11he masi.,.mm:, :c r.tnuncelvi 1. tr4inl teii tli5 example. ae lii m~istitnttuu nailiittun pitch angle 0t,, - s'iod, fhiiw~ti~, .-. dI

equtatoriatl pitch angle her resoretrit inlet actooitt is 2.5'a it l or wave 1Itneial ;tiple cmi'r - I ttie i,,iri'Nr, 1wl'v ""'C
2. aend re,,, -15^ at L. 4.5. Fronm M7 the rims ittuum indicate the hat mm'ic temmainces I - 1. 2. mui I
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particles* enetgics ire smaller than if al -= 5 Inamitilmitol. the 1 '45

time it takes; to establish equilibrium is shurter. 25 --

We have calculated the lower hybrid frequencies w~j at 2

geomriagnetiic latitudes 0'., - 5' and found thatt l..~
43 For itnducted wave% IKirsturn. 19661 the wave frequency X -s'

is larger than #a,,, at any point in the interaction region and
smaller than the equatorial gyrofrequency. and the fre- 13
quency range may he defined as 6 <~ IlIw <42. Hlence the 6 ?4 42

frequency range at 1. - 2 is 2,6 kliz s w -r 1 kllr. which 2 ------ 104
co~rresponds to thcVLF hand. AtI1. = 4.5. 227lltz- ., , 1.ý6
MY_; which is in the EFIF hand cof frequencies. l elieluxesof/
resonant electrons, 11~/7 - fflE. 1.) are litnctions of the isi z
Particles' energies E and the magnetic shell L.. I hey caIn he X

obtained by multiplying the differential flhe% in fitzufe 2 by
the energy widths AE. If i' is the velocity of a resonitnt ?4 4

electron, we take AE = rt itIj - (Aricr I `2' where 1,2 -.----. 27
t =lt 0.01. For the cases represented in Figure 2. AE -'1-9 71

ranges from 00111l up to 0.025 keV. corresponding toI the 2
XN Z

smallest M1 keV) and to the largest (--I MeVI energies. 0" 0so N x
respectively. The contributions of the particle%' fltses ito the
equilibrium equations (42) and (43) are proportional to an 0
effective flux,. which is defined as 'tIE. L) - 'ftE. I,)14 q$-. 9 4 42

The eigenvalues 491 are given in Appendix A. Because 4qI
decrease% with increa-ing 1. the effective fluxes are larger for
larger energies than those depicted in Figure 2. rhat is. there Fig. 5. Same as itritire 4 hilt It 1, 4 1 and 0,. -t

is an enhancement of the particle-.* fluxes at large energies
due to a decrease in the eigenvalues 4q,7 as, I increases.

We have carried out calculations; for the ccitilil'iiit
solutions of waves and particles coniidering three tharmoinic resonances at the 1. shell vajjlues 111 2 t ~j~lgti 11t :111.1 1I

(Figure 5t. The miagnetic field of the wave tuoromli;eCil to, the
equatorial gconuagnetic field tR, pis represented hit flt :
can he obtained for each valuie of I front 1411:

L-2

Ii, Ros Sr fir'1A04

2I. r 1),
X z

0 where we shiall assome that rI, ý. We note that It?%% does lot

depend on 43t teqtiation t U11. Beczause of* this. 111% can also
on 07 4 he very large for larger harmonics, tie.. I -t 11h e number

411 4 42 of resonant particle-, in the tflux tube normatit-l to .1, At

42 125 (U7f(F. I.LI4qi Is obtained for each valur oil I ais

to ~ ~~1: where

2 22 42

9 onindE, is the resonaunt energy. I lere wve inctuile in ihe wave
amplitude W,"' the contributions of harmonic mntiiuer; smchz to 200 that i# s 1. This is because when ri -. 1. uesonaoces
contribute to wave growth in miuch shiorter times than wshen

$11. /W n = I. Thus the harmonics it < I act ns slittes lot wase

Fig. 4. The malgnetic field of whistler% tfil,.t ormati~ed tOi the growth wvhich. in turn, help to dleplete the elcciroiis in
equatorial gleomagnetior held versus hlc/w (equatorial Xyrofrequen. resonance with then " I harmonic. In Figite 4 we repiesent
Cieslwive fretiowntiries. anti the numbher sif retioesninelectronAi in the Ros and N!, at 1. -- 2 for I - 1. 2. and 3 As an esatuple- ive
thins tithe 041 iqrunit-oded its the radiation hll fliiiyes verss lol (1, take r - I . A47 i and I)_ 2 5', Ilie whit~thi
Each ut the itinelt, ietstorsenti the caose at 1. -2. andi tfi il ~ntgo o a evle nltni lhilIt-e

R.- 2 5". and 142 ,) 11. the harmonic; rtesonanices I - magnetici
aremindicatedtinsMiftte te nels the viurves tlbeted b'and, 111m1st he uasiMiUM Of ist, is stulted towaud sniallei tI ,. it
multiptied by the factors indicated in ihe tefi- and roght-liandt ides uf creases. Note that %kave giossih is limited to I ,;i, os
the panelso tnihctin R,,anint 14j. re'pectivrtv range in :I% fv asicre:Iss. thle nitniber sit ievonatit
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elections in the flux tube PV, is a mimimuin Whet' liv i% AL,
maxaimu~m. Since &I -- 1A.11, (where .111 -< I tiw I .,I ;Intl 25 33

AI= MI particles are more easily depleted from thle radia-0

lion hells by the fundamental harmonic thin Ior larger ontes. S

the fundamental I = I harmonic is not sensitive tis ihe valoe 2

of -1! Flowever, larger harmonics are affectedI by the value.,
of U2 In fact. if A <0.5. the numher of resonant 0 i
electron- in the (lox tube becomes larger that% for the cases 2 42

represented in Figuore 4. The refractive index q is larger thian
10. 1). 5 < ?,, < 2. and 0.25 <~ 2 rp < 0.6 s. In our thcoretical
derivations the number of resonant electrons in the flux tube -0

An ,w nert 5)aogadpl il ieti lmust be much smaller than that of cold particles, IN, ). To Q. K 2
to -b' = il'Aj. where 4, is the geomagnetic latitude andi 4,j is
such that co- 2 6 = I 1L. We find that the ratio betwveen the 2 22 4206

number of resonant electrons to cold particles. along aI field
line Iom I I is smaller than It) ", for 1 2 is smnaller thana"I

I10 '. atod for I - 3 is -.maller thin [0l
IFigttre 5 represents Bw anil N, for 1 1 . 2. andl 3 aIndl q, o073

11 4.5. As an example, we take r = 1. AC'- 11.5. and X-

P,. 15I'. Because Ba. is smaller for I =I than for I = 2 aIntl
3and R Iv is also smaller for f 2 than ror I = 3. electrons.02 0 200

are now more easily depleted by the larger resonances. Note
that nw is proportional to If(E. LlIq#2. svhich is quite large 1/

for larger harmonics since energies are comparatively small
(i.e.. It) s E s 600(e) and 4g2decreases wvith inrasn Fig. 6. Eigenvaluest of the sialsiliy equation 151t. ot andU-i

key) 4j inceasin versus 111. eqitatorial ityrofreqilencieslwave freqimeciet icii .111
1. '1 le maximum of H

8w and minimum of N, are shifted 2anfor I.i,=25.ndA -iS acithepet
toward larger flr/ru in comparison Withi the I'. = 2 case,- represents the harmonic revoninaces / v t 2. anmt* 1.a int,tC.'tet

because energies are now smaller. Ihles nmove toward inside the painels. [hei ciirves tahelert ,, ;nd . iii- amo heititiit'rlied

smaller H Iw,~ as I increases. By comparing the cases L =2 by the factors in the left- and right-hand %ide-s of the r~tnetn tobttain

andi 4.5. we find that the resonant energies for thle fundamen- p, and lIa-l. respeclively. The eqtiitriuritm times to tihe three

tal harmonic and L = 2 (i.e.. 50 !5 E :s 5001 keY) overlap hroi eoacsaepootoa t l,

with energies in resonance with the I =2 and 3 harmonics in

the L = 4.5 case. Hlowever, as we show next, the funda-
mental resonance is in all cases the fastest to reach equilib- and third resonances are such that 114t' !5 r i5 1/i, (where
rium. that is. to achieve wave growth and particle depletion. v = u',.), bitt still they are much larger than for the case I
This is why low-energy electrons, with E - It) keV. are first I. Recall that the resonant energies for I = I are SO -S E~ 5

depleted hy the fundamental harmonic in the outer edge of 500 keV, and for I = 2 and 3 thiey are 201) -2 E -5 2 Itt0
the plasmasphere. As the energy increases, electrons aire keV.
trappedl ror longer times in the outer plasmasphere and are In Figure 7 we represent pf and lit-, for I = 1. 2. arid 3 and
more easily scattered into the loss cone when L. decreases, the shell L = 4. 5. Ihere r = I. U2~ = to.5. antI 0, -Is,

'Ihe refractive index q is greater thant 20. and 3 < F < 9 and Again, we shosv that eqitilibritins times. which ;lie propor-

I ! 27,, - 3 %. We have also compared the ntimbers of' tional to Ilv,, are longer the larger the harmottic numbeis

restriiant atnd cold IN, ) electrons in the field line. wheie N % are. In our numerical calculat ions we find that 1, - -it., and

i obtained by integrating (51) from lk =)1 Ot'vli fwlire cos- 3 t,,-. rhe resonant energies for tlte fundamental I

*l,0  IlL10. In all cases we found that the ratio of resonant resonance are stich that 10 ý-E - 1t00 keV. For tile scolnil

to cold electrons is much smaller than 1. and third resonances. 40( 5 E !! r~to) keY. By, comparing, the

lThe litnear theory oif the evolution of live wase-paftticle cases , = 2 -indl 4.5. we conclude that the electrons Atlhose

interactions is descrihed in sectionS antI in Appendix In. I lte energies are lnargr thatt or ot the olter 1f 511 kcV lme viloic

stablility of the equilibriium solutions is gi'en a% hind inn of' easily depleted at san;ller 1. sheclls %nince thle ciptiiibiminn

21-, -- l), w;" anti IP2  KI:t,. In Figulre 6 we iepiesenl /r li me% tinisae shnitter then,
anti p, for L. = 2 anid the first three resonanices. wherer
1. 142 =0.5. and 0,, = 25'. For the futndamental harmonic7.SMARAN OIAOS
the time it lakes to establish equilibrium tin units (if y9 is.U M9YAD(i~tO~~
)/t't, and pt is the oscillating frequency (see the dlefinition of We have modeled the pitch angle scattering of energetic
the eigenvilntes I,. in Appendix Ill. Note thatI 1/#-, is inuch electrons bv ohliquuely propagalinta %Otisttei .va~e5 Hlc

smaller for the I - I harmonic than for larger ones; thus the %aves grow near the eqtiator in the plastnasplicte becatuse of

equilibrium time is shorter for the ftindaminlaI resonance. In the pitch angle anisotropies of the energetic elcctions. I he
fact.- for the harmonics, I = 2 and 3 the time it takes lit) reach wave vectors formi smiall aingle% with oresect it, 'iei 2econimn!

equilibrium tin units of r., is; equial it,'ii I rl 1tt 4,. tespec- netic field. atnd til hrcIrqitnt te' ;ie linat l toi-.t of tic

tivclv Isce Ihe definrition% )I t j~ it, .ApeutidiN ttl. Ini owI L'rotictliicnitci Relato,l sic. uwiia,t~i-e:luithcon is r,1-

"Onsmeical calcurlation% we thnd that 'v, -. !.i 4- ;irall thatf lt,ýo srdv hetnpialsiit'rlt ,sadpatill e'tic

2rIi] -s 4 3#,.~ [busithecequilibi mmimc'Oniir In tive wctdilu steak tlilfttsiton limit. by as'oiimnr that the 'it'lit ralla
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L *4 5 ire enhanced hv cont thutton% of lower hatii moiuc. %IhirI
IT 313 ct as a feedhack to supply wave energy.

0shll. Hligh-energy particle%. >50keV. are detleted :11 l0W 1.
%el.Electrons with lower energies., -~ 10 keV, are scat-

is ~- ered into the loss cone at the outer edge of the plasmas-

0375 phere.
* 24 42

APPEejots A: PITCtt AmnirF Ficrr-Nri'Ncrious
33 9

TO.~ For a given harmonic number I the pitch angle eigenfitor-
P2 lions 7(ju) Satisfy the differential equation 129) and the

13Lý IS [d7IdgiJ 1 0 517)
a 24 42

095 is trhe normalizatiiin equation is

034 '- . 42 whee J,-5it IL,, is the range of resonantl iwielractiievs in
equaoria pitch angles. 1q7 are The eigrenvaili.e p is l.

"L\/Wp ril momeltiiln. anrl a is :I distance defined alter Q7)
Fi. . Same as Figure 6 but at L 4.5 and 0,. 1 5' First, we study the cas~e I 2. By defining ill - (ljai

1&t112 the solution toi (291 is

Z1IM) F5F 1 A cos {if In-
inhomogeneities are along the geomagnetic field. Ihle main '

results of otar investigations are as follows. -si[( - )' Ipj 59
1. We have derived equations which describe the tem-Hsn[.1 1 n (9

poral evolution of wave-particle interactions. The diffusion where A and B are arbitrary functions whose ratio is given
coefficients are obtained for all gyroharmonics and forsovnfrthnrmlzincndinin5).mx-ig e
interactions that take place near the equator after averaging boundary conditions in (57) yield,; the eigenvalites. of the
over electron bounce orbits. The pitch angle distributions of diffusion operator, which are such (hat 017 > land which are
the electrons are proportional to linear combination% of obtained from
Bessel functions. The growth rates of the waves are calcu-
laled in terms of the distribution functions of the resonant sin [(I'- 1)i112 I n (,A.1;L') (1 (601)
electrons for all gyroharmonics. Our results complement
previous results by Lyons eir al. (19721 for high-lati~tude Next. let us study the case I -,- 2 (i.e.. I -I antI I - ).
interactions in a dipole field and by Kennel and Prisrliek We define a = I - 1/2. J9 (I - 0/(~t2 -If). anid A -

(19661 for wave growth due to the fundamental harmonic. 20,/12 - 11. The solutions to0(29) are Ile~ssl functions of tile
2. The equilibrium and stability of the system of nonlin- first and second kind Il~esprs/ot- ev al., 19941:

ear equations describing the wave-particle instabilities are
investigated. By including an external wave souirce which is Z(A) = Ap± "'J0(8;p ) + Dp' "Y,~(A lu. 61)
not generated from local background fluctuations, we reduce where A and n) are constants which according to 058) have
the limit of stably trapped particles to a level below the dimensions of momenitiun divided by length. After iiupiiing
equilibrium soluti on- of the self-consistent problem. Mhe the boundary conditions, the eigenvalttes (it filie diltisgiso
time it takes to reach equilibrium is defined in terms. of the oprtrsisvheflwngquin
eigenmodes of the Stability equation.oprtrsifyheolwngqaio

3. Numerical calculations are carried out for the slot jo - 8: ' (59-D = Yo- O(il~J V 1011Z (62)
region and near the plaimapause in the outer radiation belt
for three harmonic resonances and assuming no external For the case I =I we have a 0,1 = 0. and 8 = 241. When
wave source. They indicate that wave amplitude.- may grow I = 3. a = -1, 13= 2. and A = 2D, We have Solved (6011 and
as much from the fundamental harmonic as from larger ones, (62) numerically at L = 2(49, = 16.3') and 0,, = 25'. We
but particles are more efficiently depleted from the radiation find that the minimum eigenvalues are 4.q2 

- 5 If to.
belts by the fundamental resonance. The wave frequencies 4g22 = 607.. and 4..71 = 70. If we increase 0,,. the
are in the ELF band (227 Hz : s w 1.6 kJlz) at L= 4.5; eigenvalues (lecrease: for example, if9,= 35". then 

4q:
they are in the VLF band offrequenciet- (2.6 kllz -2us 5 18 480., 491 = 81.7, and 412 - 12.5. The calculations were
kHz) at L -2. also done at L. = 4.5 f , 4.5'). By taking 0., 1 IV> the

4. Equilibrium is established in much shorter times for minimum eigenvalues are 4,91 5.4 x It)'. 4,7ý 127.R.
the fundamental harmonic than for larger harmonic num- and 4qgi = '2. if we increase 0,. to 11;^. then -fl:j - 1I2
bers. Wave-particle interactions for the highest harmontics 4q22 10. 73. aitd 4 eli - 0. 11.
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For the casecofithree resonances U = 1. 2. 3) and no wavePit4

SOUF 1 0.(51)becmesCombining (65). (71),. and (72) yields (he cigenvalue of the

01(f2 + 2a'tC) 1 ill?, -0 (63) third resonance:

32(42213 I (12)4-P3 (641 jl~I'J71

PMZ( +- 2v 3f) + P3213T = 0 (65) Pl'

*fhe time it takes to reach eqtiilibrium is propooitonal to Ill:
where /3. /,+ 032 + 03~. and equilibrium is given by (42) The eigenmodes f, may also be obtainied fromn (66) h)
and 143) after setting I - 1, 2. and 3. Tbis system of taking
equations yields the fourth-order equation for the eigenval.
ues f,. + f '2., + f2p 0

I. 2[p2; 
21P ~4',(P +' v3) +.~4

4 "2,')I and recalling that p! -- pj and ,'T -- v, Uo find the

242,~?P ) c2I(P!p igenvalne it. we need (to consider the term-. in J! and I in

4-1"~2 1-~4-~( 1 ) 4-2v,(p 12 p2) 4-Ri'g -'Ii (66). that is.

+A P ,(ac,P 2 + Plo) +4pr;. V, t)ý (66) f P 4- t12 V 11? 2'1',1) ()ý

whee ~ ~ ~t'2 4-r' ad ~ r I- !; vt.Net nally, the eigenvaiue C4 n,:v he obtained trotin t((c( hv
we shall rind these eigenvalues, by asstaming thait I, - 0W ) considering only lthe terms in first and 7ero order in fi
<< I(e - 0 and I - 1. 2, and 3) and I -> p., -~ P P
(where p2' - Pit, which are supported by the nnmerical ((2vlp? + 2m'.p2) + 41,Ir,jP2 1-4-il, 

4 r,,ecPl 11

calculation in section 6. These assutoptions will allow ils to
solve approximately (63)-(65) for thre eigenvalties atnd eigen- Noo %t tioN
vectors.-

First, consider the -oluitions El, driven lby the fttndamien- 8,1 geornariectic field.

tallI = I harmonic. Now we have that 132 < /31. 13, < J9. and 8, equatorial geomaginetic field.

6!/3. From (64) and 165) we get B1 . Boo Wave magnetic fied.

I c speed of light.
/3./3 - P2 -plpj E particle'- energy.

2- 2 A67 wave electric field
= 1 -PV -' on1111(6) ] distribution fu~nction ill resonant electrons.

The igevalus drive frm (6) ae g pitch angle cigenvalnes.
The igevales erivd fom 63)are.1 external wave soturce.

- ~i i(1 v 1 12ha k wave vector.hz= I'l 012-PI) 68) I harmonic ntumber.
The time it takes to reach equilibrium for the fundamental L magnetic shell number.
harmonic is r -I/vt. in electron mass.

The third eigenmode f, - 0(rz) is driven by the second it, density of cold electrons.
harmonic. We must now have 3 /3 and #It P213. From N, nmntber (if resonant electrons in aI Onlits the,
(63) atnd (65) we get p particles% nomenittm.

0 2/1 = I -(2 1p 2q patticlesn charge.
-- 2 tP4) RF Earth radius.

P / 2PIp21(,1)1 !r, particle fluxs.
PsP Zv/ttI/)(9 time.

fly combining these equtations with (64). we %how ", particles- velocity.
wave gronp velochtv.

4 2~ I- ~ ~l I t~pill - (it)) t4 i iptatotiasl %'.ave eroegy

IV eqitatoial enetgy, censitv itf '5.;ivc%
I[he time it takes ito establish, equilibrium for thle second z distance along flux tinhe from magnetic cqu;,toi
resonance is 1- - 1/41. Z(A)t pitch angle eigenlunctions..

The fourth eigenmoule (4 -- Olt, 1) is driven by the third Y relativistic lactor.
harmonic resonance VI = 3) and is such that J3, - 13, and 70 temporal growth rate.

-3.Equations (63) and (64) become approximately V wave spatial amplificattionhct faco

-(ttph(3IMP c I/ill refractive index.
/3,ti, -(2Ip?(EtI) I/3 til equatorial pitch angle.

0,pitch atngle at the los cc'cle N'oitllirý
Then %%e (,btaitnEl, mxinl~tif~n pitch angle l~rIm %hich O'ccii,,n, :icc

resonance.
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ABSTRACT

The interactions of whistlers with radiation belt protons is investigated. In the inho-

mogeneous geomagnetic field, near the equator, the spacing between cyclotron resonances

is very small. After crossing multiple harmonic resonances, a significant change of par-

ticle energy takes place, and the protons pitch-angle scatter toward the atmospheric loss

cone. A test-particle hamiltonian formalism is investigated for first and second order res-

onant protons. Quasilinear theory is applied for first-order resonant particles to obtain

bounce-averaged, diffusion coefficients. The Fokker Planck equation, containing pitch-

angle, energy and the cross energy/ pitch-angle diffusion terms, is investigated to calculate

diffusion life times.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the interaction of plasmaspheric electrons and protons with whistler waves.

The particles are trapped within the earth's radiation belts moving back and forth along

field lines between magnetic mirror points. We call rB the bounce period, the time required

for a particle to go from one mirror point to the other and return. In the region of interest,

the geomagnetic field, B., is described as a dipole. The interaction region is limited to

the plasmasphere, L < 4, where L is the equatorial distance of the field line measures

in Earth radii (RE). The plasmashere is made up of cold particles of ionospheric origin
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of whistler (•., k), interacting with electrons and pro-
tons near the equator. The coordinate system used in this paper is depicted here.

whose distribution is isotropic and Maxwe~lia~n. During magnetic storms the radiation

belts fill with energetic, trapped particles whose density is much smaller than that of the

cold plasma. Whistlers are right-hand polarized electromagnetic waves whose magnetic

field, IBkI ,• B0 . Often they propagate in field-aligned ducts due to density depletions

in local flux tubes. They can either be launched from ground sources or be generated in

the plasmasphere. The dielectric properties for wave propagation are determined by the

magnetized cold plasma distribution. These waves interact with the energetic particles,

if the Doppler-shifted frequency of the waves is some harmonic of the gyrofrequency. For

electron-whistler interactions the waves and particles travel in opposite directions. For

protons they travel in the same direction and the wave phase velocity is very close t'o the

proton parallel velocity. The situation is depicted in the Figure 1.
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Whistler-electron interactions has been extensively study over the years 1.2.,. The elec-

trons typically have energies between 10 to 50 keV. The interaction occurs mainly at the

first gyroharmonic of the electron gyrofrequency, although higher gyroharmonics may also

be important4 . The electron energies change very little during these interactions. The elec-

tron pitch angle is 0, where tan 0 = v±/v11, the ratio between the parallel and perpendicular

components of the particle velocity. The pitch angle can be significantly changed and, as a

result, the particle is scattered into the loss cone and precipitate into the ionosphere. Be-

cause large numbers of electrons interact with the waves, they grow in amplitude to values

whose limits depend on the degree of anisotropy of the electron distribution function'. De-

tailed analyses are given in the papers by Villal6n and coworkers4',. These investigations

where based on relativistic, quasilinear theory that simultaneously considers wave growth

and particle depletion from the radiation belts.

Proton-whistler interactions have not received as much attention. Recents experiments

have shown ' 7 that protons whose energies are in the hundreds of keV range, can be scat-

tered from the radiation belts by analogous interactions. The frequency of the wave must

be close to the equatorial electron gyrofrequency. The particle energy changes signifi-

cantly during the interactions'. Thus, the changes in pitch angle is due to both direct

pitch angle and energy diffusion. Because of the small population of high-energy protons

we neglect their effects on the amplitudes of the waves. We present a study of proton

whistler interactiovs by using a test particle formalism and a statistical approach based

on the Fokker-Planck equation. In Sec. II, we present the main dielectric properties of

whistler waves; because the whistler protons interactions require large refractive indices,

we limit ourselves to the pararesonance modeg. Sec. III presents the resonance condition

for multiple harmonics of the gyrofrequency. The geomagnetic ,atitudes of high harmonic

resonances are obtained based in a parabolic approximation for the near equatorial geomag-

netic field. We show that the distance between subsequence resonances is very small. The

crossing of multiple resonances near the equator makes the interactions very effective&n

Sec IV contains the equations for the test particle in a varying geomagnetic field using

hamiltonian formalism. Sec V studies the evolution of the action (I) angle (&a) variables

as function of the distance (s) aiong the flux tube using Taylor expansions around isolated

resonances. Let us expand & around the equator: CI(s) = &(0) + Q -+ Q- -9 . First-order

resonant particles are such that C(l) = 0 (i. e., at the equator d•I/ds = 0). This is the

resonance condition as given in Eq. (5). The second-order term C2) - dB./da + O(Bk).
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For large wave amplitudes O(Bk) is larger than the contribution of the inhomogeneous

geomagnetic field dB./ds. In this case, we say that protons which are in gyroresonance (i.

e. e=) = 0), satisfy the second-order resonance condition. This is because to zero order in

the electric field amplitudes d&1/ds - dl&/da' -_ 0. For first-order resonant particles, the

change in action is proportional to the electric field amplitude. For second-order resonant

protons the change in action is proportional to the square root of the electric field ampli-

tude. The second-order resonance condition is met when the field amplitude is large I2,

the threshold is calculated in this paper. Sec. VI contains a quasilinear formulation for

the distribution function of first order resonant protons. We assume that the protons are

unmagnetized in time scales of the order of 21r/w, where w is the frequency of the whistler

wave. They are magnetized in times comparable to the bounce period. Because diffusion

occurs over many bounce periods, we average the diffusion equation along the flux tube.

The bounce averaged, Fokker-Planck equation contains the diffusion coefficients for the

pitch angle, energy, and the cross energy/ pitch angle terms. These coefficients are shown

to have the same orders of magnitude. We reduce the equation to a one-dimensional diffu-

sion equation to be solved for the energy part of the distribution function. This eigenvalue

equation gives the diffusion life-times of protons in the radiation belts.

II. QUASI-ELECTROSTATIC WHISTLER WAVES

We consider a whistler wave of frequency w and wave vector k, propagating in a field

aligned duct. The geomagnetic field B. is along the z direction and 0 is the angle between

k and B.. The dispersion relation for the refractve index q = ck/w is

2 --- 1 + (W,/w))
(fl./w) I cos -1 (11

where wp and fl, are the electron plasma and gyro frequencies, respectively.

The electric fields components are denoted by 6. = 61, 6, = iE2 , and E, = -6s, where

1 Pw,/72 - 1 0.W -I Cosl
(2)

L 1 i - (w.,/p) - (q sin 0)2

3 ? r2 sin 6 cos 4 (3)

For the case where w - Fn,(L)Icos j, the equatorial refractive index 17'(L) > 1, .then

2/4l <- 1, and EL/IE -, -sintO/coso. The wave becomes quasi-electrostatic, i.e. E is
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in the direction of k, and the group velocities v, -/r are very small. These waves can

interact with protons which energies are in the hundreds of keV.

Near the equator, the Earth's magnetic field approximates a parabolic profile

l = a+ )(4)
fl (L) rL

where s t- ReLo, RS is the Earth's radius, L is the magnetic shell and ik is the geomagnetic

latitude (see the figure), and rL = (vi/3)REL. The equatorial gyrofrequency is fl(L); 0l
stands for the gyrofrequencies either for electrons or protons, along the field line.

III. RESONANT PROTON-WHISTLER INTERACTIONS

For whistler waves to interact strongly with protons near equatorial regions, they must

satisfy the resonance condition

w - kIIvll - etip = 0 (5)

where, t = 0, 1, 2...; fip is the proton gyrofrequency, and k1l and vji are the parallel compo-

nents of the wave vector and particle's velocity, respectively. We call k- = sin 2 0 L, where

Or, is the equatorial pitch angle. Here OL > O,(L), where 9,(L) is the pitch angle at the

boundary of the loss cone, and A&, the corresponding value of /. As function of the L shell,

the mirror ratio is a = 1//1, = L 3(4-3/L)"/2. To zero order in electric field amplitudes, the

first adiabatic invariant is conserved. Then we may write for the parallel and perpendicular

components of the particle velocity v: vi= = v[1 - =0/f(L)j11  v =

If we assume that at the equator the protons interact with the harmonic t = 1, the

energy of resonant particles is found solving for the equation: W - k1l vji - tip(L) = 0. We

show
S= 1 1 (

c i7(L) cos4 (I-.)/f2 M(

where L denotes equatorial values, m,,p are the electron, proton masses, and f', = 0(L)/w.

By solving for Eq. (5), using the parabolic profile in Eq. (4) , we find the geomagnetic

latitude iot of higher order resonances (i.e., t > 1),

4m~ 14 m, (t _ 1) (f, I cos,01- 1) (/)(7)

9 in, g(1)
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where

g(p)= JA-/- ,COS + I°COs 01. (8)

The distance along the flux tube where resonant interactions take place is given by, st -

REL;Pj. The distance between sequential resonances is As, = R=L(*,+k - Oe).

For example, we take L - 3.5, wp/fZ,(L) = 7.9, w1/1,(L) = 0.75, and OL = 10*. For
=, - 370, we show that ri(L) - 41.4 and the energy of the resonant protons is 437 keV.

The location along the geomagnetic field of the gyroresonances are: 2 = 0.25, V53 =

0.35*,...,17 -"= 1.. As another example we take 0 = 40", then Y7(L) = 72 and the

proton energy is 158.6 keV. The location of the gyroresonances are: 02 = 0.15*, 03 =

0.21", ... , 047 1.= . Thus there are multiple resonances crossings (17 for the first and 47

for the second examples) within one degree of the magnetic equator, which makes the

proton whistler interactions very efficient.

IV. THE HAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS

We normalize time t to flp(L), velocity v to c', and length 3 to rLt , and from now on

we always refer to these normalized variables. Let us define

t= A + ds' rL k1l(s') fl.(L) (9)

where tanA = v,/v,, and VV are the components of the particle velocity in the x and y

directions, respectively. The dimensionless electric field amplitudes are

-i=q (10)

for i = 1,2,3, and where q is the proton charge. The action-angle variables are (I,,\),

where
I = 4 p,(L) (11)

2 (1P
To first order in the electric field amplitudes e1, the normalize, time-dependent hamil-

tonian, as function of the canonical pairs, (vii, s), and action-angle variables, is

S(1 )
+1 I sinj C3 V11 Je(kjLp) - J 11/2 r, (12)2 11(L) j=o 211(L) J

Here

17 = (C, - "2) J,÷t(kip) + (_1 + ,2) Jt-(k.p) (13)
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where Jd are Bessel functions whose arguments are kj. p = (ck•/11p) [21•l/n(L)j1/'. If, in

addition to the electromagnetic wave, there is an electrostatic potential 0., then we replace

in Eq. (12), C3 by (3 + C./1l, where e. = qo/m,.c2

For particles crossing a single isolated cyclotron resonance, we consider only one term

t in the summation in Eq. (12). In this case, we find the following constant of motion
Wc = U n 1 (14)

fl,(L)

By calling X = (w/0,,) sin' O(a), where O(s) is the local pitch angle, we find

Lw I
X ,(L) C + [w/fl,(L)II (15)

This defines the evolution of the pitch angle as a function of the action I.

By defining v. so that M v-2,/2 + 10/I(L), we obtain
12f c I w _ 1 11'/(16

"° =/ {, pn(L) fl-(L)l•(6

We can now reduce the problem to one-dimension, in which case we find

Vi1 = v° +sint {-Cc 3 J(k±p) + '2(•JL .,/2 r}

d-s = V+- 1, sin(17)
dt v, 20 (L)

To zero order in ej, the dimensionless length s = t v.. The equation of motion for I as

a function of a is

d- = tcoscT,(,Vo) (18)

Te(1, v.) = -C3J (k.p) + in 1 1/2 r, (19)
v. U1 (L)

As i -. 0, then
k1 rL +MP - w (20)

- - l+,(L)vo
The gyroresonance condition is obtained by setting Eq. (20) equal to zero. When this is

satisfied a = st (the resonance length) which is defined as at = 3/v/i2 Ot and 01 is given in

Eq. (7).

By assuming that the protons are in gyroresonance, we show that c, satisfies the second

order differential equation
dl (kjlrL)2 1 dl

d,+ Vo 1 ds
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The change in X after crossing a resonance is

AX =xR(R) E )/fpJ C)(,R) 6se (30)

where X(R) is given by Eq. (15) setting I = I(R).

The resonance length 6., is defined a.s
f_+00

6 ]e = da cos C (31)

By combining Eqs. (26), (28), and integrating along a we show

s,= r(1/2) cos(r/4) [ 2]1/2 (32)=1 (32)

The condition of isolated resonances is 6 se < ASe, where Asi = 3/v2 (kE.+4 - 'ke) and ike

is given in Eq. (7).

In the case where the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is larger than the contribution

of the resonance, we may neglect the term proportional to (dl/ds)(R) in Eq. (28), we get

AI= (dI)(R r(1/2) cos(wr/4) [ 1 I, (33)

where /e(R) is given by Eq. (23) and must be evaluated at resonance. From the definition

of r• in Eq. (13), the change in the action is proportional to the electric field amplitudes.

For interactions such that the contribution of at(R) in Eq. (28) is smaller than the

contribution of (dI/ds)R, we get

it( I e(h.i11/2 r(1/2) 121v.(R)11'/ 2 cos(7/4) (34)

L~ ~ WS = e( j) k~irL cs7/)(4

where the ± sign depends on the sign of (dIld.s)R. We see that the change in particle

momentum I is now proportional to the square root of the electric field amplitudes, i.e.

V/'e,. We call this the second order resonance condition because to zero order in the electric

field amplitudes d2%/Wds -- 0. For the case of equatorial interactions (sE = 0), the condition

for the validity of this approximation is

VL( 1(R)I'? I ) 13E(R) r(1/2) cos ir/4 (35)

V2. fu~t dsj

Note that for a fix value of w the second order resonance condition is most likely satisfied

for equatorial interactions, because then the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is small.
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Thus the first harmonic will dominate the second-order interactions. If we allow w to be a

function of a, then 1 dn fld (o
"a = it n((L) dT + rL da36)

By changing w so that ai(R) = 0 for st > 0, the second-order resonance condition is

satisfied for other harmonics, and the change in the particle velocity is proportional to

"VFi. This should be contrasted with the result in Eq. (33) where the change in action is

linear with the electric fields and thus smaller than when the condition for second order

resonance is satisfied.

VI. QUASILINEAR THEORY

The distribution function of protons which satisfy the first order resonance condition

is given by solving for the quasilinear equation Lyons and Williarms (1984):

1 a E f d3 k w - k, 11v 11
(-_._ + f = rql [ + I(k1l2 1l - MP w) Ot(k) f (37)tM =-oo0 -0j

where p is momentum and Ttlj,, the atmospheric loss time is defined in'. By assuming

that w/flp < sin2 0, (where 0, is the local pitch angle at the loss cone boundary) we may

approximate

= 2fn,(L) ,P.) a+ pj. ap n. P 1 p op
(38)

+ +W- kllv - 0i p2 sig-2 -fl,(L) P1l .9"(-L'•)3 PS2. pna;( p a p

(39)
6(kpvl + efk, - w) etwk) W2(k),-w b(O) (40)

,=_.. ((( ) cos

where

b(O) = 1+cos2 0+ - sin 012  (41)
2 p1 nl,

If Bk is the wave magnetic field (Bk < B., the geomagnetic field), then the energy density

of waves is

Wk ) ((0, 2  (42)

We assume that diffusion occurs on time scales such t > rB, where rB is the proton

bounce time between ionospheric conjugates. We integrate the diffusion equation along
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the flux tube by applying the operator 1/rB f dz/vll to both sides of Eq. (37). The bounce-

averaged diffusion equation, in terms of equatorial pitch-angles 9 tL and particle momentum,
is

_ + f 1 CO COS cOos ,* L f + K. + f]
PSif, C OS OL [ o] p +0

O Jp [p J Op' + p -L(43)

The bounce-averaged diffusion coefficients are

D0.0# =- tan' Ot, Dp,,, (44)

.= P,. = - tan OL Lp. (4s)

The energy-diffusion coefficient is

Dp~p= =1 00 k 2 dk +/2 sin 0 A(k, 0) do (46)
VrB fJ -"/2

where
4xrl,(L)3 Wt(o,t) (fl)(R) ( ,(P ) (47)

Ic2k COS () 0(L) _p
Here R denotes values at the resonance where ull - v, and w - k1l u 0. Note that for

small values of 0, we can neglect the contribution of the parallel component of the wave

field in b(O) (see Eq. (41)), then 04,, is approximately independent of A, the equatorial

pitch angle, and we write

f = F(t) A' K(p) (48)

where a > 0 is a free parameter. We define the precipitation lifetime as

,' = -_[ J-'- (49)

By combining Eqs. (43) through (45) and Eq. (48), we show

ý- - I I K -(p) 4a( + i) 1 , K+d- [OP d -

rs p" dp dp'

4 p , - 2a K d[p Dp,. (50)

where ic, = -.4(+1). This is an eigenvalue equation for ri as a function of the free parameter

a. The eigenfunction K(p) is such that must be regular as p --- 0, and well behaved for

large p, i. e. as p - oo then K < p 2 .
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theoretical analysis of proton-whistler interactions near the equa-

tor in the plasmasphere. Whistler waves which are near the pararesonance mode 9, can

interact with protons whose energies are in the hundreds of keV. In an inhomogeneous

geomagnetic field, we show that the spacing between subsequence cyclotron resonances is

very small. Because of that, protons are scattered into the atmospheric loss cone after

crossing multiple resonances. A test-particle hamiltonian formalism is given in terms of

the action (I), angle (&), variables as function of the distance (a) along the flux tube. We

show that for second-order resonant protons, d&*/da = d2%,/ds2 = 0, and the change in the

particle's momentum is proportional to the square root of the electric field amplitudes. The

thresholds in electric fields for second-order resonance conditions are calculated. A quasi-

linear formulation for the distribution function of first-order resonant protons is presented.

The bounce-averaged diffusion equation contains diffusion coefficients for the pitch angle,

energy, and cross energy/ pitch angle terms. They are shown to be of the same orders

of magnitude. We reduce the diffussion equation to a one-dimensional energy dependent

equation to be solved for the precipitation life times of protons in the Radiation Belts.
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ABSTRACT

Whistler waves, near the electrostatic limit, can interact with trapped,
energetic protons close to the equator in the Earth's Radiation Belts. In an
inhomogeneous geomagnetic field, the spacing between cyclotron resonances
is very small due to large ion Larmor radii. After crossing multiple reso-
nances, the pitch angles change significantly and the protons are scattered
toward the atmospheric loss cone. A test-particle, Hamiltonian formalism
is investigated. For second-order resonant protons, the change in particle
momentum is proportional to the square root of the wave electric field ampli-
tudes. The thresholds in electric fields for second-order resonance conditions
are calculated. Quasilinear theory is studied to describe the distribution
functions and calculate the diffusion life times of first-order resonant pro-
tons. The diffusion coefficients for the energy, pitch angle, and the cross
energy/ pitch angle terms are shown to be of the same orders of magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between whistler waves and energetic electrons in the mag-
netosphere have been the subject of intensive research during the past two
decades [1 - 3]. The wave-electron, resonant interactions are believed to ac-
count for many phenomena such as growth of signals [2], emissions of varying
frequencies [4] and electron precipitation into the ionosphere [5]. Most of the
theoretical work is based on resonant interactions at the first harmonic of the
electron gyrofrequency, although higher harmonics interactions may also be
important [1]. Detailed theoretical analyses taking into account wave growth
and particle depletion, is given in the papers by Villal6n and coworkers (see
Refs. [6, 7] and references therein).

The interactions of plasmaspheric protons and whistler waves have not re-
ceived as much attention. This is because the energies required are very large
and the population of protons with energies larger than 500 keV, is smaU.
Since the proton gyrofrequency f2,, is much lower than the wave frequency
w, the resonant velocity v11 is of the order of the wave phase velocity w/kll
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(where k11 is the parallel component of the wave vector). However recent ex-

periments [8, 91 have demonstrated that protons precipitate by interactions
with VLF waves launched into the magnetosphere from ground sources. The
wave frequencies are close to the equatorial electron gyrofrequency. Thus,
near the equator, kjj is very large and the resonant energies of protons rela-
tively low. We limit our studies to regions near the magnetic equator of the
plasmasphere L < 4 (where L is the equatorial crossing distance of the field
line measured in Earth radii RE).

z

k,

Figure 1. Schematic representation of whistler (w, k), interact-
ing with electrons and protons near the equator. The coordinate
system used in this paper is depicted here.

The plasmasphere contains a relatively dense population of cold parti-
cles of ionospheric origin whose distribution function is isotropic in pitch
angle. The energetic particles originate from stationary sources (convective
transfer accross L shells) ai.Ld pulsed sources (sudden impulses during mag-
netic storms and substorms). They are trapped within the radiation belts
traveling back and forth along field lines between magnetic mirror points,
and interacting with the quasi-electrostatic whistler waves near the mag-
netic equator. The predominant feature of the resonant interactions is the
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crossing of multiple harmonics of the proton gyrofrequency. The proton
pitch angle is 0, where tan 0 = vu./vjj (the ratio between the perpendicular
and parallel components of the velocity). The pitch angles can change due
to direct pitch-angle scattering or to energy diffusion [10]. This should be
contrasted with the analogous whistler-electron interactions, where the pre-
dominant harmonic is the first. Also, electron energies do not change during
the interactions. For proton-whistler interactions, the waves and particles
travel in the same direction, with the waves slightly overtaking the protons.
For electron-whistler interactions the waves and particles travel in opposite
directions. The situation is depicted in the Figure 1.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the propagation
of whistler waves in a cold plasma, near the electrostatic limit [11]. Sec.
III studies the resonance conditions for multiple harmonics of the proton
gyrofrequency. The inhomogeneous, near-equatorial geomagnetic field is de-
scribed by a parabolic profile. Due to the large ion Larmor radii, we show
that the distance between resonances is very small. Because of the inclu-
sion of multiple harmonics, these interactions are very effective [12]. The
test-particle Hamiltonian formalism for each isolated cyclotron resonance, is
given in Sec. IV. Sec V studies the evolution of the action (I) and angle
(ýI) variables as function of the distance (j) along the flux tube using Taylor
expansions around isolated resonance points. Let us expand 41 around the
equator: •i(s) =L(O) + ý1) . + 1/2 ý2) s2 . First-order resonant particles are

such that ) = 0. That is, at the equator d., /da = 0, which is the resonance
condition as given in Eq. (5). The second-order term (2) , dBo/da+O(B,).
For large wave amplitudes O(Bh) is larger than the contribution of the in-
homogeneous geomagnetic field dBo/ds. In this case, we say that protons
which are in gyroresonance (i. e. (1) = 0), satisfy the second-order reso-
nance condition. This is because to zero order in the electric field amplitude.
d•,td./ = d2 ýI/da2 - 0. For first-order resonant particles, the change in ac-
tion is proportional to the electric field amplitude. For second-order resonant
protons, the change in action is proportional to the square root of the elec-
tric field amplitude. The second-order resonance condition is met when the
field amplitude is large [13, 14]. The thresholds in electric fields, are then
calculated. Sec. VI contains a quasilinear formulation for the distribution
function of first order resonant protons. We assume that the protons are
unmagnetized in time scales of the order of 27r/w, where w is the frequency
of the whistler wave. They are however magnetized in times comparable to
the bounce period. Because diffusion occurs over many bounce periods, we
average the diffusion equation along the flux tube. The bounce averaged,
Fokker-Planck equation contains the diffusion coefficients for the pitch an-
gle, energy, and the cross energy/ pitch angle terms. These coefficients are
shown to have the same orders of magnitude. We reduce the equation to a
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one-dimensional diffusion equation to be solved for the energy part of the
distribution function. This eigenvalue equation estimates the VLF diffusion
life times of protons in the radiation belts.

II. QUASI-ELECTROSTATIC WHISTLER WAVES

We consider a whistler wave of frequency w and wave vector k, prop-
agating in a field-aligned duct. The geomagnetic field 13B is along the z
direction and 0 is the angle between k and B.. The dispersion relation for
the refractve index 77 = ck/w is

2 P(,,,))"
(Q./,) I cos 01 - 1

where w. and Q, are the electron plasma and gyro frequencies, respectively.
The electric field is (151

E=ikE cos'I'-5k£ 2 sinT- iE3 cos it (2)

where i, kr and i are unit vectors; T = kz + kll z - w t, and k1l, kI are the
components along and perpendicular to B, of the wave vector. The ratios
of electric field components are

E2 1 (W,/w)2

E, 712 (1/W)I -lCOSs1

(3)

_ _ 1 - (wI/w)2 - (17 sin 0)2

E3a =7 T2 sinq cos 0 (4)

For the case where w ,- fl.(L)l cos 01, the equatorial refractive index p72(L) >
1, then £2/1E << 1, and £l/ E3 - -sin 0/ cos 6. The wave becomes quasi-
electrostatic,i.e. E has a significant component in the direction of k, and the
group velocity vg - 1/77. This wave can interact with protons which energies
are in the hundreds of keV.

Near the equator, the Earth's magnetic field may be approximated as
having a parabolic profile

Ql L = I + ( )2 (5)
Q(L) (5)

where a ý_ RELip and V) is the geomagnetic latitude (see the figure), and
rL = (V/213)REL. The equatorial gyrofrequency is denoted by P(L), and Q

stands for the gyrofrequencies either for electrons or protons at a location s
away from the equator along the field line.
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III. RESONANCE PROTON WHISTLER INTERACTIONS

For whistler waves to interact strongly with protons near equatorial re-
gions, they must satisfy the resonance condition

W -- killVl - If~p = 0 (6)

where, t = 0, 1,2...; flQ is the proton gyrofrequency, and vii is the parallel
component of the particle's velocity. We call 1 = sin 2 OL, where 0 L is the
equatorial pitch angle. Here 0 L > 0,(L), where 9c(L) is the pitch angle at the
boundary of the loss cone, and p. the corresponding value of p. As function
of the L shell, the mirror ratio is o" = 1/lic = L' (4 - 3/L)1 /'. To zero order
in electric field amplitudes, the first adiabatic invariant is conserved. Then
we may write for the parallel and perpendicular components of the particle
velocity v: vii = v[1 - pfl/fl(L)J1 2 , v_ =

At the equator the protons interact with the harmonic I = 0, and then the
energy of resonant particles is found solving for the equation: w - kil vii = 0.
We show

v 1 1
c -q,(L) cos€(-,)/(7

where q(L) denotes equatorial values of the refractive index, and f=
fl.(L)Iw.

By solving for Eq. (6), using the parabolic profile in Eq. (5) , we find
the geomagnetic latitude 01 of higher order resonances (i.e., t > 0),

4 m, I 1
9 ,-- I O(8)

where -= (I Cos 1 ) + Ic os l. (9)

where me,p are the electron, proton masses. The distance along the flux tube
where resonant interactions take place is given by, sj = REL011 . The distance
between two subsequent rescnances is obtained from Aist = REL('01 +1 - 0j).

For example, we take L = 3.5, wp/fl.(L) = 7.9, w/fl(L) = 0.75, and
OL = 100. For 0 = 370, we find that q(L) = 41.4 and the energy of the
resonant protons is 437 keV. The location along the geomagnetic field of
the gyroresonances are: /'2 = 0.25', 03 = 0.350, .-. ,VIT = 1.°. As another
example we take qS = 400, then 77(L) = 72 and the proton energy is 158.6
keV. The location of the gyroresonances are: 412 = 0.150, 03 = 0.21-, .,'047 =

1.*. We also show that 01.is very weakly dependent upon pitch angle 1L.
Thus there are multiple resonances crossings (17 for the first and 47 for tile
second examples) within one degree of the magnetic equator, which makes
the proton whistler interactions very efficient.
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IV. THE HAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS

We normalize time t to 11p(L), velocity v to c- 1, and length s to rCL, and
from now on we always refer to these normalized variables. Let us define

.j =tA+ dj'rLkI(') n- W)( (10)
10, Op(L)

where tan A = v,/V,, and v., are the components of the particle velocity in
the x and y directions, respectively. The dimensionless electric field ampli-
tudes are

for i = 1, 2, 3, and where q is the proton charge. The action-angle variables
are (I, A), where

I -2L 1l(L)
2(12)
2 OP,

To first order in the electric field amplitudes ei, the normalize, time-
dependent hamiltonian, as function of the canonical pairs, (vj1, a), and action-
angle variables, is

1= +IS12 + sinG C3 vj JI(kj-p) - I ]1/2 r (13)
2 -(L-+ E 20(L)

Here r, is a linear combination of Bessel functions $1,

re = (c, - e2) J,+d(k.ap) + (c, + C2) Jt-.(ka.p) (14)

whose arguments are k1 p = (ck.L/Op) (21l1/f1(L)J1 /2. If, in addition to the
electromagnetic wave, there is an electrostatic potential 0., then we replace
in Eq. (13), C3 by C3 + C../v 1 , where c. = qo,/mc 2.

For particles crossing a single isolated cyclotron resonance, we consider
only one term t in the summation in Eq. (13). In this case, we find the
following constant of motion

C1 tR(15)
Ct = 'H Qp(L) I(5

The criterion for overlapping of resonances is given later on in Eq. (37).
By defining v. so that R V2 /2 + Ifl/11(L), we obtain

1o= ['+ I ( I,,(L) t ý ))} (16)
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We can now reduce the problem to one-dimension, in which case we find

v1 = v. + sinai Tt(I, v.)

di I IQl,/S- =V. + -- [-•;• 1 , _J1 , sinz (17)dt v. 2Q,(L)

where T1(I, v) is defined in Eq. (19).
To zero order in Ei, the dimensionless length s = t vo. The equation of

motion for I as a function of 3 is
dI

-= cos j Ti(Iuv) (18)
ds

Tt(IV.) -eC JI(kip) + 1 1 IQ 1/r 1  (19)
v. 212(L)

As ei -+ 0, then
d__ 112, - w 0d -- kjrL + 1P(L) (20)

The gyroresonance condition is obtained by setting Eq. (20) equal to zero.
When this is satisfied a = at (the resonance length) which is defined as
a1 = 3/Výb 7 and 01 is given in Eq. (8).

By assuming that the protons are in gyroresonance, we show that t
satisfies the second order differential equation

d__ _ý (kllrL)2 1 dI (21)d, V0 I da

Here

) - dl) (22)
r(L) da

' 1 - ,(L) rL m-dk + 1 1 C+ (23)
me dfe v.[ 2 v+ 2

where dfl/da = 2a 12(L).

V. SECOND ORDER RESONANCE

We next solve the pair of coupled Eqs. (18) and (21) under the assump-
tion that a is very close to the resonance length at. The parallel velocity v.
is given by setting Eq. (20 equal to zero, i.e.

v,( )c ( (24)
c -g1 4 -(L) rL W
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In this case we may use a Taylor expansion around a1, then

I (R) () +( a- ) (25)

S-- (R) +f�)(s - a1t)+ .-- y ( -t)2 (26)

where II(R), ý(R) are constants, and R denotes values at the resonance
(a = at). Here (dllds)(R) is given by Eqs. (18) and (19), with ýg = ý1(R), I =
I(R), and v,, = v.(R), evaluated for resonant values. For protons satisfying
the resonance condition, ý(') = 0. For convenience we choose cos[&(R)J = 1.

The constant of motion C, is obtained evaluating Eq. (15) aL the equator,
we show

=, c~J~) +~ f (27)¢t= V2-1(L) cos€ q611(L) rL 1 -1 fp

where fp = flp(L)/w < 1. Using Eq. (16) and setting v. = vo(R), we find

•f" F _ c +Cl + o() (2V2
iI(R) = - ( (R)/fl(L)] { + 0 (R) (28)

where fl(R)/fO(L) = 1 + .92. By substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (21) we show

=(2) (R + (k)) 2 1 dl (29)

where al(R) is evaluated at the resonance.
The change of the action I after crossing the I'th resonance, AI, obtained

by integrating Eq. (18), is approximately

AI = (L (30)

The resonance length 63a is defined as

S =it da cos ýg (31)

By combining Eqs. (26), (29), and integrating along a we show

6a, = r(1/2) cos(w/4) [ (32)

Resonances are isolated in space if Sic < Ail, where As, = 3/v/2'(it+l - 00t)
and 4'g is given in Eq. (8).

In the case where the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is larger than
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the contribution of the resonance, we may neglect the term proportional to
(dl/da)(R) in Eq. (29), we get

Al= (C)(R) r(1/2) cos(w/4) [YdR (33)

where/3t(R) is given by Eq. (23) and must be evaluated at resonance. From

the definition of I't in Eq. (14), the change in the action is proportional to

the electric field amplitudes.
For interactions such that the contribution of at(R) in Eq. (29) is smaller

than the contribution of (dIl/d)R, we get

[ dI 1/2R

Al = r [It r 2j)(I] l(i1/2) cos(r/4) (34)

where the ± sign depends on the sign of (dI/da)R. We see that the change in

particle momentum I is now proportional to the square root of the electric

field amplitudes, i.e. V/-. We call this the second order resonance condition

because to zero order in the electric field amplitudes d'&1/di" -_ 0. For the

case of equatorial interactions (ait = 0), the condition for the validity of this

approximation is

[_ýr (I 1(1 R) T/' >8(R (1/2) csr/4 (35)

Note that for a fix value of w the second order resonance condition is most
likely satisfied for equatorial interactions, because then the inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field is small. Thus the first harmonic will dominate the
second-order interactions. If we allow w to be a function of j, then

a= dfl d+gL dw (36)

fQ(L) d3a + Lcw dj

By changing w so that al(R) = 0 for .9 > 0, the second-order resonance
condition is satisfied for other harmonics, and the change in the particle
velocity is proportional to V/F. This should be contrasted with the result in

Eq. (33) where the change in action is linear with the electric fields and thus
smaller than when the condition for second order resonance is satisfied.

We have carried out some preliminary calculations applying the theory
presented in this section; for waves such that 0.5 < w/fi _< 1, and cos 0 >
w/f11, and for electric field amplitudes which are in the range 10-a to 10-4

Volt/cm. They show the contribution of large harmonic resonances, i.e. t >_
50 in the change of the action Al as defined in Eq. (30). As a matter of fact
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of fact the largest contributions to AI come from values of t which are close
to the argument of the Bessel functions kI. p. For equatorial pitch angles
between 7.5 and 20 degrees, at the L shell 3.5, the values of t which give
maximum change in the action are larger than 50 and smaller than 150.
Overlapping of resonances occur when

A> - > 1 (37)It-t(R) - II(R) -

For electric fields greater than 10-' Volt/cm all resonances (150 > t > 1)
overlap, but for smaller electric fields only some of them do for particles which
equatorial pitch angles are near the loss cone. Note that even if resonances
overlap in space (see comments after Eq. (32)), we must still treat them as
independent of each other if the criterion in Eq. (37) is not met.

VI. QUASILINEAR THEORY

The distribution function of protons which satisfy the first order reso-
nance condition is given by solving for the quasilinear equation Lyons and
Williams (1984):

( +_C7.f 0 r d 3 k w 1- k 1111 I (lkjv j t _p ) e l k ) f
(-+)frrq Z2r) Id +F, - 6(Wti -)eL)C

(38)
where p is momentum and %,rm, the atmospheric loss time is defined in (1J.
By assuming that w/flp <Z sin2 0, (where 8, is the local pitch angle at the
loss cone boundary) we may approximate

w -klvjj 1 G10 2 i 2 fl (L) P1 l a( ) 3 P

"WP1  p2  P P ap P P11

(39)
2 fl.(L) (--)3 a +-- (40)

p Q ~. p OL POp
E 6(kev1 + 10P - w) 0 1(k) ! (2v)3 6(k1 jv-•w) - %2 WW(),t)

(= -00 - I Ic os 0 1 b(, ) (41)

where

b(o) = I +cos 2 [+ _ sinlij2  (42)

If B1, is the wave magnetic field (Bk, < Bo, the geomagnetic field), then the
energy density of waves is

wko (Bk)2 (43)
8r 21r
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We assume that diffusion occurs on time scales such t > ra, where TB

is the proton bounce time between ionospheric conjugates. We integrate the
diffusion equation along the flux tube by applying the operator I/r" f dz/v,1
to both sides of Eq. (38). The bounce-averaged diffusion equation, in terms
of equatorial pitch-angles OL and particle momentum, is

S+ sin L c0 sinOr cosflL
Tatm at P) Si(JUCS L L8

P OOL + '9
p [p -•p L+ Vp,. o ]- } (44)

The bounce-averaged diffusion coefficients are

V8., = tan2 OL Dpp (45)

V.,p = Vp,.=- tan OL D,, (46)

The energy-diffusion coefficient is

00 +w/2

- A sin 0 A(k, 4) do (47)

where

A(k, 0) -4wn.(L) 3 Wk(o, t) ( di )(R)I )12  b(,) (48)

Here R denotes values at the resonance where v11 - v, and w - v ý- 0.
Note that for small values of 0, we can neglect the contribution of the parallel
component of the wave field in b(O) (see Eq. (42)), then Dp,p is approximately
independent of p, the equatorial pitch angle, and we write

f = F(t)p 'K(p) (49)

where a- > 0 is a free parameter. We define the precipitation lifetime as

IdF
=, = -IF l-i (50)

By combining Eqs. (44) through (46) and Eq. (49), we show

,2U, 1lK(p) 4a(a + 1) d [EP,p dK.TB 'rp P 2 dpK W -P-

4P dK 2a d

where r., =p("+'). This is an eigenvalue equation for rp as a function of the
free parameter a. The eigenfunction K(p) is such that must be regular as
p -- 0, and well behaved for large p, i. e. as p --- c0 the, K p- 2 .
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Test particle motion in the cyclotron resonance regime
Gregory P. Ginet and Jay M. Albert
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lest particle% moving in lthe field of an celccroinagiietic walve propagatinig iii a haickgwouiid
magnetic field can gain significant energy %%hen fthe wave parameter- and particle enewgý are
%tuch that tile cyclotron resonance condition is satisfied. Central to tlie acceleration process and

long time scale periodic behavior is tile coherent accumulation over manl% cyclotron orbits, of a
small change in energy during each orhit, a result of ftle circularly polarized comnpoiaent of life
wave electric field. Also important is the smuall cliatige fin lite relative wive phase (lining cach
orbit tesult ing from relat ivist ic var iations of thie cyclot ron ft eqilency andr wave. induced
streaming along the backgrotind magnetic field [ lie physical fmechallnisins underlying
cyclotron resonance acceleration are explored tisinig a set of heuristic mnapping equations, (lthe
PMvAr) describing change,, in tile particle insonicnitunt and relative %save phase More accurate
(but less transparent ) descriptions of the particle motion ;are pursuedl in thle context of orbit-
averaged Hlamiltonian theory. A discrete set oif nptupinig eqtiations for (ime sl1owly saryniug
canonical actioti and( anugle are (derived (ilt~e QMAI') but are found to genierate ina;cc~ufate
solutions ins certain regions ol1 phase space isl)fel tile resoimaite numtber / is, such that1 III 1
and ltme particles are intitially cold. Thmese (liffictilties are avoided by consivisict lg a umi~ntiuitions
tmed orbit -averaged I lamiltonian aind solving tilie u estltantl canonical eqluat ions of nmiotiou

Assumitng time momentum is small relative to nic (where Pit is tile particle mnass aud c is time
speed of light). details of thle distribtution of particle trajectories in tive action-atigle phase space
for I/ I = I and It I = 2 are presentted and criteria for thle existence of orbits oscillatury iii

angle are derived.

1. INTRODUCTION Paper 1, there are limitations I lie I IPP themo y doe,; lit pre-

When constructing a kinetic-theoretic descriptionm of dlict any details of the part icle traiclotn 3, other than ftle tern-
the interaction between an elect romiagnetic wave ainda ntag- poral dependence of the kinetic enci gy and doies not provide
tldtizedl plasma, it is important to know tile trajectory of test mutch Physical inlsight into hlow tile acceleration ptiicess ac-
particles iii the presence of thle electromagnetic wave :full tually wsorks.

backgrotund magnetic field. A particularly imiteriesting re- I lmi- paper adlIttese t1me tet71.61% Of tife yClotronl resoI-
gime of wave-test particle interaction occturs syhten tile 'vaic nance itnteractioin process that are lint cosefred .% tlie IIPP)
freqtuency (a anid the particle momentum satisfy the cyclo- t heory. As in Paper 1. we restrict iourselves to tI le regime of
tron resonance cotndition. smnall wave ampliitude so tiat pat tidlesare tnt traplied in the

Itroughs of a wave and vlmantic motion resulting frotn over.
w- k.. , I 1If I 0, 1 lapping resonances (toes iiot occur In Sec: II.we discussthe

where Ilis thle cyclotron frequency. lI isf~e resonance nuntil- physical miechanism underlying tife accelcrautifoi tro ('55 iii
her, and k. and v', ate thle wave vector and particle velocity, thle context of a set of pedlagolgical 11a.ppingp eulliatiim1 that
respectively, in the direction of thle background magnetic describes thfe change its pat tide snoiniumcnt and %%ice phase
field B. =8,e,. lit thle cyclotron resonance regimne, it is pos- from toniecyclotron rit to iiilictme ne More accuirate 4 ut less.
sible for test particles to achieve kinetic energies far in excess transparent) Inethoids for comiputing details oif (lie c 'clotron
of the "qumiver energy" on time scales of many wsave periods, orbit-averaged particle trajectory based oin liainiltonian the-
even for relatively small wave amplitudes.';~ We define tife ory are presentfed inl Sec 11l At tlife end of Sec. Illt. we study
quiver energy as the maximum energy achieved by a test in some detail thle dimstriutioi of particle traictosies in
particle in an elect romagnetic wave without a background Phase space swhen tife itiontetlunit is smnall I Jgill I (mr) ,ý I I. A
magnetic field. %utiniary of lthe ent ire papet is citutaitied fii Sec. IV

In thme s5'ork of Ginet and Hleinemann' (hereafter Paper
I ). a Illamiltoitiati psetdidpotential ( IIPP) theory wa-s (level- 1.TEPYIA EHNS
oped and used to predict the maximum kinetic energy U I.TEPYIA EHNS
(normalized to thle rest mass energy)I and acceleration ltime To better uniderstanid ltme physical nicdianisvn iesponsi.
7. (normalized to ltme wvave period) resultinig from tite cyclo- bie for lthe resonance acceleration process. wse devchlop in this
trim resonance acceleration process in tile linrit of suinall %ect ioni a1 mapping oif liart ide ru~oumient unit and hisila front
wave aumplitutde. AIt hough the IIP l'h'tleur; prose% it) lie a one cyclotron or bit to anthmtter 'ifhe pieilapfr' Jict 111:p
useftul predictive tool, as deimonst rated bsy the extensive coin- (I'M Al) will be derived froll tilie eqIilations1 0I rootlion 11%
paristmn of IIl'l' predict ions withI t hose obtainied front limie- using esl irniates of thle part icle t rn a eetory t iii aete :1.c l alis.

imuerical solutions of the full equationts of nmotioni given int tic of the true trajectory yet simiple cnough 1c, alto,, us t(,
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citt I I% thI 1,1Ie smatI I mionittii u it) regimie. ;I red tcecd %ciao (in f I hit% we are 11011ivatel ito modelI file vv51cm us St, ; wmlite CtOf

Itle I'NI A P wvilI I e Otbtainied thatn d epetics only oiilit I II p('iict- dliscrete csclnticnit otrbit iii the perpetidiciilmt phncut s %%ll

dicular tionficiiiiiiii and rlat~iitve wvave phase. '1his iediirttl stleaiuiig paiaalleh ito iit( field (iC. , v'. is ; I omttsi~t I tInt jug

inap ssl iI Itie guide itt ex Ienided disctiissioni (ilte IIic ccehirai each Orbit. 'I tic dIVI an I I( cali Iig henI'I Itdit I~ I t iiiIt a tlapIhat

lion mechaiii-mnI III inoatiiinal conveniientce. %%c a-mititi a gives Ih ftic iid'inilui~tandI poit)iioniO (lite at ti, lvit-it jlm tint

Iiepiatil el charged par ticke Ill our chf~is5cicIt. thituigh :111 O tlhat phase oif tile cyclotitdii ct ithiii i clrl Ofi' Ithct InIioiiutuiiiui

tile anialy'sis applies equally wvell in positively c'laip)ect patili arid position exacil't~ld ctiecibi eat lie: We tictlitte ibe( dci iva-

clct gi veil approp' tale sign chiange% In tile t rapeimiti atid fiot, of Ihits pedlagogical mnap WIV I A I hem
wsepotlar173tions A~ssume that a particle unidergocs cychnt rou 10 (intio iii

the perpendicular plane and Streamtintg n0mm it patralhlel to It,,

A. Derivation of the pedagogical map wi'tht a constant perpenidicullar anid parallel itnoni-ntium

'I lie edhitat idttt of motiolt for Ilife oniment umt IN titd poi (p' r,_ ) het ween litimes anid i. f -t, i 2 /Iil,,.

fim x of a particle of charge q l( andmas ot iii a ( artesan if n-0, U.2....For I. 'I - [,. t, flie irbi is bim I utiegativecly

cooirdiniate svstett ( s.v.z) canl he wvrittent as clitaged particle calie %%r sriiteniu s

dp qI )li I,).2) IN, r' {in I it1,(I.'A -,Ic. cmi t r cI

dr \" (II

d5 -xi, Itt5 tPlt '. - 12

%%here IN I- #PIN. I ' I pI P (t) and Kt,,1 Istlc I('ik. Yi Y' 1% -;itttl ..I(1 14)
Srotiu id iapsnetic hield 111,,, "1, *lie platne wive elect tic ZýZ 1, 1., -)

and rimagitetic fields ate taken to he %%here p, - t/ll. . ),-,, .. i .t. p i

E,. F, cos I ki - Ott Ic atid the relatiistic cYcltitiirt lteittcsp c i, (ItctititI :is

-~F., ;iii(k-x - wtle, -. F, cos(kx witic.. It,. jqftit - ""/y,,. (16)
141 with iti', the itonitrlativis1ic I eveclotion ltehicuiiv lii In HP1

%i iti k-x --~ieI, theseoriti-ism arc pltted fii vat itw.Iusli~csj uI %,,) Ilu' 1,1:1,-;t'c

4 f, cs~-i a~, , -;ink- -- wr~.. Sitice (lie griidiitg centetl ill x is a ct'tstairi tl th tttIotiotn
4. 8 col kx (tt)C B~SifI ki-. ~itC. (Paper 1), wve have set if equal It 7110 ;MiVun ni loss oif

genterality. We have also arbitrairily set tltc rgititlitig ceittet Y

%%here 6) is the wave frequetncy and k =L ,e, 4 kAe. is thle eqiial to zero for illustrative purposes iii Irig I I le saliteof
wave vector in a coordinate system where A, = 0I with nol Y,. although not cotistaill. is irtelevanti ,itice Iiuec i% nov
los% of renerality. Thle sign conivention has been chseti soN depeiidence in tive problenm
that if all tile wave ctompontents are Positive then the wavae is At time t,, , . tilie particle iotitrti tiuti: po iiunit. atid
righi-hanid circularly polarized. Using the platne wave solu- cyclotron radius are jumiped ( Fig I ) by nit) aitittitt t hat call
tion to Faraday''s law. be comiputed bil inicgraifing the e(litatiottt of moitii it bet weent

W., - We/n) k X F,, 6 t,, nit(] I., , I. asslititing that tilie wave field is -mnall entough
liat file particle mtiot ucn tarlh reatsovtnlllv appr ox uiated INV

file componietits oft(le wave magnetic field call he Nviijitet iii a ecycloron Orbit wvith stteattitirg parallel ito i thetack-pittuid'
terms of the cotpncisotes of the wsave electric field. Field 'I lie z position ear iable cati be reptlaced b% thle t dhative

fl, - /, E.- (7) wave phase Valtaible V%. Iwhich we t clite in, be

it,- A'.Z - for (17)
act1t Notinig that thle inump ill ilife : position cal it be coitijitited from

where 7,. -- rk. /oo. ?1. =cA. /w, artd file index of relfiit the jutmp in p usitig thle defiflit iont of thle cyclot ron radiuis py.
t~ is eflutd as i = rkl/w.the equations of motion ntecessary tIn coriptitle filer imnip %a-.t

'I le wave eteeittic field amplitudes catl he expressed 'is if call he redlitced to three.
dimensionless qttaittiities where

Iql,/ocs.dt' 2
The assumption that ir 4 . where e=max (~ieI. de-
fine% the small wave amplitude approximition. fIn this limit. Y, Co.(; nf 4 )1 A~', I 4
the quiver energy is proportional to or (cf. Appenidix A (if2

Paper I I. *o ttoiii ~ AF 14.'.

Numerical solutions of the full equationofis itii 1 h,f A y'( B B

thle small wave ampli tide limit show thlat thle part icle niotit iri
in the plane perpendicular to BI, canl he viewed as cvclotron+ - . -n

motion v. iRh a slonvlv varying cyclotron raditisp atid ptiepet- kF P, ))j- 1 i1 t
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Il. y al'l -,q, Ws
t  

., , , ..
"1 I.,- 1,4 2nR/2,, In) 2hL 2 ... .. i I

I' 2'- ", x(2EJk.(rp.) + !LCp .l):J.,,,

/p ,V (20

S// 1'+ - (•,B, - .... (A.r•l). (IQ)

P.. P.. %%here -' r - arid J.. rep-resents a Bese iii, tions .4 in-/ tger otrder mr. "1 hese niodified erluatiohls hiase r-i c'(tI lerkied

from the Cartesinn equations of motion IEqs (2r ;oiad (3 )1
iusing the definition ofp, . the explicit form for the wave fields

" 4- I Eqs. (4) and(5) 1. and the approximate iraiectoris,; I Eqs
"" Ill )-( 15)J with the appropriate flessecl Iinciio expan-
stonY Making the cyclotron resonance approximatioi I Eq.
( I ) I with 1<0 for negatively charged particles, the modified
equations of motion I Eqs. (18)-(20 1 can i•e integrated

Pr over the interval ' = jO.2rr/il ) to yield
,b A, (-l) ''' ''q're•tc /. I/-n

, I r ., I

Fi+ E,4-F, -- ( -I n, f,,)

4 E, F. 2 .-!- B: ))I (A

-- _-_- - -(2 1 )

2. FIJr,.k
Ap -co ... 'Y CM 21

"-+ 4. B, 4 )J,, ,(A,,)

+ (B, - B, )J,,,(k.")1) ;22)

PAt. = 2r(kp./19,, - w/fl, ) " 23)

tc) The PMAP it now%' completely s;pecified: giscli (p p,., .d- I

at time I., Ihe corresponding quantities at t. aie gise-n by
p..,, =p,, -l Ap,., (24)

R - P.. p, 4  = p, 4 Ap,. (25)

,, 4 A 0,. (26)

- _ _ _using Eqs (21)-(23) for the inip tooall o
z. z..,The PMAP will prove to he a usarful pediro•gical1 tool for

mtinerstanding file re,;onance arccelirrlioni ptor%,c,. Ilow-

I10. I. Phlase spare tlihc•torieS in it) Ihe I -b plane. ftb) thep. -p, plae. ever, it is not a gooad cliitpitalioial toMl fil :at' r'ly pealc. re-
and Wv) thez-p, plane. which areusedforcompitin PMAP ltepani.- dieting a particle trajectory ovet any long period of time.
et" begins 41 r. Ilabeled with a Nta~), complet li one orbit. nd ahen Is Ihis is largely becaulse the map is nail area preserving in
jomped a• indicated to begin another orbit at r., , (abeledt ..nit circle) pillhase space ailld hence not linie-reversal iliana•Il ini. thioughl
Altnshoiwn in (a) lnd (lb are the nnrponenis carheejroiaiinp %rne erIce- the true equations of mlotionl are derivable fiom a Ilainillo+
tiui field I %(ilid aero w s) said n iln tr le ic field Id ro tted a rn irow ) r l v.n iO ' al
pointl in the orbit for a wave with ,. 2o,,. at.(nnM 2.) - 0, and nian. After many iteatioins. lite phiase space fraijeetruies of'

ft, I -IR, Orientationsorihe paralll wnveeleciric Seld uit idarr.) the PMAP solutions; will drift away front the ttniectories of

and inagnelic field Idalshedarrow) ar points along theinaicci.ri ire shm n the true solutions.
in (c) itold tfae earows corre"spnd teenmsponentr of the mave seenct., The PMAP also has difficulties in predictinrg the initial

2996 Phyx Fluid% B. Vol 3. No 11. Not v mbei rg99 6 P G,ort a -d1. 1. AfIrt- 2996
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leastl %%el liene Iinitial lend gy iIs% les hIall or equal Iii lie qitII r. I

energy. Our assufnption iii (lci iviiig lte I'M A PtI rat thiepai - 1/

licit orbit differs only slightly fronm a cyclotron oibit could f(or III I
break down when thle momentum is at (ire quiver energy Further siniplificatioti is posqsible by inotipga uIt entrirtil
level Ip/( ,,i)<-O(c) I If the particle does not comiplete .a relation that follows fromt lthe plane w~asc sohuitm (if Far.
reasonable approximation to a cyclotron orbit inl die lttme aday's )an' I Fqs 0 1-f 9) ).
interval ofan unperturbed cyclotron period, then the claiige ?1 E, 4fl,- 4~ P, E,, I, 14
in both III, and p,, wtill not necessarily be as dictated by (Ile
I'M AP and could be of 0(c). This will certainily be thre case Using this; poiarization relatroir. thre equation Im t,_ Eq
for lthe first cyclotron period w lncst arting froiri cold initial 13 1) canl be rewrittIen as

conditionis
ltIn gligt of these ptoibletis. tilie reader might wouride hi tu Ap, 71.. IF, I r, )cost-,( V- ' 2) (p,/?

we call be conitdrenit that lthe PMAPI will be ait all risiltl lit
rinderstanbuiig thll aicelraitirho pitocess Wc act-iirr iut it

conidnc frorar~rl ss tithte l'MAP' s wIriChvlt.( i lddtl(. rrpiir hi xrsinli Ap. %%ilt Ow the irr ill) .rrq qua
kinetic energý m ~ott tillairotn period scaling laws I (ittlii tarn for Al?,,, I Eq. (30)) 1. we find
71, -1 1 regime dlerived ill Paper I to withbin a conmistanf I acto ittp A'
of order unit%-. Furthermore, analysis in tlie limrit of parallel i77._"- - (36))
propagation (k = Ac, ) with the PMAP can reproduce pre- m tr M

cisely the asymptotic scaling of energy as aI funcetion if ittle Consideriing a sequecite of oirbits. we canIl siiri Eq I Il). be-
derised from the exact soclution of Roberts arid lrrichs.hamii. ginning at nl = 0. to obtain
7 lie derisations; of the i;. :, I scaling laws fromt the I'MAI' ( P p _ p, p
ar~e given in tire Appendix.,t~7;-i~') nc o, (37)

where wse have assunied p. ,Ap,,,- Ap2,,/2 I lnit' relation is;
5. The small momentum limit of the PMAP thre small wave amplitude. snmall riomenrtunm altpitoxiriatiiii

to an exact constaint oftire motion [cef. Eq. ( 15) of Paper I I
1 he JIM IA]' call be made simupler bN assur iniiig that tIre Using tire reduiced constant oftlIre miittioniii q( 137)1 to

momentum swill he relatively Small Ilp.. I /Itnc ) replacep_, in the pliasejirinp equation,. we discos-er lit towcos
Im~ =123..J thotugh perhaps much larger t hail Ow order

Having the advantage of knowing what miaxinmum energies
aep ibe(Paper I I ecan expect this to lie areasonable P,

approximation ii, all parameter reginres excepting tIhr case 2oij'r'
whe licit 1 . Esven wheni 71. zI1 thre smuall 1rrrrrrreitrIII~~ hilt .

of thle I'M Alt will bc useful iii illristrativig hows cold junt al i;. -'- -~ 2-~---
particles are accelerated through tire small nrorireituirr re- ore 2tr~
gime to eventually achieve energies where Ip/1/ inc) - ( I ) whlere lthe quadratic ternm Iin p,, Iris beeni droippcd suitec it is

Recalling that A,p,= A ,P,ý/(nIt, ). thle Ilessel fulue- m uchi smaller thIan ltre term lisiear it, r, I he nut ina~lized
ioris in the frill PJIMAPl'Eqs. (21 (-(23)1 can) be ap~proxi- kinetic energy U, y, - I earn also be approxirrated rising

mae -`tlie small nmoment um expairiorn I Eql. (29) and ritre recidrced
J. (k (2P1 ) coirstant ofthre mrotion I Eq. (37) 1. We ohibtir ti hies or-

2., IAp _z ( I/l I ) + (27 der in c,

wvhenr I/ll I. irl I 0. thenJ/, I.ý Expandinig thre nelativis- U, =p-1pý12mi'e 4 p',1 21ri'' (3Q)
tic garintua factor arid t lite cvelot ron frequrency ste rbihtaii Note that filie change iii kinet ic energy is propo rt ionial to lite

4- Ip2./2i~cn + p-
2 

/20 'r', (28) change in perpendicular momenturn All~., % p*.IIn

11 -(ti ( - p, /,,net -r. 2,0?e~ . 20) change in inomtiet urii will be equallI y aptllicattlc tIt thre
and, after sorte manipulation. we find that tl owtnext older ini change in kinetic energY.
I p1 / tne) the Junip values for thle PMAl' becotmie 1 o sumiimaic,. lthe PtNIAl' redurce% i to tsr( itiiip nrqr
Apt. du,, IF, +- F:.) coqlt',, 4 1 Irlr/2 )(p,,//uc)'' iutins, ill tile smnall mnomnerntunn limrit: oure for AV,. I IEq ( 19)1

(30) antI another for Ap,, I Eq I3(1)1I talties of p, are robtained
-f /, -4fl.front the reduced cou~iwsai of tire miotionn I Eq (17 17 '1 lie

d,,. - ~ F, 4~1 ~approximation of siriat nmonmentrum wvill be s alid (iti samall

- csht,, I/ c2 t(p. /rc ~(311 wave amplitudes except whe liit. zI. whecre. alter accelera-
tioin has, takeii place, pr/tpne) - 0(1) We rertirar that

At', 2rr-.2jI1 1 1 4 - -- ~ 12) n-heir A, =0. thre fuill versiruri oif ltre l'NAI' I lip. 121).
20y0?2n'` I (23)H is identical toI that gi-eri Iii E~qs (3))) andi 12) tregard-

ss luce d - qlr/,- and less of tile salle ofI p1/)' ??I(
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C. Discussion of the physical mechanism NE0 ------ (42)
'I est part icles call achieve kinetic energies lat tit ecessý

of the quiver energy, on limes scales, of many cyclot Ion ort i- rmisrltvi osat(uigfl nieoli ftl
bit%, by coherenitly accuniulating (fie relarasel * sniall re inrlte ontt(uinthenreiri fte
changes in kinetic energy that occur during eachi (whit. I hie emuloating electric field coltripoleil E, is U1017Cr''. 'heno thle
degree to which a particle will gail or lose entergy eachi othit integral ofp, -F, %%ill he nhin7ero 5"' ';, palrticle nwill interact
depends on lthe value of tile relative wvave phase. which wvill with thle wave either go-ii 0)' orT {(Sifg oif energY depecndinig
vnry front orbit to orbit as a function of the energy. Ini this (tit thle value of lthe corotation aiigle. I hough ,ecativellv con-
section. uisitng thle PMAP as a guide, we probe thle phyvsical st ant during one orbit, 0 will vary slightly from orbit to orbit
effects underlying thle change in energy and phase (tunrItig and thisl, slow variation will prove to he a matior factor in the
eachi cyclotron orbit and how these effects act in concert ito acceleration process. We wkill (lennulisrate iclutha i0l is
produce thle long time scale acceleration nmechanismo. Our icadtoteP A paearalLinasmemnie
dliscu-ssion will fotcus onl the regime of small momntuitim di'- If I' I' (" such that I I. I satisfies lthe col particle

scribable by the versioni oft [lie I'M MAP given in Eqs. (30)))nd resonanice coin) it ion., it is t lie I )oppiple effect t ha i (let er miine-;
t38). Ap 'I lie corot a tiig component of tile electric field does not

maintain a relat ively' coitstant angl I'With respect to It bilt
1. rhe change In energy rotates; through anl aingle of roughly 2rn( 111 - I ) dluring tile

The normalized kinetic energy Uof a particle chatnges in course of an orbit We illustrate tIlIs in t he plase space ploits
an electromagnetic field according to the relatioin of Fig. I by shoswing the directions, of tile wave eleciric field

vector (solid arrows) aiud magnetic field vector (dolted ar-
dU = -~ E (4J os) for various, points in the l'MAI' cyclotron orbit for

di tticIIIl= 2. Unlike tilie sitiuat ion when the corolta imi effect

Our study oftfile variation of kinetic energy becoinesa study lornliitaes. Ilues dependenuce ofthue Wave phase Ni c_. , .10)
ofhosw lthe particle velocity "lines up with" the wav e clccit ic is essential lto the energy gain process 'I lie iiiicgral of p.ý -E,
field during tive course of a cyclotron orbit. Sinice lthe change is dominated by tile cort01t1ing cornponrtin oitfithe electric
in kinetic energy A U, is proportionial to thie chuange ii, per- field E, evaluated during that part or tile orbit s%%here ii is
peiudiciilar momnentunm Ap,, I Eq (39) 1iii thle Sliill loo. parallel to Ii (I the point %% hucre r, . It, - 0 inIi hi I i A(
nientktint limtit, We Call use tile P IAl' expression fot A,' ,, to t his point. which we teicrii thle 'I~ttipol it." f ile ( hlalgc (if
illustrate tile processes responsible for All.. thle Wave pha3se U IIti repct;IC 10 thle 113':1tIClC Psituiui is I sloweT

Examining the expression for An,,, I Eq. (30)]J, we see than at any other point in lthe orbit. -1 lie sign and magnitude
that a necessary condition for acceleration is El + E2 -/ 0 oif Ap,,, will depend ott lthe value of lthe corolati",i antgle at
The reason for this becomes more clear whlen the wav e elec- thle Doppler pointt We denote this aigle as. 0... A. A's"tll the
tinc field I Eq. (4)] is wyrittent iln the followving muannter coruttation effect scenario, the %aloe of tile 'it,,. (ttii(t 2,-

E. (El -4 E2 )/2)J1cos(k-x - rifle, wsill chanige slightly froin orbit ito orbit accorduig to, the
chantgeof V.,

siit(k'r - wt)e,. Whether it is file corotattion effect or the I )opph)cr effect

+ El, - E, )/2] Icofk-x - rule, tliat is responsible for alteriiigp,. lthe sign atid ttapi~ttitite of
Ap, wvill depend on On (in life case of die corotatiort effect.

-I sitifk-x - wroe,. 0 13r. is characteristic of thle value oft ov er the entire ,'tbit 1.

- F, cos(lc'x - wft)e,. (41) To deduce the relationi betweeni fl,, atid] the PMAF' phase
The term proportional to E, + El represents lite electric va riable 0.', we first note that thie Doppler point is the point
field component in the plane perpenudicular to BI, that ro- one-quarter of the way around the PMAP cyclotroin orbit
tates about B., in the same sense as lthe particle cyclotroni (Fig. I),. which will be reached at lthe time

motion.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~I No supiigy1tistic,4etoiheeti ~ = t,. + 77/(211, I. Evaluating lthe expressioni for the
moied (wic weutermsngy ithe s "crtais component"o tid dlctri corotation angle I Eq. (42)1 at r =,t., ,,. using thle P'?IAPfield(whih we erm he "crotaing cmponnt" sid d- trjectories I Eqs. 1 1) n h av il eiiiwnote as E, ) that dictates the enmergy transfer between tlie ta(1- 1adtewv il eiiin

wave atid particle via the chanige inpI,, The corotaling wave I Eq. (4), we discover
nmagntetic field It, call be defined in a siniilar mannier with anu 0 1,u k~x,, , r,~ )41)
aiiiplitudie Since %, fill I. thus r'ur,' to 0 -

I~.(341. til into t)le Y'1, IF' esisI L-1 I 1 1. L', 112' atllll ris

'I he 11oli7ern Ap,, arising ftron the coyt fat tug (tpo 'Itilereltio
rient of file electric field is a result ofeitlier ofj'sit cefucts tile 0 1,1. ý 0. (44)
corotatioit effect or the D~oppler effect. If e, ti, .so, that where we have ignored lthe staial montertiitlton term%, We see
I I = I satisfies tife resontance conidition I Eq.( I l). it is tile that lthe change fin 0,,. frorti one orbit I, thie tiest tillit is
corotation effect that domniiates as follows. Whentilte "I\ c equivalent to AV., (mod 2,-)
frequency is wtithin 0(f) of the c 'ychotroti reqiuettcs the coi- The ptlas-e dcepiidciuce of Ap,. - 1s diuctatd h\b~ e
citationt ,triple 0. definued as lthe anugle hetweeti p, anid FK, I 'M AP I Eq 1301)), is cc'nriiiued tit, fit fa loto
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CliKt I!, I I I yr 2t 1 5 stitutiing if, lthe esisiii oili f ili.i (IIv 5o I tile %itc ilontg It,, Cn(Ini iqiiiitl. Ifici~~t-Ii

corolatim'i antgle it file I opplei point I EqI (44)!1. ss i findl not lim quIitlemso far Imos lthe palitick diiiiiglie iiiv mwmof a
I o%0,(45) cyclotron orbit as would he the case ifp.,, -I awiti e., %%ill be

increased slighl y from thie nomntialI value ol -- 2;- j11 ItI
Taking Into accoutnt thle sign of thle factor a, A, is it- p. > 0. the wavec-induced streamniig is eiihaiiced by the fil
deed masinized as a functioncof il- atexactlvthe valiieitfe, tial streaming. If p, <0. the initial streaming o'ppo5"s thle
that masimiresqp, *E, /( Irp, EJ) at the Doppler poiiit wave-induced streaming and titus the total strenilmig part of

It i- clear that only the perpendicular component of the AV'. will he negative uiiless the particle energy beconies, high
particle momnentumn r,.. and the wave electric field etirtipo- enough that the wave-induced streaming dominates
nent E.,, are needed tol alter the kinetic energy of each cyclo- It is through the non-negligible streamning coittiibtiion
iron or bit If I I I > . there nmust alsoexist a, noii7cro ohl ique to AV-. that tile mtotion of die particle in thle direct ion of Bl,,

componenit to the wave vector IL, :00). [ he paraltel fiii, plays a role in tile acceleration process..; lire variation of this
nientumn r, and the wave magnietic field It,,. camitot tie tie- niot ion is determined hy thfe VKMAI equation for Ar,, I Vq.
glect ed. hoti evet . as tlife%, play anl imiportant role fin alterring )adpehiSaltesrristglpisrip rtima
thle phase to tilie corotating comiponient(itf thle wave~ elec(tric held. A

closer examination ofthie relation betweeti the wave electric
anid magnetic field polari7altiOiis; I Eq 1 34)1 that leads to tife
simplified form of Ali,. reveals thle followingp Picurte-. If thle

2. The change In phase wave is electrostatic (kil V., I, thienii wve iiiigotict hi-lit is

IHaving estahli lied t lie iniportIatirce (,f thle IJ)opplet In pil I cro anil the coinponents of thle eleettici fieldca tiesi N.%w fIritte

coroitation angle Oo~,. fin determining the kiiietic encrg\ gain. as F, - 0. il E, I~ ?I E - 0 I lie compon aleint oft lie- foi c iii

we consider now the phyvsical mechanisms responsible for te~dietoibigplprita llyt ,cl telb

the slow variation of 0M1., or. equivalently. V,, I Eq (44) 1.expressed in let-Ins(if E, arid hence the coroitatingp compo-
The jump in V,. predicted by thle I'MAP I Eq. (39R) isk ap- iient of the wave electric field I Eq. (41 )1
proximmely - 2Yff11I. indicating that the wave propagates If thfe wave hias an elect romagnectic conlpotiew. thiei
Past the Particle approsimately 111 phases in a -single cyclo- Ap,, is determined entirely by Ithle (v-X I, I/c miaginetic
tron orbit IThe small. but esseiitial O(e) deviations frotm an force. When averaged over a cyclotron period. thfe :comiilp-
exact - 27TJI I phase change are aresult oftheenergy depen- nent ofthechectric force iscaneeled out byt(lie (l-,e, x R, )1c
dence of the cyclotrotn frequency and the particle's streami- component of the magnetic force leavinig the otliet conipo-
ing motion along the background magnetic field. Threse - nents of the magitetic force (proportional to F, tv I: I to
fecis are clearly evident in tife unapproximated PIVAP push lthe particle in z. The one exception would be the casec of
express~ion for AV-, I Eq (23) ). a wave where ?1, F, -; i.E, - ft bilt E, v'(t (linearty Polar-

Thle Aft, eqiiatioti in ithesmall monmentutm versoti oftl le i7ed in thfe I, direct ion) lin t his case. tilie z ci ni ritii, oif the
PIIA P I Eq 1 39 1I coiltIains the energy dependemice oif t lie electric force is not ca iteled ott amid it is both itlicv elecric
c~ clot rot frequency in the negative semnidefiti te term and~ magifelic fenrCcs tiat Piush tile Particle ini V, W i nilcI itle

- ir1 lit j 1 /(mc) JAs tire particle gfainsý eticrg. life cv- that, for waves; that are not purtely elect lotmatic. I lie nitiaiteic
chotron frequency decreases. and, with a fixed phase velocity fiel ofxthen wavf antut cope itly)d sine Ititn (ife filue. toali
rulik, the wave will propagate further past the particle duiiing haatlgel etent(if. not; complvetecl. thes isotitlit of tepiit indrer
the increased cyclotron period. Consequently. fl, will de- mininge to e, varndo o as , we o 2ave se n. t hisi enceiti i cc
crease slightly more than the nonminal value of -- 2c11l/ i I iiin thlant- f f no f)ati itc ,
terestingly. the energy dependetnce of the cyclotront freitieti-
cy is a relativistic effect and plays a major role itt tlie
resnance accelerationi process in the appareintly riotrelativ-
istic regime of IpI/11P-)~ .9 . 3. The acceleration scenario for p,, =p,o =O

The phase 0.. (mod 21f) can also be altered by thle parti-
cle motion along thfe background magnetic field during the ()ur disetissioti of lthe cyclotron resonaince acceleration
course of the orbit -ihe streaminig component of AVf-,. onr- process will not be cnimplete until we explaini how it is thatt
ginally proportional to r,,. in tile full PIVAP I Eq (21 3)1. the momentititn anid phase chatigitig niecltariisns svoi k to-
reduces to the term gcther to prodchte large eniergy' gaiis oiver oiatv I-veroiron

orbit% The acceleraitoit scenario wvill be pr~esiteil fii two
:2ff 1 -Y i 7. - 17 i, -- (46) parts First, wve cotisider the case where p,, - 0 1 hthi s;c-

2mc- iC 2m W) iio I Second, we cotisider initial niomnterutuniisch that
in the small momentum version of AV!,- Besides the intiiial p,,, -it,, - Olt) (Sec 11 C 4) We reiterate otir catliei coit-
streamning terms, proportional top., anidp1 ,, W.ere is; aut etier- mnieis (Sec. If A)( that thie VNIAP initial nionicrtionil %% ill
g) -dependent streaming term reuilting ftontilthe %vave flter- iiiIly hie wi Illtin 0) F I oft the trite initial nriotiieii IIon I lii ex-
action I his. term is positive semidefittite because the %Nase attiple~p,, It0 in thfe I'MAV tmight corresýpond iiia fiiiitrp_,
interaction always produces a p_, greater thtan p_., i c . in realitv and vice versa

p- >~ 0 I Eq (317) 1 A sstinriiig for a monitieti I t ta I hie chiantge ini Phase I Eq ( 39R ( ~in lite r", - f'_ - 0
0,. t then p, Iso that ther particle monves fii I lie stinie m~itt taikes the sittiplv fotim
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A -. olIlA( ,~I(~,lnc (47) OfP~ -(01 is reached it d,.,, - Y7 -- er At Ilik peoiilt. one
Thritigh~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ tle oantd rV. md2r eedsuo n I 01 aPCXI i(liC p1`0 CtSS IIas beeni conipI11t C(I I pise (it take

erogh, thle meagnioud ofV, ( mod 20wllz demondotuoni;etr thesniall factor ores) with a maximum energy froni the accil-

monotonic decreasing if v~, < I. monotonic inicreasing if much longpoer s thnxcclotrong phqieriod. yad ero
7,> 1, or constant if 1,. = 1. When q~, < 1, the phase velocity muf, ionsertead, we weloreon cosieriteaceoado.ceai

in the direction of B0 is greater than the speed of light and Ifor inteadeweere37 .thcnien lite~ 2cce)rawonl semnaro-
the relativistic cyclotron frequency effect dominates the frtoilcalsy whereasn Y1 .then scen(ro dsrd 27 ov would h oo

phase change. Conversely, when 71 > 1. the phase velocity toialdersngTe cai ecibdaivwud
along B0, is less than the speed of light and the streaming apl g, ive til) apdpthe rign changes for A i- ikeiie, phae
effect dominates. The phase change effects catncel each other consider differendth rsogncances foreqece AV. Likewise. th e
out when ll, = I leaving 0'. (mod 21r) a constant and. as we abovsier difesriedt rscenario willerk apl gie Ih IppropIat.Ie
shall qee. this causes singular behavior. abcoice dfescrabid signofar ' hemiorwl pl div~ern he bproritee

Let uts first examine in detail thie acceleration scenario coc f0oadsg fA0 h ao ifrneblwe
for I I I I anid then generalize for tlie scenario for other tile acceleration processes at 1/l1 = I and It I . I is tile rela-

resonance nunibers. When I/ I = 1, the wave frcquency is tv nfiinyof lthe Doppler effect inl changing lthe energy
withn 0e) f th cyloton requncyandthe 'MAP eua- compared to the corotation effect. This inlefficiency is. niani-

lion for the change in perpendicular momentum IEq. (301)) fested in the PKIIAP through the factor of 'p,/uc in
reduces to Ap. Eq. (30) 1. As a result of thle less efficient energy gain

per orbit p,. will remanin small for a larger number of orbits
Ape,. - d. (E. + E2 )cos(V -. + 112, (48) and V/', will takea larger number of orbits to cover tie accel-

sshere dl is positive definite. Assume that il, > I and cration and deceleration ranges. yieldinp a longer period for
Vo= or+ 6, where 6 is a small number greater than zero the cyclic process. For 11 I>>3. the Doppler effect become,

(617r,( 1). The scenario is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2, sufficiently inefticient that maximum energies, exceeding thle
where we plot Ap1,, as afunction of 0, (solid curve). A dot- quiver energy are no loniger possible.
dashed line below the curve indicates the time history of 0,. A less complicated, butl more dramatic acceleration sce-
with a circle denotiing thle initial and final state of one period nario exists wshen q7. = 1. According to the smnall moinen-
within O(e). turn version of thle PMAP. All-, (10 when y. =I I Eq.

Initially. Ap1,, > Ocausingp3 ,, togrow and Vl', (mod 21r) (38))1. Choorsing V, so that Ap,,, > 0) implies that Art. - ill
to increase. The grosvth ofp,, will continue as long as V- is in be greater than zero for all it, and lthe particle will accelerate
thle range ir < V,. <l2it (the "acceleration range") corre- indefinitely. This will be true for arbitrarily large p,. in the
sponding to the range of corotation angles where qp, -E, > 0. linmit A-, = 0, w'here thle small mnomentumn version of the
After a finite number of orbits, say N. V,.(mod 21r) will l'MIAP becomes equivalent to the full PMAP. if A-, v, 0. then
reach lthe value of 2ljVAI#(mod 21r) =0)1 andp,, will be a tie risingp1, will saturnltswhen p, - 0(mc) because of the
maximum, having accismulmied over the N orbits where effects of higher-order terms tnot included in thve expansions
Apt,, > 0. Continuing the monotonic increase. V4 will tra"- of the relativistic cyclotron frequiency aiid thecotitant of the
erse file range 0 < V < ir (the "deceleration range") where motion that wecre used it) deriving thle small momentum s-cr-
Ape,, <0 because of the corotation angle being such that sion of Av4. Thus, when r,., - Ot c). the relativistic cvclo-
qp, -E, -70. The inverse symmetry of Ap,,, about At- eiisures tron frequency effect no longer cancels Out the streaming
that p,, will decrease for N orbits utntil the initial conditioin effect and lthe phase begins to slip. Such a higher-order effect

Ap1.
cf,(E,-t E0)

FIG; 2 t tie chaepe inPerpen-r iu lit ron~

it-3n'.d 2,it according -tv,e I'NAP henw.

lin 'P, (loe ti * mr. e h oor V. ar th re.. diter

TE ~~cir ve) andp., - 01 , A WIdistie r ~ter Sft
lite text for. detailerd de~crt,ri-o
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wtouldl explain Whly file ittaxtinunt energies ohli'i sed whent intunt. Contituing to (Iect iwe. dl., etiters. fill- thtle~eitioti
it.. = I and k , ý0 arc independent of w-.ie nimplinidie andl range (0.- V',, -' -,. whlire Ap, _, - R. fit lipet 1 tiitwilii full

resonancle I'tcqsteicv IPaper ). unititurn dec reaiss and at [ihe point e",, -- 7 P. filli- hac k-
1 lie reader may have noted that thie descripliotis of the ground streaming term. will begin again to ulotiurate All.,

acceleration scentarios all depend upon a judiciotus choice oif [ile phase begin% to increase while Ap,,. rculinio iuegalitte
the initial phase d,',. If VF,, is not chosen properly, the l'MAI' until it,, =a' - 5S and the cycle is contplete.
can predict negative values ofp,.. an unphysical situiantio. This acceleration -wenario applies equally well ito file

As ste have emrphas3iied. this failure of the PMAP to flnci- il, > I and p.,, < 0 case, provided tile appropriate cltaitge% fin
date the initial pluse dependence is a consequetnce of life initial phae eacceleration-deci-leration raingi . midt sign of
cyclotron or bit somnetimnes failing to be a good appros ittia- AdU', (i od 2r7) tiC itiade. The seeitario is; 1ioulla r ito file
tion to thle par~ticle trajectory when pil -,0(0 P, I 0-wOsenitaio iI lthat tnximiiunit ueirgws mttuct ato rer thltli

tile quiver energy oeeir %%fill periods of sariattoito,1 jIiil ga
er t han a cyclot roit period IIn coot rat with th 1,, p. wtse -

4. The acceleration scertario for pi,0 _p,0 - 0(o) tario. I/,, exhiblits oscillwitoi behavior itistead o1 mioitotoiitc

Let us considler hriefly how the acceleration incehliauisio hehavior. Maximum kinuetic enlergies wvithla otit ,cllmuorv d',,
works when the ittitial particle energy is of the order of the can oftetn exceed maxinmum kinietic energies; with;, imiommotoim-
quiver energy. When formulated in terms of the I'MAII, the ic d-. becauseanu oscillaiiiig d',, spends more cyclotront orhits
predominant changes in the acceleration scenario with re- itt the accelerat ion range.
-;Pect to tilhe p", - p,, - (1case will he (lite to tilit 1ellect ofthle Osci llniouy l',, bvehavior ihisa plpeair S theii f? -m-'ceffs
p,, trm litt theAU' ielaiioiiIFl- I IR314) flhitsiut-ipiovides; sititm critical valuti- ;;I%: p -.afultill theha kipioltod "lra.i.:tiuip

a constant St rramimig phasie change in addit ioui to thle phase propels U', thIrouigh I lie cceleratioii range b--I-t, Ifheic - e y
changes stemmting fromt thle eniergy-dependent st re;mtiittg depenident conltrihiitions to AdU',, calli 'shot oh!' f ietvti k -
and relativistic cyclotron frequency terms. *lie behavior oif ground strearnim -. For p.,, .p., - the phase mionot''ntcallyv
0-,. and hence p,-., depenid-, on tire relative sign of tlie p, chaniges and tlie toaximtum p,, decreases :Is -,', iiiutrl.cs.
term withI respect to the energy -depcndlett term- that are Numerical solut jois tif thle full ertuatiotis A of ii iou have
proportional to ( I .- III ). verified that thiistyp~eof phtas;e beltasioroccussiir with sahticsof

If the sign ofp.,, is opposite that offI I - il" ). the acced- p.,, within order unity oif those estiiiiaed hy the PMAI'.
eration process is little changed from the pi 0 t scentario. As was thfe case when p.,, -= 0. it is not wise to, piess the
The behavior of U', is mountormic increasing or decreasintg PMAP too far since problemis with the itnitial plitse intl mo-
(depending ott the value of il, ). with the background inettumn dependence thwart thle l'NIAP predictise power
streaming effect simply increasing the rate of cliauige. Alt This becomes obviotus when we aik what happenis %then
increased rate of change nmeants that U-,, passes through tile pi -0. Sticking to the oscillatory scenario ules tilled III thisl
acceleration range iii fewer orbits. 'This decreases tife smir of section for p., - Off). we svould expect that the oscillation
Apt. over tife acceleration range and. consequently. lowters periodl andi maximtum energy would decrease to 7ero. lRut
the maximum energy, this is tiot what ha~ppens: the infitial phase chanes, toi difle-r-

If p.,, has the sante sign as ( I - Y12 ). thentil theibck- Cot valuteso that. when P,, .0. we )lave file p," 0) need'

ground streaming term contributes to AU".-f iil aI sigmi (ppit' eratioti scenlario as discussed it) Sec. I I C I Withi Ll~ ge onaxi-
site to that of the energy-dependent effects. To illustrate how iunui energies. Let uts appreciate the physical iiittiiioit that
this alters the acceleration scenario, we considler thfe case the PMAP has given uts and move (itn to a more comtplex
where Il II=1. ill < I, and p.,1 > 0. i.e., a regimie where thle Ilamiltonian analysis thatsvill satisfyoturqtiaititativetneed-;.
relativistic cyclotron frequency effect dominates (lhe energy-
depetident contribution to AU,,. These paratinelers leaid to Ill. REDUCED HIAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS OF MOTION
the simplified Apt, relation given in Eq. (41f). "Ioi help guiiile -To rb ie(eai fh yito eoinrcee
the reader through the sceiataio. we display in Fig. 2 a sche'- (onproesthtl felletihsofghtltec rackstro f (lesotancaecwer
matic of the time htistory of 0', on thfe Ap,, k.s U', plot iion proes that teltruhehrc st of rth e l'MA' st
(dashed line above the solid curve) withithesqutaednoii turn toa Hlamiltonian formulatio ftt etpril rb

the initial and fintal states of a long period to wvithint 0() leni. Ilantiltonian methods were used in Paper I to derive a

Initially, thfe backgrountd streamiitg domtiutats tf li pseudopoteittial function thtsIN bl oiec iett e

phase change sinice I p l/pc I !i- Jp~,,t1mc7 j an(& d,,, wtill iit Itavior of the kittetic entergy ott liittle scales iiiteer thini a
crae ie h prpit hieo iiilpae cyclotron period. Int htissectiont, we extend thme I laniiltotiiait

-ese Gie fonilaio ofrort choicer If toia ppdcerihciasetosofto
(n= ' +- M.) Ap,, will initially be positive andi renitti fruatiin (iof cae opouerdcdeulo-(t o

positive as long as ir r U', <~ 21r. lfp.,, is not too large. their tlte tocapable of predicting cyclotront orbit-aiveraged il-tails of
the particle traj-ectory either analytically or in farI less comn-

rate ofchange oftU', will be slow enough to allowp,, tobll putational time iltartit would take to compute sihiitiots of
up to a level that allosws the energy -depetiden It ermt itt AU'., ito
cancel out and then exceedl the back ground slieatomiti teiti. the fitll equationls of miotion.

Assume t hat thle canicellatiotn (if [lie two ietn II ii atlesiati coi-uuilhtate. Iltie I lauiltiilmmcutli fo tI-Ist liai

[AU', Imud Za) -01h occuts at U', -'-_ U whe t-Ire r . i/', tidle itt tile clecttootagemti-c wvave tielsf. fleil'bed tillI i Si-u It
<2 rr I lie phase wvill begin to decrcimxe bitt r. sIp u-iriius IEqs. (4) ;ttul tIl is

positive until V-, = i. at whticht point p,, hlas reaehiu-d a tmaxi- 4' ( x~p, i ( c'ItP, qA)( .I4Q
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phsscalinmncnt is ' -p * qA/c. The c niagxnlcll (if I lie
vector poicuttal canl be redluced to

A.4 -rr1q ) - Ua sI# i t (oli 1 If ,ill/?) (63)

A,=(Illce,/q )cos;3 (511 -
1-L -4 surinl

A. = (nct: f/q) %in f.(52) 2p)t, Rinc Y

where f, is given by Eq. (10) and we have in~troduced the (p1
phase variable 1 L + Tfr, Cos/? jl ( I64)

(?(x.z~t) A ,x + k~z - etil (5)( ý
A iruniber of canonical It ansforuuiat ions of the Cairtesiat, III*( InIc tilt'
Ilancihionian must be performed before a %tufficiently useful
time-independent ilHamiltonian and corresponding set of ca- - yc 0.C -7,O,)ill (5

nonical coordinate, is produced. We refer the reader to Pa-
per I for details on live sequence of transformations that we wsith fJ(x.zjt) given by. Ell (53) lietipteedIiiii5
emiploy and will only present here the resultant liamiltonivin we obtain the following expressions for the phiysical vari-
and the definitions of the corresponding canonical coordli- ables as functions of file canonical variables
'nates in terms of physical coordinates.

The Hlamiltonian of interest IEq+ (24) of Paper I I canl x (lpl)(7.1 4y

be written to 0(e) as - %111,ý) 4 ?17. ' -AjT SillE) (66)

II(4,1.. P,)= l0 1'.IP + r HAJ 0I...11 4 =i -c/i) 71. 1,( ' )(7 . 4 T, I w A 1c~.

(54) (67)

where z t471017?) vl: - I/,/' - T11+ A- 71'if (68)

11,(1'J,.P,, = T P"s (55) p,/,ntr = (sto, hw)j cos )

H. (.a5,PJ.lJ',,) = -1 i a. sinI + s(n - 14 1. - st, sim(t - S4~o + sc7.P sine6)). (69)
2Y., .(56) P, /Iic =- - 00,/w()jT Silln

.with 110 - 0( 1) and 1R, - 0(E). We have introduced (lie - SE, cos(t - .54o + srj. Sinl Iii). (70)

following quantities into tlieH representation: p.!,,,. = ?I: Pý-- 7, P',,

T(P~l.P I I + (2w~,/ti)(I + ii'P. ) 4+ .s, sin (I - 4ý+syl6.s1, sin dl. (71)

+ (,.P, i. 's. ~ I '~' 57) with j)(P,. 1) given by Eq. (M(). In Paper 1. tlie relation

a,,P.JP,, = (O, OJ~j(E 4 E,)J,, ,p) between the canonical coordinates(LleP,., )and con-

- J, ventional action-angle guiding center canonical variables is
+ (E E2 -',,, (~~) Idiscussed. The Hamiltonian 11 and corresponding canonical

+ 2sf, (v7.1. J - 17, P,, )J.,(ljj,), (58) variables differ from Hlamiltonian formulations used in pre-

%%here vious studies of wave-particle interactions' "' in that there is

j5(P.l) (2/ni,)(7 ~ J0  59) nio singular behavior in the canonical coordinate.- wt '1. -0.,
The cyclotron resonance approximation used in Paper I

and T isthe sign ofthe charge. Unlike (lie Paper I representa- and iii the constructionf (ifte l'NIAP (Sec. 11) is fovinded on
tioni of Bi. we have chosnen to use dimensionless canonical the assumption that there are two widely 'at % ing dvniiamical
variables. In particular. the canonical momenta (P-1-P,,'. time scales, with the faster time -scale being (i iilte order of
are in units normalized to wlmic' and tile Hamniltonian 1 Is the nonrelativistic cyclotron p~eriodt. In the I lnimiltonian for-
normaT1lized to mc'. To maintain the cantonical properties of mnulatitin. this separ'ation of time scale% is dletermniied by (lie
the Hlamiltonian system it is necessary to introdiucc (he nor- rca(tive magnitude of (lie itwo frequriicnies ta, - d.: di anid
inalized time variable t= ,or. In our set of dimtensionles (It, = 41thfese nondi mensional frequecncics can bie corn-
variables, derivatives with respect to tinie are expressed with
(lie independent variable ;. . puted fromt I/ ansI are found to be

I lie canonical variables (4JXJ.l' Ii) are dlefinied in ii I- l/T) Csha/ho) 1/ () P. '/. P, )I

terms of thle physical variables by the relations. I 0(ft). (72)

1 3 + (whlo, )3,1, (pjnIe~r -t it cof 13 sI4 (601) no - , /Yo I 0(f) (73)

art~a__- (p,/tnc + .Sf, Cosfi (61) D~efining (lie winiding number r to be tie ratio oif thr lOtm to
cit s p, l"In + se, s inl fl) fast frequency, we see

It = k,x - A~z - (WA/NTI, .s (P. /1i1C -4 .sI, COS ft31r + (trfi/n, )'1. P i 7'.--, P,, o I/ to. ITY 4 0(OF)
(62) (74)
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1 lie ci~clotroii resonance approximation ;Issunls-s r -0)1 1 order I Iarniltonimiii I 1:q. (56) 1 and keepoin a in itd h le ,e'.o-
with I chosen to satisfy fills as well as possible. When ex- tiafice approimnation, we (mnd
pressed in terms oft lhe physical variable,.; I he :Is'Iiiiptloll (it P-)aco
small winding number is equivalent to lite resoniaocc condi- '"~~ O
tion I Eq. ( I) I normalized to the relativistic cyclotron frc- where a, P.ý ( is given hy Eq. ( 59) with P.. msi~ltolcid III
qiiency 11. In the ahove analysis, it has been Imiplicitly ns- for P,.
stained that 3li, IdP, -f 0(c. which seems reasonahle given I'he first -order correction g to (lie 7crotll order rotation
U,~ - 0(0) We shall discover later (Sec. Ill C 2) t hat t his I% of 4. is deter mined by demanding ithat lthe lnalp le af es-
not ilwav% lite case. preserving in IP )phase spaice. A consider:,tion of the ]Ja-

Reduction of the Ilamiltonian 11 in thie cyclotion reso- cobian of lthe tuap transformation defined hy Eqs; (75) and
nance approximation can be carried out either discretely or (76) yields the Following condition for area prveservatiowl
continuously. Though the discrete mapping approaich pre- ,j(Ap.. d
sented in Sec. IlI A is often the method of choice (since tile 4- - ý- t). (79)
time averaging process is explicit), there are dilliculties wvitht dI',. f4
accuracy in certain regions off phase space. We are thus led to This differential equation call he easily integriated upon suh-
construct equations of motion with a conttinuouts time vatil- siltution of the AP,. expt ession IEq~ ( 78 1 to N itlt
able in Sec. I I 1` from an orbit-averaged reduced I lamilto- g Tr ( rl/m, )a; sinl 4., (go)
nian. Details of the particle trajectories iii the small momen-
tumn limit are studied in Sec. III C. where

A. Orbit-averaged mapping equations (e, ic )J, Nil ti' I .l J,I yl,,')

Our goal in this section is to construct a set of ar+ 2-se, ({itJ, ( 9 ,) 1- A.o/5', F7, F.
preserving mapping equations that will approximate tile par-
ticle trajectory in the canonical variable phase spacc. J lte X [ 1,pJ, , 01,ii) - UJ, o7 .ii) I} (I
mapping equations will determine the slowly varying vani- The map is now complete. Starting with values fot ut-r.P.
ables P,~ and ý on the phase space surface oif constanat thevaiueofP,, - isohiaitiedbysolvintgheP. inlipr-qlmtiort
ý(modl 2r,) wvith successive iterations of the map (denoted [Eq. (75)1 for P'. gie h uito (P.
by the subscript n) indicating an increase of 41 hv ?n. i.e.. [Eq. (78)[1. Ditect substitution of Pl a nii itito the
ii ,I= , +- 27r. file map construction outlined b"elow em- map equtation (76) wvith r( P.- , given by 1-41 (75) mind
ployees standard methods of Hlamiltonian analysis that are g(P,..- 4,, ) given by Eq. (110) Yields 4, Iminiia (-(di-
discussed in detail elsewhere.' tioits fix~ the value of 6 modl 2r-) and 'the coilsiants of lthe

We seek a mappitng of the form motion l and P,. We denote thle map constructed above as%

Pt PC 4 A Pt P. .) (75) the QOMAP" since it is more qutattitativelv acehirale than
+,, 4,4 2rnr(PI, - ) 4-Ri(P, -. 4. (76) the PMA1' consitructed itt Sec. 11

The QM Al catl lie sum plified hy :rssitiitiim snil im I 1-
where r is t lie windinug number given by Eq. ( 74 w iviot f~i(lie mIneta. fin physical variables,. the smial moittentuinn limlit de-

- )- term. When e=0. then A~P,, g =(0 and P, is a mandts [pi/mci "( I. w hich. vvhenl traisllated to Canonical v.an-
constant of the motion. In this limit. 4. wvill adv ance by art ables.. is equivalent to the condcitions 1 4'I' - t I sld
amount equal to the slow frequency t,~ times lthe fast per iod il, 1'. - P1, P, -t 1. Expanidinig the AP .c and I! fituictions
T = 2if/&,,. svith a), given by Eq. (73) without the -W o eQNA'ii(esmlaru nt[akgus-oEq
term. (27) 1we arrive at thle follo-ing set ofimapping c~t-qll~lios (fi

The first-order correction AP, to the trivial 7eroill-or- negatively charged particles:
der behavior of Pý. is computed by integrating lthe equation P .(2
of motion for dP, /dt from time, tot +- T. - /,. '"vS.(8I

d;~-l '., + 2r(I/I 11 -(+ IP.

where the zeroth-order trajectories are substituted in for the
canonical variables in tile integrand. For purpo~ses of area svhtere
preservation. lthe value P.. , ,is used insteac! P. Also. I is
aconstaint toOMe2) independlentofti. Tltiscan becleduedl by h f. - )1,1 W ~(C-42 I/ 1 .'
integrat Ing t he expression d! d:t - dIi,/dId o losv-stor- (4
der betwveen 1,, and I. l-7

Esalttating (ilie AP,, integral (Eq. (77)1 uising the- lust c". (9'"' 5)
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alijiln,, is gienbyEq (59) withrP P. .r In th(le

%mall iiioimctiittm appiroxiniation j 1.
'Io see iftlheQM AlPprovideda reasonablvaccurate esi- co 14X + An - 0ý1 (87)

mate of the true phase space trajectories, we compared 2 r, .. . 5( - 1)
QMAJ' soltutions with numerical soltitions of lthe full equma-
tions of motion I Eqs. (2) and (3)1 over a range of the free id_,(F I
parameters (111. (a/w_ i. o. e. k-x,,) ror cold tititial condi- an ) -( j"'1. is Tove b(y) tEl ne ca Rnca wi-h

lion (p = ). e rond oodagremen whn I12.al- ables (COXP,.) are defined in terms of the old variables
beit we did not do as complete a survey as will he discussed in acodntohera is
Sec. Ill H. There isa problem, however, when 111 = l and the acrigt h eain
true behav ior oft iii certain regions of phase space is not well as,
modeled by the QMAP. +- t 88)

This difficulty can he understood as follows. When
11= . tltve QMAP equation I E% (83)) contain-tsa term - - d

proportionaI to (sin 4.)3P ) For cold initial parti-
cles. there are portions of the phase space orbits (where the as,
motmentla are very small) that pass very close to those valties p p+ - - (90t)
nf P. that makep = 0. Fortunately, the true phase trajectory p
is also in a region near ý= 0Oor irso that the value of sin4 - as, )
also approaches 0. 1The behavior of the ratio (sin t /77(P, )is t =Pt - - 191
extremely sensitive to the exact values of (ý, P, ) to thme ex- -ci s,
tent that a slight deviation from the true trajectory as t-.0or I=I---.(92)
-.results in a value much greater than unity. Unfortunately,-

as a consequence of the fixed time-step size of tlte QMAP 1. P- =P
and the implicit nature in which the quantities are advaniced.
thediscretejumpinP. is computed before the corresponding wshere ci' 1.P,, have been substituted in For PI, )in
iump in C and the quantity (., P_ ,) deviates enough ltme S, dlefimition [Fq. (97)], Fhe Ilaimiltoimia,, 11 IE~i*
fromt the true trajectory that QMAI' ratio sin 4.p Iir..., (54)1 transform% to 11. %%here
beconie% extrentely large. The deviation is enough, in fact, to Ri = Y - 7;1 4 ta,/2T )sin4 1 94)
cause large inaccuracies in the values, of 4. ,More anmd _T(P,,LP,) is giveni by Eq (57) with
will be said about these regions of singular behavior in Sec. (PL* 1

J',. )(P,,.IJ,.) Yly chol-sing S, properlv. lthe last
Ill C.varying term-s have been dis;placed to Oe' ) in tran-formitig

In trying tocircumvent thisproblem, weareitnunediate. from If tolT1. What remains in T1is esseutiatll It nveingedl
1) led to consider the possibility of decreasing the time step of over otme period in di while the other variables are field con-
the jump so that the quantity (.F )more closely ap- st ant. Thus, like the QMAr. dvnitmoic detail% occiurriing on
proxinmate% the desired quantity [O(r). r(1)J*. This can be time scales less than 2alm, troughlylithe c'.clotrroi period)
done most effectively by abandoning the discrete jumps of a are absent.
map altogether and constructing orbit-averaged equations From the orbit-averaged 11ilaioniotian TI. we caii com-
of motion with a continuous time variable. pute the orbit-averaged equations of motion for thle carioni-

cal variables 1 and Ti:

:; T' - I +t -_!L-a; - aisi . 9

B. Orbilt-averaged continuum equations d7P, ,, -
With the aid of adiabatic canonical perturbation then- t 2T (9

ry." it is possible to transform (lie Hanmiltonian HI tona new
I lamiltonian II that will depend only on slowly varying vani- where
ahle, to 0(0). provided the resonanceapproximatioi, is sat- T' s1i,.,AYT, 4 (?,,r)OI ij, 0 ~It (7)
isfied. 1 his transformation was used in the course ofderiviný'
lite 111'1' theory in A ppend~ix 11 oif Paper I We oitiatoc lite 1111d a; is given by Fri t8 81) with P, i;, -P andlI I I lit. ca
transformation below in the context of ltie dime~isonIlcIs noitical momenta Iland P,, ace comlsail,t of lthe motioi, and
canonical variables that have been introduced in this paper. tile linear time variation of lthe correspondinigangles can be

The generating function S for (lie tran.fiormationi cat, be written as
sritten as a function of the old coordinates iild new niomen- al(98

turn as a

SG 4pT .7;, 0,, 44 1;,4S l -,-(9
(86)

'here In the small momeittumn limit, ltme orbit-averaped eflia-
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Iterms o if lf ofititi care be red uced to) Ithe %itriplr Itot fit Li I h le Ceqtlatiolts it it tiioli I lFtg- 1 iit ( :tl I. if tc w-t also
QKIAI' rcluctiitri. l-As (42) aged (83)1 sitlsci %%itll It Rt1iite KittIa tlttIvII "C i i it.w

I/ 7 - - I -Coumpiare Ileit-lctiitils. l i ti e 11:. il l 11tti11 kiiictilt civlgy- 11_
2)(7 T)I Its~ I it)) ;tied Ithe osetillation peritxid- characleristicol sitlmiijitts ii

2~ cyclot onu toesoriance regime. liver a brotad ra itie )I the pa-
it. Ilt~i, ~ (I ~ ' ~- )rineters 11 *.,a,lot ;t.k~,ie.ad c lor co cidlik poiliri7ed

di %v-we an ' WVSud cold iiitiai cotidilions lite Sim oil life ;urminieter

~ ~,. ~,. ~ -t~, I~* ) -space surs-veti is sornesvlt:i gremier I haii Iliai stioers d--iinlhe
exteiI~vC ctuhiparkstit tof prordictiolts, of tile HIT1 I hentry Io

ci, solut jois otl t ile full cllt:iono15 i III titollin Ia "i;I% si prsetinted

+ 2~ 7Y sil C.I I in Sec. IV (it Paiper 1.
whet b-,;iit i,,aregivet hyFtp 84)and t. espic t e ferrmit to itde "iieoiatimiti ;s thfe uft-i ditce hetweetn
Miel b tie I re ive byPop (8) ;ied195 1.ic~rc ifeorbit asera1get pretlictioti :titd tile lul tilit[ '1:1111 predihi-

lively, anid we have aqquined itegcatiu ely eliargi'tl part icles l ion tiornaiized lto tilie hill 'quiat itit pi edhit 'it~. wer finld (fliat.
We alsio make use of lthe fact that. in Ilite Smtall itnitenlla on theverage. wheie 111 - 1. lthe ties ilttimi fitU_ is lvpicni-
limiit. thie ressitnance ctinditioln is saisift-dt wvhen IV 1 wighi a tilasitItIntII agritundl I I ". lit- il.-s titit iti in is

1/t - .l f) typically P',% ith a mtaximum (iti mi ititirti 17,; When
ro complete the orbit -averaged cmitilitiuO tiescription :",tp"ltisitin n / tdr-ie ; n

we ineedi a prescription that gives Ilife canoiiitta I %;tial jI es Il ',tpcld~ain i `_ te ,:r '-;id1%

(4~P..~j.,,Iin terms, (if the physical variables, :uied vice (r).Frespectively %wet cosinmparedoundy sot)% ji ilil 71 ',,. In
versa. in theory, this is straightforward, given the delinitioins (r,)Frjij .wecmadonysltou stltq

- atid found typical dleviation,. (if U_.,, to he 4%-,i tlil a mclxi-
ofthese variable% in terinself(t. of. P. .1. 1',, EII s. I 881 r f1% spia ivain f ,"ec4%wt

(mum of ail7d theca expliciti oefitn besse wer .L0o. wih
(931 ad te epliit elaion Inwee I (6.. .40l, maxinuin oif 56%. lit short. the U__,~ anid r, eOtliltates from

and the physical variables I Eq%. (60)-(711i lltpilicttcewoe tile orbit-as-erageti equations are accurate tot flie sante order
hiase chosen tto Simply set I&I' as those from lthe HITl titeitry.

I t&k.P l t .1'jJ,, I arid igitire the So correct i roiis I'(tlait ing Examitntation otf lifhe particle t raicitettis, gi-titi atet Froil)
the ngle I I I~4~ I i unoiibedl~ a easittatle the full equations;itf motiton reveals that wvhen tihe her Fcer thant

approxtimation sinice thfe angular vairialio,ui :lie Ot 2r ; tie i typcldvaii olre.i woii ieII-l)lw
(e corisreasionablme if0 Equaitnerrg th. aciow istereeit reasonlis. Firt.t soltiti ons that has e large salt test if -,. I e.g -

whe I/l -- .7) re.tir resn'Stweneree rein.. larg :1iiitt leti lit, tep
itig qilan it ies, I inie -averaged giver life last perioti 2:r/m, We an lintncicIstiiittstf ieiilcltttlt- iihetii
mus-t thlen assuire that the physical initial comitiit t it repi e- iacrte col.sreprmtrvles(iiaiip.

sentdieiniialtimeaveage vatiesof P. 1 tottiit tls I), = ur when 11 - 21 place life particle tiajecitot tes, uitco-ni-
(60) -(65Y- Conversely, the physical variable% deri vel fIttin fortably cloise to %epaiatices;. i.e . boitlrmthrics iii phase space
NIS. ( 66) -f 71 ). assuming ( P.. 1) I P I). " ill lie clearlia defined by Ilife orbit -averaged I lariltoniati idetti v thiat serpal-
icristic of tlire tuone average, rate regirnie ofilutii;atis .- iv differet-i hell, sioi I tigler -or

W..ith (I .6I' TI. ji. q, ~ . P. !./I/. P',, ). the tir- der effects not included in thec ill hit -a-el iardii ieticty we-ll
bit-raveriiged conltiniuum equations are idetleicail lit ltue coil- cause the actual particle trajeetol t) luge nt toip twtsee regigonoý
tmuinioi litmit of thle QN4AI I Eqs. (75) arid 1 76) 1 ino the olfplase space botch iitside and out'side the sepavratrisv where-

Sensethatas the trajectory getterated from thle orhit-asetageti theory

dl'. A P.- will remain sinitoot itt onl one Side or t he ttlicir We' has-c more
- ----~--(102)1 to say abotut the detieled phase ;pace ;ruturctitre tire nexrC.t

di T suecticell.
-t 21rr + g ((

dt T

whetn P,' - P and 57C. Phase space structure In the small momentum limit

Being ordinary tdifferential equaltions; in a con tinuitous The orhit -as-erageri conit ilntini eqt-patittlis call he i cadilv
time variable. the orbit -averaged equlatitnis of( genimi i i can lIe employed lto Predhict let ails o-f ilie part ic Ic t:tti'clo'lies. IV-
sols-ed nUlneriC2lly swithi arbitrary tite stepls (i.c .c-is snali as )-ttld t hescope ol it ctlith lire II latitiltomiti pseiirlopmitiei al thle-
needed for stability) and hence avoid tile tlifficutlties Ihlat riry ( Piper I) anmd tire l'NIAI' (See I I In lit %ltat 10lottss we
were impoed-c on thfe QMIAr by a fixed lttle Stepl interval, eXplore tile charadl~e, oii the trajectocrivlits br negatively
The freedom to imporse an arbitrary tittle step Should be chat ged particles in litheP- ainclpaesic srdr
view-ed solely as a mathematical convenience Soiciic shotrt iefined hy thle tif hit -as-eraged equllciitis i- ol fletlii i ifI lie small
timne-scale physical effects, have been averaged o11. fliooelifuln lititle FIEs. (IMl~) arid ( 101)1 ht k-eep tvititi

reo numerically solve the equationsef (4rrtimotuo. sve use a this realiii ottpataineter Space. swe ssill oinly ittt~is~er piramol-
standard fourth-order accurate Rtinge -Kutta' algogrithin. eter sets ss hiete tq- ý I. We blimit our anias.li~t% i11- I and
Asa diemonistration ofrthe %validitl-of lheoirbit-aiter~igee con- lrI f 2. unlct' lite% ire lthe onrlly valute,;(41 oI t ead 1ii t elier-
tiul)M approach., we compare itunterical solititits, (itf tire gies abtve lthe (itisr t'nr'rgs wheel If. ,I
orbit-averaged etuliattts. to numilerical sithutiotis )Ith fitle ('11 Of pi 111 i tcitylilpql, taried in ieleci IIItiuIII. tll lit ~tilici ties lil
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[tic Particle Ita~jcctot es' int phase space is tile Ilocattion antd structure, we will esatnitic thle bcha vior of thle phase angle Z
nature of lthe fixed points, i.e., those points wheie awl determine under what physical initial coniditions t be-

dli= d;I'~dt = 0. Setting dP/dt'= 0 IEq. ( 101 )1, we conics an osillatory (as opposecl to monotonic) functionl of
rind that any fixed points most satisfy one of two possible time. An oscillatory 4 implies% that the particles are 'phaise
condition,.: trapped." which is anl important process, fro exatmple. ill

- itnteractions of whtistler waves with charged particle% in lthe
A: cos; 4, = 0. 10) Earth's magnetosphere."'

where we denote the candidate fixed points that satisfy con- 1. The /I/ =2 resonance

ditlion A or cotidi tiotn B as (!A 75, n'4 ad (4,. ,, P), res pec- We consider first the 111 = 2 resonance qince the catirdi-
tively. date fixed points are of a more standard variety thtan what we

Before putrsuting the fixed point solutions, we pause to will find for I/ I=1. In Fig. 3 (a),we show curves ofconstant
introduce some new notation. Consideration of the canoni- TI (denoting possible particle orbits) in (Z. TP phanse .pace.
cal cyclotron radius j I Eq. (59)) indicates that, for physi- Fixed poitnts corresponding to cases Aand B are labeled with
cally realizable problems (where p5 is a real number). lthe an "A' atd "B." respectively.
values permissible for T', are bounded front below by 1; .. The fixed points for case A must clearly have 4 17/f2

where 7,_ = j 1. /e[It is convenient to introduce ltne di- or 3ir/2. Solving the d! 1d; = 0 equation for P, . we find

mension less variable T; defined as ' fl/( I - ):)

Whben expressed in terms of the physical variables; I Eqs. (112)
(60)- (65)) j, reduces to an expression involvitng only the
perpendicular momentum and the phtase: Performing the stability analysis we find that lthe eigenvalues.

satisfy the equation

T;= W1  j- +4-Set sin/i fl- I -)r7(f, + f, )TI'ill 4 . (13

Iindicating that (4.P)is a -stable fixed point for

+ LL + e, Cos(107) .4,=r/2 ( 3ir/2) when il: < I (> I). A flippitngof Itfie st able
(Me ~point from LA = 11,2 to !A 3v/2 as ll, increases through

Another useful quantity is a constant of the motion P;,~ tile value of I does occur and hans beeni observed it, numerical
wshere solutions of the full equations; of motion.

P-= 17P- - -L, 18 Thre oscillatiotn period about the stable fixed point pro-

Writenin erm oftheiniialvales f te pysial08)i vides acrude estimate of the oscillation period r.~ character-
Writen n trms f te iitil vauesof he pysial an- istic of the cyclotron resonance acceleration process As;-

ables. P_ becomes sumning (a = Nov, and cold initial particles, the eigens-alue

P;ý.= p,0/mc - se, sinfl, - ,7 (109) relation I Eq. (113) J and definition ofP;, yield the estimate

The assumption of small momenta is equivalent to tile as- T_ = 1) 1! U 4- t,) 2+ j?, P; _. sin IA J I"'. (114)
sumption that~ P; C and P;,., < 1. wttere r, is in units of the wave period (2ff/n,. Compar nig

The existence of fixed poin tsis established by sol vingtIhle this estimate to those obtainied in) Paper 1, we find that Eq
equation d/Idt = 0 1 Eq. (100)j1 for either P,. (case A) or ( 114) predicts a significantily tower value than that fou~nd
1., (case BY The nature of the particle motion near the fixed from either the 1111P theory I Eq (44) of P'aper IlI or the
point is then investigated via linear stability analysis. Using numerical solutions of the equations of motion I See 11' of
the case A fixed point as an example, we assume solutions, of P'aper I].- The reason for this is that all trajectories. for cold
the form initial particles lie close to the separatrix (a point discuissed

P.()= P,+ (P,1epAr,10) Iater in this section) and will therefore have a longer oscilla-
P; (i P. 8; ex(Ai),lion period than those near thle stable ftxed point.

1,L + 6ý,, exp(A;). (ill) Turnitng to tile case B fixed pointts,_a -solution to lthe
where b5Pj and M are perturbations sufficiently small so equation a,, (P,.) = Ois Pt. = P1,_, or P;, = 0 Otlher so.-

that the equations of motion can be linearized abo;t lutions might exist. but they will have P, 0(l1) and are
(LA. P;. Solvittg the resultant set of linear equations for therefore beyond lthes-cope offtisk study.I lie olutinnsL toif

-tile eigenvalues A. tine fixed point call be classed as thse stable d4 Id; = 0 must satisfy the relation
type if both eigenvalrmes are imagitnary. or of tile untitable - - /,,4,) -I4

type if both eigenvalues are real. When the ' igenvalues are Sil( /1 e r i ;,.115)
real, there will be both a positive and negiltT're branch, in
which case the fixed point is of the hyperbolic type. I here will be two solutions for 4 j if the right -handri ide of

The remaining discussion is broken up into separaitsec- Eq (115) is less than one. slid no solutions otherwise As.-
lions, the first describing phase space properties for I/ I = 2 suming that solutions exist, the %(ability analysis vields the
and the second for III = 1. lIn addition to the fixed point engenvalues
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0.015 -

'a-

E 0.000 B' B he f/pl,

W nid l I) (h -,...C "0i

mall I. iorttti r s in ,F ,,,then j, i

htitlion it! trmjmlettre r~elrtnte% tiat
Shriwit here. sepiramvi,-eare imtficart
ed with 3 dulshed line antd the %table
fi~rd Ixoint% are lahrled 'A' Fite la-
bel "B" cnrrespintds wto ttn'tile

7- 7 --7 fixe plnitn in (at Itind ionomblhe %in.

0.040  j\ 11 1 w~ ith ligh hn.,-..,-- ll/ard

(Lt 0.020- . / // A

to-l

0h n/ n/2 2 irtha r silttvi

A=+7(e, +f)cosi. 116) There exist- a separatrix cotnnecting the two tmtt-table fixed

points that separates the orbitsthtaeoclimvin fm
Tepoints (L.. T;.) are thus fixed pointk of the utmtsahle those that are mionotonic ( dashed line in Fig. 3(a) .Qltgal-

hyperbolic variety itatively, the phase space strucltire tliroutgltntit the small1 tmo-
Iihe structure of the orbits in (1,'. phase %pace I Fig. mnentumn regime resembles Fig. 30a) when fixed~tt+~iII1 solts-

3 (a) I i% not unlike t hat for a classic nonliticar oscillatotr, i. e., tions for exist. thoughi the localiotms ofilhe fixetji poins vary
a stable fixed point flanked by two umustable fixed point.%. depending on parameter values artid itifitil cortdittong
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\ lincthei .. is mon otont ic or oscillatory in titleC dclniids (f sit'i ,, -0 f• en" 13. -f 2t,t, cL '1(,,

on which side of t(e separatrix the initial condition. place G = sin f i

the trajectory. This can he determined in the following maan-

ncr. When it, < I we consider the functional dependcncc of + IMI
T1 on I as we move along line of constant P5 when + (• -• e) (119)

P; =- Pj. Starting at the stable fixed point .4,, = 1r/2 and

moving in the direction of increasing i, we see that 11 is Figure 4(a) contains plots of G2 for circularly polarized

monotonically decreasing in the interval 4 = I if/2,3 r/2 1. waves as a function of the initial phase fO. Several different
Thus, if the value of I corresponding to a given set of initial curves are shown, each with a unique value of the propaga-
conditions is greater than the value of T evaluated oil the tion anglea. Thecondition for oscillatory. 1behavior iissatis-

separatrix. Iin - HI(4.l'T,), the orbit will be oscillatory in fled for a variety of initial conditionis and exhibits a nontri-

.. Evaluating H and Tin (Eq. (54)1 in terms of the initial vial dependence on angle. I teie predictions of the onet of

conditions using the estimates for (In. Pý,) and assuming oscillatory behavior agree with numerical solutions of ihe

e,• = 2am), the oscillatory condition H- 4> 0 can be writ- orbit-averaged equations of motion. Comparing to tie solu-

ten tions of the full equations nmotion, we find good agreement
for a = 5and 45". When a = 85". the full equation solutions

sin. + Y1,P;_i I + '2 ) >0. ( have a tendency to jump between the oscillatory and mono-

When i, > I. the stable fixed point shifts to .4. 3/rr2 and tonic branches if/A,, is not close to ir/2 or 3ir/2.

Ti(!.T.P) is monotonically increasing as Z decreases from
3n'/2 to ir/2. In this case, the condition for oscillatory 1
behavior T1 - Tp < 0 and the direction of the inequality in 2. The /--= I resonance
Eq. (117) must be reversed. In Fig 3(b), curves of constant Tare plotted in (..T;

As an example, we investigate the condition for oscilla, Iig. spa ), curtes nfcontant hae ploted in t ml-
tory v when %f, < I and the particles are initially cold. We phase space for the / I I resonance The curves londk nqyal-

first note that whether ite orbits are oscillatory or not. they taey s atherIon2 curvest a nd 'in m waee he
wil al b clseto he epratisin hesene tattheiiiti~I are. Bioth resonances have stable fixed point,; (labmed h%will all he close cl the separatrix in the sense tofat the initial "A") and have a clear separation between lte orbits thatconditions place Hmuch closer to the valueof Up then to the oscillate in 1 and those that do not. I]he primary difference

value of T1 at the stable fixed point. This claim follows from oitein th n those that d o not e im thereiicn
tir fat tat 5LI-;.-6( ) fo th intialy oldparicl%, between the two resonances is that for It I = 1. thcre are no

thtefact that,/P O(e)I for thefinitially cold particles. fixed points that satisfy condition 8 1 Eq. (106) . Rather.

Recalling the definitions of the canonical variables in terms ".singular points" satisfying condition B exist and they be-
of the physical variables I Eqs. (60)-(65) ], the oscillatory have like fixed points in certain respects.
condition can be written to lowest order as Before considering the detaili, ofcaseB. we examine casie

G, (fO) >0, (118) A. For angles Z = v/2. 3r/2 thedi I/d 0=equation dic-
where tates that Pi. satisfies the relation

it

I I ply.:ir/l,. h.'n I - 2 for awn~npic- 4
- ( when I- tip. - 16

- - - , . t I t '. and ,,, -- 2,.p for ctd initatl par
- - • •iwle% and right.hand circulart, ,s'iaurla•l

% ra'e When G, 0. the ltahaxt of i• 0
I • " oscill.•lor i.

n= 5

n=45
S=85"I

-2I
0 ./2 3-/2 2.
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1,D,

P•.IP•~~~~~~~~~ O!°- • t~ I t.i I.m .;( whereA,• am, N fi l . linifiv~ltri:l
S.. ...... / rl: P • ...... I perturbations. (lie orbit .avtin a -cd ql al , r o n :q

m, (IM/<) and 1 01 ) to lowest order become

-( +4~ (120) d 0.- V -"--- (e ~f, c 4- F. -) co,125)
The stability analysis yields the eigenvalue equlaion di \2w01( '+ 0 +

dt ,

(121f
11 Analytic solutions to these time-dif'erential equalions are

Thus . 31r/2( rr/2) corresponds to a stable fixed point found to be
when rh < I (> I). The shifting of the fixed point as YI,
passes through I has been verified with numerical solutions -), (127)
of tire full equations of motion. In Fig. 3(b). we show the 15i w(o,/o -- 1 t ,P )
stable fixed point (A) for r/, < I.

Consideringcold initial particles and setting to t on, ,we X ( -4- C' -- .I + 2C2 1126 v 128)

obtain from Eq. (120) the following expression for PT.: where

(= ., + I, (I - ,7") 121.' (122) C, = [,SI ''/( f, ,)cos ,]( ,,/,.) )"'. (129)

when we assume P;,,, (Pi. (justified aposteriori). As was C2 C,51,, (10))
done for i11 = 2, we can estimate the resonance oscillation ,)/to - I + 71hP ....
period r, using the stable fixed point eigenvalnes (Eq.
(121) ] and the P. relation (Eq. (12) 1. Normalizing r, to and (1,, C5P 4,) are the initial values at time t' ( If we
the wave period, we find make the assumption that 5P,., is small enongh so that

-- 2143 &,,yC,(,,,, 1IqP .. ) 11"(23 C, (a) /w"k -- I," 1m .1 -'" 1
+ then tite B5_ solution takes the relatively simple lfo, In

Contrary to what was found for I/I = 2, the r,, estimate re- o- = Jý, ( I -- /C, (132)
suiting from the stable fixed point eigenvalue analysis is re-
markably close to the r, estimate from the IIPP theory I Eq. when i/C, - I. In the discussion to follow, we will use the
(41) of Paper I and the predictions of numerical solutions full 0, solution and the approximate 64_ solution IEq.
to the full equations of motion ISec. IV of Paper 1 1. Like the ( 132) 1, though we realize the approximation might not en-
III = 2 case. the orbits of cold initial particles lie near the compass all physically possible trajectories.
separatrix. However, unlike the 1it -= 2 case, the oscillation Caveats notwithstanding, the local 61P. and &.5 solutions
periods for orbits near the separatrix are approximately indicate the following general behavior. If n -= 0, then Ira-
equivalent to the oscillation periods of orbits near the stable jectories approaching (1n, P,,) will have 1i I decreasing
fixed point. Anticipating our upcoming analysis, we conjec- with P45 increasing. Conversely, trajectories approaching
lure that the fast periods near theseparatrix are a manifesta- In = ar will have I 6Z I increasing with tP,, decreasing This
lion of the particle behavior in the vicinity of the case B behavior in the vicinity of the singular points is consistent
singular points, where changes in 1 become quite rapid. with the many numerical solutions of the equations of mo-

Moving on to the analysis of case B, the solution of inter- tion we have examined, and is similar to that found near the
eat to the equation a,,, (P,,) = 0 is P4* = P.., the same as unstable hyperbolic fixed points at (4ýg, P., ) when II I 2.
we found for I/l I = 2. Consequently, any candidate fixed We cannot, however, deduce that ( P, P.) is a fixed point
points must have angles 4 that solve the equation for fi'I = I using the local analytic soltions because the same

/ 6J. problems exist in taking the limit e]jo -. 0. 61, a0 is did in
0 = �-��- 4- ,,P.,.- - (e, + 4, ) evaluating Eq. (124). In fact. numerical solutions of the full

to x /equations of motion indicate that. as trajectories approach

X lir I sin. (124) te point (0, P14 ). values of d_ Idi can become very large., i.,•,,l.,, k (7,c - p51.) 1' ). The rate of change tof lthe fast angle ii becom"lit. lge also and
Tathe ratio of the fast angle to slow angle variation becomes of

Thennlyhopeforasolutionis,, = Oor rsothat thelimit as 0(l), stretching the validity of the resonance approxima-
C-- and P. -- P,, has a chance of remaining finite. Even tion. It is this rapid evolution of . near the singular points
so. the limit in Eq. (124) is not uniquely determined so we that causes the convergence problems for the 2MAP (Sec.
will have to content ourselves with examining the trajector- III A).
ies in the vicinity of the candidate fixed points. We will sidestep the issue ofthe precise characteri7,ation

Letting i and T, take the form ý = in- S5(f) and of the (4. P I points when III = I and asseut that these
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unsitabile sinigtlar poitits"' I labeled wit I a "11F iii Fig. 3(h) 1 angle of propagation a <90* 1 E%. (134) 1. (iscililoi %i te-
behave in a manner similar to hypebolic fixed points. I lic havior call he found for soine combination oh pmartnetct-s if
contour connecting lthe two singular pioints sepai ales t rojec- (z -ý W or if thejinit tal pri pendicular ninienteiotin il; 111)1l7CI 0

tortes momnotonic in l fronm those oscillatory in I and is there- Figure 5 illustrates this pohlit Wilit Plots of 6, veisus itlijijll
fore a %eparatrill [dashed line in Fig. 3(b) 1. Fuill nunmcrical phase ft. for several different values, of p,,, %%tien
solutions of the equation of motion have verified that lthe p,,o = pm = 0 and the wave is circularly polarized. Numeri-
phase space structure throughout the small momentum re- cal solutions of both the orbit-averaged equations ofrnotion
gime resenmbles Fig._3(b) and the locations of the points and the full equation, of motion have verified that the sign of
U(4,, Pt,) and (4., P4.) are in) good agreement Wilit thie lo- G, is an accurate predictor of tire 4 behavior.
catitons predicted by the preceding analysis.

1 lie range or parameters and initial conditions that pro- IV. SUMMARY
duce oscillatory 4 behavior can be deduced by tile itethod The objectives of this paper have beeni twofold first, to
that wasusedinthel111 = 2analysis. Whenl~ 11=1,tlmellani- understand the physical mechanisms res~wrnsible for gener-
iltonian T1 is mnorotontically decreasing (increasing) away ating large kinetic energy gains in the cyclotron resonance
fromdithen stabwleaxed point whe TI, > o (TI-T, <) so. tAtsl- acceleration process: and second. to obtain a %et of reduced

condtio fo oscllaory4 i H -14 0(1 - 1 -~0).As- equations of motion that still allow the accurate determina-
suming td = eo, this condition simplifies to tion of details of the particle orbits in thle cyclotron res;o-

sin 4, <0 (133) nance regime.
W hen 17: 1 with a reversal of the inequality for YI, > I.ý Ex- The phenonmenology of lthe acceleratiron mechanism is
panding Iv in terms of the physical variables. the condition addressed with lthePMVAl', a set of mapping esuations juunp-
for oscillatory call be svritten to lowest order as ing the momentum and phase of the test particle fromt onie

G, (flo0 pp.) < 0. (134) cyclotron orbit to lthe next. For each orbit. lthe change in

"where kinetic energy is proportional to ltie corotlating componentf
of the wave electric field and is of the order of the qluiver

6G, -ifo~i (Pi +,~., P7. enmergy or less. I his small change in kinetic energy risthe
"-c MisOfJcO~to re result ofeit her the corotatiion effect ( I I I =I) or thle D~oppler

effect (111 > 1) with the sign atud magnitude of lthe chaiige
- ~Le~cs +,~,(135) depending on the relative phase of the ssaveat certaiin pointsq

(MC )li /fo- ~ during the orbit. For the Doppler effect to he operative. thecre
Addressing the specific case of cold initial conditions. it can must be a nonzero k, . Large changes in the kinetic energy
be shown that, like tire 111l 2 situation, all physically reali- arise from the accumulatiomn oif the small chanige- over nins
zable orbits are very close to the separatrix. i.e., orbits.
T .~/T;, O(1,41). Unlike tire situation when III - 2. all Crucial to lthe energy accurnmlatiomi process and lthe long
cold particle orbits will be monotonuic for It I- I when the time scale periodic behavior is a strmalI shifting ill lthe ms:Ive

0.005 -.-. - - -

0.000
Ir t;Ihe ric,-,,,. G, ri It.. .1,.,
rthmieP. henj ltit-, it tutu

ice, of iniaul mn innm rntp..,, it ic,

and o -.-. i. lot ophts hnnif ilt iii ,thr

-0.0059 P../MC70 pntiolaid Watt-i 55,-,, 6' - It fit, ft-

- ,/- = ri 4 ne30.10, hiti,, of Z i, s-rittimnit

.,5 /mi:77.0x00

-0.010--- .-

0 "u12 , /iu2n
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phase V, (rood 2,r) of each cyclotron orbit. The shit in phlease find I hait all pir ricle orhiis wil I be c.lose to tie swp: aiiil am I
has two energy-dependent contributions arising fromi (lhe that the existence of oscillatory behavior depcpi:s si i igngV

wave interaction; one is a result of-streaming along thie hack- on the values of the initial phase. wave 04l:1i7:h11111, andt

ground magnetic field caused hy the acceleration ofltlie par- index of refraction IEq. (I 111) i
ticle parallel to lo,, and the other is a result of an increase in The phase space structure when 111 - I differs frmo the

thecyclotron period arising from relativistic effects. rhere is Ill = 2 structure in that there are no unslahle fixed poilnt

also a constant parallel streaming contribution due to the Instead, there are unstable singular points where fixed points

initial conditions. We find that, when T7, t I. the behavior of might be expected I houlgh the time rate of chantge ofi is nlot

the ý(mod 21) can he either monotonic or oscillatory, dIe- uniquely determined at these singular points. analysis oI tie

pending on the value of the initial streaming term. It is a behavior of nearby orhits suggests divergence. Ntnoerical

limitation of the P'MAP that we can only predict the exis- solutionsof the full equations of motion also show divergent

tence of both monotonic and oscillatory phase behavior for behavior in the vicinity of the singular points and indicale

initial momenta p,/mc<O(f) and not the exact functional that ý ceases to be a slowly varying variable l)espite the

dependence. When Y1, = I. the energy-dependent temns can- singular nature of these points, they play much il. %sa,ne role

cel each other out and. at least for sonic ranges (of initial as unstable hyperbolic fixed points: they can alltict aiid IC-

phase and momentum, the phase remains constant in the Pei orbits along different axes, and they define a sepatatrix

small momentum limit. This allows for kinetic energy gains between orbits oscillatory and monotonic in . L.ike the

of order of the rest mass energy. 111 = 2 case, a general criterion for oscillatory behavior can

It can be concluded from the PMAP analysis that the he derived. When to = w,, and the particles are initially cold

magnetic field of the wave plays a significant. if not domi- all the orbits are near the separatrix and all are monotonic in

nant role in altering the relative phase of thie wave of each Z for angles of propagation 0"<a<9O'. Only when tile initial

cyclotron orbit. Furthermore. the energy-dependent cyclo- perpendicular momentum is non~ero or a -> QIV can oscilla-

tron frequency plays a large role in altering the phase even tory motion occur, and then only for certain values of the

when the particle energies are far below the rest mass energy. initial phase that depend on the wave polari7ationand index

Clearly, it is not reasonable to ignore the wave magnetic field of refraction I Eq. (134)1.

or relativistic cyclotron frequency effects in studies of reso-

nance acceleration no matter what the particle energy ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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close to singular points where the rate of change of the slow
angle apparently diverges.

The QMAP difficulties are avoided hy working with a APPENDIX: SCALING LAWS FROM THE PMAP WHEN

set of orbit-averaged equations of motion obtained from a 1,01

Ilamiltonian that was derived using adiabatic perturbation In this appendix. we use the PMAP to derive scaling

theory. In terms of the physical processes being modeled. the relatiots for the kinetic energy U_, and oscillation period

orbit-averaged continuum equations and the QMAP are of r, associated with the resonance acceleration process The
identical scope. However, with a continuous time variable small momentum approximation to the PMAP is elnployed

the orbit-averaged equations of motion can be numerically and we assume cold initial particles with w = I I .. I laving
solved with an arbitrary time step and therefore avoid con- the benefit ofthe Paper I results, we know this to be a reason-
vergence difficulties near the 111 - I singular poinits. An ex- able approximation when s!, # I.

tensive comparison of numerical solutions of the full equa- We will work with tile small momentum versioni of the

tions of motion to solutions of the orbit-averaged equation•. PMAP IEqs. (30) -(32)1 in the following formn:

demonstrates the viability of the orbit-averaged approach. Apo - ( _r
[etails of the orbit distribution in the phase space de- P , t if ) 17 l cs

fined by the orbit-averaged continuum variables (I. P ) lnc ?PIC 2 Al
(which have been equated to the QMAP variables 11, P,) (
are examined for Il I and Ill = 2 in the limit of small Ap: - 1,, ,r,(e, ( + e+ 6 ens (',, (w i .I IT
momentum. When III = 2, the structure is similar to that of Inr in, 2

a one-dimensional nonlinear oscillator, i.e., a stable fixed (A2)
point between two unstable fixed points that dgfinie a separa- A0, - rri I( I - 71 ) (P•,, lie)'. (A 3)
trix. A general criterion for oscillatory 1 behavior is (let ived. where

which is a function of the wave parameters and particle ini-
tial conditions. For initially cold particles and 2,, - - ( - t1,/2) I IJ•4/! "/f( t,\4
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and thie truncated phase has been defined (o lie 1 I~ - 7. 1 N( (p~, /m oc) (A 12)
i-. d,, (mod 2ff). The quantities (,. i = L,2 are tldiriitd il Since thie acceleration process is cyclic. we caneprs

Eq. (10). the average of P". as a functionl of the maximium of In' -
Consider the ratio of Ap,. to AV,. arising rroinfilte map- C(f , 3

ping equatiotns (AlI) and (AM), ;,, ~~) Al

a(p'./nruc) dV 1,,'- '(EI ± IE ) (PIJ'I w here C is of order un it y and, we hypot hesiie. weakI % depen -
ff ( ,) "c dent on f, V, and] a. Noting that r, is thle long timec scale

/ t/I\oscillation period norrtlah7.ed to the wave period. i.e..
x COxS/' W) .L2!r =A) 21/ IN, we manipu te the reduced umrelation I A 12)

S 2, to find
Approximating the finite differences as continuous differen- _ Ci/ II - ( 4
tials, we obtain the following differential equation: ' 4

'''j .~ III +I/ Using the previously derived expressions for Iv Eqs
d11 j -(4- 111) 2,107. ______+60 (AB) and (A9)J thfie expression for 7, when I! I I is

dd"\ml xrlI~li~?)found to be

Integrating this differential equation assuming p,, 0, we and, when 111 2. the scaling relation beconmes,
find with thle appropriate choice of initial phase, r,. - *1/7), 14, I I, (A 16)

PI = 12 (4 Ij'"ri", 7(r +Dz y depicting only a propo~rtionality. we hanve ivirlected con.-
MeI1( 1~ stants of order unitly antIl the C factor in1 the above ~-'r esti-

(A) mate. The scaling of -T, with F, il. and ra are the same as; that

For III = 1, the maximum kinetic energy computed from derived from tlie Ill'P theory except for alogarithmiic factor
pIL1., is that appears in the IIPP expressions when 111 - 2.

U_,,, 1.651 (el + C2 )/( 17-,1) 12/ (M8) T .he agreement ofrthe PMAP and l1t'l'caling laws, at
least to order tinity when 77, 4 1, demnonstrates that the

and for Il 1 2, we find PMfA P does reasonably represent the main feature,; of the

U_,,, 2q7, I(El + c2 )/( I - 'iD 1. WA) physical processes that underlie the resonance acceleration
Fr11= 3,U - W ,thsaeodra(leqiren mechanism when the momenta are small compared to Inc.

ergy. The scaling of U..., in. e, 1.and a given by Eqs. (AM) Weriraho vr.ttflePA isimedndos

and (AM) is identical to that obtained from the IIPP theory not explain very well the initial phase and momentum de-

(Paper 0). Even the constants of proportionality are fairly penrdence (Sec. 11 A).
close to those obtained from the IIPIP theory ( 1.26 for
III= lIand2forlll =2).

To probe the scaling of the long time oiscillation period
weCconsider tlie change in phase AV, wshich call be either 'Y Ya Dav.si 7h Etcvp 1 em'. ri? 43. R96 t(1062 1%Sn Ph~s.

positive definite (07,> 1) or negative definite (17.. < 1) if we Fr1.6.9(0311
ignore the unstable fixed point atlp,., = 0. The phase 0-,, will 'C S Ro'bert% and S I ttuchshatnin. Phv%~ Rev 135. A MI 119(b4)

then be either monotonmically increasing or decreasing lead- 'P. J t'atmedesso, rhsvs riuid, 15. 2t5W, (1972)

igto alternating periods of accelerationi and deceleratioii. as 'If Karimahadi. C. Rt ltenvut. IP Sp~anfvk. avid L Vinih-. A%1rt.p,hv%
ing~ 36462 119117)I

we discussed in Sec. 11 C. Letting N be thle number of orbl~s 'ItI. K-arimahadi. K. Akimo,o. N Ormudi, and C. R Nfrnvuk. t'hv, rividl
that Ap,, > 0 (which is equivalent to the number of orbits B 2. 6M6(1990)
that Ap,,, < 0 by the symmetry of the map), we deduce from 'G Ginel and KI ttrinerminv. t'i~vv ttuid% B 2. 70 1) t9')ti)

tlie Aph. mapping equation (41) '0 E Guesi, NI F Fei~er. and R A. tDandi. i'h~s Fi,,ds ti 2. 1210
(1990)

A '41. Abramewilir and 1. A Siegun. tfivdhaoA of Alnihrm.arical I un,,,,,,

X I(A 10) (U .S Gov~ernment P'riming office. Washingion. DC. ItQ72). p 36t
* 'See R- .r P,~. 360.

Substituting in the All- mapping equation (M3) we find the "C R. Adenyuk. A 7. t2rotbul. 1) iarsdopnukic. and It Kanmnabadi.
sum~ ~~ reainPy.Fluids 31. 2071 ( 1989): K Akimoto and It Karinmatadi. Phy
sum reationFluids 31, 1505 t1988)

"AA. .Lichienberg and M.A I velie, man. Re~ular and .¶gorhatur Motion,
(All) (Srpringet-Vertag. New York. 1981). p. ts7

"See Rer. I~ RIrn

Decfining (p,.) to be the average value ofg',, over the acced, W - It. Press. 11 I. riannery. S A teukniskv. and WA 7 `%ellefIing Aud.
erlaion range of V,. we can further reduce tile sun) relation "1 r:'.aleie tPan, F idgeU 4 'Cmhi. lA29. 1165

t0 "K. I. Dysihe, I Gerh~v% lkeý 76.61)15 119711

3012 Phys Fluids B. Vol 3, No 11.Novemb~er 1991 G P G~netanrIJ M Ait,,', 3012
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A IiS'1'H A CT

W~e have developed a model describing the structmte of a jpre-lbreakiip, alc
b~ased on an ionospheric Cowling channel and its extension int~o tite Inagiteto
sphere. A coupled two-circuit. representation of the sublst~orirt current wedge
I-s used which is locally superimposed on both westward and ea-st~waid elke(-
tlojets. We find thtat b~righter, more unstable pre-breakup arcs are forimeui M
the pretnidnight. (southwest. of tite flarang Disconttinuity) than in the post -
midnight (northeast of the liaratig D~iscontinuity) sector. This contributes to
tile observed prevalencu o~f auroral activity in thle, prellinidnight sector. Also,
our model predicts that tile north-south dimensions of the current, wedge it)
thle iontosphiere should vary' from a few kiloniteters at an invariant. latittifile
(A) of 620 to huindreds of kilomieters above A = 680. Comparison of teIn be e
results with thle extensive observations of Markluiid ri al. [I] for ;Ispud hil
pre-breakup arc shows good agreement, particularly for the magniiihide of
the polarization electric field anid thle arc size.

1. INrtHOVUCTION

Substormn breakup, ais thieoretically defined, ,iiarks the, onlset of a1 Suil
storm's expansion phase. According to Rostoker ci al. [2) there must. be a

inuiriumui of one auroral breakup before anl evcint canl qualify a-s a substoriti.
Substorrn breakup, as observationially defined, is the suddl~en brighit~ening of aI
previously quiescent auroral arc necar local m~idnight. Once it. is "tHrigger1ed"
the arc dynamics is characterized by a rap~id polewardl and east-west. expati1-
sioni ( Akasofu 131; Tansk-ameii 0i al. [1)]; and l~al~linan 151; Shepherd r/ a!.

161). Other key features of aurbral breakup are: (I) Breakup occurs jpred1uiit-
inantly west of the Ilarang D)iscontinumity (11D) in the pre-mnidnight sector
(lleppnier 17], Akasofu 13], Craven and Frank, 181. ,%here it, can occur at I.-
values as low &s 5.2 (iiremiser rf al. [91; Kremser cf. al. [10]; Tanskanien ci al!.
[4) ;llallinan 1,5] ; Galpcrlin and Feldst~eiii 1111 ). (2) Breakup also occurs III ;I
limited longitudinial sector near local midnight ( Lezniak and Witickler [121,
Nagai dl al. [13]). (3) During tilie growth phase there is aii enhanicement )f
the polar-cap potential. Therefore, the likehood of breakup mrust. increase as
the cross-tail electric field is increased.

We assume that many of tite above features are dheternilned by the r oni

rhe U.S. Government Is authorized to reproduce and seil this report.
Permission low further reproduction by others Must be obtained from
the copyright owner.

Scienitific PiubII¶ishrs, Inc., Caiifu,,idge, AlA 02 1.;Q
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ditions underwhich the pre-breakup arc is formed. That. is the eleAtrical
configuration of the pre-breakup arc sets the stage for the breakuip mecli-
anism. In this paper the pre-breakup arc is treated as a local stibstorin
current wedge (141. As such, the east-west and north-south circuiits that.
form the current wedge are strongly coupled both in the ionosphere andl in
the magnetosphere. An important complication arises from the embedding
of these local wedge structures in the large-scale electrojets. It is found that.
the formation of a local current wedge is enhanced west of the HI) and im-
paired east of the ID by the large-scale electrojets. It is strongly emphasized
that the present model is static in nature and does not pretend to describ,-
the full time-dependent coupling between the fields and particles that must.
occur when breakup is occurring.

Jww4)w+

- I- TJww
W C

tNI WC

Ewe

Figure 1. A three-dimensional view from the equatorial plane of
the coupled circuits discussed in the text. JNN is a current sheet
downward on the equatorward side of the current wedge and upward
on the poleward side. Note that it is closed by an earthward current
in the equatorial plane. The other symbols shown in the figure are
defined in the text.

Other model features are the coupling of magnetospheric: plasimma llwS
to the north-south circuit and the use of the work of Fridmnan and Lemnaire
[15J to relate the field-aligned current density to the field-aligned potential
drops. If the lID as mapped to the equatorial plane bifurcates eastward and
westward plasma flows ((..Erickson 1161) then the resulting asymmetry will
also enhance wedge formation west of the Ill).
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The independent, parameters in the model are the field aligned iole,'dial
drop qti in the north-south circuit (see Fig. 1) and the total east.-west lect ric
field in the equatorial plane, E,,.. The field-aligned potential drop 4,1 can bt'
related in a one-to-one manner to the diverted cast-west current, .t-i. \V;'
believe that these magnetosphieric parameters play a key role in det.er ni111g
the properties of the pre-lbrvakip arc. In our model breakup occurs wh,.it
the field-aligned potential drop along the poleward boundary is sudden ly
enhanced which causes ai uiret.able poleward expansion of the wedge.

From our model we have fomnd that (1) auroral arcs created thli ,ugh
the formation of a wedge current, system fall into either a "genceatr" m
"load" class. The definition of gencerator iand load arises from how the inag
netospheric portion of the north-south circuit closes in the equatorial plane.
Westward plasma flows produce a tailward equatorial electric field which, as
seen from Fig. 1, creates a generator in the north-south circuit,. Eastward
plasma flows produce an earthward equatorial electric field which acts ;r, a
load on the north-south circuit.. In this paper we will only treal generaltor-
type arcs west of the IliD. (2) the imposition of reasonable physical Cn
straints on the wedge formation implies that only a restricted range of arc
thicknesses are allowed at a given latitude. (See Fig. 2.) This ranges flomii a
few kilometers at A = 62* to hundreds of kilometers for latitudes greater than
- A = 69-. (3) Higher values of the cross-tail electric field shifts our result's
to lower latitudes and allows the formation of steady-state arc strictcires
that correspond to a DC diversion of the cross-tail current through the ioiio-
sphere. In these cases the field-aligned potential drop along the poleward
boundary may exceed 30 kV consistent with the results of Kremser ct (1.
[10] and Tanskanen et al. [4J. (4) We also found that the thickness of I he
pre-breakup arc is dependent on the 0+ concentration in the plasma slheet
which connects our work with the results of Lennartsson and Sharp [17].
Cladiqs 118], Chappell 119] and Burch [20] that indicate that. the ionosphere
seeds the inner edge of the plasma sheet with energetic 0+ during times of
high magnetic activity. See Fig. 4 and Rothwell ct al. [21] and lhotliwell
et al. (22] for details. We now refer to these earlier papers as Paper I and
Paper 2.

The ionospheric location where breakup is observed often maps to an
equatorial location substantially earthward of the expected location of a
near-earth neutral line. This point has been emphasized by Block ef al. [23]
and more recently by Galperin and Feldstein [11]. In our iiodel, thlicefoi,,
breakup does not explicitly depend on the existence of a near-earth nicu ral
line, although breakup may cause the outward propagation of an Alfv6n
wave which results in the formation of a near-earth neutral line. Rlecent Iy,
Lui el al. 124] have observed current interruption at L-,8 without the usual
signatures associated with magnetic reconnection. Lopez 0i al. [2.5] used
two satellites to conclude tfiat disruption of the current sheet. sonietimmies
begins near geosynchronous, and rapidly expands outward in the :nea.r-evarl h
magnetotail. One key feaLure, therefore, of the present model is that it
does not require the formation of a near-earth neutral line and it places I he
location of substorm breakup where it has been observed. See Baum johann
1261 for a recent critique of the boundary layer and neutral-line substormn
models. The major difference between our breakup model and that. of Nan
el al. [27] and Kan and Akasofu [281 is that we treat, the stability of a single
arc structure while the37 examine the global effects of enhanced earthward
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convection.
'Tihe substorm current wedges are imbedded in the electrojets on each qiil,

of tile liD. Current continuity requires the current inside the wedge to be a
superposition of the diverted inaguctosplieric currents and the ehectrojets.

Jw = .lwo + KIv 4'w (l)

JN = jo J +. -I u (I+)

where Kw and K,, are integrated field-aligned conductances along the wost -
ern and poleward boundaries, respectively. Note that bi and Pl arf, the
field-aligned potential drops at the westward and poleward boundaries of the
current wedge. We treat Pit and Pw as spatially constant at the honidaries
and zero elsewhere. Inside the wedge, however. we scale the enhanced con-
ductivity with 4 H using the model of Robinson et al. [321. In Section 11 we
show that this is a reasonable approximation for at least one arc and we also
include the effect of the background electrojets on the electrical p)rol)ert.if.•
of the current wedge.

POLEWARD BOUNDARY

N
E0" 

E p J P -IL

-40 _ 1 1(1 Ep

Figure 2. The substorm current wedge as seen in the ionosphere.
This has been referred to as the lnhester-Blaujohann model in our
earlier work [21], (22]. E. is the east-west field that drives a westward
Pedersen current 4p and a poleward flall current Jil. The polarization
electric field ,,, which results from the nonequal continiiation of ill
into the magnetosphere, also drives a westward flail (:urrent and a
southward Pedersen current as shown.

On the other hand, northeast of the Ilarang Discontinuity where the
convection electric field points eqpiatorward the reverse efrect occurs which
tends to inhibit the formation (f the substorm current wedge. 'l'herrron,'.
it is easier for a current wedge to form and breakup to occur sonithwest.
rather than northeast of the Ilarang Discontinuity as observed by Ileppn'er
[71, Nagai [13] and others.
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It. Tll[- TMYC RCIo ( I( IT MOD)EM

Let, us flow assume that enh lanced eiectroii precipit~atloli has Irib- r;I A

loca-;lizedl regioni or enhlaniced(i rridiicuivity ill Ilie itiioSpihieie. IVe flow wma
to electrically couple this legion with the miagict~ospliere. 'The( ext ricd'r
east.-west, oricentationi of the observed breakup j arc iiot~i vates aill app ir;r ri
which miodels the systemr as, two cou pled circin ts, one( north -son1 t Mid a Ow t
other east- west. (Parts of thiiis seCtion are also Ini Pa peis I anid 2). Ill oin
iiiodel tiliese circuits (-lose Inlt lie limpgit~ospliere via liriagitic-hieil ;III- T',

r'ien~.Ihle field -ahiginer tin iriit , iii turn, ate tOiw conitliiniimI lof mtr;q,'

utitosphlie cilicrirnts inlli 1-1erlifoiu a Iri plane anld ai P rit'jrrideiit oil tIlr Ia. ill;
(-Iarat-teristics dicre. It is thef r-oiuijatililit.V of tin1S railiOwairi com-0011rt
with tile field-aligned currenits and1( with the ionospiieiic conifiguration HitIM

dleterminiies where quiescent ctiirrent. systems call be est ablished bet ween ti he
ionosphere and the magnetosphere. TIhe associat~ed amroral arcs are t l1e sitevs
of auroral breakup.

Looking at Fig. I we see a thiree-dlimensional projection of dlie siubstrn iii
current wedge circuits as seen fromi the magniet~otail. A divert~ed Crir'refit
(density Aviv is observed in the ioiiosplhere in thle east.-west directIon. T16ii i

current. closes in the niagiet~osphecre through a field-aligned po~elitial drop,
(s,-w) at the western boundary of the current wedlge. Jww..v closes tile eqmii~
torial loop in this east-west. circuit- which we now label WNC. Th'ie livri ted

current- is dIriven by the potential produced by the cross-tail ciect~ric fiviri,
I~w, .

'I'his field is mapped with corrections for field-al igileo pot~ent-ial drorrps
in the east-west circuit to (lie ionosphere as E,, in Fig. 2, whiit-lu shiows
the ionospheric elements of tile two circuits. Briefly, the tvestward-directr'd
electric field, E_, drives both a westward Pedersen current. and a polewarid
flail current in a highly cond uicting slab which is eimbieddedh in the electrojel 5.

The lack of full continuation of tile flail current. into Olie inagietosphive
is associalted wit-i posit~ive chiarges along the jpolewairl boundary. 'Iliii inrt

poewrrl current. (hensit.) that. (loses ill thle ina1getnosplir'ie Is labelledr1, - lN nu ip
I. In ouir model there are cuirrent sheets along tile poleward aiid ('qua t~o wanrd
bouui'aries of thle wedge region. Along the poleward boundary there is also, a
field-aligned pot~ential drop, 'F,1 . Inl outr rmodel thle inagn it-tide of this pot eti ia1I

(drop is critical in det~ermiinhig tle st~ability of the jure- breakup arcs. Wt. labelc
the north-southi circuit- as I IC . Part~ial closure also geinerates a soiltiiwa f[d

p~ointiing polarization field, E, Th'lis field dirives a soiit hward Pedersnc-ii (i ricit
anio a westward flail current thereby creating a C.owling channel. Note I Iiai
tile Jpohewardl current, aiid tile southward polariZatioii field act-s as a genincatorr
for the north-south (1IC) circuit. We believe that. thle establishmient of t his,
Cowling chuanniel is anl essuit~ia I elemniit. of tile hreakii p niechlnanisii. ThI'le hi
circuit (11C( ) is c:losed b~y ;in ea rthwvard curirent, Ifv,, ini lie rqtia toria pl;ir ii'
b~etweeii the uwiivad and dlowiiwa~rd current. shevet~s

Onie of the key eleiniiens of our model is how the II C cuirreint is r loser
ill thle ffuagilet-osp~ilefe. 'Ilne [miorth-sm~ii i ext~ent, d11 , of the ioilospluie IC (f if
rent systeii shown in Fig. 2 is mapped to tile ('rtiat~orial plane as ti,1,
dill]" where F, is a scaling rar-tor equial to AA/AL. where 1. is the Mchlwaimi
1,-shell paramet~er. r, is tlie azimutlial ioiiospiiere-niagiietosphnere scalifig,
fact~or wh lichi, in a dipole field, is equal t~o l,~ [29. 1G amd F,, c-aii t';si I
b~e extended for tiondip'olai iiagnet-ic field niorlels snub as tin at o f 'Is pla
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nenko 130J. We choose a coordinate system in the equatorial plane such(
that x points earthward, y westward and z northward. Over the interval.
die, the earthward-flowing inagnetospheric closure current, JN', causes the
bulk plasma to be accelerated in the -y direction. Following the approach of
Weimer et al. 1311 we have for JN,.

JN, f-illI E, OE),,(2
0'3 Or O.

where p is the mass density in the plamua sheet, B, is the equatorial vahle of
the magnetic field, dl 1- Rq/3 is the assumed field line segment over which JN.
is nonzero, and E,, is the radial component of the magnetospheric electric
field. For simplicity we assume that the arc is uniform in longitude so that
the second term does not contribute. However, the remaining term depends
on the radial gradient of E, not on its magnitude. On the other hand, the
load or generator character of the magnetospheric circuit depends on the
average value and direction of E,,. The exact relationship between these
two quantities depends on a self-consistent solution for the arc structure.
We resolve the problem here by assuming that the electric field gradient is
constant. That is, the average electric field across dle is some fraction of the
ramp height of the gradient. In this way we can examine tile coupling of the
equatorial plasma flow with the wedge circuit.

III. TIHE EQUATIONS

In this section we give the relevant equations and a brief description of
how they are solved. There are eight equations and eight unknowns.

A. Ionospheric Equations
(1)Inside the current wedge

Jw = EoSp + Ep~H (3)

JN = E, 11 - pFp (4)

(2)Outside the current wedge

Jwo = Eoo + Ep.E,1 . (5)

JNo = EoE. - EPo po (C)

The subscript "o" refers to the background values of the electric fields arid
conductivities just outside the current wedge. The use of E. in bolih sets of
equations ensures a solution consistent with a curl free electric field.

B. Current Continuity at the wedge boundaries

Jww =w - Jw0 = Kw',w (7)

JNN = -IN - J•N = hK'l'ii (8)

C. Kirchhoff's Law in the East-West Circuit
4 W Ewe - E." = { -f T -(9 1
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where *1w' is tire field-aligned ),otceutial drop along the western boilidaiY a d
Fit-, is the cross-tail electric field I uinv/m. dw ~ -Ol]Ok a.

Define: 6E, = Et, - Ujfo,,Er =E, - EPOr, = -n/L•, E1 - Etl(/'1t), •.E.-
EP(1tt) Robinson et aI.[32]. (bAE1 and 6Er are finite here.) The above eqi;a
Lions can be solved for E. as a function of 4u,

E. = Kwdw EW,/F, + RKttn - E,.oREpo - Lj] ,j
[hEr + R6,n + Kwdw]

D. Inputs: *,,,Ew,,E,,Eo.E,
E. Fixed parameters: Ln, Lit-, 7.,7 jj,n, . The first two parameters aie

the spatial extent of the current closure along the poleward and westerni
wedge boundaries, respectively. The next three parameters are the clectroT1
temperature and density. These are inputs to the Fridmaii and letnaire
115) relation that relates the field-aligned potential drop to the field-aligned
current density. The ratio of these latter two quantities gives the field-aligned
conductivity kit. Note that Kn, = kuL,,. kw is fixed at. 3x v.-9 S/n1l7. The last
three parameters are the electron temperature and density. These are idp)s s
to Fridman and Lemaire 115] relation that relates the field-aligned potential
drop to the field-aligned current.

F. Outputs: E,,Er,JNN K114'i,Jww,4,w
G. Magnetospheric Equations.
(1) North-South Circuit
Kirchhoff's Law

< AEp, >= ![AEp - (II)

where
PpEr = p - Ep° (12)

and < AE$, > is the average value of the perturbed radial magnetosplheric
electric field across the arc. The earthward radial current in the znagnet.o-
sphere is approximated from the results of 1311 as discussed above.

JN. = ~nm - 6En -(-E-:ar dyl,

where

Ken = pdp Ew. (1.t
Be 

3

Note that we have approximated the magnetospheric electric field by a
ramp-like behavior which corresponds to a spatially constant polarization
current, JN,. The value of < AE,, > is assumed proportional to the height of
the ramp AE,, by some constant -t where 0 < I1tl < 0.5. As mentioned above,
the precise value of -y can be ascertained only by understanding the spatial
structure of the auroral atc and the details of its coupling to the Iackgronmid
plasma flows in the equatorial plane.

Current continuity requires

JN, = FaKiI'tH (15)

Combining equations(11), (13) and (15) we find a quadratic expression for
dn,.

"a~dn2 .+- aid,, + a. = 0 (16)
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where
a _ -F2 K,.,bjj (17)

a1  F, K,.A E

a 2 = F2-Is 't,4

We find that a positive root for d,, only exists wlen -y is negative. \W',-
choose y = -0.5. This corresponds to a tailward directed \E,, since ,WF,. is
always positive for an earthward closure current, JN,. This is a generator
configuration and kinetic energy is being converted from the backgroimiu
plasma flows.

• 1 Inputs: $,,, AE;,,E
Fixed parameters: F,,., K,, y, p, Bd

(3) Outputs: d.,< AEp, >-.IN,

U)1
Ew- 08 mv/mr

0Ew= 1 0 mv/mj -
0 J<

>- 0

F A = 66'

LUtn 7< y - 0.5

0 / MARKLUrIND CASE lj

In

02'0 1 2 3

Jww A/m

Figure 3. Comparison of the present model with the observations of
Marklund et al. [1]. E, refers to the polarization field shown in Fig.
2. There are two values qf the cross-tail electric field as this qupantity
is difficult to estimate from the data [I).
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IV. !{ISUI,'IS

We will now compaTrC oiur mIIle with a specific pre-I),eakuip ar( • i,,. a
suied by Markhmid dt a. (I1 and Is classified as 1

d inl l(e miognnilat nn
defined in 1331. The Substorin-( EOS rocket was launciied at 21.01.59 I1
on 27 January, 1979 from ESRANGE, Kiruna, Sweden (A = 66') near l,,al
midnight on January 27, 1979 shortly after the onset of an intense mnnaginet,

spheric substorm over northern Scandinavia. The obtained data represents a
compreli,.isive data sel. of the arc's electric field profile ini both the vast west
and north-sotith directions as will as I.he spectra and Iuix of the piecipilta in"g
electrons. Although this data is for an arc presumnalbly umdeilgoing hI ua il
we col01pare tIe experimental results with the static model developed hIie .

and find good agrecinemnt. Nlodhl inputs are Ew = 08.,1.0 Im nv/ In , ,., - - -)
my/m, !:o =16 S, E, = 10 S as taken from Marklund rt al. Ill. The mnap-
ping factors are calculated using the 1987 model of Tsyganenko (301. B, and
dl, are fixed by

0

A = 66- Ew, = 0.8 mv/m
Ew, = 1.0 mv/m

0o y = - 0.5 Ew, = 0.8 mv/m

Ewe = 1.0 mv/m

E

07. 00

MARKLUND CASE Id

0 1 2 3
Jww A/m

Figure 4. One of the huore interesting features of our moodel is the ca
pabilitly to calculate the arc thickness. Four calculationns were, madr
for various cross-tail electric field- and ion mass densities. (The numn
ber (einsity is maintained at J ion per cc.). It. is seen that the Mark-
lind 0i al. 's 11] data is well bracketed by ann assumption of 0 and
50 per cent for the O+ concentration. A potential untilization of such
a model is to estimate magnetosphelric quantities using iornosph(.ri(

measurements.
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the choice of A and tie di'ls.ussionl ahov. A,,l = 11, kl is d(Ieernigl•d set 1..Iij1
1I,, the size of the conductivity gradient along the poleward boundary, to 216
km and by using the results of Fridinan and Lemairc 115] to Icterinine thO
field-aligned conductivity. -y = -0.5. Fig. :3 shows excellent agreement for
the polarization electric field inside the. arc. Fig. 4 shows the model results
for d,,, the north-south extent of the arc in the ionosphere as deterniine,.
from equation (16) .h .te The error bars are taken from Fig. 8 of Markliuu,
el al. 's I1] data. The number density in the plasma sheet is taken as I ion
(electron) per cc. The uncertainty in Ewv, the cross-tail electric field, is ,Ie
to the spatial variations in E,j as shown in the same work 1Il. Ilt is seen that.
the experimental results are well bracketed by a plasma sheet mnss density
that

- = -. 0 dH versus tH
7 = 0.0

y 0 .5 . '

- - 0.5 A = 680

y = 0.5 -

-7 = 0.5 -

.- A = 62°- ---- - -- A = 62'
A = 68'

o -

E/A = 660

-_ _ _ A = 640

0
A = 62'

Epo =-30.0 mv/m Ew = 1.0 mv/rn

0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

1H KV

Figure 5. The wedge thickness as a finiction of the fiehl-aligneI
potential drop along tEhe poleward boundary for several magnetic
latitudes. Note that in the steady-state model ms presented here d,,
has an upper limit at a given magnetic latitude. These calculations
were made for a background electric field consistent with being west
of the lID. '[ite -y = (0 solutions correspond to no cmiling ltweel.
the background plaistia flows and the north-south circuit.. -y -0.5
corresponds to maxinmumi ci)hpling. See text..
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i. between 0 and 50 per cent ili 0+ concentration. Fig. 5 shows a graph
of ,i, versus 1u for several values of A . Note that if there is no coupling
with the plassma flows in the equatorial plane (i.e. -y = 0) then thinnier arc
structures cannot form. It is only when such a coupling exists that thin arcs
can form . Note that there is an upper lijit to dil for each value of A which
indicates that thinner wedges tend to form at lower latitudes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that pre-breakup arcs can be represented by two cotiple'd
circuits between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere similar to the cum
rent wedge configuration propo)sed, by [Ii,]. '[lhe formation of such a -i11l11i,1

system is strongly influenced by the presence of background electrojets in the
ionosphere and directed plasma flows in the magnetosphere. A comparison
with the measurements of Markhund et al. [I] for a specific pre-breakup arc
shows excellent agreement. The present model highlights the interdepen-
dence between ionospheric and muagnetospheric quantities and suggests that
by measuring one set that one could imply values for the other. For exam
pie, the above application of the the model to Marklund et al.'s observations
imply a tailward magnetosplieric electric field of -0.9-(-1.6) mv/m which is
in excellent agreement with the in situ measurement of [41 during another
breakup event.
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Prebreakup Arcs: A Comparison Between Theory and Experiment
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L. P. ii O(K AND)C.-G. FALi~iIANIIMAR

Thte Roral Islnaote ;j let lino/oogv. Sin( kitoin. Si.-eden

We h-ave developed a model descrihingtlthe strstcittte of a prebreakup -arc based on ant ionospheric
Cowling channel and Ms extension into the titagnimetiipcre. A coitpled two-circuit representtation of the
iuhsltmi niuetrent wedlge is used which t, loically %aitptnimposed on both wcsiw~itd attd eastwaid
clectritiets We find that brighter, more untstabile pichicakup arcs are lImmed in the prgeridnighli
(siiuttuweSt of the Ilarang D~iscontinuity) thitn in the postrnidnight (northeast of the Itarang 1)iscontti-
nhuityl sector. [ his contributes to the observed prevalence of auroral activity in the piemidnight sector.
Also, our model predicts that the north-south dimensions of the current wedge in the ionosphere
should vary from a few kilometers at an inuvariant latitude (A) of 62* to hundreds of kilometers above
A =68'. Comparison of the model results with th-e extensive observations of Markiund et al. (1983) for
a specific arc observed just after onset shows good agreement, particularly for the magnitude of the
polarization electric field and the -arc size We conclude that this agreement is furthier evidence that the
shitsormn breakup arises from magnetosphere-ionos.phere coupling in the near magnetosphere and that
the rteady state model developed here is descriptive of the breakup arc before inductive cefects
becom~e dominant

1. INTRODUCTION east-west and north-south circuits that form the current
wedge are strongly coupled both in the ionosphere and in the

Substuirm breakup, as theoretically defined, marks the magnetosphere. An important complication arises fromt the
onset oif a stabstorm~s expansion phase. According to Rtts- embedding of these local wedge structures in the large-scale
taker ef tit. 119871 there must be a minimtum of one atirorall electrojets. It is found that the formation of a local current
breakup before an event can qualify as a suthstorm. Sub- wedge is more favorable west of the lID due to the presence
storm breakup, as observationally defined, is the sutdden of the large-scale electrojets. It is strongly emphasized that
brightening of a previously quiescent auroral arc near local the present model is static in nature and does not pretend to
midnight. Once it is "triggered", the arc dynamics is char- describe the full tinte-dependent coupling between the fields
acterized by a rapid poleward and cast-west expansion and particles that must occur when breakup is occurring.
IAkasoaetf. 1974; Toatskoaten e al.. 1987; Jfallinan,t 1987; Other model features are the coupling of magnetospheric
Shtephterd er al., 19871. Other key features of auroral breatkup plasma flows to the north-south circuit and the use of the
are as follows: (ll Breakup occurs predominantly west of the l-ri~dtnant turd Lerimoire 119801) formutla to relate the field-
Harang Discotntinuaity (01DI in thie pretnidnight sector 1114-pi aligned cturrent density to the field-aligned potential dtops. If
piter. 1958; Akatrofit. 1974; Craven. ei es., 19891. where it call the IID as mapped to the equatorial platne delineates a region
occur at L values as low as 5.2 I~rroptver et a!. 1982. 198(6: of enhanced westward pluatna flows [Eriiksinet itt.. 19911.
Taiotskanen'i em al., 19817; Iltillinanit 19"7; Gilpterin antd F-eld- then the resulting asymimetry will also enhance wedge lor-
vtriet. 19911. (2) Breakup, also occurs in a limited longituditnal matton wvest of the HD.
sector near local midnight 1iLezutiak and W~in~iJIer, 1970: IThe tndependent parameters in the model are the field-
Niagai et tit.. 19831. 131 Dutring the growth phase there is a lge oeta rpP ntenrhsuhcrut(e
enhancement of the polar cap potential. Therefore the like alignred pondthentildoptal insthwes necrth-ielounth ciruit (se
lihood of breakup tmulst increase as the cross-fail electric field Figr pl and, EThe totaldeast-wes pteletricl field in the l quto
is increased. rilane in aoeth-oe fildalined pothenta divropited can bwes

We assume that many of the above features are deter retediaOn--nem nrtohe ietdea-ws
mined by the conditions under which the pircbreakttp arc i urn . ebleeta hs anlshrcpijc

formnedi; That is. the electrical configuration of the pre ter% play it key role in determining the properties of the

breakup arc sets the stage for the breakup mechanism. In prebreakup arc. In our model. breaktup occutrs svhen the

this paper the prebreakup arc is treated as n aiceal stiboturm field-aligned potential drop along the poleward boutndary is

it retit ss cilge WlAivif eu, o t ui t/. - 19731. As such Ith-tle stititenly enli,.nccd:t fisl catuse% ant unstable piilcward C xPaiti-
stooof fitlie wedlge. Frtom ouri iuiffel svc [live fotunid t hat (Ill

,p~yi ighl 1991 by the Amittriat I inptiystcal tUniont tmitiii l arcs createdl t hrough the lutrittatioit ot a %sedgc

l'apei nuniler 91)JAt11269. 4:rrent systern tall into eit her a -gentiratiti oii- ld-
4114.11~i227 91 91MItiAt2t69SMt.oll class I lie definition itt genet :tor itid[ load at ise s front buss

11 -01.
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outward propagation of an AIlsen wave which result-s in the
jy ~forination of a near- Ear 1h neutral lie. Recently. Lat e ali

119H81 have observed current interruption if L -8 without
y Jx j the usual signatures associated with m;Agnetic reconnection.

Jy Ltpez et al. 119901 used Iwo satellites to conclude that

-C disruption of the current sheet sometimes hegins near geo)-
Y ox synchronous and rapidly expands outward in (he near-Earth

niagncltotail. One key feature therefore of the present model

dxe Y-Cis that it does not require the formation of a near-Earth
X neutral line and it places the location of sub-torm breakup

where it has been observed. See Bnutjituiujoa (19881 for a
recellt critique of the boundary layer and neutral-line sub-
storm models. The major difference between our breakup

EyeX emodel and that of Kan ar al. 1 19881 atid Kan, and AMasolam
Pe. 1 19891 is that we treat a single arc structure while they

Y examinte the global etfects of enhanced earthward cotivec-
lion.

Fig. L A three-dimuensional view from the eqtuatorial plane ot lime substorm current wedges arc mtodeled as being im-
the coupled circuits discussed in the test. J., is downward corrent on bedded in the electrojets on each side of the lID. Current
the eastern edge andI an upward cur rent on the western edge. J, is continuity requires the current inside the wedge to be a
a current sheet downward on the equatrsrward side or the currentsuepitoofhedvrd anlpeicurnsad
wedge and upward on the poleward side. Note that it is closed by an suepitoofhedvrdmantphicurnsad
earthward current in the equatorial plane. II', and III, represent the electrojets.
field-aligned potential drops along the western and poleward bound-
aries, respectively. The other symbols shown in the figure are J,, J_, + K,11), 11Ia)
defined in the text. The coordinate system is such that r is toward
the Earth and y points duskward (westwardt. J,l J_ +,, K.11, ilb)

where K, and K, are integrated field -aligned condttctances
alotng the western atid poleward boundaries. icspectivelý

the magnetlospheric portion of the north-south cif cuit closesc. Note that III, and +', are the field-aligned potlential drops at
in the equatorial platne. Westward plasma flows produce a the westward and poleward boundaries of the current
tailward equatorial electric field which, as seen from Figure wedge. We treat 4', and III, as Spatially Constant at the
1, creates a generator in the north-south circuit. Eastward boundaries and zero elsewhere. Inside the wedge, however.
plasmia flows produce an earthward equatorial electric field we scale the enhanced conductivity with I'), using the model
which acts as a load on the north-south circuit. In this paper of Robinsong etIa. 119871. In section 4 we show that this is a
we will treat only generator-type arcs west of the HID. (2) reasonable approximation for at least one arc.
The imposition of reasonable physical constraints on the
wedge formation implies that only a restricted range of arc 2. Two-Ctgcutj NIODEL
thicknesses are allowed at a given latitude (see Figure 121.
This ranges from a few kilometers at A = 62* to hundreds of Let us now assttme that enhanced electron precipitation
kilotneters for latitudes greater than -A = 69*. (3) Hligher has created a localized region of enhanced conductivity in
values of the cross-tail electric field allows the formation at the ionosphere. We now want to electrically couple this
lower latitudes of steady state arc structures that correspond region with the magnetosphere. The extendled east-west
to a DC diversion of the cross-tail current throttgh thre orientation of the observed breakup arc motivates an ap-
ionosphere. In these cases the field-aligned potenttial drop proach that models the system as two coupled circuits. one
along the poleward boundary may exceed 30 kV which is north-south and the other east-west. (Parts ol this section are
consistent with the values oibserved in the preonset prectp- also in papers I and 2.) In our model these circuits close in
itation front by Kre,,tser el al. 119861 ,tnd Tairulooten eli a!. the magnetosphere via magnetic-field-aligned cttrrents. I he
119871. (4) We also found that the thickness of the pre- lield-atligned curretnts in tutrn ;ire the coinfitmtation oif mag-
breakttp arc is dependent on the 0O concentratiotn in tile netmispheric currents in the eqitatitral plane and are dcpcn-
plasma -sheet which connects our wot k with the resutlts .)I dent on the plasnma characterisitics tlicte. It is the ciminpati-
1.,nitar.s.riin mmatd Sharp (19851, Clad~is' 119861, ChappellI bilit y of this earthwvard convec tions vsith th lie eld a lignted
1 1981(1 aid Burch 1 191(81 that itndicate that( the ionosphere cutirents and with the ionospheric coitfiguiratiotn that deter-
ieeds the itnner edge of the plasma sheet with enetgctic 0 ittitics where qutiescetnt cttrrent systemis can tie established
tlmhiing titmes of high miagnetic activity. See Figure 9 and between the ionosphere atid the tttagmctosplmici. We bc~licese
Rwh~m-irelleal. JI9M8 19891 for details. We now refer to these that the associated amiroral arcs atec the sites oif auroral
earlier papers; as paper I atid paper 2. bieikiip

I lte ionospheric location where breakup is observed ollen looking at Figure I we see aI thiree ditensios~nal picijuctioi
maps lo an eqttatorial location substantially earthward tof the of the stubstorm current wedge circutits ;Ias seen front the
Crctpc let location 01 a near. Earth neutral linin Xhis point has iigitetotail. A clivet ted current dcna 1,t is obsciet dv
been cttisltasi/ed by Nfot , .-1 al II 98t ilatd ntiot e tccuiiiIy by Ilminsstg thlrotugh thie iontosphiere III thle ca-.t %cx li dcc t I 0

;,dlii-io aind PghteIdn.- 1199 In i ott imiodel tliteue,,eIc lhii- Litient close-, in the ti'gttii Ic limpoph .i tilil-
Isucakuip does nit explicutly depend ott the existence %it a suited potential dusip Ii) at the 'vcsI-r i t,.tuuly A~ 1lik
icai litihi neuittral line, ;although bicakitp May 4-titSC ieI ci, emit wedge. J,, Ieiisc the~ clothitsic Io,,~ 1.1 1-1th11is cast
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POt EWARO BOUNDARY eqtual to L - " I.,ArL, .It at . 19971. F, and F., canl esilý lie
0) -0 extended for nondipolar magnetic field models such is ticri

E0  of Tivgaieneito [ l9871. We use the T~sijian,ic'A.' I 19M71 nodil
Ep 4inu section 4. Over the interval d_ the cri thward flowing

I I magitetospheric closure cuirrentitJ caujses the hulk plasmia
0- 0-0 -0 to be accelerated in the -v direction, This meatis that

Fig 2The sirhstorru current wedge of Figure I as seetn in the westward flowing plasma will he decelerated sthile east%%aid
tionosphere [his hats liceit referred to as the lnhesier-ltauiiijohaitn flowing plasma will be accelerated. Therefore in a legion ofi
midel by Ri'i,u lri et al 11989, t~19l9 Basically. the current ilerisiy westward flowing plasma we expect a generalor-itpe circuit.
J, shortn in Figure I consists of a Pedersen compronent i, and a while in the region of eastward flowing plasma we expect a
Ifall coorponent 11, from ihe polarizalion elecrinc field Etb, I,. The la-yecrut
current densiiy J, shown in Figure I also consists of a Pedersenr Je lodt1Pcru
contuipinent and a Hall comiponent Jr, E,, is equivalent it)E, in tire T~hentagnetospheric inertia current (Weimerr ril al. 19881
test, is given by

west citrcuit which we now label Y-C. Ilire diverted curiretnt is il 8,Pl ( llv2

crismrsseit with the pottential producedr hy the crtiss-lad
electritc field E_, (We choose: a coordinate system ill thre w here p is tire mass density ini the plasrnm sheet. fi, is thre

eqitatotitat platne suich that i piiints earthwar d. y points equtatorial vatlue of the magnetic field. 10 R,11I is thre

svestward. and Zis parallel toi 13. fit the iomnosphere the usunre d hield litre segirient orver which 1J_ is rotrrienro. arid

corresponding xr cooirdinate points equatorward. An addi- El, is the radial component of the niagnetosplreric electrtic
tional -e- subscript denotes at magiretospheric quantity.) field. For simplicity we assume that the arc is uniform in

this field is mapped with corrections for field-aligned longitude so that the second term does not contribiute.
potential drops in the east-west circuit to the ionosphere as However, the remaining term depends on the radial gradient
E,5(E,. in Figure 2. This figure shows the ionospheric of Ell, not on its magnitude. On the other hand, the load or
elements of the two circuits, Briefly, the westward directed generator character of the magnetospheric circutit depends

electric field E, drives both a westward Pedersen current J,, on the average value and direction of E_, We mtust look
and at prileward Hall current i0 iiiiia highly conducting slab therefore outside riur present model for the appropiriat
which is embedded in the electrojets. The lack of full electric fielud gradietti this term could arise, for examtple.

continuation of the [fall current into the magnetosphere is front a more detailed self consistent solution for airrital arc
associated with positive charges along the poleward borund. structuire. We resolve the problem below hy assuming that
aury. The net poleward current density that closes in the the electric field gradient is constant; that is. the average
niagnetosphere: is labeled J, in Figure 1. In our model there perturbed electric field across d_, is taken as sonme fraction
are current sheets along the poteward and equtatorward of the ramp height of the gradient. In this way we approxi-

boundaries of the wedge region. Along the poleward bournd- mate the coupling of the equatorial plasma flow with the
ary there is also a field-aligned potential drop. 'lb - The wedge circuit which can be compared with experiniental
magnitude of this potential drop is critical in determining the data. Note that one cannot approximate (2) with an ohmic
statbility of the prebreakup ares. We label the north-south relation. The reason is that there must be current across J_
circuit ats X-C. Partial closure also generates a southward even when Ell is zero. That is the case when +, = E,i, .
pointitng polariiation field. ESiE,) in the ionosphere. This
electric field drives a southward Pedersen current UP)l and a 3 uoro~

westwaid Hialt current 14.,) thereby creating a Cowling I hsscinw ieterlvn qttrn n re
chanmnel as shown iii Figture 2. Ntote that the psuteward I hsscinw ie(erlvn qain n re

ctirrent and the soiuthswatd polarization field act as a gener- description of how they are solved.

ator for the north-south (X-C) circuit. We believe that the .uonosp/teriu Equations
establishment of this Cowling channel is an essential element
urf the hreakiup mechanism. The north-south circuit (X-C) is Inside the current wedge
closed by in earthward current J_, in the equatorial plane
between the upward and downward current sheets. We J, El, +- E, 1 (3)

assumre here that J_~ is purely an inertia currenrt while the ill = ,1 - E ,. ~
total wsestwvard nragnetosplteric current is consistent with an
earthward pressure gradient. The first assumption may be Outside the current wedge
modified as the present model is incorporated intro moure .

global models. The second assunmption follows from our 1y,=El, 1011 51

treatment Of a qualsi-stationar"y structure. J_= 1jE,!:, 61
One of tire key elements of our mordel is how the X-C-

currenti is closed in the magnetosphere, Ilire north-south Tire subscript -o- refers it) background quoantities outside
extent. d_ of the ior'ospheric current sy~slem shown in the current wedge, and tire subscript 'Y' denoites the ttrtal
Figure 2 ts mapped it) the eqliatontl Mplane as d_, = I, /1:, , ioiinispheric currents insiute the wedge t he rise uif , in bothl
svhere I-, is it scaling factor equal to AA/It. ( is the scts of equations is cuinsisent with at curti tree electric hield.
Nic~lvs 1t . shell pat uucier rnd N is the corirresprnding Niile that E, dries toro equal tire mapped saire Ai L,, ito the
invariant laiintnido. IF, is the azimiuthal iurnriptlire- iooririshere except itt the brunt that the I+, vanrtshes Wc
itagneiriospherc scaling factor whrich. in au dipoile hield. is mike thre not vcrý radical assuimptuion that iralto ureS iuts a *s
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to configure the electric fields so thats Faraday's Law is %%here
obeyed. A lull treatment of this problem which entails
negative charge buildup a( (he western boundary of (he AE t- E-,_. 02)

wedge is beyond the scope of this paper. and (-%E,,) is the average value al the perturbed radial
Current contnflnitY atr the ivedi,'e bounsdasries. magnetospheric electric field across the arc. The earthward

J J ,, - J_,KsIs,. (7) radial Currew nt (fhe magnetosphere is, approximated from (2)
as discussed above.

J, 4 - J_, K,4ts, 18) E,

A'irsishog'.s Last tits the t'd5.t-Ies'i. circuit. ill = K, - -K,,, - 1131

where I)', is the field-aligned potential drop along the west- K,,= pd1 E,_ 114)
ern boundary and E-. is the cross-tail electric field. 1-2

Dcivion[Filihaitnja. 199a deln d, IM kn Note that we have approximated the magnetosphenc
Dii-tos We,, defiP.u=neBtsF Yl. an IE,,, 61 7 electric field by a ramplike behavior which corresponds to a

th moEl_ oR shws -gl !H 19!,07,. anot tha =hser using spatially constant inertia current J_~ The value or (.E,,) is
themodl f Rbinonet /.11971.Noe tatthee ae in te assumned proportional to the height of the ramp BE_, by

differences. The above equations can be solved for E, and soecntn hr sIy s0 .A a etoe
Eas a function of (Is_ where above, the precise value of -y can be ascertained only by

Kyd ,E ,,IF, + RK5'I)5 - E,.tRYI,., -j, understanding the spatial structure of the auroral arc and the
Eý= - t1) details of its coupling to the background plasma flows in the

(8,+ Rh!,, + K,JY,) equatorial plane. Here we assume jyj = 0.5 which is consis-

and E, is easily obtained by substitution. tenst with the assumption of a ramplike behavior for Ell.
Inputr. The inputs for the ionospheric equations arc Current continuity requires

'IP,, the field-alignied potential drop along the poleward J ,I , ) (5
boundary; E,,.. the cross-tail electric field; E,,,,, the north- i~F 1
south electric field component outside the current wedge: Combining equations (11)1.(13). and 115) we find a quadratic
ajud !E,,, and !X,, the Hall and Pedersen conductivities expression for d,.
outside the current wedge.

Fired paramneters. The fixed parameters are L, . L_. 11,1/2 i i + id , + )16
r,,,. T,. 1 , n_~ dy, and Ft. The first two parameters are the
spatial extenst of the ctirrent closure aloing the polewuird and where
western wedge boundaries, respectively. The next three
parameters are the plasma sheet electron temperature and s=FK
density. These are inputs to Frid,,san andts Lenvireu' [1980112
relation that relates the field-aligned potential drop to the a, -F2K_1E, 117)
field-aligned cturrent density. The ratio of these latter two
quantities gives the lield-aligned conductivity k-,. Note that a2 ,Kh~

K, = kL, and K. = -, L, are the integrated field-aligned
conductivities (siemens per* meter). k-,. is fixed at 3 x 10~ th9fie requirement that 116) has only real roots implies

S/in!. The Ftidmpans laid Lentaire (198101 relation allows one F,'Kt(Ej 2

to estimate the energy flux of the precipitation which is then I118)
inpuitted into the Roisohsnu eti 1:. (19871 model for the 4F, K,

ionospheric conductivities. Figure 3 shows a sample caicti- Usintg the Tti -gattssssip 119871 model at A 66' we hind that
lation and aI comparison with experimental data. F 0,Frpstv auso'),wihcrepn t

westeletric 'risel comtponets inrieE the woopedge: F, th 'load-type" perturbation. III, can take on only small valtise
iwestshsi oissihplrzto electric field cmoe inside th ege sthe '- I kV at A =6'1. Values a kilovolt oir higher can only be
wedosperi , Kh-stiu.the e polarwardo elctrrfentdest inside thelstaiined at higher latittudes (A a 70)'). In sorder to obtain the
thedsuge: J, . ,1s the net westward cutrrent density liianspdee highecr values of *10, that are obseised at lower latitudes. y

the cdge Jthe et estwrd urret dnsit fiam jit uist be negative. IThis corresponds to a taitwaid ditecied
per mteter) inside the wedge; and +_, the lield-aligited E sicBEsawypitvfoteerhadclue
potential diop along the western bousdasry sir the curreol toe J_, sicehE5 is alay peeaositivefigrathen eartwad closure

wegeenergy is being converted huom the background plassma

Aftgneo~sherc Euatonsflows. the backgrousnd convection electric field enhances
A~us~neeo~p/ssr/s Etu~iius~mthe -gectsrautr-sype- properties iii the aic west sof the Hll

,Vssldi-mi matS/ m oit. KischhllVN La I% milltlhc "load-type' pIsmpct tics east sit the I ll) l-igsse t 2
'lM 'sm . a msodel calcuiassi sit III d, i %%:I'll +, .1t dillcicilt

(A E,, I A 1. ills imiianiat hsiiutdes wvest atl the 111) Nate that only genseratosr

tylve valaes at y allow s he formatioin ifs natrrow wedge
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4trucitutes aIt towel ititudes. flits is where breakup is olten H, 2 v er s us P

West of the 11D tile ambient tamlward electric field aidds ito

the t;Iilaild periilihation. This enhances lthe genetimir ii- I? Rob-nson et al (1987) iMoaet
titre o'f the X-C in the equatorial plane. East il thle 11l) tile
Oppo.site is titlte. I here the ambient eat thward dCCLIM fiehld
tends it) negate lthe latlward pernitit ation and the equimiatut
. getterator" eithler is weakened or becomes a 'load" V

I hictet're. since we helieve that lthe explosive naiattOre til te LI
bieakup arc arises [torn the X-C' generator in the cqiiaiioial ---

platne. breakutp is more likely west of( the 111)
Mlle~t, '1he4 Input% fort the ritagliteosplieric- eqiiai liv are

tile ficld-aligned potenttial drop along the polewaid hou.,ndl o

ary: .1/i the enhancement oll the north-south comtpotienit of
the electric field ahiuse backgrounrd IF,,,): anud h,, ,the
cio% fs-ail electric field _________________________________

tried piaraiet-t.r%. the fixed patameltrs ate I_ / 0 i 2 3 4 5 6

tmappitng l(ictors between the iotnosphere and the itagneto- 0. Xv
sphere in the notth-south and cast-west directions. respec-
tively: K, till siemiens per meiter. the f.eld-aligned condite- I 111; 3 Comparison of tile lialt tupper cul vet aid t'eei,tcici

tower curvet conductivities as estimated by Atfltn ti Il. 119H13
ttv'ity integrated o~ver the poleward boundary; ),, the inside the arc with that predicted by the model of Rohi,,w ,'. ill
parameter that couples the north-sortth circuit to equatorial 119M71 The inputs to the Robinson et al. model were attained m~ing
plasma flows; p. the mass density in the plasma sheet: B.., .the results ,if FriS,,uui aind L,-niu~re I Mt~gt A hield-atigned p..icotiat

equtatooital value of the magnetic field; and 11 tile distaince drop of 2 5kV was used.
over which the cruiss-tail current is integrated.

Ortiptits the output s are d, . the north -sotith estent of the
cuirretnt wecdge in the iontosphere: (1 %E,, ). lthe pertut hation if lated ttsing the 1 987 imoidel oh 7A% v~e~t,nA,u, 19871I. B. ;uid dI
flie tradial comnponient iii the equmatosrial electric field oiiiide ;ire fixed hy thle choice oif A and the discussion ahoke . K,
flie %vs erte regioný and /.1 t lite equatorial eat thvv ird ciurrent I. 5. is determined setting I_, the size otl the ciidutiiiicii

tha~t cloises tfie notl touiiilh citcuit . guiudient along tlie poteward hotindai y. toi 201 kinl and by usuiug
Siummau~r.s .,] iotul I asisionptwiot I lie model is stmmititi lite result s of ftie,h~ia an~d Lerumoii- I 119901 to uleterititie the

rizeul as follouws: field aligned condtuctivtty. [lie elecutrtn numnber denisity in
I.A pre breakup aiuroral arc may be reasonably tepre- the plasma sheet is taken at I electron/cmn and lthe parallel

sented by aI current wedge. A two-dimensional rectatngular anid perpendicular electron temnperatuttres as 5 keV. Note that
shape in the ionosphere is adequate fir a first approxittatioun. we set y = --0.5 in light of the above discussion alter 117)

2. -1hfe radial electric field in the magnetosphemie mutmst lie I )ne of the assuimptioins in tile present model is that the
nuiiciinstant (equation (2)) in iOrder tol ptiiperty close the ionospheric conductivities inside lthe wedge regioni ;ie aI

coiirent iii the north- sotulh cirettit. A. linear ramp is assiumed futnctton of the field -aligned potential drop alonig the pole -
adequate tar a first approximation. See 113) and subsequent ward boundary. [his assumption is somnewhat artificial he-
discussion. caruse the conductivity inside the wedge region may also he

3. Reasonable estinates may be made of the fised pa- affected by other precipitation mechanisms such as svauv-
ranteters labeled above, particle interactions. Howevecr, the assiumptiosn tends to give

results in agreement with data as is seen fromt Figure 3. Here

.1. Rt~sut. rs we plot III and 1P as a function of.Ii, using the R~ioliniui e I
il. 1 19871 condtuctivity model andi estitmating the precipita-

We w.ill now compare our model with it pecific pi eb- lion current fromn tile model of Frrdduuuun aind I,-.ioii - I 1980t1.
reakiip arc as measured by .arthiir nd e-t it 1191 andIitm I lie top curve and c ross haif is for ý,,. and the hott,.n cuiiic
classified as 1,, in the nomteinclattire defined hy (hoS hind anid criiss hair is for i_ r,.Uite crittiuctit ties ate detertituied
1198'1-l tie Siuhsiturtni-( LOS iuockct was tammtctedaii2l itt a' s the square root utl the simut sA~ qo sc it tlie iiit'icnii
tIT I 'um. ary 27. 1979. Igoom ESR,\N(;E. Ku itti. Sviettn cidutvtyauletmtedb tAiifi iI'111M1 io~ttieli

(\- #,(1 1. near local mitdnighit un Januatry 27. 1979, shortly etthianced coindtictivitty as deterininet ft *'m lite in. dcl II
.ilICr lite OIIset Of an Intetise IInagnCtivpltrC tclsubsrtrn liver Itli'i~ii. .i et .I. 119871. Note that the agreemnent bet 'seen
northern Scandinavia. 'lthe obtaitted data repiesent aI cuoi- experinient and theory is excellent. We will stow comtpare
pireltettsive data set of the arc's electric field profile in biothi each o1 the output vat tables fii itur tistdel with ltie results o
tile east-west and itoeth-south direction% a% well as the 11urittindu af (ti. 1 19931.
spectia and hits (ii the precipitating electrions. Altltnimgh Figuitm 4 relates the fielil aligned poittetitI driop +I, %filli
these data ire for anarc presumtably tindcrgoinig hicakiup. we the east-west current J, Presently, we are Ocititmg li-.,, -isi
comnpare the experimental results with the static tuitdel fixed parameter. We use two values, for the niotuaiuet..stultuti
dheveloiped above attd find good agirecintirt. Fh- Iisiiiplie s that v-ct-ws lectric fielid hi because mOtf tire mute, tim1 fii thre
Outidteise effects insitde this specific ire vveie stitaJIll ,ttite I'MAclgtimiiitu electilit heldl as estitmaiediro Iu.iii the es'v itiviit,.
lititle -t lite rocket fighitt Modclt intuitut ate F- , - it, 10 I f tia -igmurc shiw isstie woo.Iti'licl-, uct isi , S csct if~ itO i~t, t

lt'if 1.11 AI~i
t i~t itlu cIa 19411 1 f ie mauppitng tactmit si e itakii clvii ly if o'ne euuvtstimiu the eastnet c iv tiolt -oS. I\03L
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4) ver sus Jy , versus jy

-E, - .Oivm--,.Ondi

0.

bK MARKLUND CASE Id

MARKLUND CASE Id

0 2 3 2JY, A/rn J A/rn

F'ig. -4. Comparison of the field-aligned potential drop along the Fig. 6. Comparison of the measured value of the polarization
putlewaid boundary 0l, as a function of the diverted curreft J_. Itis field E, inside the arc as sho ri in Figure 6 oif Murkund eut al 119131
seen that a 1.0 mv/rn cross-tail electric field E_, gives better witth that predicted by the currentrnodel Note that we assume E, to
agreement. be positive in the equatorward direction, while Alarklund el at.

119S131 assume the opposite convention. The error bars presented
here are estimated from Figure 6 of Markisind et at. (19831.

divider. The potential drop across the magnelospheric por-
tion of the circuit is divided between the field-aligned poten- eitfr$ w h
tial drop 0., along the western boundary and the east-west exs ob, wshw it. for completeness, as as function of

extent of the wedge in the ionosphere. The field-aligned J, in Figure 7. For the western boLndary we fix k,.. the
potential drop is directly proportional to J. as long as the field-aligned conductivity, at 3 x 10'- S/rn 

2. The east-west

area over which the associated upward current exists re- extent of the wedge is d), and the fractional distance over
mains constant as is assumed here. In that case E. must which the upward current exists is 71,, Clearly, PI, affects the
decrease as J. increases in order to satisfy Kirchhoff's Law, slope of the curve shown. That is, if the upward current is

The y intercepts are consistent with the direct mapping of the confined to a smaller ares. 0, will be higher for constant J_.
assumed values of E., to the ionosphere using a mapping i.e.. the smaller spota should be brighter for the same value

facor f F - .05 ascalulaed romthemodl o of diverted current. The net poleward current inside the

Tsvganenko 119871 (Kp - 3). Pedersen ef al. f 1951 and wedge (.1, - K,4',)as a function of),. is shown in Figure 8.
Fulthantmar 11l989a. bi report the preonset east-west electric The discrepancy is consistent with the large error bars and

field to be 1-2 mv/in which is consistent with the values used the uncertainty in estimating the extent of the conductivity

here. Figure 6 shows excellent agreement for the polariza-
lion electric field inside the arc. Although no measured data

COY versus Jy
E~~~ y e s s /

-1 --- 0.5 d, -1000 km

A -66' k 3 t 0-l S/rn
2

E 1 MARl/LUND CASE Id

MARl/LUND CASE 1~ , 01 A/rn 2

012 3 Fig. 7. The modeled field-aligned potential drop 4.along the
J.1 A/rn western boundary of the wedge region ti e., the hotg s5ito) J, i%

the rust-west extent ofl the current wedge. Ihec ca%1ivesi siu#ijl
l ift fte east west electric held U, inside the ;iurciral art: a% e~ient itf the upward closure current alhing thec wedge is usirrmited Io

predicted by the model Niote thai the 1Ill mv/rn value for E,, give% be Ml kmn Ihe parameter L, is the hlvd aligtied ctnilutimi)ts.,t/ the
hrtter allcernent as is the case in Figure 4. western botindary
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0c u J d verstjs ;J ,

A ý66'

0~ --

~A 66*J

y =-0,5 o 507.01 -- ~ --

E,. = -8 n,0

E, = 1- v

UARKLUNOCS l E, I 0 MAFRCI UIJD CASE Id

00 1 2 5 5I2
J, A/rn JY A/rn

Frig S. Net poleward cur,ceis densgity J, guide the cticiii luit: 9 (t in of the more itiuceti~ng leatutacs tf tour ntuidel Itsile
wvedge tarctas a functio~n itthc diverted Cast-westlcurretit Allhugh utl .pahudly to calculate the arc thickness do Four calculaitions %e-re
the model tesulis ate nott ilciunsisient with the errori har% showsn. made for various crisis-tail electric fields and ion mass deniifies
ý.greemcnl can he imtprioved hy loiwering the pljasita %heet eleciuini i I he nwrober density is utuainiaincd at I ion per kuihic cenitnicter IIt
temperature Irtim 5 to 2 5 kcV and increasing the plaunia Ihcct is see~n liat the Allt~ioud f titt 119i31 data arc well bracketed by an
particle density twoin I to!2 t'ariiles/cin' This tesult is showni hy tlie assumption iof 0 anid 5fl~.'loti the 0(' concentration A poirnitilu
daithed -dotted line, No signtficaint miodiitcamtions in the otluicr partm. ioumiteaiin Iit such a nistldl is to) esttmate nuagtietsPlueric 4utani a es
eters that have heen ploitted wsere obseivcd. rising ioinospheric measutrementts

5 O (tIt tiSItNS

gradient along the poleward bouindary and the electioni We have shown that ptebrcakttp arcs can be repteseniuct
temperature and nutmber density in the plasma %heet I lie by two coupled circuits between the ionosphere and the
dashed-dotted cturve shows how the agreement can he tnt-utimgnetosphere sinmilar to the current wedge configuration
proved by a lower plasmna sheet electron temperature (trouti itiitosed by Aft Pherron, ef al. 1 19731. [h le formation of such
5 kcV to 2.5 keVI and a higher plamina sheet electron numuber aI current systemo is strongly influtenced by thle presence of
density I from I e-/cm I to 2 e - cm 11. Figure 9 show% thle background clectrojets in the ionosphere and directed
model results for dt,. the north-south extent of the arc in the plasma flows in the magnetosphecre. A detailed comparison
ionosphere as determined from 4 16). The error bars are taken with the measurements of AlarAitind ef titt. [19831 for a
front Figure 8 of Aar~diaut eg tit. 1119831 fite number density specific breaktup arc shows good agreement. The piesent
in the plasma sheet is taken as I ion feleclionl/ct& I he nuitlel highlights tlie interdependence between ionospheric
variation in E,,, the crtoss-tail electric field, is titlte it) thle
observed fluctuations in E, as shown in Figure 6 of ,tlirl-4
land er titt. (19831. It is seen that the experitmental resutils are AI vru
well bracketed by a plasma slteet mass denisity that contains 0 AEe v ru y
between 0 and 50% of O'.

F~igure 10 shows the predicted valute of the magnetlospleric
electric field flucttuation arising froum the wedge prcesetce. 0 -N -. 08 nThis fluctuatton points lailward and lies between - 1.6 and ' t i

t0.8 mv/m. which is vet) consistentm with the valute of - 1.2
to -01.6 mv/rn as repouted by 7noutuaroreu e( tit. 119871 luir Et
another magnetic stornm. Finually, Figure I I shows a pl ot I I
the tnagtietosphertc closutre curl ett in tile ettuaftnt al platte
We estimate this to be aiboutt 3 inA/m in mnagnituide for tileI
present exantple. Thctieloie it is seen that our model gives a
rather ctmuplete pictute itt tile wedge stiicluttt in lotilt lthe I MAtXKI tot) CA'r 1,
ionosphere and the mmtgnetospliere. Figute 12 s.how% a graph - I I y = 0 5

oft Iij verstis tilt, for sces-eal valutes otf 1. Note that it fleliA=c6
averag..~d perturbed 0eco c field ts zero in the equatltortal 0
plane li~e.. y = 0). then thinner arc structures cannot loom. 1i. 1 2 3
It is; only when there is a finite tailward elclritc field dv A/rn
perturbatiotn in the citittirtfal plane that (bitl arcs Lan liii Iitt.Ig o pemdIs..ifltMkfIi.-ilso ltttle that there is in tipper liitiit) toJ, for cactt s~lot lie1 I"1 i ~fg , i~speliti ~ iuiivliiI~

.. id "flormipu liti "t tire 1PCI 11C tiii-tCiu4 i~ ,i t dclcli lic hlct Al
which indticates Ithat thintiet current wctlges tituil to hmio Ili -. i~- ai olo sutcli % i,.ih csatitlilc pieseniet 1,%

it lowver latitudes%. ,,A w,-, I 9M tt 1~
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J.xe versus J ,, 119861: Kaih,,,inn 119871; papers I and 2. Galperin and

0 ~Fehlditin 119911; Baker et al. 119901 and others. Moreover.
we have shown (see Figure 12) (hat in order for the current

A - 66*wedge to have similar dimenisions as the observed arcs, the
7 -0.5plasma flows in the equatorial plane must be decelerated by

MARLUN CAE i the equivalent circuit. That is. the equatorial portion of the
E -X-C must act as a generator (y <' 01. This is more likely to

ocucur in regions of enhanced westward convection in the
F equatorial plane which is in the premidnight sector.

Briefly summarizing, we have assumed that at least panl of
ain auroa arc may be represented by a two-circuit current
wedge between the ionosphere and magnetosphere. A quasi-
stationary situation is assumed which implies that the dusk-
ward current in the magnetosphere is consistent with an
earthwaiid pressure gradient while the eanhward magneto-

02 3 spheric current is inertial. Otir model is not complete as this
JY A/rn inertia current requires specification of a radial electric field

gradient in the equatorial plane. This might be determined by
Fig. 11 Ji, is the earthward closure current in the equatorial a more complete model of auroral arc structure or by

ptane that is required to close the noith-sisuth (X-C) circuit in our incorporating a global model of plasma convection. The
model. See Figure 1. For the Marklund case 1d we find a value ol
at'out 3 mAlm, good agreement of our static model with an auroral arc

already undergoing breakup lMaklaiend er al) 19831 implies
that inductive effects were still weak even some minutes

and magnetospheric quantities and suggests that, by measur- after breakup.
ing one set, one cotuld imply values for the other. For We need to make a few final points. We have ignored a
examtple. the above application of the model to Markltand et current -voltage relation in the east-west circuit in the equa-
al.'s observ-ations imply a tailward magnetospheric electric tonial plane for the simple reason we do not presentl) knowA
field of -0.8 it) - 1.6 nsv/m which is comparable with the in how to quantify it. Overall consistency in this circuit is
situ mseasurements of Tan-skimerg el al- 119871 during another maintained by adjusting L,. the distance over which the
breakup event. westward current closes into the magnetosphere. Knowl-

We consider the agreement of our model with experimen- edge of the equatorial current-voltage relation woutld fix L,
tal data as strong evidence that stabstorm breakup originates rather than arbitrarily setting it at one third the east-west
in the near-Earih nsagnetosphere as proposed by Blut-A et al. extent of the arc as is done here. It is interesting to note that

L, scales the size of the expected hot spot at the western
wedge boundary. Increasing L, could give the appearance of
eastward propagation. We speculate that the prebreakup arc

-- -0.0 d. versus (0. forms near the inner edge of the plasma sheet where radial.
Y -0 x

-- - -0.5 more intense electric field gradients are expected. Another
- -05 - A - 6al speculation is that the earthward convection of electrons

--- -05
Y -0,5 -- - - Amay cause them to exceed their whistler self-excitation limit.

-- A = 62* The resulting precipitation causes a local conductivity en-
- - - = 68 hancement in the ionosphere that favors the diversion of the

cross-tail current. If the cross-tail electric field is sufficiently
E I ____ A - 66* strong, a quasi steady state current wedge can form as

SA -60 ~ shown by oiur model The picsture is that of an azimuthal slice
_________________________ hield lites that arc displaced earthward due to the cturrent

A - 62* diversioin. Breakup probably commences when the assoct-( ~ated eqtuatorial ions, which must also be depleted to maintain
charge netutrality. cause a pressure imbalance and the mag-

E.. -30 0 MV/r M E. -1 0 n/ netic field lines move inward. We doi not yet understand the
0o time csolution of this process, bitt we can with the present

-0 10 20 30 40 so so 71, midel estimate the ititlial properties of the breakup arc from
*, Ky niagnetospheric and ionospheric conditions.

I it: I' I lie pieditcitl "is vtc iii tkness III as a lutii.trn IIiI the
hlId isligned potential dlrop ,iliiig tie piulewatid hituodliy ftuu %eci it
"magnectic latitudes Note that in the steady state model as piesentred A, &'u'ioldgmeiuit. We would like to acknowledge helpful dis
here d, has in tipper fintil it a gilven mnagnetici latitude. These cuii with W. J. Burke. N Mayntaid. NI 11eineman. G SiNsce.

.;tii.iurs eic inuik ta ., hackgri'ind electric hield toinstsicni .)ni) tG Itoistor One I)( us iNS II S 1t0 ~iiilttke to acIkniuitkdge
-1s1 bint hg kcs esI the MIilani; Dico'ntiiuiiuy. the y : 1 ololemutNui iupiuli i tramn the Air Fa~rce ciiniraii 191128A!X K filiS The reterces
-1FViePsiia to fI couupling betwen 'lie hackgniiund plasmna 1t4-%,,cf alsewii helptiit in niailu the in~iimcisupi molte readable.
.iol i heii..i. a circuit The case -there 0 5i ciirresp-iiid I lie I'iiiti thinks R 1, Kauiinianl .ind) inotihcr referee tor their
III li soa imiii miiipling See test .1.sslsiO..C in ti aliiaiifg this paper
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Akasl'u S I..A sudyof urcal dsplys holgjahedfron te IC le~tric fields. J. f;o,,ihv, Res , 92. 14611-tI6-t1 19817
Akaoft. S-I. A iriy ii arorl dsplys hotgrahed(ru th n., A. r Y., R. E. Loper. S MI Kruirgis. R. W Ntschlriae. I

01,SI' 2 satellite aInd fromr the Alaska meridian chain of stlatiN. Lancti. amnd T A. Polemsia. A case study tit rinagetoinil1 citircnl
Spate Sti. Rev.. 16. 617-725, 1974 sheet disruption and diversion. Geophvnrs. Resv Letnt .15. 721 -714.
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ABSTRACT

.We find that ions EXB drifting through an auroral arc can undergo transverse acceleration

and stochastic heating. This result is very analogous to recent work regarding similar phe-

nomena in the magnetotail (B1ichner and Zelenyi (1990), Chen and Palmadesso (1986) and

Brittnacher and Whipple (1991)). An analytic expression for the maximum arc width for

which chaotic behavior is present is derived and numerically verified. We find, for example,

that a 1.5 km thick arc at A = 65" requires a minimum potential drop of 3 Kv for trans-

verse ion acceleration and heating to occur. Thicker arcs require higher potential drops for

stochasticity to occur. This mechanism could be a partial cause for ion conics.
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I. INTRlOD)UCTION

The theory of auroral arcs has progressed along many lines of thought: electrostatic

shocks (Swift 1979,1988; Kan 1975); double layers (Block, 1972; Borovsky, 1983; Singh et

al., 1987); Alfvin wave propagation (Lysak 1990; Seyler 1990) ; the formation of a small

current wedge (Rothwell et al., 1991) and viscuous interaction at the magnetopause ( Lotko

et al., 1987). In simple terms the arc is analogous to a fountain that rises to some height at

the center, spreads out at the top and then is returned over an extended area. The presence

of a conductive ionosphere and the complex interaction of the associated fields and particles

makes the problem very complex. A self-consistent model of an auroral arc should inchlde

a mechanism for generating the field-aligned potential drop associated with the arc and a

description of how the associated currents are conserved, inchmdirmg ionspheric effects. lit this

paper we address the additional complication that an auroral arc may not be self-contaihl..

We find that it modifies the ion population that is EXB drifting through it. The driftinug

ions, on the other hand, affect the charge distribution inside the arc and, hence, the potential

distribution itself. We will examine the effect of the arc on the ions in analogy with similar

effects in the magnetotail.

Recent studies of Speiser type orbits in the magnetotail have been shown to exhibit

chaotic type behavior (B1ichner and Zelenyi (1990), Chen and Palmadesso(1986)). This

occurs when an ion makes a transition from gyrating solely on one side of the neutral sheet

to gyrating on both sides of the neutral sheet (Speiser orbit). This transition is extremely

sharp as is seen from Figure 1 of Rothwell and Yates (1984) and, in fact, corresponds to a

point in direct analogy with the unstable equilibrium of a simple harmonic oscillator. It is

well known that in the latter case if one places a pendulum so that its weight is directly

above the pivot point then upon release the pendulum may either oscillate back and forth

or rotate about the pivot point. Which mode is taken is so sensitive to the initial conditions

3
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that it is impossible to predict. Tfie boundary in phase space that separates the two types of

motion is called the separatrix. In mathematical terms placing a pendulum above its pivot

point is equivalent to starting it at a hyperbolic fixed point in phase space. Lichtenberg

and Lieberman (1983) give an extensive treatment on the stochastic nature of nonlinear

harmonic oscillators near hyperbolic fixed points. From a different point of view Brittnacher

and Whipple (1991) examine the discontinuity in the invariants of motion as a particle

crosses a separatrix. Their work was based on earlier work by Kruskal (1962) and with

specific application to the magnetotail problem. The discontinuity of the particle motion as

it crossed the separatrix was found to be analogous to scattering.

Here we apply these concepts to an auroral arc. Visualize ions EXB drifting from the

magnetotail towards the earth. In their path lies an auroral arc which is elongated in

the east-west direction. In the earth-tail direction the arc is assumed to have a U-shaped

(gaussian) potential structure (see Figuire 1). The subject of this paper is to determine

response of the ions to the arc as they pass through. For simplicity, it also assumed that

the ions pass through the arc in a time short compared to a bounce period. This allows us

to treat a two dimensional problem. The coordinates are chosen such that x is earthward, y

points west and z is parallel to the magnetic field. As the ion enters the potential structure

an earthward electric field accelerates it and at the same time imparts an eastward drift. See

Figure 8a. The E, electric field causes the ion to continue drifting through the arc. When

the ion encounters the tailward electric field it drifts westward and eventually escapes the

potential. While inside the well the ion may be trapped. In that case when the ion exits the

well it must cross a separatrix and scatter (Brittnacher and Whipple (1991)). The cross-tail

electric field E, accelerates the ion westward while it is undergoing nonadiabatic motion

(scattering). If we now consider an ensemble of ions entering the potential well and recall

that in the vicinity of a hyperbolic fixed point motion is stochastic then we can ,anderstand

4
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how a net westward ion acceleration and the associated heating arise. In section I1 an upper

limit is found for the scale size of the potential. Below this limit acceleration and stochastic

heating take place, but of above this limit the motion is adiabatic. In Section III a base

set of inputs are chosen and appropriately varied to show that this upper limit is a good

approximation. In this section we also show that below the limit a hyperbolic fixed point

exists and that it causes the drifting ions to scatter as in the manner of Brittnacher auid

Whipple (1991). In Section IV we give our conclusions.
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II. EQUA'rIONS

The equations of motion in component form are

Afe'E,= E + V, l ]o

AfV, e fE, -v.Bj (16)

where e and M are the ion's charge and mass. B denotes the magnetic field in the postitive

z-direction. V=(V_2 + Vy1)1' is the ion velocity. E, = -Vo(z) where

0(_) = . exp [(-(I_)2 1 (2)

and E. in equation (1b) is considered constant. A finite E, within an auroral arc has been

observed by Marklund (1984) and others. Since x(t) denotes the ion's position and, therefore,

E.(x)- E,(x(t)) we may combine equations (la) and (ib).
2_e dE w

Al' + P IV. =. E, (3)

eB
Tl

We gain some insight into the physics represented by equation (3) by momentarily

assuming dE/dx = const. Cole (1976). In that case the homogeneous solutions to equation

(3) are either oscillatory or exponential depending on whether the coefficient of Vý is positive

or negative. More explicitly, if (Cole, 1976)

e dE (4)
Ml dz

then the electric potential has a dominating effect on the ion motion. From equation (2)

and Figure I we see that in our problem the ions initially enco,,nter a positive ramp in

E,. Therefore, equation (4) is an approximation to the value of this dE/dx above which we

expect to see nonadiabatic effects.

6
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We appoximate dE/dx by

dE l, 5dz L ,2 ( )

using equation (2). Therefore, equation (4) is satisfied if

0LO, e (6)

Below we verify equation (6) by varying B,M, and 0. and show that it is a reasonable

indicator between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic regimes.

L, can also be found by linearizing the potential giveni in equation (2). This leads Io

simple harmonic motion near x=0 which can be in resonance with the gyrcinotion. By

equating the electric oscillator frequency with the gyrofrequency we find that the condition

for resonance is the same condition as given by equation (6) to within a numerical factor. A

similar bound will also result if we compare the maximum amplitude of the trochoidal ion

motion in the electric field to the scale L, i.e. when ((E.... /B) • (M/eB) L,) . For shallow

gradients the ions follow an adiabatic trajectory through the potential well and no net energy

exchange takes place. It is only when equation (4) is sufficiently satisfied that significant

entrapment in the potential well takes place and stochastic heating and acceleration occur

as the ions pass through the vicinity of the hyperbolic fixed point as discussed above.

7
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Ill. RESULTS

Mathematical Preliminaries The equations of motion were numerically integrated using

a step-wise adaptive technique with a fourth order Runge Kutta method as described by

Press et al. (1986). At each step of the integration procedure the total energy

ET = !AMV2 + eO(z) - eEy (7)

was calculated and compared to the initial total energy. The accuracy of the integration

procedure was adjusted to keep the maxinium error in the total energy below 2 parts in a

thousand. With this criterion it took between 30s and one minute to trace one ion using an

IBM Compatible 386 personal computer.

The Hyperbolic Fixed Point We now wish to illustrate the presence of the hyperbolic

fixed point. Figure 2a shows the results in coordinate space for two 200 ev 0+ ions that start

100 meters (0.002 L.) apart 500 kilometers (-10 L,) downstream of the potential well. (L.

= 50 kin). They then EXB drift towards the potential well. (B=144 nT). After scattering

through the separatrix the ions are separated in the y-direction by 387 km. Figures 2b and

2c show phase space plots of the two ion trajectories. Note that the ion with the smaller

y-displacement (Figure 2c) bearly escaped the potential well while the ion with the larger

y-displacement (Figure 2b) remained narrowly trapped and oscillated in the well structure

one more time before exiting. During this one bounce it, of course, was gaining additional

energy from E, (1 mv/m). By superimposing both ion trajectories in an exploded view near

where the quasi-discontinous motion appears the hyperbolic nature of the two trajectories is

readily apparent (Figure 2d). This'is the hyperbolic fixed point. The analogy to scattering

as proposed by Brittnacher and Whipple (1991) is clearly apparent.

Acceleration and Stochastic Heaiing There are six variables that affect the ion trajectory

L,, the size of the potential well; E•, the east-west electric field; o., the depth of the potential

well; i , the initial kinetic energy of tihe ion before it enters the potential well; M, the ion

8
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mass; and B, the local magnetic field strength. An initial base result is established and then

tested for sensitivity to changes in each of the parameters. Tihe initially chosen values are A,

= 3 Kv, t= 200 ev, E, = 1 mv/m, B = 144 nT, and M = 16 (0+). We then scanned in L.

to determine the region of nonadiabatic behavior. For each value of L, we followed 100 ions

randomly chosen over an interval of 211, (R, = ion gyroradius). This interval is centered < -

6L, from the well center. Each ion is started with its velocity pointing along the x-axis and

with y=O. Figure 3 shows the results for time base run. The circles denote time mean values

of the exit energy t, and the triangles and squares denote the one standard deviation limits.

Note that the energy distribution will generally not be Maxwellian so that these limits may

not correspond to true temperatures. Hlowever, they do indicate the relative importance

of heating. We see that there is a maximum heating and acceleration at about L, = 140

km. Ls is the threshold value of L, Ls given by equation (6). L. corresponds to the ion

gyroradius (56 kin). The upper limit 14, which has an actual value of 155 kin, does not

exactly correspond to the break between adiabatic and nonadiabatic motion at - 200 kmi.

We, therefore, rescale L, to agree with the base case (Figure 3) and test this agreement by

changing the values of B, M, and 0. as shown in equation (6). For example, if we change

0. and B as shown in Figures 4 and 5 then we see that L, scales as expected. Hlowever, for

the M= I (protons) case shown in Figure 6 L, is -20 % too high which indicates a Inass

dependence in Lb more complex than that shown in equation (6). We, therefore, conclude

that the upper limit given by equation (6) is a reasonable estimate of the threshold between

adiabatic and nonadiabatic motion. Hlaving established this we can then use equation (6)

to estimate the maximum arc thickness underwhich ion acceleration and heating will occur.

This will be done in Section V.

Single Ion Trajectories Now we take three single ion trajectories for the base case shown

in Figure 3 ; L = 10 kni, L, = 140 kin and L, = 400 km. These three cases allow

9
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a comparison between the acceleration/heating regime and the non-accelerationf/leating

regimes. For the L, = 10 km case shown in Figures 7a and 7b we see that although there is

significant trapping by the potential well (Figure 7b) there is little drift in the -y-direction

(Figure 7a). Therefore, E, does not significantly interact with the ions in contrast to the

next case. The x-coordinate tic marks in Figures 7a and 7b are in units of R,. Note L, -

0.2 R, so that the ion executes only a small part of its gyromotion while being trapped in

the well. In other words, the potential well introduces a relatively small perturbation on the

gyromotion although there is still some scattering as the ion crosses the separatrix. This is

seen as residual heating at low values of L, as seen in the base plot (Figure 3 ).

The second case ( L. > 2.5 Rt, ) results are shown in Figures 8a and 8b . The tic

marks shown here are units of L, = 140 km. Note from Figure 8b how the gyromotion is

dominated by the electric potential. As the ion EXB drifts in the -y-direction it becomes

more entrapped by the potential well (Figure 8a). Note that the -y-drift distance is more

than 9L.. The drift in y as previously stated is controlled by the reverse electric fields inside

the well. It is the beating of the gyromotion with the trapping inside the potential well that

makes the ion trajectories so phase sensitive subject to stochastic behavior.

The third case (L. = 8 Re) results are shown in Figures 9a and 9b . Again the units

are in multiples of L,. Here it is apparent that the gyromotion dominates even in the

regions of positive dE/dx. The ions are never decoupled from the magnetic field as they

were in the second case. Here they simply adiabatically drift back and forth in y following

an equipotential contour.

10
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Ilere we have applied the chaotic properties of the nonlinear harmonic oscillator to

an auroral arc. The associated hyperbolic fixed point was explicitly determined andi the

resonance type behavior of the ion acceleration and heating demonstrated and explained.

Although equation (6) was approximate, it was shown to scale properly in the exact cse.

Therefore, we use it as a measure for the onset of chaos in an auroral arc. For example, if

we assume the field-aligned potential drop is located at approximately 2.5 RE at A = 65*.

The B-field value is 3.7x10-'T. From equation (6) we obtain Lb = 111(•,)Il2 m. The scale

factor is about a factor of four for a dipole field so at the ionosphere we have

1,, = 27.7(0.)1/2m (R)

If 4. = 3Kv then L4 j = 1.5 km. Mapping this up to 2.5 RE we have Lb = 6 kni which is

2.7 R, for an 0- (200 ev) ion. This is consistent with Figure 3. Therefore, moderate field-

aligned potential drops are adequate to cause drifting ions to be transversely accelerated

and heated. Thicker arcs require a higher value of ÷. in accordance with equation (8).

Whether this could be related to substorm onsets is an open, but interesting question. Also

low altitude ion acceleration and stochastic heating could be an important source for ion

conics (Lysak, 1981; Yang and Kan, 1983; Borovsky, 1984). Mozer et a). (1980) notes the

experimental observation of electric field gradients that satisfy equation (4). Finally, we

note that the expected presence of turbulence inside the arc should add to the stochastic

heating determined here. Also front Figures 2b and 2c it is apparent that trapped ions will

modify the charge distribution inside the arc and, hence, the potential structure.

11
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FIC(URIE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. The auroral arc potential structure and the associated electric field. The

abscissas denote the x-coordinate in units of L, while the ordinates are in units of 0. and

O,/L., respectively. Note the reversed electric field profile that imposes a nonlinear harmonic

component on the ion motion.

FIGURE 2. Explicit representation of the hyperbolic fixed point associated with the

nonlinear harmonic motion produced by the potential structure shown in Figure 1. (a)

Highlights the sudden bifurcation in the trajectories of two ions that are started 0.002 1,

units apart 10 L, units (L, = 50kin) upstream of the potential. A net displac•ement in the

y-direction implies a net gain or loss of particle energy due to E,. (b) Phase space plot for

the ion that exited the potential with the largest y-displacezient in (2a). Note that the ion

just barely missed escaping the potential and executed one more oscillation in comparison

with the other ion shown in (2c). This allowed the ion shown in (2b) to gain additional

energy from E,. V. is the thermal energy. (c) Phase space plot for the ion that exited the

potential well with the lower kinetic energy. (d) By superimposing these two trajectories in

an exploded view the hyperbolic fixed point is clearly evident.

FIGURE 3. Base plot for the ion (0-) exit energy as a function of L. (meters). For

each value of L, 100 ions were drifted through the potential structure shown in Figure 1.

The circles denote mean values while the triangles and squares represent a one standard

deviation from the mean. L. denotes the ion gyroradius. L, denotes an upper threshold to

nonadiabatic motion as described•in the text. 'Ihe inputs for this base run were N = 16, F,

=1 mv/m, B = 1.44 X 10-IT, 0. = 3kV. These input values were also used for the results

shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 4. The effect seen in Figure 3 is clearly enhanced if the depth of the potethial

well is increased from 3 kV to 6 kV. Note that L& is shifted consistent with the square root
13
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dependence found in the text.

FIGURE 5. This figure is the same as Figure 3 except that the B-field value has been

doubled. Note that Lb follows the transition between nonadiabatic and adiabatic motion

consistent with an inverse B-dependence as found in the text.

FIGURE 6. Same as Figure 3 except now M = 1. Again note the scaling of Lb. L, is

at 50kin instead at - 42km. This is an error of about 20 % which is, no doubt, reflects the

simplicity of our assumptions in deriving LI.

FIGURE 7. (a) A coordinate space plot of an ion trajectory for which L. = 10 kin

and for the parameter values as given in Figure 3. (b) The corresponding phase space plot.

Note that although the potential traps the ion it only causes a minor perturbation in its

gyromotion. The resulting limited excursion in y accounts for the diminished acceleration

and heating observed at lower values of L. in Figure 3.

FIGURE 8. Coordinate (a) and phase space plots (b) of an ion trajectory such that L.

= 140 km which corresponds to the region of maximum acceleration and heating as seen

in Figure 3. Note the large displacement in the -y (eastward) direction with significant

oscillation in the x-component. The key point here is that as the ion enters the potential tile

electric field has a mudc greater effect on the ion trajectory than the magnetic field. This is

seen in both (a) and (b).

FIGURE 9. Coordinate (a) and phase space plots (b) of an ion trajectory where L, -

400 km. This corresponds to the adiabatic region shown in Figure 3. Note in (a) the ion

is executing almost pure EXB driitnin the y-direction with only a limitel extent of x being

traversed during each gyroperiod. Therefore, the ion is simply following an equipotential

contour.
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The Dynamics of Charged Particles in the Near Wake
of a Very Negatively Charged Body-Laboratory

Experiment and Numerical Simulation
M. ALVIN MORGAN, CHUNG CHAN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE. DAVID L. COOKE,

AND MAURICE F. TAUTZ

Abitracu-A numerical simulation that Is cilindrical in conflguration been mucI- attention given to corroborating numerical
space and 3-D[ (r, -,. v:) In velocit. space has been initiated to test 3 simulation results with laboratory findings. A key reason
model For the near-wake dynamics of a very negaltively charged body. for wanting to do this would be to obtain some assurance
The simulation parameters were closely matched to those of a laboura-

tory experiment so that the results may be compared directly. It w:1 that a numerical model can indeed provide results that are

found from the laboratory study that the electrons and ions can display realistic: one could actually test the code with some known

different temporal features In the filling-In of the wake; and that they parameters and compare the results. Conversely, if the
both can be found In the very near-wake region (within one body di- model's efficacy is established, then one might want to
anmeter) of an object with a higbly negative body potential. We have
aIse found that the temperature of the electrons In the very near ,ake see how well the laboratory results conform to the model.
could be somewhat colder than the ambient value, suggesting the pos. This paper is an update of our ongoing effort to under-
slblllty of a filtering mechanism being operative there, stand the dynamics of charged particles in the near wake

The simulation results to dale largely corroborate the density find- of a very negatively charged body. In previous publica-
Ings In terms of the presence of an enhancement for both ions and elec- lions, we reported on the temporal evolution of electron
IronS and In Its location. There is reason to think too that additionan
agreements can be realized If two key elements-the Inclusion of a 2- and ion Streams within one body radius in the wake of a
component, source electron distribution in the simulation and an an- metallic disc placed in a flowing plasma 161; and on the
derslanding of the pIrturbatlon Imposed by the diagnosgti probe Itself variability of the electron temperature in the same region
on the experiment--can be achieved. This is an ongoing process. Re- depending on the characteristics of the surrounding plasma
smits from both the laboratory experiment and the numerical simula- 17). Here, we briefly review these recent and entirely un-
lien wal be presented, and a model that accommodates these findings, present some results from a steady-
will be discussed.

state numerical simulation (that incorporated much of the
I INTRODUCTION experimental parameters, including the finite boundary

T HE need to further understand the plasma environ- and the wall potential) which corroborate the steady-state.

meat surmunding spacecrafts has been recognized for electron, and ion density findings, and propose a model

sometime now. With the resumption of shuttle flights into that links these results together. The organization of the

near-earth orbit, and the wide variety of experiments that subsequent material is as follows: Section II contains a

are to be carried out in its wake or within that of the brief description of the experimental configuration and the

planned space station, it is becoming imperative that this experimental results. Section Ill describes in short order

information be acquired. Hester and Sonin [I), Samir ef the numerical model and technique that were used to carry

al. 12J, and Stone (3) are foremost among those who have out a computer simulation of the experimental scenario.
reported on experiments that seek to relate laboratory The simulation results achieved to 0ate are also presented.
wake phenomena to the space environment. Others, in- A discussion of the laboratory and simulation results then
cluding Martin (4) and Parker 15) have sought to gain follow, in the closing Section IV.
some insight into the physics of plasma wakes by mesins II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND RESULTS
of numerical simulation. To date, however, there has not Our experiments were performed in a pulsed plasma

Manuscript received August 27, 1989; revised January 23. 12g9. The stream that was produced in the modified double plasma
work of M.A. Morgan and C. Chun was partially supported by NASA un- device shown in Fig. I. The object used was a thin (thick-
der Grant no. NAOW 1572 and by the Air Force Geophysics Laborstory
under Contract no. FI9%218-115-K-0053. hess < 0.5 cm) aluminum disc of radius _ 3.25 cm. it

M. A. Morgan and C. Chen ore with the Center for Electmmtsanetics was suspended in the middle of the stream 5.0 cm from
Reser-h. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, North- the plasma entrance into the target chamber. Readers are
eastern University. 235 Forsyth Bldg., Boston. MA 021 IS.

D. L. Cooke Is with the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Space Phys. referred to previous publications for details on the exper-
ke Division, Spacecraft Interactions Branch. Hanscasm Air Force Base. imental set-up and diagnostics 161. and on the specifics of
Bedfonr. MA 01731. the generated plasma 171. For the particle density studies,

M. F. Tauts is with Raden. Inc.. 192 Los Hill Road. Carlisle. MA
01741. the typical operating parameters were: Plasma source

IEEE Log Number 8i927086. density no 10' cm-?; average plasma stream (target)

0093-3813/8910400-0220S01..00 © 1989 IEEE
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Fig. 5. A < 1.0; Energy analyzer probe traces of ambient and wake. elec- Fig. 6. A < 1.0; Energy analyzer probe traces of ambient and wake. elec-
tmn data at 3.0cm (Z/R, - 0.9) and lime (a) 500 pa: tb) 100 l s;and twi data at 3.0 cm Z/RO - 0.9) and time (a) 500 pjs (b) 100 s": and
(c) 70 Pa. (e) t70 ps.

equivalent ion profile displays a significant ion enhance- which this is true is different for the two regimes. As a
ment. This strongly suggests that particle enhancement result, while the ambient temperature is clearly colder than
occurs first with the ions and subsequently with the elec- that of the wake region in the A > 1.0 regime, the con-
trons. verse is true in the A < 1.0 instance. It is seen then that

In the electron temperature experiments two plasma re- for A < I, a large-density enhancement in the near wake
gimes were investigated. One regime corresponded to that corresponds to cold ambient electrons being drawn into

used for the aforementioned temporal studies as outlined the region. On the other hand, in the absence of any near-
above. In the other, v, was increased to 3 -. 5c, and On wake density enhancement, the electron temperature in
was - - 10 V, such that A = 2.0 -- 3.0, or A > 1.0. the region could be even hotter than the ambient value due

Fig. 4(a) for the A < 1.0 regime and Fig. 4(b) for A > to the presence of a hot-tail component in the bulk elec-
1.0 effectively summarize the contrast between the two tron distribution of the flowing plasma.
plasma regimes in terms of the near-wake density. They
show the electron current density profiles as obtained by Ill. NUMERICAL MODEL, SIMULATION TFCIINIQUE,
scanning transversely at 3.0 cm (Z/Ro = 0.9) behind the AND SIMULATItN REsuLTs

disc; as can be seen in Fig. 4(b), the density profile dis- In order to further verify the results that were achieved
plays a void in the wake with respect to the ambient den- in the experiments, a full comptiter simulation of the ex-

sity. This is in sharp contrast to the profile shown in Fig. perimental scenario was initiated. The approach taken was
4(a) for which a density enhancement in the region is to mbdel the plasma kinetically; that is, the net motion of
clearly evident, many interacting particles was regarded as the determin-

Figs. 5 and 6 show the electron energy distribution for ing factor in the plasma flow. The laws of mechanics are
the A < 1.0 and A > 1.0 regimes, respectively, at the therefore applied to the individual particles of the ensem-
location (Z/Ro - 0.9) of Fig. 4. It was found that in both ble, and statistical techniques are then used to determine
regimes the energy distribution consists of a Maxwellion the net movement of the bulk plasma. As such, the rele-
bulk population at the plasma potential, and another pop- vant equations that govern particle behavior in a rarefied
ulation of hotter-tail electrons. However, the location at plasma flow with singly ionized ions and electrons sur-
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rounding an object are I) the Vlasov equations for both Generally, all of the above information cannot he read-

ions and electrons which provide the local values of both ily known and some assumptions must be nrade. F,)r

species, and 2) Poisson's equation, which governs the boundary condition 4, for example, it was assumed that
electric potential. Since the thermal velocity of the elec- the object surface is perfectly conducting to incident ions
trons (v,, - 104 cm/s) significantly exceeds the plasma- and secondary emission was ignored; fjR. i'p > 0) was
streaming velocity, which is on the order of the ion- therefore set to zero. fi(oo, V), on the other hand. was
acoustic velocity (i.e., vp = 2c, = (5) 10' cm/s, where specified to be a drifting Maxwellian, given by
c, = ion-acoustic velocity), it is therefore usual to con-
sider the electrons to be in thermal equilibrium and to have f" (-KT (- m

a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution so that =2KT expv- (K -p)/

S(X, V. t) = no where v, is the plasma flow velocity.
f(,, =no - The boundary potential was set at - I KT, which

I( roughly corresponded to the actual experimental chain-
exp ets(x, t) - mu2 ( I) ber-wall sheath value and the object body potential wasK set at a steady-state value of -20 V.

where n = initial stream electron density, and ti = clec- The actual solution technique used was the "inside-

tron thermal velocity. out" method 181. Particles were followed fromt a point
within the wake, then back outside into the amhient

The local electron density is then given by plasma in a time-independent fashion. With no time die-

n,(x, t) - no exp I(e4"(x. t)/IKT,)1. (2) pendency the distribution function along the particle tracks
The ion-energy distribution cannot he as easily speci- is constrained to be whatever it is specified to be in the

fled. for there is no ready form in which the ion density source region, thus affording a means of solving Vlasov's

can be expressed. The local ion density is thus expressed equation to obtain particle densities. The program used
was the Mesothermal Auroral Ctiarging (MAClI) pro-
gram. It is an adaptation of TDWAKE, a program origi-

1' -nally developed for the National Aeronautics and Space
ni= fJ dv (3) Administration (NASA). Currently in the possession of

the Space Physics Division of the U.S. Air Force Geo-
whereJ, is to be determined, physics Laboratory, MACH was developed in part to

Substituting (2) and (3) into Poisson's equation, one study the sheath structures surrounding large bodies in
gets space. It is 2-D (R. Z ) in configuration space and 3-D

V~ w oep(e$KT) f- t (4) Computations were carried out in a cylindrical mesh(v 1, V. " V) in velocity space,
44en exp (e4KT) -fv ( centered on the object, and the Vlasov and Poisson equa-

tions were solved to produce electron density, ion den-
which is solved along with the Vlasov equation for ions. sity, total density, and electric potential at each iteration

+ v, . +f e Vf node point. The machine on which the program was ex-
S+ e 4 ,, = O. (5) ecuted was a RIDGE-32 supermini computer.

at mi The steady-state results for the electron and ion density,
as obtained by inputting the parameters for the A < I .0

It is then necessary to solve (4) and (5), subject to the as obthed eperimng the paramters the A < 1.0

appropriate boundary conditions, to get self-consistent regime of the experimental study and iterating in a cylin-
values for n,, ni, and t. drical space scaled to the dimensions of the plasma cham-

In general, four boundary conditions are required to ob- ber, are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Corre-

tain a solution. These are as follows: sponding plots from data taken at 500 !s (the longest time
for which experimental data was available, and which is

I) The potential on the body; i.e., *(R) = *3, where essentially steady state in the experiment) are shown in
R = body radius, and *, = surface potential. Figs. 9 and 10. It is clearly seen in the experimental re-

2) The potential far away from the object, usually ex- suits that a density enhancement occurs in the wake region
pressed as 4(oo, t), but necessarily the boundary of both species; in addition, the location at which this is
potential in a bounded plasma. true is roughly equivalent, for it occurs between Z/Ro

3) The distribution function for ions, far away from the 0.6 -. 1.2 for the electrons, and between Z/Ro - 0.5
objectf(co, v); also, it is just the distribution func- 1.0 for the ions. In the simulation results, some density
tion for ions at the edge in a bounded-plasma. enhancement is also seen in the wake region. The location

4) The distribution that describes the charged ions at which this occurs, however, is a little further down-
leaving the surface of the object-f(R, t'R > 0); stream from that of the experimental results, at Z/Ra =
where r#, = velocity of the emitted ion at the hound- 1.6 -" 2.1 for ions and Z/R, O 1.7 -. 2.1 for electrons.
ary of the object; i.e.. at the body radius R. It is noted too that in the electron profiles of Fig. 7 there
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Cke is some apparent enhancement at Z/RO ý 0.7 -. 1.0
which is in very close accord with the experimtental re-
sults. The amplitude of this feature with respect to the
ambient density is considerably less than was observed in

U 0 5the corresponding experimental result however, and fur-

Pift 8 A < 1; Two-dimenstionat ioin number dennity profile% from %im ther effort is required to fully rcsolve this temattre itn rrder
lotion is a Ateady state to determine exactly what is occuri inp the re One ptrwihlr
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explanation could lie in the fact that actual number den- of the Langnsuir probe that was used to make the density
sltles were calculated in the simulation, while current measurements. This is due to the tac that the trajectories
density was the actual quantity measured in the experi- of the particles that give rise to it would have impacted
ments. directly onto the backside of the probe which was covered

A different perspective of the information in Figs. 7 end with an insulating ceramic costing. This does serve to ii-
1iis shown in Figs. I11 and 12. These figures essentially luatrate very nicely, however, how numerical simulations
show the 2-D density contours of the electrons wind Ions, can direct experimental work, tar the presence of such
resectively; In both, the density-enhancement regions Impinging ions will certainly be allowed for and possibly
(indicated by on arrow) can be clearly seen. The unnum- be detected in subsequent laboratory investigations.
tiered contours to the left of Z/R* - 0.5 areindicative of

46lon. impinging direbtly onto the backside of the object IV. DiscussioN OF LABORATORY AND SIMULIATION

and creating a region of significant density enhancement RESULTS

in the process. Such a feature could not be observed in Although the experimental ion and electron current
the experimental results because of the single-sided nature density profiles are similar in their essential features to
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the numerical profiles, there is a significant difference in stream-i.e., when A < 1.0-ion trajectories will not fol-
their magnitudes. To begin with, the experimental data low ballistic paths, and as seen in Figs. 2-6, 9. and 10-
shows a much larger electron current density enhance- ions do enter into the near-wake region. Such conditions
ment in the wake when compared to the electron-density could arise from the charging of a spacecraft during the
enhancement seen in the numerical data. This might be emission of a charged-particle beam or during an auroral
explained by the fact that: a) Electron current density was event.
the quantity measured in the experiment, while the actual The results indicate that if an A < 1.0 scenario sud-
electron number density '-- calculated in the simulation. denly comes about, ions will be attracted to the object.

As such, then, the velocity of the wake electrons could and under the influence of the surrounding charge sheath.

play a role in the observed differences in magnitude; b) which initially is large in extent (on the order of the object
there could also be some secondary electron emission from radius prior to the arrival of the main hulk plasma). will
the backside of the disc, which is being impacted by ions. follow a curved trajectory into the region behind the oh-
These electrons would contribute additionally to the en- ject. This focusing action is enhanced by the fact that the
hancement of the wake electron current density as mea- sheath contracts as the plasma density increases at the ob-
sured in the laboratory. Since secondary emission was not ject location (the final Debye length is -c 0 33 cms in our
considered in the numerical simulation, 1his added en- experiment), for the contracting sheath serves to pull ions
hancement effect would therefore not be a factor in the even closer to the object. Indeed, it is seen from the sirn-
simulation results; c) another matter that could have some ulation data that some ion trajectories impinge directly
bearing on the observed differences is that the physical onto the backside of the object, even in a steady state.
presence of a probe in the wake region of an object will The excess positive space charge generated by the
influence to some extent the very parameters which the buildup of ions just behind the object-clearly seen in Fig.
probe seeks to measure. Perturbations of this type are par- 12-subsequently serve to attract more electrons to the
ticularly noteworthy in these experiments, for the physics area. This is supported by the experimental data in Figs.
of Langmuir probes in the wake of a larger object is cur- 2 and 3. As was pointed out in Section II. not only do the
rently not well understood. To illustrate, it is noted that ions move into the wake region before the electrons, but
the wake of the probe could conceivably interact with the the electron density is at a maximum at a later tine than
wake of the disc in such a manner that some of the ob- the corresponding time for the ions: it is this mechanism
served difference between the experiment and simulation that is thought to bring about a colder-than-ambient else-
data might be attributed to the perturbing influence of the tron temperature in the near-wake region.
probe. We are currently engaged in studying how such Of course, the electrons can never directly impact the
effects could potentially arise by comparing the obtained object, as the ions easily can, unless they possess energy
I-V characteristic of a Langmuir probe that is physically sufficient to overcome the object's potential barrier. It can
immersed in a plasma (supported on a conducting probe be expected that the electrons will he ultimately reflected
shaft) with those obtained from numerical simulations of at the point where the potential barrier equals their kiretic
a probe-like object that is biased at varying potentials to energy. For an electron population that is perfectly Boltz-
collect electron current in the wake of a larger object. It mann in distribution, the I KTe potential contour will he
is hoped that along with the wall effects, which have also roughly the closest that electrons can he expected to ap-
been included in the simulation parameters, we will arrive proach the object. For an electron distribution that has a
at a better understanding of laboratory wake dynamics in hot tail component, as was the case in the experiments, it
the presence of diagnostic probes. might be expected that electrons would approach even

The picture that emerges from the experimental and closer to the object. With electron densities on the order
simulation data then, regarding the dynamics of electrons of 10' cm-3, the Debye length was ft0.3 cm., which cor-
and ions in the near wake. is a somewhat more involved responded to a location of Z/R- 0. I. It would therefore
process than that depicted in what has become the stan- seem possible for electrons to approach to within Z/R, <
dard view of the near-wake environment. From that per- 1.0, even in steady state, and that both ions and electrons
spective. ions follow straight-line or "ballistic'" trajec- would be present in the near wake The steady-state re
tories in going past an object immersed in a collisionless suits seem to indicate this to be true.
plasma flow and cross the geometric axis of the object
somewhere in the mid- to far-wake region. The near wake
(the region in the immediate vicinity of the object and
extending out to roughly Z/Ro < 4) is thought to be ion The authors would like to acknowledge the conitibution
free. These are the underlying assumptions in the works of Prof U. Samir, whose suggestions provided the ,itrial
of several authors, including Taylor 19], Martin I I 1, Kb- impetus for this work; Dr W Burke. for his support and
nemann I l), and Stone 112). - encouragement in this endeavor, and Dr. K Wright for

One difficulty with this standard viewpoint is the fact some helpful discussions along the way We ksould also

that for plasma-flow regimes in which the potential energy like to thank J. Genevich and R Allen for their technical
of the object exceeds the kinetic-flow energy of the plasma assistance in carrying out the experinenis
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